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ForFor Sam and Lala 

See essa rua, se essa rua fosse minha 
Euu mandava, eu mandava ladrilhar 

Comm pedrinhas, com pedrinhas de briihante 
Paraa o meu, par o meu amor passar 

(Iff  this street, if this street were mine 
I'dd have it, I'd have it paved 

WitiSS precious, with precious littl e stones 
Forr my love, for my love to pass) 

[traditional,, Brazil] 
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11 Introduction 

WorkWork is life,jou know, and without it there is nothing but fear and insecurity. 
Johnn Lennon 

(Twenty-Fourr Hours', BBC Television, December 15,1969,) 

JobJob security no longer lies within the corporate structure; it now lies within the individual. 
SmartSmart people will  base their employment decisions on their opportunities to learn new skills. 

Brucee Steinberg, 
Americann Staffing Association (Computerworld, May 15, 1995) 

TheThe temporary staffing sector has been referred to previously 
—— and in my opinion rightly so — as the 'poor man's university" 

Fritss Goldschmeding, 
Founderr of Randstad (Hugo Sinzheimer lecture, November 20, 1997) 

Inn today's "learning society" (Crouch, Finegold, and Sako 1999,1), the need for 
continuouss worker training is widely acknowledged, as rapidly changing 
technologiess reduce the shelf lif e of a worker's skills. Throughout the 1980s 
andd 1990s firms in many developed countries increasingly relied on flexible 
staffingg arrangements (temporary agency workers, short-term hires, on-call 
workerss and other types of external numerical flexibilit y as distinguished by 
Atkinsonn [1985]), in order to quickly adjust to changing market conditions. 
Thesee firms are unlikely to invest in the skills of workers who wil l be with a 
firmfirm temporarily. The use of flexible, temporary employees is arguably at odds 
withh employer-provided training targeted at enhancing worker employability. 
Thee simultaneous desire for employment flexibility  of firms and the workers' 
needd for ongoing skill acquisition presents us with an interesting dilemma. This 
'training-flexibilityy paradox'1 is the focal point of this study, and is reflected in 
thee following question: How do workers in flexible employment arrangements 
receivee training if employers are reluctant to invest in these workers' skills? In 
thiss study I address this paradox for two industries in two countries. The 
study'ss central empirical question is therefore: Which training arrangements have 
evolvedevolved for flexible workers in the Dutch and U.S. construction and information technology 
industries?industries? In order to answer this question I begin by identifying a series of 
variables:: the actor or actor network involved in the training provision, the 
trainingg delivery design, the training content, and the entidements and 
obligationss of actors involved in the training arrangement. This wil l also enable 

11 This 'paradox' bears similarities with Crouch's 'dilemma' (1997): the pursuit of a high level of 
vocationall  skills for a society increasingly depends on firms that do not necessarily have an 
incentivee to achieve that goal. In a commentary to Crouch, Green (1997) suggests that 
"contradictoryy tendency" might be more appropriate instead of "dilemma" (or "paradox", for 
thatt matter). Although Green's suggestion definitely makes sense, I use "paradox" to label the 
improbabilityy of simultaneously realizing numerical and functional flexibility by a single firm 
withinn a single worker. 
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mee to address the following questions that evolve from the central question, 
namely:: which actors are involved in the training arrangements and what is 
theirr motive? And: which factors account for differences in the training 
arrangementss between countries and industries? 

I nn the remainder of this chapter I introduce the theoretical and methodological 
toolss necessary to answer the questions above. In section 1.1, I set out the 
study'ss theoretical framework, which includes a definition of the principal 
conceptss of this study: flexible employment and training. Here, I also discuss 
thee types of possible actors involved in the provision of worker training. This is 
followedd by a closer look at the human capital model for employer-provided 
trainingg as developed by Becker (1962; 1964). I conclude Section 1.1 with a 
discussionn of the implications for flexible workers, derived from Becker's 
theoryy and supported by empirical evidence from previous research. In Section 
1.2,, I justify the selection of countries and industries in this study. This section 
alsoo includes the research methodology needed to answer the study's central 
question.. I discuss a model for the governance of economic actions, such as 
workerr training, in Section 1.3 that I use to interpret the findings throughout 
thiss study. The outline of this book can be found in section 1.4. 

1.11 Theoretica l Framewor k 

1.1.11 Flexible Employment Defined 

Inn the view of dual labor market theorists, the labor market is composed out of 
aa primary market and a secondary market. High wages, good working 
conditions,, employment stability, and chances of advancement characterize the 
primaryy labor market. By contrast, the secondary market tends to have low 
wages,, few if any fringe benefits, poor working conditions, high labor turnover, 
andd litde chance of advancement (Piore 1968). 

Thiss two-tier division bears similarities with the common distinction 
betweenn core workers and peripheral employees. Typically, core workers are 
stronglyy attached to a firm and can be found in stable, full-time, long-term 
employmentt relations. Peripheral or flexible workers on the other hand have 
unstablee careers characterized by employment intermittence and, due to lacking 
commitmentt to an employer, do not qualify for (some) company benefits 
(Doeringerr and Piore 1971). Atkinson (1985) distinguishes two peripheral 
groupss of workers and one external group. The first peripheral group consists 
off  full-time employees with less job security than the group of core workers. 
Theirr jobs are unlikely to require high skills or skills which are specific to the 
firm.firm. The second peripheral group comprises workers on short-term contracts. 
Thee external group involves jobs that are not at all firm specific and are likely 
too be contracted out to subcontractors and temporary agency workers. 

Althoughh peripheral workers have been considered as 'secondary' workers 
(Doeringerr 1991), or even as 'marginal' and 'disposable' workers, I distinguish 
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themm from workers employed in the secondary labor market.2 Although many 
flexibleflexible jobs are indeed precarious, a substantial amount of temporary and 
otherwisee flexible work is carried out in high-pay, high-skill jobs. In addition, 
duall  labor market theorists assume that people are more or less involuntarily 
employedd in the secondary market, whereas workers in flexible staffing 
arrangementss may choose to be employed in a flexible job. 

Inn this study I define 'flexible employment' as all employment of which the 
short-term,short-term, temporary nature is explicitly laid down in the employment contract. This 
correspondss with Atkinson's definition (1985) of flexible external numerical 
employment.. In the literature 'flexible employment' is sometimes defined 
differently.. Occasionally, different names are used to label flexible employment. 
Forr instance, Audrey Freedman introduced the term 'contingent work' to 
describee conditional and transitory employment relationships, principally 
characteri2edd by a lack of attachment between the employee and the firm.3 

Sincee its introduction, 'contingent work' has been used to label all kinds of 
workk arrangements that deviate from regular full-time, permanent jobs. Those 
non-standardd work arrangements, or a-typical jobs, include employees working 
inn part-time jobs, home-based workers, independent contractors, self-
employed,, and temporary workers either employed by a staffing agency or as 
partt of a firm specific pool of on-call workers. Belous (1989), for example, 
includess part-time workers under the definition of contingent workers. Polivka 
andd Nardone (1989) note that part-time workers may be perfecdy committed 
too their employer in terms of tenure and do not necessarily experience job 
insecurity.44 They emphasize the low degree of job security as a feature of 
contingentt work. Their definition of contingent work includes "any job in 
whichh an individual does not have an explicit or implicit contract for long-term 
employmentt or one in which the minimum hours worked can vary in a 

22 Cf. Polivka and Nardone (1989). 
33 Cited in Polivka and Nardone (1989). 
44 An example of international variation of what is considered contingent or non-standard work 
cann be found in the Netherlands. Because of its sheer size, part-time employment - defined as 
alll  jobs involving fewer than 35 hours a week - in the Netherlands (nearly 2.5 million people or 
355 percent of total employment in 2002) can hardly be considered 'non standard'. Any job of 35 
hourss a week or more is considered full-time. The substantial role part-time work plays in the 
Dutchh economy has been underscored by the government's 1998 decision to introduce a legal 
rightt for workers to demand a part-time job with their current employer. A firm can only reject 
suchh a demand when reducing an employee's full-time position to a part-time job would 
significantlyy harm the firm's interest. According to Statistics Netherlands, 28 percent of all jobs 
inn 2002 were part-time. Two out of every three part-time jobs were held by women. Total 
femalee employment consisted for more than half of part-time jobs. Of all Dutch male full-time 
workers,, 18 to 35 percent prefer to work fewer hours than they currently do (Ministry of Social 
Affairss and Employment 1998). Furthermore, a 1996 act prohibits discrimination of part-time 
workers,, providing them with the same rights and obligations as full-time workers CWet verbod 
vann onderscheid op grond van arbeidsduur', WOA, Stb. 1996, 391). Part-time workers are paid a 
proratedd gross income of full-time workers who carry out the same tasks. In the hilarious 
introductionn of his Adam Smith Lecture, Freeman (1998, 2) calls the Netherlands the "only 
part-timee economy in the world". 
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nonsystematicc manner" (Polivka and Nardone 1989, 11). This definition has 
beenn used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in measuring the size of 
non-standardd work arrangements in the United States.5 

I nn order to deal with the various definitions of 'contingent work' that arose 
inn the past years, Houseman (1999) introduces 'flexible staffing arrangements' 
whenn studying jobs with low job security and/or varying working hours. This 
termm appeared earlier in Houseman and Polivka (1999), but was less well 
definedd there. 'Flexible staffing arrangements' corresponds to what the national 
Dutchh statistics agency describes as 'flexible employment': those workers 
involvedd in employment relationships of temporary, short-term nature, either 
directlyy hired or employed through temporary work agencies, on-call workers, 
andd substitute employees.6 Here, the duration of employment contracts does 
nott exceed one year and there is no explicit intention to continue the 
employmentt relationship. 

Comparingg multi-country labor market statistics is often arduous due to 
differencess in definition and research methodology. Flexible employment 
statisticss are not an exception to this. The reader wil l notice that the data on 
flexibleflexible employment are very diverse. Different studies have been carried out 
byy different bodies, using different techniques and, worst of all, different 
definitionss of flexible employment. OECD (2001) offers an insight into this 
problem.. In this study I interchangeably use 'flexible staffing arrangements' and 
'flexiblee employment'. Furthermore, in this study the term 'flexible workers' is 
usedd to label those workers in flexible employment. 

1.1.22 Worker Training Defined 

Workerr training' is defined as those activities aimed at the enhancement of worker 
productivity,productivity, and a worker's current or future employ ability. Training covers a 
broadd gamut of programs, varying in nature, content, and the way in which 
programss are financed and provided.7 Vocational education or training of 
employeess may be aimed at acquiring basic skills (from reading, writing and 
arithmetic)) or produce very specific job skills. Acquisition can involve either 
'softt skills' (concerning an employee's work attitude) or 'hard skills' (mastering 
skillss that are more related to the work content). Training may be formal with 
clearlyy defined curricula and goals, and organized in classroom situations. On 
thee other hand, training can be highly informal, provided on the job in the 
processs of production, and is often described as 'learning by doing'. It is this 
latterr type of training that constitutes the largest share of total training provided 
too workers (Bishop 1996). On-the-job training is thought to be more important 

55 Others, like Rosenberg and Lapidus (1999), have extended the BLS definition and include 
moree worker categories. 
66 Statistics Netherlands (1993). 
77 See Barron, Berger, and Black (1997) on the difficulties of measuring training. Mincer (1962) 
concludess that attempts to assess the costs of on-the-job training are likely to underestimate the 
actuall  expenditures. 
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forr blue-collar workers, whereas white-collar workers typically would receive 
formall  training (Piore 1968). 

Thee very fact that skills may be acquired through work experience suggests 
thatt (frequent) job changes may enhance a worker's productivity. Job rotation 
strategiess in large Japanese firms are a well-known example of this.8 

Interestingly,, job changes between firms and between industries would thus 
implyy that the transitory character of a flexible worker's employment and the 
variationn in workplaces provide a means for this worker to develop skills. 

Trainingg can be seen as a form of economic action that requires coordination.9 

Withinn an economic system the totality of institutional arrangements that 
coordinatee transactions can be called a governance system, socio-economic 
regimee or economic order. The composition of a governance regime depends 
onn the mix of five governance mechanisms (Hollingsworth, Schmitter, and 
Streeckk 1994). Building on Williamson's transaction cost theory (1975), which 
introducedd markets and corporate hierarchies (or 'firms') as mechanisms for the 
governancee — or coordination — of economic transactions, Hollingsworth, 
Schmitter,, and Streeck (1994) see the state, the association and the informal network 
(alsoo referred to as 'community' or 'clan5) as additional mechanisms for the 
governancee of economic action.10 

MarketsMarkets are arenas in which individuals or corporate actors holding separate 
propertyy rights in different resources voluntarily engage in free, legally 
enforceablee contractual exchanges (Hollingsworth, Schmitter, and Streeck 
1994,, 5). A worker may decide to acquire skills through the market by 
purchasingg training from a vendor. Corporate hierarchies are institutions that 
permitt some actors to wield power over others on the basis of property rights 
vestedd in a formal organization. The more firms establish stable employment 
relationss with their personnel, and create internal labor markets offering 
employeess opportunities for career development, the more they promote the 
willingnesss of employees to acquire the necessary skills, and increase the 
chancess of their continued stay with the firm (ibid, 5). The state performs a 
legitimatee function in defining property rights, enforcing contracts, and setting 
generall  rules of competition, thereby maintaining the minimal conditions 
withoutt which markets and hierarchies would not be possible (ibid, 5). 
Moreover,, it considers the organization and funding of initial education one of 
itss core tasks. Informal networks are loosely joined sets of individuals or 
organizations,, in which transactions are conducted on the basis of mutual trust 
andd confidence sustained by stable, preferential, particularistic, mutually 
obliged,, and legally non-enforceable relationships (ibid, 6). Informal networks 
involvingg different actors, such as firms, workers, government agencies or 
trainingg institutions, may organize training within a community, region or (part 

88 They also illustrate the flexibility of large Japanese corporations within the rigidity of lifetime 
employmentt (Dore 1986). 
99 The following paragraphs draw partly on Van Lieshout (1999). 
100 Ouchi (1979, 835) and Streeck and Schmitter (1985,119) use the term 'bureaucracy' as a 
substitutee for different coordination mechanisms: for 'hierarchies' and for 'state' respectively. 
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of)) an industry. Associations are collective organizations formed among specific 
categoriess of actors in identical, similar, or adjacent market positions that 
definee and promote public goods, by organizing and enforcing cooperative 
behaviorr among their members, by engaging in collective contracts with other 
associations,, and by mobilizing and/or influencing public policy to their own 
andd their members' advantage (ibid, 7). Associations of employers and workers 
aree traditionally involved in regulating (vocational) education and training: 
collectivee agreements often contain essential stipulations regarding training and 
education,, and conditions and implications. 

Whenn identifying training arrangements for flexible workers, I look at 
provisionss that are offered by an employer as part of an employment 
relationship.. I also include training arrangements that are available through 
tradee unions or via joint efforts of management and labor, either at the industry 
levell  or initiated within a single firm. In addition, training provision by 
temporaryy work agencies, government-sponsored programs, and community-
basedd initiatives fall within the scope of this study. The principal criterion in 
thee assessment of training provisions is the fact that training should (also) 
targett those workers that are involved in a flexible employment relationship. I 
thuss exclude from this study initial vocational education, training for 
unemployedd job seekers and retraining for dislocated workers. 

1.1.33 Employment Regimes, Training Systems and Industrial Relations 

Forr a large part the differences between the employment regimes in the 
Netherlandss and the United States and between the respective national training 
systemss may be attributed to the different roles in both countries of three labor 
markett actors: government, (associations of) firms and (organized) workers. In 
thee following sections, I briefly characterize each actor's role by discussing the 
Dutchh and the U.S. industrial relations system. 

Dutchh industrial relations, and particularly collective bargaining procedures, 
aree characterized by a heavy reliance on consultation between employers' 
associationss and unions. Representation and consultation are highly 
institutionalizedd in a system of rules and bodies such as the Labor Foundation 
(STAR),, which centrally unites union federations and employers' associations, 
andd the tripartite Social and Economic Council (SER). The Labor Foundation 
andd the SER are among the most important advisory bodies on social and 
economicc issues to the central government. Representatives of unions, 
employerss and government agencies are constandy involved in consensus 
buildingg by formally and informally meeting within this network. In addition to 
itss role as an advisory body, the Labor Foundation is also a crucial player in 
drawingg the Dutch social and economic agenda. The centrally reached 
consensuss between social partners in the Foundation of issues such as wage 
moderationn has been widely seen as the driving force behind the effectiveness 
inn the past decade of Dutch corporatism, popularly called the 'polder model', 
whichh transformed "the most spectacular employment failure in the advanced 
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capitalistt world" into a "miracle" of employment growth (Visser and Hemerijck 
1997,, 9-10).n The model roughly has its origins in the 1920s and 1930s, a 
periodd during which union density was on the rise and organizational ties 
betweenn employers and employees expanded. Besides the already existing 
employers'' confederations, trade union confederations for employees were 
establishedd and gradually employers' organizations accepted the presence of 
unionss at national and industry levels, but not at the company level where 
employerss like to make their own decisions. Though the unions eventually were 
ablee to reach to the company level, the presence of both employers' and 
employees'' organizations at national and sector levels remains the most 
prominentt characteristic of the Dutch model of consultation. 

Thee first law to institutionalize the relations between employers and 
employeess is the 1927 Collective Agreements Act (*Wet op de collectieve 
arbeidsovereenkomst',, or CAO Act). The Act pertains only to those employers 
andd employees represented in the bargaining process. Signatory employers of 
thee agreement have to apply its terms and conditions to all their employees, 
whetherr or not these employees are represented in the bargaining process. The 
introductionn of the 1937 A W Act (*Wet op het algemeen verbindend en 
onverbindendd verklaren van bepalingen van collectieve 
arbeidsovereenkomsten')) allows both extension and nullification of collective 
agreementt stipulations. The Act enables the Minister of Social Affairs and 
Employmentt to extend collective agreements to employers not represented in 
thee bargaining process and their employees. The A W Act was accepted on 
groundss that the factual implementation of an extension should be restricted to 
thosee situations where a collective agreement's conditions applied to a majority 
off  those who are working in a certain industry. The A W Act guarantees a 
minimumm of working conditions and terms of employment, which prevents 
sociall  unrest. Clearly this is beneficiary for employees but employers benefit as 
well:: newcomers to the market are not able to enter the market by 
underbiddingg their competitors in terms of wages and other employment 
conditions. . 

Withh the introduction of the 1950 Works Councils Act (or 'WOR', amended 
severall  times since its introduction), employees enjoy an additional body which 
too voice their interests besides through union representation. The works 
councill  is composed of employees within a firm, whose task is to promote the 
interestss of both the firm and its employees. The Act makes it compulsory for 
aa firm to set up a works council if the firm employs either 50 or more 
employees.. Works councils are equipped with a range of tools to, to some 
extent,, balance management's power. For example, a firm's management is 
obligedd to consult a works council on economic and organizational matters, 
mentionedd in Section 25-1 of the Act. On a number of other issues, mentioned 
inn Section 27-1, the works council has to approve certain management decisions 
priorr to their execution. In firms with fewer than 50 employees, a 'personnel 

111 The practice to jointly label employers' associations and trade unions as 'social partners' 
probablyy illustrates best the close ties between management and labor representatives in the 
Netherlands. . 
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delegation'' must be established if a majority of the workers demands this. 
Comparedd to the works council, this 'mini works-council' (Van het Kaar 2003) 
hass limited power, but still has to approve company decisions (mentioned in 
Sectionn 35c-3 of the Act) before they can be realized. The Act applies both to 
thee private and public sector. Over the past few decades the works council has 
increasinglyy evolved from being a channel for cooperation between employer 
andd employees into a body that represents worker interests. Roughly 60 percent 
off  works council members are a union member, compared to 28 percent 
overalll  union density among Dutch employees (De Vries and Schins-Derksen 
2000). . 

Duringg the post-war period, Dutch industrial relations were marked by a 
strongg dominance of the central level, most notably in the annual wage 
guideliness set by the government and the Labor Foundation meant to restrain 
wages.. With labor supply getting scarcer, wages exploded in the mid-1960s 
leadingg the Netherlands to become a high wage economy in the early 1970s. 
Althoughh the need to work on a new wage policy was agreed upon by the social 
partnerss and the government, a central agreement between these parties was 
nott reached. The introduction of a new wage act in 1970 was reason for union 
federationss to temporarily postpone their membership of the Labor 
Foundationn and the SER. The climate for social dialogue worsens under these 
conditions,, being further exacerbated as a result of the two oil crises in the 
1970s.. Unemployment was rising and was particularly felt among youth. Labor 
unrest,, though still relatively modest, became manifest in strikes. The 
governmentt resorted to wage moderation measures in the public and 
subsidizedd sectors. A newly elected government decided to break away from 
thee corporatist model in 1982 and proposed dramatic policy measures to 
remedyy the country's dire financial situation. Fearing further government 
interventionn through wage measures, national social partners responded by 
agreeingg to trade wage moderation (the employers' claim) in exchange for a 
reductionn in working hours, which unions demanded. This 1982 agreement is 
commonlyy referred to as the Wassenaar Agreement. 

Inn two ways 'Wassenaar' was a milestone. First, it ended a period of 
governmentall  control through wage measures. Second, it marked the beginning 
off  decentralization of collective bargaining. A continuing process of 
decentralizationn characterizes the 1990s, best exemplified by the 1993 Labor 
Foundationn agreement A New Course fEen nieuwe koers'). The agreement 
encouragedd the government, the employers and the trade unions to promote 
diversityy and tailor-made terms and conditions of employment. The agreement 
alsoo enhanced the possibility of part-time work and the reduction of working 
hours,, because the unions gave up their veto against the flexible deployment of 
labor.. Finally, it also encouraged union leaders to enhance consultation and 
democracyy within their organizations (OSA 1995). 

AA recent step to further decentralize industrial relations is the revision in 
19966 of the Works Council Act by introducing a new article that allowed for 
workss council agreements. A works council agreement can be defined as an 
agreementt between an entrepreneur and a works council, providing individual 
formss with a tool for tailor-made agreements. Works council agreements 
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usuallyy contain procedural agreements regarding facilities and work; they may 
containn agreements regarding terms and conditions of employment. 

Mostt features of today's U.S. industrial relations system originated in the 1930s, 
whenn the Roosevelt Administration introduced legislation that favored worker 
andd union rights to bargain. This "New Deal industrial relations system" 
(Kochann 1984, 35) had its legislative roots in the 1935 National Labor 
Relationss Act (Wagner Act for short). The Act provided unions with the right 
too organize. In order to unionize workplaces so-called representation elections 
weree to be held. With the majority of the votes ruling in favor of union 
presencee at a firm, a union would gain exclusive representation rights of the 
workerss at that firm. The Wagner Act required employers to bargain in good 
faithh and provided rules for the collective bargaining process. Compliance with 
thee Act is enforced by the National Labor Relations Board. The Act covers 
mostt employees in the private sector who are included under a collective 
agreement.. Negotiations typically take place at the company or plant level, so-
calledd single tier bargaining. In those days the American Federation of Labor 
(AFL),, the national workers organization, advocated organizing workers into 
so-calledd craft unions, thus separately representing workers in different trades, 
alsoo known as the trade jurisdiction. Within the AFL opposition arose against 
thee 'horizontal' organization of workers. In 1935 the Congress of Industrial 
Organizationss (CIO) was founded in order to organize all workers in a given 
industry,, creating industrial unions.12 The central unions had, and still have, 
relativelyy littl e authority over local unions. A similar situation can be found 
amongg employers, where individual firms tend to control their own labor and 
personnell  policy. Agreements concluded between employers and unions at the 
nationall  level and at the industry level are therefore not a feature of the U.S. 
industriall  relations system. 

A tt the time of the introduction of the Wagner Act public opinion was 
favorablee to increased union power. Twelve years later this view had shifted 
andd a Republican-controlled Congress passed the 1947 Labor Management 
Relationss Act (also known as the Taft-Hartley Act). The Act strengthened the 
positionn of employers by enabling the government to intervene in strikes. Taft-
Hartleyy also abolished the so-called closed-shop system, under which 
employerss were forced to hire only union members. Although unions 
consideredd Taft-Hartley as eroding union rights, the Act did not fundamentally 
changee collective bargaining practices. Particularly at large unionized companies 
industriall  relations were institutionalized and professionalized. Gross (1994), 
however,, claims that Taft-Hartley has encouraged employers to resist worker 
unionizationn and collective bargaining. 

Inn the late 1950s management opposition against unions grew, eventually 
leadingg to deep hostility vis-a-vis the labor movement in the 1960s. At the same 
timetime union density rates were in decline, from about 35 percent in the 1950s to 
200 percent in 1983. The economic recession of the early 1980s paved the way 
forr firms to sidestep collective bargaining and union involvement. Mass layoffs 

'22 The AFL and CIO eventually merged in 1955. 
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inn union industries (such as manufacturing) and the shift to white-collar work 
furtherr reduced union power, enabling firms to unilaterally break away from 
thee traditional industrial relations system. Where collective bargaining did take 
placee it was conducted at a decentralized level, sometimes without the 
involvementt of union leaders but instead with rank-and-file workers (Kochan 
1984).. Negotiations were typically aimed at reducing labor costs in order to 
competee with domestic and foreign cheap labor. Small-scale experiments in 
firmsfirms holding on to the New Deal industrial relations system required union or 
employeee involvement in workplace-related issues (for instance quality of work 
programs)) or at a more strategic level. For some scholars these developments 
andd a growing interest in alternative forms of worker representation may signal 
aa (possible) transformation of the U.S. industrial relations system (Kochan, 
Katz,, and McKersie 1986; McKersie et al. 1985). Dunlop (1993), on the other 
hand,, does not see a radical change of that system, since many features - such 
ass trade jurisdiction and decentralized bargaining - are still in place. The 
Dunlopp Commission, appointed by the Clinton Administration to examine the 
lawss that govern and shape U.S. labor relations, reported a decline of collective 
bargaining133 in the private sector and an increased reliance on government 
regulationn and court rulings in order to protect workers. In order for workers 
too freely choose independent representation, the Commission recommended to 
speedd up union elections by shortening the election process (Commission on 
thee Future of Worker-Management Relations 1995). Possibly in the wake of the 
Commission'ss findings, the AFL-CIO has been searching for ways to revitalize 
thee US labor movement. New leadership in the AFL-CIO and in some unions 
offerr support for local efforts to organize as part of the 'Union Cities program'. 
Withh union density in the private sector at 8.5 percent (2002) there are reports 
off  renewed interest in rank-and-file activism and participation (Hurd, Milkman, 
andd Turner 2003). Some of these developments take place in the IT industry, 
whichh I discuss in Chapter 5. 

1.1.44 Investing in Human Capital 

Inn his pioneering work on human capital investment, Becker (1964) 
distinguishess two types of on-the-job training: general training, providing an 
employeee with skills that are transferable and can be applied in many firms, and 
specificspecific training, which a worker can only use in a single firm. This distinction is 
cruciall  when dealing with training investments, since the nature of the training 
largelyy determines to what extent a firm and a worker are willin g to pay for the 
training. . 

Firmss may be reluctant to invest in general training, because a worker may 
applyy those skills outside the firm providing this training. Training is general if 
aa worker's training raises his or her productivity with exactly the same amount 
onn the external labor market (Becker 1964). As a consequence, the incurred 

133 In the late 1990s, over 100,000 collective agreements covered 9 million employees in the 
privatee sector, according to BLS data cited in Cutcher-Gerschenfeld, Kochan, and Calhoun 
Wellss (1998). 
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trainingg costs may not be fully captured by the firm. Of course, other firms will 
bee happy to hire workers who have already undergone training for which these 
firmsfirms did not have to pay. Not only do general skills contribute to an increased 
productivity,, these skills are also an essential precondition for a worker to be 
furtherr trained, since generall  skills both promote a worker's ability to be trained 
andd reduce training costs (Kalaitzidakis 1997). 

Sincee generic skills improve workers' opportunities on the external labor 
market,, employees would be willing to pay for general training. Employees 
wouldd make these payments — while in training — by receiving wages lower than 
theyy could receive with other firms (Becker 1964). Typically, this approach 
distinguishess two stages: a training period in which the worker is less 
productive,, followed by a phase in which the benefits of training can be reaped, 
thee worker can be entirely deployed, and productivity thus increases. In this 
model,, workers in the 'low productivity stage' will receive lower wages, whereas 
thee 'high productivity stage' will yield higher wages. By paying lower wages 
duringg the training period, and thus saving on costs of labor, a firm will be able 
too capture part of the training costs. 

Inn Becker's model, the monetary burden of general training will be entirely 
bornee by the individual employee. Workers should therefore have sufficient 
accesss to financial resources in order to receive training. However, workers in 
low-paidd jobs, for instance, will not be likely to find a means to finance 
requiredd or desired training (Ritzen 1989). It is also argued that, aside from the 
financiall  constraint, a worker will be limited in his or her ability 1) to specify 
thee contents of a training program and 2) to monitor a firm's compliance with 
it.. This further restricts his or her ability to buy training in the workplace. 

Completelyy specific training, as opposed to general training, exclusively affects 
workers'' productivity within the firm that provides the training. According to 
Beckerr (1964), a firm would be willing to pay for specific training, since the 
returnss from training can be collected through larger profits resulting from 
increasedd productivity. An employer will not provide training to a worker if the 
latterr is likely to leave the firm before training investments could eventually be 
recouped.. On the other hand, an employee may not be willing to pay for 
trainingg that is of no use to him when he quits his job with this firm. The 
willingnesss of a firm or a worker to pay for firm-specific training will decrease 
withh the likelihood of the worker leaving the job. Hence, the incidence of labor 
turnoverr affects the degree to which specific training is provided. 

Bothh worker and firm may find that specific training can serve as a tool to 
overcomee the risk of turnover. Specific training provides an employee with 
skillss that will increase his productivity within the firm, which subsequently will 
yieldd higher wages. After having received training, a worker will thus have an 
obviouss stake in remaining with the firm since this will enable him to capitalize 
onn his skills. A firm's concern with labor turnover is typically valid for specific 
training;training; firms will be less concerned with the turnover of generally skilled 
workers.. Or as Becker puts it: specific training produces certain 'external' 
effects,, preventing specifically trained workers from quitting and employers 
fromm laying off these workers. Becker considers these effects to be 
'diseconomies'' imposed on the employee and the employer involved with the 
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training,, providing further incentives to continue the employment relationship 
whenn specific training is involved. 

Sincee its publication, Becker's model has been widely discussed, commented 
on,, refined, and brought more in line with empirical findings. The fact, for 
instance,, that most training is neither purely specific nor entirely general has 
beenn widely acknowledged and is considered one of the drawbacks of Becker's 
model.. An important contribution to the debate has been the introduction by 
Stevenss (1994), who sees most training as useful to some firms, of the notion of 
'transferablee training'. 

Becker'ss model also implies a competitive market, in which there is no 
informationn asymmetry: employers do not have more information about the 
abilityy of incumbent workers than firms in the outside labor market. Here, no 
employerr is able to retain its trained workers unless it pays its full marginal 
productivity.. Several scholars have used a non-competitive model (with 
informationn asymmetry) in order to advance empirical evidence for the fact 
thatt employers nearly always pay some or all of the cost of general on-the-job 
training,, notably apprenticeship programs (e.g. Acemoglu and Pischke 1996, 
1998;; Barron, Berger, and Black 1999; Katz and Ziderman 1990; Loewenstein 
andd Spletzer 1998). Loewenstein and Spletzer (1999) have added that training 
cann only be general if outside firms acknowledge that a worker's training at the 
currentt employer raises his or her productivity elsewhere. 

Givenn the limitations of his model, Becker's theoretical assumptions lead to 
twoo empirical predictions that are relevant for this study: 1) the training 
decisionn of firms and employees requires knowledge on both sides about 
whetherr the investment can be recouped, and 2) the longer an employment 
relationshipp continues the more likely it is that training wil l compose a 
substantiall  part of the relationship. 

Muchh empirical evidence is available that supports the second prediction. 
Usingg data from the 1995 Survey of Employer-Provided Training (SEPT95), 
Frazis,, Gittleman, and Joyce (1998) find that job tenure has evident effects on 
informall  training but no apparent effects on formal training. They also find that 
employerss who show signs of promoting a long-term employment relationship 
tendd to train more intensively. Training can be considered an employee benefit 
andd a key incentive to keep workers with the firm. It appears then that training 
andd tenure seem to be mutually reinforcing. Abraham and Houseman (1993), 
forr example, provide evidence on the enhancing effect of training on the 
durationn of the employment relationship. Parent (1999) suggests that formal 
on-the-jobb training in the current job contains at once a general component that 
thee employer rewards up to its market value and a specific component that 
reducess job mobility. It is then plausible to assume that firms tend to keep their 
trainedd workers longer compared with other workers because they are more 
productive.14 4 

144 Interestingly, in a U.S.-Japan comparison, Levine (1993) finds no evidence for earlier findings 
byy Mincer and Higuchi (1988) that firms with high levels of training have low turnover rates. 
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Off  course, the relationship between tenure and training is not something new. 
Amongg dual labor market theorists (see also above), training is considered a key 
featuree of a firm's labor market. Such internal labor markets can best be 
describedd as a firm's strategy to mute forces from the 'external' labor market by 
applyingg autonomous wage and labor allocation structures, in order to limi t 
workerr mobility between firms. Internal labor markets produce clear incentives 
forr workers to stay with the firm: employment security, seniority-based pay, 
training,, and upward mobility (Doeringer and Piore 1971). Employment 
securityy originates from an employer's desire to reduce turnover. Internal labor 
marketss are typically 'constructed' through firm-specific skills. Because both 
thee demand for and supply of these skills are relatively low in the labor market, 
economiess of scale cannot be realized in the provision of specific skills. Vice 
versa,, turnover can be reduced by making upward mobility through training a 
functionn of seniority. Workers value such features of internal labor markets, 
furtherr producing long-term employment relationships. Thus the various 
elementss of internal labor markets mutually reinforce each other. 

1.1.55 Implications for Flexible Workers 

Ass stated above, firms wil l primarily decide to provide general or specific 
trainingg if they are able to reap the benefits from the training investment. Even 
if,, as Acemoglu and Pischke (1996) contend, employers are considering general 
trainingg provision, it is unlikely that they wil l invest in uncertain, flexible 
employmentt relationships. With respect to specific training, Morse (1969) has 
beenn one of the firsts to shed a light on the implications for temporary and 
otherr flexible workers of Becker's training model. On the basis of the human 
capitall  theory, Morse suggests that temporary work — or 'employment 
experiencee intermittence' as he labels it - is principally characterized by a 
relativee decrease in the amount of investment in specific on-the-job training. 
Duee to the short-term and unpredictable nature of flexible employment 
relationships,, workers in such relationships wil l be denied access to employer-
providedd training, since firms are only willin g to sponsor specific training if 
theyy are able to recoup the training investments. As a consequence, flexible 
workerss wil l not be able to develop their skills. Furthermore, due to lacking 
investmentss employers wil l be hardly tied to temporary or flexible workers. 
Typically,, this may result in a situation where workers wil l find themselves 
temporarilyy employed on a permanent basis. 

Basedd on the assumptions above, implying that temporary agency workers 
representt an uncertain factor in a firm's training decisions, flexibilization of the 
laborr market — in terms of the use of flexible workers - may lead to a shortage 
off  investments in training, both general and firm specific. The dynamics of 
trainingg thus cause a bifurcated labor force: a high skilled tier of workers in 
permanent,, high wage jobs versus workers with general skills, considered to be 
off  less added value and therefore involved in low paid jobs with litde security. 
Orr as Atkinson (1985, 18) concludes: "The firm's main training interest is 
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unlikelyy to extend much beyond the core group, and this can lead to training 
deficiencies,, particularly among the external groups." 

Inn addition to the assumptions I have derived from the human capital theory, 
ann overview of the recent literature on training provides us with evidence that 
flexibleflexible workers are indeed unlikely to receive firm-sponsored training. 
Suggestingg a dynamical approach of employer-provided training, Loewenstein 
andd Spletzer (1997) included the timing of training investments. Their 
theoreticall  claim is to abandon the traditional standpoint of a two-period 
trainingg model, where training typically occurs during the first period and 
productionn take place in the second stage (see above). Using data from the 
Currentt Population Survey (CPS) and the National Longitudinal Surveys of 
Youthh (NLSY), Loewenstein and Spletzer conclude that a substantial amount 
off  training takes place after the start of the employment relationship. In fact, 
theyy find that the positive cross-sectional relationship between tenure and the 
probabilityy of ever having received training is nearly entirely due to true delayed 
training.155 Furthermore, in Loewenstein and Spletzer (1996) there is evidence 
thatt a large number of training spells occur after the first year of employment.16 

Accordingg to them, training might be delayed because employers and workers 
wantt to scan the employment relationship, in terms of the quality of the match. 
Afterr this initial 'scanning' period both actors may decide to incur training 
costs.. However, temporary employment relationships are typically short term 
andd generally wil l expire within the first twelve months mentioned by 
Loewensteinn and Spletzer, thus disabling training investments for flexible 
workers.. Parent (1999) uses a different sample, but finds a similar belated 
trainingg phenomenon. Trained workers seem to have longer employment 
relationshipss with their respective employers compared with those that have 
neverr been trained. Workers who had received on-the-job training stayed with 
theirr employers a full year and a half longer on average. Since flexible workers 
aree typically engaged in employment relationships that do not exceed one year, 
thiss means that they would have no access to training. 

Otherr studies point even more strongly in the direction of potential under-
investmentt in the human capital of flexible workers. Research outcomes for a 
numberr of European countries indicate that temporary agency workers are not 
ass likely as regular workers to receive job-related training (Arulampalam and 
Boothh 1998; Goudswaard and De Nanteuil 2000; Goudswaard, Kraan, and 
Dhondtt 2000; Jonker and De Grip 1999; Paoli 1997). In an overview of the 
literaturee on U.S. employer-provided training, Bishop (1996) finds that the 
likelihoodd and amount of formal training is higher for workers in regular, non-
temporaryy jobs. Underinvestment in on-the-job training typically occurs with 
temporaryy and seasonal workers. Findings by Davis-Blake and Uzzi (1993) 
suggestt that jobs requiring firm-specific or complex technical skills are unlikely 
too be temporary. In the Netherlands as well, temporary hires (i.e. workers 

155 The observed delayed training appeared to be more often firm specific rather than general. 
166 Cited in Loewenstein and Spletzer (1997). 
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recruitedd for a limited, short-term period) are usually offered fewer 
opportunitiess for training than permanent employees (De Wolff 1999). 

Whilee there is evidence of training-provision through temporary work 
agencies,, this is reported to be generally aimed at high-skilled employees since 
theirr trainability is higher and training costs can thus be recouped (Autor 
2000b;; Krueger 1993). Autor (2000b) also evidences that temporary staffing 
agenciess are willing to provide general skills training. Here, managers of 
temporaryy work agencies reported that training was provided for three reasons: 
thee recruitment and screening of workers, the differentiation of quality, and the 
developmentt of skills. There is reason to think that temporary work agencies 
aree able to recoup the training costs, and that there is thus an obvious rational 
behindd training. Agencies can do so either directly by passing the training costs 
onn to the client firm through a higher mark-up, or indirectly via an increase of 
itss staffing service quality by deploying high-skilled workers, in the long-term 
resultingg in market-share expansion. In some cases, temporary work agencies 
mayy directly charge temp workers for the training facilities they provide. 

Thiss provides us with the basic logic of employer-provided, job-related 
training.. Combined with outcomes of previous studies of training provision, 
Becker'ss theory, with all its practical constraints, leads us to assume that flexible 
workerss compose a category that is likely to be excluded from employer-
providedd training. In the following section I build my research framework upon 
thiss assumption. 

1.22 Abou t This Study : A Compariso n of Two Industrie s in Two 
Countrie s s 

II  address this study's central question on the basis of an exploratory and 
comparativee case study of training arrangements in the construction industry 
andd information technology industries, in the Netherlands and the United 
States.. In the remainder of this chapter, I present the reasons for including 
thesee two countries in the study and I explain the grounds for selecting the two 
industries.. In addition, I set out the applied research method. 

1.2.11 Selection of Countries 

"Whatt is unique about cross country comparison?", George Strauss wonders in 
aa chapter on comparative international industrial relations (Strauss 1998). 
Traditionally,, the Dutch welfare state and labor market regime can be 
consideredd as strongly contrasting with that of the United States (Esping-
Andersenn 1990). Two reasons stand out that warrant a Dutch-U.S. comparison 
off  training arrangements for flexible workers. First, there are differences 
betweenn the two countries in the way job security and employment flexibility 
aree regulated. A comparison of the 27 OECD member states shows that in the 
latee 1990s the United States scored lowest on overall strictness of protection 
againstt dismissals, whereas the Netherlands had the strictest employment 
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protectionn after Portugal and Korea (OECD 1999). Some scholars have 
suggestedd a relationship between tight layoff constraints (e.g. because of 
dismissall  law, high costs of redundancy schemes) and the use of flexible 
staffingg arrangements such as temporary work, enabling employers to establish 
flexibilit yy in a rigid labor market regime (for instance Robinson 1999; Van der 
Heijdenn 1998). Others have presented evidence that rejects the existence of a 
relationshipp between labor market flexibility  and social protection (Blank and 
Freemann 1994). 

Thee national differences in the design of the training systems are the second 
reasonn to include these two countries in a comparative study on flexible-worker 
training.. The Dutch institutional framework for job-related training bears 
strongg similarities with the more well known German system, not only in the 
fieldfield of initial vocational education (Van Lieshout 1997), but also with respect 
too continuous worker training. The training landscape is characterized by heavy 
regulationn and a strong involvement of government agencies, employers' 
associationss and trade unions. In the United States, there is no national training 
system.. Vocational training is highly fragmented and patchy: national skill 
standardss and curricula are lacking, and training programs differ in their size, 
contentt and design from state to state and from county to county. Employer-
providedd training is uneven and workers are provided with skills that are 
generallyy lower than in Japan or Germany. Perhaps more striking than the 
differentt national training infrastructures is the fact that the Dutch system 
seemss to produce an intermediate/high-skill equilibrium and that a bipolar low-
skill/high-skilll  equilibrium characterizes the training of U.S. workers. Finegold 
andd Soskice (1988) define 'skill equilibrium' as a sustained situation in which 
(high/low)) incentives for firms and individuals to invest in training cause firms 
too accustom to occupying market niches where (many/few) skills are required 
forr workers. Consequendy, there wil l be (many/few) demands on the system 
forr improvement. Forces of both demand and supply wil l sustain the 
equilibrium.17 7 

Basedd on the varying degrees of labor market regulation, producing 
differentt employment relationships in the two countries, and the differences in 
thee vocational education and training cultures in the Netherlands and the 
Unitedd States, I expect to find different configurations for the training of 
flexiblee workers. 

1.2.22 Selection of Industries 

I nn this study I compare training arrangements in two industries in both 
countries:: the construction industry and the information technology industry. I 
distinguishh three main reasons to include the construction industry in this 
study.. First of all the industry has a solid tradition of training in general, often 

177 Acemoglu and Pischke (1996) offer a model in which multiple equilibria can be established in 
aa situation where the current employer has an information advantage about the skills of a 
workerr relative to other firms. In one equilibrium worker turnover is high and training low, 
whereass in another equilibrium turnover rate is low and training levels are high. 
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organizedd along the lines of apprenticeships and craft training programs. It is 
thereforee interesting to see to what extent initiatives are originating from within 
thee training traditions with respect to flexible workers. The roots of the training 
programss are strongly, though not exclusively, linked to the presence of unions, 
whichh brings me to the second reason to include the construction industry in 
thee study. 

Whilee union membership is on the decrease in many industrialized countries, 
unionss in the construction industry still represent a substantial share of the 
workforce.. Unions are a principal actor in the labor market for construction 
workers.. Unions may operate as labor market intermediaries and facilitate 
workerr transitions from one job to another. Furthermore, as representatives of 
workerss they may obstruct the introduction of temporary agency workers, 
viewingg their presence in the industry as a threat to 'real' construction workers, 
notablyy union members. As one of the principal labor market actors a union 
mayy influence public policymaking targeted at the labor market. In short: union 
presencee in a labor market wil l obviously affect the functioning of this labor 
market. . 

AA third reason to include the construction industry in this study stems from 
thee fact that employment in the building trades is often considered temporary by 
nature.nature. A worker is deployed on a construction site for the duration of the 
project.. Typically employment ends upon completion of the construction work. 
Thiss is not to say that the employment relationship is terminated. A 
constructionn firm may want to take skilled workers to the next assignment and, 
ass is the case in U.S. construction, unions offer employment stability through 
theirr hiring halls. Real temporary employment in the industry exists where 
temporaryy work agencies and other intermediaries for personnel supply are 
involved.. In the construction industry, work has increasingly been divided in 
smalll  tasks that can easily be contracted out to workers with narrow skills. This 
developmentt has facilitated the entry of different types of labor market 
intermediariess that specialize in construction personnel. In the Netherlands, 
temporaryy agency work in the construction industry was outlawed in the early 
1970s.. The government decision to bar temporary work agencies from the 
tradess had its roots in the widespread evasion by construction firms (also called 
'contractors')) and subcontractors of paying the mandatory social insurance 
contributions.. After the ban on agency work was revoked in 1998, temporary 
workk agencies slowly but steadily entered the market. Clearly, temporary agency 
workk is still marginal in the Dutch construction industry compared to other 
industries.. However, because temporary work agencies have started from 
squaree one in this market they may produce new, interesting examples of 
temporaryy worker training. 

Temporaryy agency work in the U.S. construction industry is primarily 
organizedd along the lines of the non-unionized, or open shop, segment of the 
industry.188 Open-shop construction involves approximately 80 percent of all 

188 Strictly speaking, an open shop jobsite can be a union workplace, as it leaves room for 
individuall  workers to decide whether or not they want to join a union. In practice however, this 
rarelyy is the case. I therefore use 'open shop' and 'non-unionized' jobsites intechangeably. 
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constructionn workers in the United States. Non-union construction firms have 
increasinglyy been using temporary work agencies as labor market intermediaries 
too deal with the fluctuation in the demand and supply of manpower in the 
trades,, boosting temporary work agency revenues in the construction industry 
fromm $4 billion (1991) to $15 billion in 1998 (ASA 1998). 

Feww industries contrast as sharply with the construction industry as the 
informationn technology industry, particularly with respect to training 
infrastructuree and union presence discussed above. In this study I define the 
informationn technology industry as those businesses that are involved in the 
productionn or implementation of computer software, and/or hardware 
requiredd to run software programs. Within this definition fall high-skill jobs 
suchh as software engineers, analysts and programmers as well as workers 
involvedd in the production of hardware. The division between the first worker 
categoryy (white-collar jobs) and the second (blue-collar jobs) within the 
industryy in the Netherlands and the United States produces a bifurcation in the 
extentt to which workers are represented by unions, with blue-collar workers 
moree likely to be organized, since the hardware segment in the information 
technologyy industry has its roots in the relatively well-organized office 
equipmentt and telecommunication industries. This is exemplified by the fact 
thatt employees in the Dutch hardware segment are covered by a collective 
agreement,, whereas a minority of software employees is covered by a company 
agreement.199 Workers in the U.S. information technology industry are generally 
withoutt any form of worker representation. Exceptions are cases where unions 
havee successfully attempted to organize 'new economy' parts of 'old economy' 
companies,, such as wireless divisions of telecommunications companies. High-
skill,, high-pay software employees may not feel a need to join a union: given 
thee high demand for these workers they have a strong bargaining position and 
theyy may be able to adequately negotiate their employment contract. Thus, the 
relativerelative absence of unions is a criterion to include the information technology 
industryy in this study. As a result from the poorly developed industrial relations 
inn the industry and perhaps its fairly recent emergence there is not a widespread 
trainingtraining tradition. Thus training strongly depends on the willingness of individual 
firms,firms, which is affected by the degree to which training investments can be 
recoupedd through payback clauses or by limiting turnover by applying non-
competitionn covenants. The broad range of solutions that evolve in the 
informationn technology industry to meet the rapidly changing and until recendy 
steeplyy increasing demand for skilled workers therefore is a second reason to 
includee this industry in a comparison with the construction industry. A third 
reasonn to include the information technology industry is the growth in the use 
off  temporary and other flexible workers, comparable to the construction 
industry.. With employment in the information technology industry growing at 
above-averagee rates in the past decade, flexible staffing arrangements have been 

199 See Van Liempt (forthcoming) for a study of collective bargaining institutions in the Dutch 
informationn technology industry. 
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usedd particularly during die early stages of expansion in the industry, both in 
thee Netherlands and in the United States. 

1.2.33 Research Method 

Ass mentioned above, this study is of an exploratory nature, probably best 
illustratedd by what can be seen as the 'how' and 'why' questions phrased in the 
beginningg of this chapter. The type of questions that need to be answered 
warrantss the use of a multiple-case study approach (Yin 2003). The unit of 
analysiss in the cases is the training arrangement. The cases were selected after 
ann initial review of existing examples of training for flexible workers in the two 
industriess in both countries. This review was based on insights from a 
secondaryy analysis of earlier studies and from meetings with academic experts, 
governmentt representatives, unions and employers' associations in the United 
Statess and the Netherlands. This produced several training arrangements with 
varyingg actors and different institutional designs. For the IT industry, the case 
materiall  is richer in both countries than for the construction industry. I have 
selectedd those cases that represent the variety of training arrangements in the 
respectivee industries. The cases are constructed on the basis of over fifty  semi-
structuredd interviews with key persons directly or indirectly involved in a 
trainingg arrangement. An anonymized overview of interviewed persons and 
organizationss involved in this study is included in the appendix. Many of the 
respondentss have asked to remain anonymous. The interviews were conducted 
betweenn March 2000 and November 2003 in the Netherlands and the United 
States.. Chapters 4 and 5 include the cases for the construction industry and the 
I TT industry respectively. 

Byy applying a case study approach as the way to answer the questions above, I 
usee a qualitative approach that provides a better understanding of a training 
arrangement'ss actual design and the rationale behind the training. This 
approachh offers relatively limited insight into the pervasiveness of training for 
flexiblee workers. It does not enable statistical generalization of the findings. 
Clearly,, herein lies one of the limitations of the study. A second limitation of 
thiss study involves the selection of the two countries. The sheer size of the 
Unitedd States in terms of its labor force (150 million) skews a comparison with 
thee Netherlands, which has a working population of approximately 6.5 million 
people.. Much of the U.S. legislation pertaining to the employment relationship 
andd to its terms and conditions is drafted at the state level. For instance, 
employmentt law in the state of California is characterized by striking 
exceptionss in the use of the employment at-will doctrine and non-competition 
clauses.. Given the location of Silicon Valley in the San Francisco Bay Area, and 
thuss comprising the heart of the information technology industry, California is 
undoubtedlyy of interest. The state's economic dynamics, triggered by the 
informationn technology boom during the 1990s, has had clear spillover effects 
forr other industries, such as the construction industry, which saw an 
employmentt growth of over 50 percent from 1993 to 1999. With 15 million 
peoplee in the California labor force, the state still outnumbers the Dutch 
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workingg population, but it constitutes a better fit  in a comparison with the 
Netherlands.. I have decided to take (the socio-legal setting of) the state of 
Californiaa as the starting point in the analysis of training arrangements for U.S. 
flexiblee employees, however without excluding beforehand arrangements of 
interestt in other states. As I illustrate in Chapter 3, the size of the various 
flexiblee staffing arrangements differs, negatively affecting the likelihood that all 
arrangementss wil l be represented in the case study. 

1.33 Trainin g fo r Flexibl e Worker s as a Coordinatio n Proble m 

Withinn the two important methodological restrictions discussed above, this 
studyy attempts to explore and explain recent developments in the field of 
trainingg targeted at flexible workers. Since human capital theory predicts an 
underinvestmentt in the skills of this category of workers, training provision for 
flexibleflexible workers can be looked at as a problem that requires coordination or 
governance.. A problem is likely to arise given the possible implications of the 
humann capital theory for investment in flexible workers' skills. As flexible 
workerss move about the labor market, they have to learn on the fly. Skills need 
too be constandy acquired and updated in order for flexible workers to 
successfullyy make transitions to work places that offer more security — either in 
monetaryy terms (transition to higher-pay jobs) or in terms of employment 
stabilityy (transition to permanent employment). 

Thee actual design of training arrangements for flexible workers depends on 
thee institutions that are involved in the governance of the training arrangement. 
Thesee arrangements can strongly differ within and between the two countries 
includedd in this study. Hollingsworth and Streeck (1994) conclude in their 
revieww of governance mechanisms in a range of countries and industries that 
governancee regimes vary between countries (and within countries between 
regions)) and between industries. According to Hollingsworth and Streeck the 
compositionn of a governance mechanism may be determined by its spatial-
territoriall  location and by the properties of the sector in which governance 
takess place. More specifically, territorial variation can be traced back to the 
influencee of nations, regions and localities in shaping institutions through their 
specificc beliefs, experiences and traditions. Sectoral variation (i.e. differences in 
thee governance of industries within a country) is caused by different 
technologicall  and market conditions in industries (ibid, 271-272). 

Essentiall  when mutually comparing industries in different countries, and 
thereforee relevant to this study, is the conclusion by Hollingsworth and Streeck 
thatt cross-national variation in the governance of a sector is often found to be 
causedd by the influence of the nation-state. They distinguish three domains that 
producee differences within one and the same industry in different countries: 1) 
aa country's legislation (or "rules of behavior", in the words of Hollingsworth and 
Streeck);; 2) its institutions and systems (or "factual conditions" such as the 
organizationn of markets for capital and labor, and school and training systems), 
andd 3) its cultural and political context, which defines the constraints and 
opportunitiess for actors. Togemer, these domains constitute a national logic 
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thatt permeates through industries within a country (ibid, 272-273). This 
governancee model is used in Chapter 6 to analyze the empirical findings of this 
study. . 

1.44 Outlin e of This Boo k 

Thee content of this book is laid out as follows. Chapter 2 provides the 
regulatoryy framework for job-related training in the Netherlands and in the 
Unitedd States. A discussion of the growth of flexible employment in both 
countriess and the challenges it poses to labor market actors can be found in 
Chapterr 3. I present the empirical results of the case study for the Dutch and 
U.SS construction industries in Chapter 4 and for both information technology 
industriess in Chapter 5. In both chapters the cases are embedded in a 
descriptionn of the organization of work and employment, the industrial 
relations,, the use of flexible employment and the design of worker training in 
thee respective industries. Finally, in Chapter 6, I reconcile the findings from 
Chapterss 4 and 5 with this study's main questions, and discuss them in light of 
thee governance mechanisms. 
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TrainingTraining is for dogs, learning is for people. 
Australiann aphorism 

WhatWhat if you train them and they leave? Well, what if you don't and they stay? 
Directorr of the Dutch Investors in People program 

('Employabilityy Conference', April 2001) 

WeWe have to address the fact that we don't have a worker shortage 
butbut a skills shortage in this country. 

Alexiss M. Herman 
(U.S.. Secretary of Labor, Clinton Administration 1997-2001) 

Inn this chapter I describe the regulatory framework for employee training in the 
Netherlandss and in the United States, as well as the role various actors play in 
thee training arena. In addition I discuss some of the key issues that have 
dominatedd the training policy agenda's in both countries in recent years. I 
presentt data for the Netherlands and the United States illustrating trends in 
trainingg provision and uptake, using worker and company characteristics in the 
twoo countries. 

2.11 Worke r Trainin g in the Netherland s 

Workerr training in the Netherlands is for an important part embedded in the 
vocationall  education and training system. This system can roughly be divided 
ass follows: 1) initial vocational education, in which the central government 
playss a key role; 2) further training of workers, with a primary responsibility of 
(bothh individual and collectively organized) firms and employees; and 3) 
(re)trainingg for unemployed job-seekers, predominantly (but not exclusively) a 
governmentt task. 

Thee responsibilities of the government, employers and employees may 
differr among the three domains of training. Government agencies (the 
Ministriess of Social Affairs and Employment, of Economic Affairs and of 
Education)) play an important role in offering access to worker training, in 
encouragingg actual provision of training and in securing quality standards of 
vocationall  training programs. National and industry employer and employee 
organizationss are represented in each of these areas through an institutionalized 
consultationn and policy-making process in the Labor Foundation and industry 
bodies.. The following sections briefly describe the roles of the government, 
employerss and employees in the provision of vocational education and worker 
trainingg in the Netherlands. 
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2.1.11 Legislating Vocational Education 

Thee government is highly involved in the provision of vocational education 
andd training, which over time has increasingly required the participation of 
firms.firms. Since the end of the Second World War the Dutch vocational education 
andd training field has evolved from being financially and organizationally 
dividedd to a more coherent system with the introduction of new legislation in 
1996.. For decades vocational education and training was a government 
responsibilityy whereas training for workers was left up to employers' 
associationss and unions as well as private training providers.1 Key changes in 
thee organization of secondary vocational education were prompted by two 
government-appointedd commissions. The 1981-1983 Wagner Commission, 
namedd after the Royal Dutch Shell chief executive who chaired the 
commission,, addressed the predicament of the ailing manufacturing industry. 
Againstt the backdrop of increasing youth unemployment, the Commission 
signaledd missing links between schools and the labor market. The Commission 
concludedd that social partners had become increasingly less involved in the 
designn of vocational education and the link between the vocational education 
systemm and the labor market. Referring to good practices abroad, the 
Commissionn recommended the social partners to strengthen their involvement 
inn the vocational education and training system, in addition to the existing role 
off  the government. Furthermore, the Commission advocated the revitalization 
off  the apprenticeship system. At that time apprenticeships comprised only 10 
percentt of vocational education, whereas in (West) Germany apprenticeship 
accountedd for nearly two-thirds of the 'dual system' (Wagner Commission 
1983-1984).. Again, social partners were asked to step up their efforts in order 
too enable apprenticeships at firms and make apprenticeships less vulnerable for 
economicc fluctuations. The recommendations (in)direcdy contributed to an 
increasee in apprenticeship programs between 1983 and 1990, from 26,600 to 
53,1000 (Dercksen and Van Lieshout 1993). 

Followingg the path taken by the Wagner Commission, the 1990 Rauwenhoff 
Commission,, led by the former Philips executive, was appointed to advise the 
governmentt on ways to improve the link between the educational system and 
thee labor market. The Rauwenhoff Commission advised to increase 
cooperationn between participants in training programs, firms, training 
institutionss and government agencies. This led to a covenant between the 
governmentt and the social partners on, among others things, the promotion of 
so-calledd 'initial qualifications' (defined as SEDOC 2, a level considered 
necessaryy to successfully enter the labor market and secure stable 

11 The government was long reluctant to legislate vocational education or trade-based training. In 
thee second half of the nineteenth century the first schools that offered vocational education 
weree private initiatives. 'Industrial schools' and 'trade schools' mushroomed early twentieth 
century,, in addition to a widespread use of apprenticeships by firms. The government regulated 
thee latter in a 1921 act ('Nijverheidsonderwijswet') (Moerkamp and Onstenk 1999). 
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employment2)) and 'co-makership' (training institutions and firms jointly shape 
aa curriculum). 

Thee 1996 Adult and Vocational Education Act (Wet Educatie en 
Beroepsonderwijs',, or *WEB' for short) can be seen as the last step in 
restructuringg the Dutch vocational education and training system. The WEB 
streamlinedd secondary vocational education and adult training legislation.3 The 
mainn objectives of the Act are: 1) improve the quality of education; 2) 
strengthenn the ties between education and the labor market; 3) establish a 
coherentt qualification structure; and 4) limi t drop-out rates. With the 
introductionn of the WEB the autonomy of educational institutions has been 
increasedd as well as their scale. Furthermore, the Act has led to new forms of 
mutuall  cooperation between educational institutions and firms. 

Underr the WEB, secondary vocational education is divided into four skill 
levels.. The four skill levels correspond to standards laid down in SEDOC. The 
fourr levels are: assistant's training (SEDOC 1, a 6-12 months' program), basic 
vocationall  education (SEDOC 2, 2-3 years), vocational education (SEDOC 3, 
2-44 years), and the middle-management training and specialist education 
programss (3-4 years and 1-2 years respectively). The middle-management and 
specialistt programs are considered to be at the same skill level, SEDOC 4. The 
fourr skill levels can be reached through two trajectories, both combining 
practicall  and classroom components. The first one, known by the acronym 
BOLL ('Beroepsopleidende leerweg'), offers the participant a full-time education 
withh 20 to 60 percent of the time spent in traineeships to gain workplace 
experiencee and to apply the skills acquired in the classroom. The second 
pathway,, dubbed BBL ('Beroepsbegeleidende leerweg'), emphasizes the 
practicall  component and has the participant spent at least 60 percent, though 
oftenn as much as 80 percent, of the time in the workplace. It is this latter type, 
sometimess referred to as 'dual learning', that is of interest to this study, since 
thee participants in these BBL programs are considered to be employees, 
receivingg vocational education. The BBL can be seen as the equivalent of an 
apprenticeship. . 

Totall  participation in secondary vocational education in 2002-2003 was 
473,000:: 65 percent of the participants were in BOL, 35 percent in BBL.4 

Participationn in BOL was 8 percent lower than in 1990-1991, primarily due to a 
declinee in male participants. BBL participation was up 23 percent over the 
samee period, almost fully caused by increased participation of women. Both 
BOLL and BBL offer curricula in four fields: health care and social services, 
economics,, engineering and technology, and agriculture. Forty percent of BOL 
participantss were in the economics program. Health care and social services has 

22 SEDOC is the European system for the international clearing of vacancies and applications for 
employment. . 
33 Prior to the WEB, various acts governed die secondary vocational education and adult training 
arena. . 
44 All data in this paragraph are from Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (2004). 
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seenn an increase in the number of BOL participants (31 percent of participants 
inn 2002-2003), while engineering and technology is facing a decline since the 
earlyy 1990s (24 percent participation rate in 2002-2003). In the BBL programs, 
participationn is distributed differently over the four fields of specialization. 
Here,, engineering and technology is most popular, with 44 percent of all BBL 
participantss in this route. Health care and social services and economics had 28 
andd 23 percent participation rates respectively. BBL participants were more 
likelyy to enroll in the basic vocational education program (SEDOC 2), whereas 
mostt people in BOL were in the middle-management program (SEDOC 4). 

Classroomm training under the WEB is provided by publicly-funded regional 
educationn and training centers ('regionale opleidingscentra' or 'ROCS'), which 
havee a statutory duty to offer training in engineering and technology, 
economics,, and health care and social care. In addition to the ROCs, training is 
offeredd by for-profit institutions. About two dozen bipartite national bodies for 
vocationall  training (known as 'LOBs' or 'landelijke organen beroepsonderwijs') 
monitorr the programs offered by the training providers for their respective 
occupationn or industry. They are also responsible for the accreditation of firms 
thatt want to offer apprenticeships. Both the national bodies and the regional 
educationn centers play an important role in developing and implementing the 
nationall  vocational skill standards that have been put in place with the 
introductionn of the WEB. These standards are laid down in a qualification 
system,, which is established in four stages. First, social partners in an industry 
determinee occupational profiles with descriptions of the core tasks and relevant 
skills.. Second, the industry's LOB develops the qualification structure for the 
trainingg programs. Then, the qualification structure is submitted to the Ministry 
off  Education for approval. Finally, the ROCs develop their curricula based on 
thiss structure. The regional centers can use up to twenty percent of the 
programss to meet needs that are specific to the regional labor market. The 
abilityy of the ROCs to respond to regional demands is the legacy of the 
Rauwenhofff  Commission, an outcome that was initially met with opposition by 
nationall  unions and employers' associations that favored a more uniform, 
standardizedd approach in the training delivery (Van Hoof 1998). 

Withh the new Act the government encourages ROCs to look into the 
possibilitiess to offer training programs to working people and unemployed, in 
additionn to the traditional participants in the vocational education system. 
Trainingg courses can be offered as part of the mandatory task of the regional 
centerss or as a so-called 'contract activity', in which ROCs compete with for-
profitt training providers. 

2.1.22 Regulating Worker Training 

Employeee training in the Netherlands is typically regulated through industry 
andd company collective agreements. Generally, a firm and individual employee 
purchasee required (or desired) training from vendors, after which the costs are 
reimbursedd through the industry (or company) training fund. Such funds are 
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usuallyy financed through employer contributions as a share of total wages and 
aree jointly administered by unions and management representatives. 

Industry-levell  training policy, and with it training funds, arose in the early-
1980ss when staggering youth unemployment rates threatened apprenticeship 
programss in the industries (see above). Intensified relationships between 
sectorall  employers' associations and unions led to an increase of training 
stipulationss in collective agreements and the establishment of joindy managed 
trainingg funds in the course of the 1980s and 1990s (Van Hoof 1998). As 
discussedd in Chapter 1, collective agreements are binding signatory employers' 
associationss and their members as well as all employees working with these 
employers.. Training stipulations in collective agreements thus affect the entire 
workforcee of a signatory employer, producing training entitlements for both 
memberss and nonunion members. At the request of one or more signatory 
partiess the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment may decide to extend a 
collectivee agreement's applicability to an entire industry, thereby binding all 
employerss and employees in the industry. Typically training is seen as one of 
thee 'good causes' that should benefit all workers in an industry. Early 2003, 
10677 collective agreements were effective in the Netherlands, of which 231 
weree at the industry level and the remaining 836 at the firm level, covering 6 
millio nn workers. In addition to this, 789,000 employees were covered after 
extensionn of industry-level agreements (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en 
Werkgelegenheidd 2003). Section 2.1.4 discusses the scale on which training 
stipulationss are laid down in collective agreements. 

Inn addition to extending training stipulations in collective agreements, the 
governmentt facilitates employer-provided training by making training expenses 
extraa tax deductible: firms can deduct more than 100 percent of training costs. 
Suchh fiscal tools are meant as a contribution to the industry training funds, but 
theyy are also targeted at small and medium enterprises, which face financial 
barrierss for the provision of training, and at worker categories that are less 
likelyy to receive training, such as workers aged over forty and ethnic minorities. 
Furthermore,, individual workers are partly reimbursed for tuition fees and the 
costss of examination by the government. 

Thee high levels of (youth) unemployment during the 1980s triggered a shift in 
adultt education policy, extending public funding to vocational education and 
trainingg of labor market (reentrants. However, the fragmented system that was 
createdd in the process revealed a "profound sense of confusion".5 The 
increasedd attention to employee training was pronounced in a 1991 
governmentt declaration stating that "knowledge is our society's main resource: 
wee must keep it up to standard through lifelong learning".6 Lifelong learning 
wass put on the Dutch policy agenda in an attempt to address the lack of 
lifelongg learning entidements in the incumbent system. The government limited 
itss key responsibility to assuring the acquisition of the initial qualifications by as 

55 OECD (1991). Review of National'Policiesfor Education: Netherlands, cited in Doets, Hake, and 
Westerhuiss (2001). 
66 Cited in Doets, Hake, and Westerhuis (2001). 
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manyy people as possible. At the turn of the twenty-first century, 29 percent of 
thee labor force (or two million people) did not hold these skills, largely because 
off  high drop-out rates among students. 

Withh respect to lifelong learning the training of people already holding jobs 
wouldd remain the responsibility of the social partners as well as that of the 
individuall  firm and employee. This view also dominated the 1996-1997 national 
debatee on the nation's (future) knowledge ('Nationaal Kennisdebat'). The 
reportt that followed in March 1997 (^Kennis waken met de toekomsf) put the need 
forr lifelong learning center-stage, with a pivotal role for the government in 
establishingg broad social support for the introduction of a coherent system for 
lifelongg learning. The report also pointed out the responsibility of each 
individuall  actor (government, firm and citizen) in realizing lifelong learning 
policies. . 

Inn April 1997 the government followed-up to the report findings by 
launchingg a committee involved with developing a national program on lifelong 
learning.77 The committee, consisting of representatives of the Ministries of 
Education,, Economic Affairs, and Social Affairs and Employment, as well as 
threee representatives of the social partners, issued the national action program 
inn January 1998.8 The program singled out three areas of attention: 1) the 
employabilityy of incumbent workers and job seekers, 2) the employability of 
teacherss and 3) the prevention of educational disadvantages and the 
reorientationn of education towards lifelong learning. The key element of the 
actionn program is the responsibility of companies to invest in the worker 
employability.. The government's role is limited to facilitating continued 
learningg among workers by providing firms with financial incentives (subsidies 
andd tax credits). Furthermore, the government wil l apply three new tools to 
promotee worker training. First the introduction of a system certifying elsewhere 
obtainedd competencies (work experience and skills acquired outside formal 
educationn institutions), through so-called EVC certificates. Secondly, 
employabilityy advisors wil l visit approximately 16,000 small and medium sized 
enterprisess offering advice concerning strategic human resources policy. 
Finally,, firms with an extensive training policy wil l be awarded with the 
'Investorss in People' certified label. This initiative has been imported from the 
UKK and serves as a tool to promote employer awareness of structural training 
policies. . 

Afterr the 1999 general election the concept of lifelong learning became part 
off  the so-called 'employability agenda',9 which involved the participation of the 
threee key Ministries (Education, Economic Affairs, and Social Affairs and 
Employment)) as well as the social partners, represented at the central level in 
thee bipartite Labor Foundation. Interestingly, the employability agenda was an 
indirectt result of the 1998 Labor Foundation recommendation on lifelong 

77 Kamerstukken II 1996-1997, 25000 VIII , no. 91. 
88 Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschappen (1998). 
99 The desire of the Dutch government to succeed in implementing its lifelong learning strategy 
iss incorporated in the goal to be among die leading EU member-states in terms of 
competitivenesss and skill levels, popularly known as the government's 'Lisbon ambition'. 
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learning.. In the second half of the 1990s the Foundation had issued a number 
off  policy recommendations that proved influential in the discourse on lifelong 
learning.. In the 1996 memorandum on flexibilit y and security the Foundation 
statedd that lifelong learning and continuous employee training is imperative in 
orderr to equip workers with the tools that enhance their employability and 
enablee them to move about the labor market (STAR 1996a). The Foundation 
concludedd that training is primarily the responsibility of industries, companies 
andd individual employees, which corresponded to the government's stance. 
Anotherr 1996 memorandum issued by the Foundation specifically dealt with 
thee importance of lifelong learning and worker employability (STAR 1996b). In 
aa society characterized by rapid technological innovations, a similar quick 
adaptationn of knowledge and skills is required, according to the Foundation. 
Employeess should be able to upgrade their professional skills during their 
entiree career, not only to be employable with their current firm but also in 
orderr to be employed elsewhere in the labor market. A year later the 
Foundationn recommended that labor and management at the industry and 
companyy levels negotiate bargaining agreements that create "access to training 
provisionss and facilities for all workers" (STAR 1997, 6). 

Althoughh the unions represented in the Labor Foundation usually backed 
policiess that emphasize investments in worker training, they were initially 
hesitantt to support the call for increased employability. The unions were 
suspiciouss that companies would use employability as a potential benchmark to 
shedd redundant workers.10 Led by the FNV, with 1.2 million members the 
largestt Dutch trade union federation, the unions eventually dropped their 
qualmss about worker employability. The FNV was of the opinion that workers 
hadd to get involved in defining the agenda for training and hence play an active 
rolee in shaping their employability. The new union stance coincided with a 
steadyy rise in the demand for labor in the late 1990s. Unions became aware that 
thee bargaining power of employees was increasing correspondingly. In a tight 
laborr market worker trainability and employability are less likely to serve as a 
criterionn for companies to lay off employees. Instead, training becomes a clear 
employeee benefit, facilitating workers with potential inter-firm and inter-
industryy mobility. Furthermore, the labor market situation, together with 
skyrocketingg top-management salaries, provokes a call by unions for a 
substantiall  pay increase for all employees. Fearing a price-wage spiral, the 
Laborr Foundation recommended that employees and employers at the 
decentralizedd level continue to pursue a policy of wage-moderation. In 
exchange,, worker training and other employability enhancing measures would 
bee promoted in collective agreements (STAR 1998). The recommendation 

100 Probably the most emotion-stirring example of this was the announcement in October 1997 
byy the Philips electrical group to replace 'job security' by 'employability security', with the 
possibilityy to sanction a worker's refusal to be trained. See also the 1997 news article at the on-
linee European Industrial Relations Observatory. 'Philips' future scenario: the end of job security', 
http://www.eiro.eurofound.ie. . 

http://www.eiro.eurofound.ie
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illustratedd the relevance central union representatives attributed to worker 
trainingg as it became part of a tradeoff for moderate pay increase.11 

2.1.33 Provision and Uptake of Training 

Followingg the various recommendations of the Labor Foundation, the Ministry 
off  Social Affairs and Employment concluded in 1998 that the centrally reached 
consensuss on the importance of training and employability recommendations 
weree hardly realized in industry and firm collective agreements.12 In the same 
year,, however, the Ministry of Education signaled an increase in the number of 
employabilityy initiatives at the decentrali2ed level. A brief look at recently 
concludedd collective agreements may be helpful in understanding the scope of 
trainingg stipulations negotiated between firms and unions. A variety of tools 
cann be applied in order to enhance worker employability. Training, training 
leave,, individual development plans, career or vocational guidance, and 
remunerationn incentives may be some of the human resource strategies firms 
applyy to keep workers employable within the job, the company or within the 
industry.. A review of collective agreements concluded in the 1998-2002 period 
showss that the inclusion of training stipulations in collective agreements has 
remainedd fairly stable at 96 percent of all collective agreements (Ministerie van 
Socialee Zaken en Werkgelegenheid 2003; see Table 2.1). Training leave and 
training-- and skill-based reward systems appear to be the most common 
employabilityy tools in collective agreements. The share of collective agreements 
mentioningg relatively new employability tools, such as company and personal 
developmentt plans, has doubled. Panel data indicate that training provision by 
firmsfirms as well as training uptake by employees has increased during the 1996-

19988 period (see Table 2.2). Training uptake among employees has risen in the 
pastt decade and a half from one in every four workers (1986) to 41 percent in 
19999 according to survey data (see Table 2.3). 

111 Interestingly, both employer and employee representatives in the Labor Foundation did not 
considerr the inclusion of training as a way to compensate workers for accepting moderate pay 
increase.. See Bus (2001). 
122 Kamerstukken II 1998-1999, 26200 VIII , no. 51,2. It is not uncommon that centrally made 
recommendationss do not make it to the decentralized level. See also Van Heertum-Lemmen and 
Wilthagenn (1996) for an evaluation of the extent to which the Foundation's recommendations 
aree incorporated in collective agreements. 
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Tablee 2.1 
Trainingg stipulations in Dutch collective agreements, 2002. 

Trainingg stipulations 
Generall training 
Specificc training 
BBLL apprenticeship 
Dutchh language courses 
EVC C 
Trainingg related to 

Technologicall changes or reorganizations 
Activee labor market policy 

Trainingg leave schemes 
Paidd leave 
Unpaidd leave 
Examinationn leave 
Time-saving-for-trainingg schemes 
Personall development plans 
Firmm development plans 
Trainingg related to promoting career development 

(1) ) 
120 0 
24 4 
119 9 
64 4 
6 6 
12 2 

50 0 
N/A A 
115 5 
N/A A 
N/A A 
89 9 
32 2 
45 5 
34 4 
57 7 

(2) ) 
97% % 
16% % 
97% % 
57% % 
3% % 
15% % 

4 1 % % 
N/A A 
97% % 
N/A A 
N/A A 
70% % 
21% % 
28% % 
34% % 
38% % 

Source.'' Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid (2002). 
Notes: Notes: 
(1)) Number of agreements containing stipulation. 
(2)) Workers covered as share of all employees in reviewed agreements. 
Becausee agreements may include more than one stipulation, percentages do not add up to 100. 

Tablee 2.2 
Provisionn and uptake of job-related, firm-based training in the Netherlands, 1996 and 1998 (percentage). 

Firmm size 
5-99 employees 
10-199 employees 
20-499 employees 
50-999 employees 
100-4999 employees 
50022 employees 

Industry y 
Manufacturingg and 
agriculture e 
Construction n 
Trade,, hotels, food and 
drinkingg places, and repair 
Transport t 
Commerciall services 
Healthh services 
Otherr services 
Governmentt and public 
utilities s 
Education n 
Total l 

(1) ) 

1996 6 

59 9 
66 6 
82 2 
90 0 
99 9 
99 9 

67 7 

63 3 
67 7 

55 5 
80 0 
96 6 
75 5 
99 9 

96 6 
72 2 

1998 8 

55 5 
74 4 
87 7 
91 1 
98 8 
100 0 

70 0 

64 4 
68 8 

67 7 

85 5 
92 2 
74 4 
99 9 

96 6 
74 4 

(2) ) 

1996 6 

22 2 
23 3 
26 6 
27 7 
34 4 
33 3 

24 4 

30 0 
21 1 

14 4 
32 2 
34 4 
30 0 
40 0 

41 1 

33 3 

1998 8 

22 2 
30 0 
31 1 
32 2 
38 8 
39 9 

32 2 

39 9 
23 3 

22 2 
38 8 
35 5 
32 2 
44 4 

51 1 
39 9 

(3) ) 

1998 8 

4 4 
9 9 
10 0 
12 2 
14 4 
20 0 

11 1 

8 8 
10 0 

7 7 
12 2 
20 0 
12 2 
16 6 

15 5 
12 2 

(4) ) 

1998 8 

15 5 
16 6 
17 7 
15 5 
18 8 
11 1 

15 5 

28 8 
11 1 

12 2 

18 8 
9 9 
13 3 
18 8 

24 4 

16 6 
Source:Source: OSA (2001). Vraag naar arbeid 2000. 
Notes: Notes: 
(1)) Firms providing training 
(2)) Employees receiving training 
(3)) Employees receiving internal training 
(4)) Employees receiving external training 
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Tablee 2.3 
Provisionn and uptake of job-related, firm-based training in the Netherlands, 1993 and 1999. 

Firmss providing training Internal and external On-the-job training 
(percentage)) training (percentage) (percentage) 

1993 3 1999 9 1993 3 1999 9 1993 3 1999 9 
Firmm size 
10-999 employees 
100-499 9 
employees s 
500££ employees 

Industry y 
Mining g 
Manufacturing g 
Construction n 
Transportt and 
communication n 
Publicc utilities 

Trade e 
Hotels,, food and 
drinkingg places 
Financial l 
institutions s 
Commercial, , 
culturall and other 
services s 
Total l 

Firmm size 

10-999 employees 
100-499 9 
employees s 
5002:: employees 

Industry y 
Mining g 
Manufacturing g 
Construction n 
Transportt and 
communication n 
Publicc utilities 
Trade e 
Hotels,, food and 
drinkingg places 
Financial l 
institutions s 
Commercial, , 
culturall and other 
services s 
Total l 

53 3 
87 7 

100 0 

54 4 
60 0 
48 8 
44 4 

100 0 

55 5 
39 9 

82 2 

64 4 

56 6 

85 5 
97 7 

100 0 

82 2 

89 9 
91 1 
77 7 

96 6 

86 6 
79 9 

95 5 

87 7 

87 7 
Employeess receiving 
trainingg (thousands) 

1993 3 

172 2 
190 0 

479 9 

--
212 2 
68 8 

--
16 6 

144 4 
14 4 

85 5 

141 1 

841 1 

1999 9 

545 5 
354 4 

661 1 

5 5 
341 1 
179 9 
154 4 

16 6 

304 4 
39 9 

140 0 

381 1 

1559 9 

42 2 
84 4 

100 0 

44 4 
49 9 
39 9 
38 8 

100 0 

46 6 
29 9 

77 7 

54 4 

46 6 

79 9 

95 5 

99 9 

79 9 

80 0 
86 6 
71 1 

96 6 

78 8 
68 8 

91 1 

83 3 

80 0 
Numberr of training 
hours s 

1993 3 

68 8 
53 3 

41 1 

--
--
--
--

--
--
--

--

--
50 0 

perr employee 

1999 9 

47 7 
45 5 

51 1 

34 4 

50 0 
37 7 
41 1 

53 3 

49 9 
32 2 

56 6 

53 3 

48 8 

18 8 
38 8 

62 2 

12 2 

25 5 
14 4 
11 1 

15 5 

20 0 
16 6 

42 2 

24 4 

21 1 

46 6 
72 2 

80 0 

42 2 
55 5 
36 6 
33 3 

58 8 

54 4 
57 7 

57 7 

46 6 

49 9 
Employeess receiving 
trainingg (percentage) 

1993 3 

15 5 
27 7 

36 6 

--
24 4 
24 4 

--
37 7 

22 2 
16 6 

46 6 

20 0 

26 6 

1999 9 

37 7 
45 5 

42 2 

60 0 

40 0 
58 8 
40 0 

47 7 

37 7 
32 2 

65 5 

36 6 

41 1 

Source:Source: Statistics Netherlands 
Note:Note: Firm-based training is defined as training supported or (financially) enabled by the employer. 
Trainingg courses included here are those provided outside the immediate workplace, either designed 
orr organized by the employer (internal training) or by another organization (external training). On-the-
jobjob training takes place in a planned and structured way, if not at the actual workplace than in an 
environmentt strongly resembling it. Not included in firm-based training are apprenticeships and 
trainingg offered to temporary work agency workers by client-firms. 
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I nn 1999 Dutch firms spent an estimated euro 3.1 billion on training, or 2.7 
percentt of wages, up from 1.8 percent (euro 1.5 billion) in 1993.13 Of this 
amount,, euro 1.2 billion was spent on training in financial services (banks, 
insurancee companies) and business services. These are industries that have no 
trainingg fund. A review by Waterreus (2002) of the industry and company 
trainingg funds reveals that the number of these funds has risen from 72 in 1997 
too 99 in 1999, covering nearly 40 percent of all workers. The majority of the 
fundss finance both industry-specific training and training that can be used 
outsidee the own industry. Eighteen percent of the funds indicated that industry 
trainingg monies were only spent on programs providing workers with industry-
specificc skills. Furthermore, training funds resources were primarily spent on 
furtherr training (euro 250 million, or 43 percent of total funds expenditures) 
andd BBL apprenticeships (euro 80 million or 13 percent). The remaining part 
wass spent on information and communication, research, labor market policies 
initiatedd by industry bodies (e.g. training for the unemployed, employment 
creationn projects), OSHA, and day care for children. Eighty percent of the 
reviewedd funds indicated that training provision by small firms (with fewer than 
500 employees) was lower than in large firms. The same review shows that while 
800 percent of the firms was entitled to use the fiscal measures that are available 
too promote worker training, only 15 percent of firms used these measures. 
Nearlyy 30 percent of training funds included low-skill workers in target group 
trainingg programs. 

Notwithstandingg the pervasiveness of the Dutch training infrastructure, 
twoo important problems remain that affect the skill levels of and the training 
opportunitiess for workers. First, compared to neighboring countries, the 
Netherlandss has a low percentage of workers with 'starting qualifications' 
(OECDD 2002). The cause for this can be found in the relatively high rate of 
dropoutss in intermediate vocational education programs. Functional illiteracy is 
estimatedd to be roughly 10 percent, or one million people of working age (SER 
2002).. Workers without the relevant skills to succeed in the labor market partly 
havee to rely on the willingness of firms to provide training. While there is a 
clearr reliance on firms in terms of the actual training provision, several scholars 
havee pointed out a need for firms to increase their training efforts (Van 
l ieshoutt 1997 with respect to younger workers, and Hovels, Den Boer, and 
Frietmann 1999 concerning low-skilled workers). The implicit critique on the 
loww level of training activities by Dutch firms, has been confirmed by several 
governmentt studies (Ministerie van Economische Zaken 1996; 2000). 
Successfull  firm-based worker training strongly depends on the extent to which 
employerss and employees actually follow up on training stipulations in 
collectivee agreements, which suggests the second problem. The OECD (1999) 
concludess that training uptake by Dutch employees (35 percent) during the 
1990ss was lower than the European average. While various reviews of 
collectivee agreements show that the number of training stipulations have 
increasedd since the turn of the twenty-first century, less than 70 percent of 
firmsfirms with a training stipulation in the collective agreement actually carries out 

133 Source: Statistics Netherlands. 
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trainingg activities (De Wolff 2001). There is further evidence that industry 
training-fundss are not fully used (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en 
Werkgelegenheidd 2001). There appears to be an implied consensus between 
centrall  employers' and employees' associations about the relative inadequacy of 
collectivee agreements as a tool to enhance worker employability. In December 
2000,, the Labor Foundation, concluding that "lifelong learning has been talked 
aboutt for a while (...) the time has come to further realize this" (STAR 2001, 
5),, recommended the provision of individual training budgets to workers. This 
recommendationn seems to borrow from experiences in the United Kingdom 
andd Sweden with so-called 'individual learning accounts'. Each employee 
shouldd be offered career development guidance and assistance. The budget 
couldd be used to finance external advice and guidance as well as to acquire 
skillss that can be applied in other industries. Funding for the implementation of 
personall  development budgets should be provided by the industry training and 
developmentt fund. In spring 2001 the central employers' association AWV N 
reportedd that newly concluded collective agreements hardly contained new 
trainingg provisions.14 Instead of trading wage moderation (not exceeding four 
percentt pay increase) for the personal development plans as agreed in the 
Laborr Foundation, unions demanded pay increases as high as six percent (in 
thee construction industry). To some the discrepancy between the central 
consensuss among employers and employees and the practice of decentralized 
employee-employerr representation, may point to a crack in the 'polder 
model'.155 Furthermore the idea of equipping employees through personal 
developmentt plans with tools to become employable outside the industry runs 
counterr to the way industry training and development have traditionally been 
financed.. There appears to be a shift from collectively organized training to an 
increasedd reliance on the responsibility of the individual employer and 
employee;; this reflects a broader trend to shift bargaining between employers 
andd employees to the micro-level (Tros 2000). 

2.22 Worke r Trainin g in the Unite d States 

I nn order to understand the relevance of post-school and firm-based worker 
trainingg a brief look at some of the characteristics of the U.S. educational 
systemm is helpful. The public education system is very extensive, but highly 
decentralizedd with state and local governments being autonomous in their 
decisionss to allocate federal funds and to develop academic skill standards.16 In 

144 De Volkskrant (2001a). 'Scholing krijgt geen kans in CAO.' 
155 De Volkskrant (2001b). 'CAO-afspraken: doe toch maar poen.' 
166 State and local autonomy has been recendy reconfirmed in a 1998 amendment of the Goals 
2000:: Educate America Act of 1994. Because states differ substantially in demographics, in 
schooll  governance, and in school finance and funding, administrative and funding mechanisms 
matt help schools in one state improve may not prove successful in other states. Certain 
requirementss of Federal education statutes or regulations may impede local efforts to reform 
andd improve education. These requirements can be waived for all states with the extension of 
thee Education Flexibility Partnership Demonstration Act. 
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additionn to the public system there is a wide range of private institutions 
offeringg education. Together with the public schools they constitute a variety 
off  educational institutions that not only offers students flexibility,  but also 
producess a very mixed picture in terms of the quality of education. This 
decentralizedd character is replicated in the post-schooling field and results in 
muchh responsibility of individual firms and employees in the decision to invest 
inn training. 

Anotherr feature of the system is the high volume of students enrolled in 
collegee and university programs, which to some epitomizes an American 
infatuationn with college (Johnston and Packer 1987). This 'college movement' 
hass been criticized because the social pressure that is being put on high-school 
studentss to pursue a college degree is seen as a major cause of the high drop-
outt rates in higher education (estimated at 50 percent), particularly in four-year 
collegess (Department of Education 1999). In the sections below I discuss the 
trainingg system in which world class universities flourish but where at the same 
timetime "close to half of all 17-year-olds cannot read or do math at the level 
neededd to get a job in a modern automobile plant [and are] being educated for 
jobss that pay $8 an hour or less" (Department of Education 1998). 

2.2.11 The Limited Role of the Federal Government 

Thee federal government essentially stays at arm's length from firm-based 
workerr training. Its direct involvement is limited to situations where the public 
interestt is at stake, such as worker-safety training or retraining displaced 
workers.. As briefly mentioned above the role of the federal government lies 
primarilyy with the funding of the public education system. Through public 
trainingg programs, vocational education and apprenticeship systems, the 
governmentt targets people who require job-related skills. 

2.2.1.11 Public Training Programs 
Thee public training programs, also called 'second-chance education', are rooted 
inn laws and regulations administered by the Departments of Labor and 
Education.. The programs demonstrate a steadily increasing involvement of 
employers.. The 1998 Workforce Investment Act (WIA) is the latest initiative to 
streamlinee the delivery of federally funded training programs, which are 
implementedd at the local level. Aside from education and training, these 
programss also offer job search assistance to disadvantaged people who are not 
receivingg training from either public schools or employers. The federal 
governmentt has subsidized second-chance training programs since the early 
1960s,, starting with the Area Redevelopment Act (1961) and followed by the 
Manpowerr Development and Training Act (MDTA) (1962), which offered 
classroomm and on-the-job skill training. In an evaluation of manpower training 
programss the Task Force on Education and Employment (1979) found that 
suchh programs "can and do have beneficial effects for many people who face 
seriouss obstacles to stable employment" (1979, 157), but also that "they 
promisedd more than they delivered" (1979, 224). The latter comment may have 
especiallyy pertained to the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act 
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(CETA)) of 1973, a successor of the MDTA , which was designed as a training 
program,, but became heavily involved in job creation schemes, partly spurred 
byy the oil crisis. With the replacement of the CETA in 1982 by the Job 
Trainingg Partnership Act (JTPA), states gained program supervision previously 
heldd by the federal government. Employer involvement in the implementation 
off  second-chance training increased with a growth in the authority of private 
industryy councils (PIC), composed of business representatives and locally 
electedd officials, which administered the local programs.17 The basic job 
trainingg and employment services allowed under the JTPA included basic skills 
training,, institutional skill training, on-the-job training, training programs 
operatedd by labor organizations or private sector employers, skill upgrading and 
retraining,, and on-site, industry specific training programs. 

Underr the WIA , local workforce investment boards (the private industry 
councilss under the JTPA) are appointed by local officials and must have a 
majorityy of business representatives. In addition, they include representatives of 
educationn providers, labor organizations, community-based organizations, and 
economicc development agencies. The workforce investment boards select the 
operatorr of so-called 'one-stop career centers', or 'One-Stops'.18 The One-
Stopss offer job seekers information and resources to obtain training they find 
mostt appropriate through individual training accounts. In practice this implies 
thatt job seekers have to be more self-reliant when it comes to finding the right 
trainingg program. Funding for training is only provided as a last resort. 
Althoughh the definition of the target group has been extended to allow every 
individuall  access to the core services, the criteria for job seekers to qualify for 
trainingg are stricter under the WIA compared to the JTPA. The core services 
thatt are provided through the One-Stops include programs authorized under 
WI AA Titles I and II and under the Perkins Act (see hereafter).19 

Thee broad goal of the WIA is to provide workforce investment activities, 
throughh statewide and local workforce investment systems, that increase the 
employment,, retention, earnings, and occupational skill attainment of 
jobseekers,, thereby improving the quality of the workforce, reducing welfare 
dependency,, and enhancing the productivity and competitiveness of the United 
States.. For employers, the One-Stops offer a single point to provide 
informationn about skills needed by their workers and to list job openings. The 
mostt important aspect of the WIA is its focus on meeting the training, 
education,, and employment needs of individuals as well as the needs of firms 
forr skilled workers. 

177 The PIC were introduced through amendments to the CETA in 1978. 
188 A One-Stop may be operated by a public or private body, or a consortium thereof, including 
post-secondaryy educational institutions, the public employment service, private-for-profit or 
non-profitt entities, and government agencies. 
199 Tide II of the WIA is also known as the Adult Education and Family Literacy Act of 1998. It 
providess assistance to individuals who are 16 years or older in the completion of secondary 
schooll  education (WIA sections 202-203). 
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Thee National Commission for Employment Policy (1995) identified more than 
fiftyfifty  federal training and employment programs in the early 1990s, while the 
Hudsonn Institute estimated the number of federal training and education 
programss at 150, costing around $25 billion a year (Judy and D'Amico 1997). 
Withh the increased reliance on states and local businesses for the 
implementationn of public policies to remedy the weak position of low-skilled 
workers,, the programs have been drastically rationalized, as exemplified by the 
replacementt in 1999 of the JTPA by the less generous WIA. While public 
trainingg programs have often been considered to be complementary to 
vocationall  education (Hoos 1967), they are sometimes considered to be only 
marginallyy related to the skill needs of employers (Finegold and Levine 1997).20 

Thee question of whether public funds should be spent on training for the 
privatee sector is often countered by the question whether the private sector 
wouldd train disadvantaged workers in the absence of public funds (Carnevale, 
Gainer,, and Villet 1990). The risk of underinvestment in employer-provided 
trainingg becomes real, and will not be limited to disadvantaged groups, when 
employerss can easily lose and obtain workers through the external labor market 
duee to lacking legal restrictions on hiring and firing, as is the case in the United 
States.. The assumption that — at least in the absence of non-competition 
covenantss or payback clauses - the private sector will underinvest in the human 
capitall  of workers is supported by data on the negative affects of turnover on 
trainingg provision by U.S. firms (Bishop 1994). 

2.2.1.22 Vocational Education 
Fromm the introduction in 1917 of the Vocational Education Act (also called 
Smith-Hughess Act) until the end of the 1980s, vocational education in the 
Unitedd States was traditionally aimed at preparing students for entry-level jobs 
thatt require less than a bachelor degree. In the last decade of the twentieth-
centuryy the purpose of vocational programs shifted toward a broader 
developmentt of academic, vocational, and technical skills (U.S. Department of 
Educationn 2000). This shift was triggered by the outcomes of a study 
commissionedd by the Department of Education. In A Nation at Risk, the 
Nationall  Commission on Excellence in Education concluded that "others are 
marchingg and surpassing" the educational attainments of the United States 
(1983,, 5). It further asserted that the U.S. continuum of learning is an often 
"incoherent,, outdated patchwork quilt" (1983, 14). In a response to these 
findings,findings, federal legislation designed to reform the content and delivery of 
vocationall  education was introduced in 1990 (the Carl D. Perkins Vocational 
andd Technical Education Act, amended in 1998) and in 1994 (the School-to-
Workk Opportunities Act). 

Thee 1998 amendments to the Perkins Act explicitly link vocational education 
withh second-chance training programs as laid down in the WIA. One of the 
mainn goals of the Perkins Act is to prepare students for postsecondary 

200 There is evidence, however, that these training programs have been effective for adult women 
(Friedlanderr et al. 1997). 
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education,, further training and careers. The postsecondary vocational education 
systemm comprises such diverse training providers as junior colleges, technical 
schools,, vocational schools, the military and employers. Community colleges 
andd junior colleges are considered to be the most advanced and responsive 
providerss of customized firm-based technical and vocational training 
(Carnevale,, Gainer, and Villet 1990). Non-collegiate vocational schools, 
includingg public and private postsecondary schools, provide job-related training 
inn many of the same areas as junior colleges, but specialize in less-technical 
fields.fields. Vocational-technical schools offer their programs essentially, though not 
exclusively,, to disadvantaged adult students. Finally, private for-profit schools, 
alsoo known as proprietary schools, focus on a particular trade or occupational 
field. field. 

2.2.1.33 Apprenticeship Programs 
Ruless for apprenticeships, terms of service, and the ratio of apprentices to 
skilledd craftsmen often are included in the constitutions of national craft unions 
andd in collective bargaining agreements. Typically, eligibility for an 
apprenticeshipp is determined by the actor(s) managing the apprenticeship 
program.. Selection criteria may involve the trainability of an apprentice. With 
unionn membership declining over time, apprenticeship nowadays plays a 
relativelyy small role in training U.S. workers. While registered apprenticeship 
programss have dropped from nearly 38,000 in 2000 to about 32,000 in 2002, 
thee number of apprentices enrolled increased during that period from 360,500 
too over 480,000. Most U.S. apprentices are working in the unionized 
constructionn industry (see also Chapter 4). 

Thee 1937 National Apprenticeship Act (also known as the Fitzgerald Act) 
authorizess and directs the Secretary of Labor "to formulate and promote the 
furtherancee of labor standards necessary to safeguard the welfare of 
apprentices,, to extend the application of such standards by encouraging the 
inclusionn thereof in contracts of apprenticeship, to bring together employers 
andd labor for the formulation of programs of apprenticeship, to cooperate with 
Statee agencies engaged in the formulation and promotion of standards of 
apprenticeship,, and to cooperate with the Office of Education under the 
Departmentt of Health, Education, and Welfare."21 The U.S. apprenticeship 
systemm is linked to the Workforce Investment Act through section 122(a)(2)(b) 
off  the WIA , which identifies entities that carry out programs under the 
Fitzgeraldd Act and serve as eligible training providers. Local partnerships have 
beenn established by apprenticeship councils to play a facilitating role in the 
expansionn of the WIA . Such partnerships may include firms, employers' 
associations,, unions, government agencies, training institutions and 
community-basedd organizations. The government does not provide funding for 
thee apprenticeships. Its role is limited to coordinating and monitoring, through 
thee state apprenticeship councils (SAC) and the Department of Labor's Bureau 
off  Apprenticeship and Training (BAT), of the implementation of 
apprenticeships. . 

211 29 U.S.C. 50, Section 1. 
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Apprenticeshipss combine on-the-job training and related instruction and offer 
workerss the practical and theoretical aspects of a highly skilled trade. 
Apprenticeshipss are a formal, structured type of training, sponsored and 
administeredd either by joint employer and union committees, individual unions, 
individuall  employers or by employers' associations. Under the Fitzgerald Act 
unionss and employers can determine the program requirements and administer 
thee training programs within the framework laid down by the SAC or, in the 
absencee of an SAC, the BAT. The BAT specifies the provisions of an 
apprenticeshipp in order to be registered and approved by the Labor 
Department. . 

2.2.22 Firm-Based Training: Features, Provision and Uptake 

Forr the better part of the postwar period favorable demographics reduced the 
needd for U.S. firms to develop training programs: the supply of labor was 
sufficientt to meet the demand and as a result private sector training was largely 
absentt (Pines and Carnevale 1991). More importandy, the Taylorist production 
systemm that was introduced in the United States in the early twentieth century 
producedd a need for low-skill labor to perform simple, narrowly defined tasks. 
Insteadd of investing in or relying on worker skills, the system emphasized the 
rolee of management in monitoring the worker performance (Crouch, Finegold, 
andd Sako 1999). 

Duringg the 1980s the United States seemed to have landed in a situation 
wheree it was faced with the task of developing the skills of an under-trained 
America,, whereas in the 1970s policymakers had been concerned about the 
floodd of overeducated Americans (Freeman 1976). Awareness of a looming 
human-capitall  deficit was raised by the publication of the Hudson Institute's 
WorkforceWorkforce 2000 (Johnston and Packer 1987). This report put the term 'skills gap' 
onn the policy agenda and challenged the federal government to address the 
growingg problem of 'workplace illiteracy': the lack of basic skills among 
workers.. In the 1992 National Adult Literacy Survey around 40 percent of the 
U.S.. labor force scored at the two lowest of five levels of literacy. This means 
thatt roughly 90 million adults have trouble with common day-to-day reading 
tasks,, making them more or less 'functional illiterate' (Kirsch et al. 1993). Not 
surprisingly,, the unequal distribution of skills within society produces income 
inequality.. During the 1975-1990 period the gap in earnings between 
professionalss and clerical workers increased from 47 to 86 percent. The gap 
betweenn white-collar workers and skilled tradespeople rose from 2 to 37 
percent.. Earnings for college-educated males aged 24-34 increased by 10 
percentt during the same period, while earnings for those with high-school 
diplomass declined by 9 percent (National Center on Education and the 
Economyy 1990). 

Whilee traditionally the federal government's role in encouraging firms, 
individuall  workers and educational institutions to interact is limited, it launched 
severall  commissions to address what became known as the "workforce crisis" 
(Commissionn on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency 1989). The 
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Secretary'ss Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS), installed by 
thee Department of Labor in 1990, was assigned with the task to search for 
wayss to bridge the gap between educational achievement and workplace 
requirements.. SCANS' final report recommended, among others, that all 
employerss should incorporate basic skills, 'thinking' skills (e.g. creative 
thinking,, problem solving and decision making) and interpersonal skills into 
theirr human resource development efforts (U.S. Department of Labor 1992). 

Inn 1990, the U.S. Congress sketched sixteen policy options for the federal 
governmentt to intervene in firm-based worker training. The recommendations 
includedd tax credits for private-sector training, favorable tax treatment for 
workerss in training programs, and a payroll-based training levy.22 The report 
aimedd to broaden the role of the government in worker training by not only 
targetingg the economically disadvantaged, the displaced worker, or people with 
speciall  needs, but also employed workers at all levels. Other measures 
proposedd by previous commissions included the development of specific 
standardss for certification, requirement for all firms to spent at least one 
percentt of payroll on education and training, with firms not spending the 
requiredd amount on their own workers being obliged to pay this amount to a 
skillss development fund to train temporary, part-time, dislocated or 
disadvantagedd workers (Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce 
1990). . 

Thee government increasingly became aware of the fact that the country had 
too address a low-skill equilibrium (see also Chapter 1). The government's 
awarenesss prompted attempts to introduce national skill standards. While state 
andd local governments opposed the introduction of a national standard for 
academicc skills, the federal government managed to establish a standard for 
work-relatedd skills (administered by the National Skill Standard Board) with the 
introductionn of the Goals 2000: Educate America Act 1994. Financial 
incentivess for workers to acquire or improve job skills were provided by 
introducingg the Lifetime Learning Credit as part of the Taxpayer Relief Act 
1997.. The Lifetime Learning Credit for any taxpayer for any taxable year is an 
amountt equal to 20 percent of so much of the qualified tuition and related 
expensess paid by the taxpayer during the taxable year (for education furnished 
duringg any academic period beginning in such taxable year) as does not exceed 
$10,0000 ($5,000 in the case of taxable years beginning before January 1, 2003). 

Thee concern about the quality and the effectiveness of the post-school training 
deliveryy system is well-illustrated by the main reasons the U.S. Congress 
introducedd the 1994 School-to-Work Opportunities Act: 

three-quarterr of U.S. high-school students enter the workforce without a 
baccalaureatee degree, and many do not possess the academic and entry-level 

222 This latter proposal was also part of the first presidential campaign of Bill Clinton, who 
proposedd a 1.5 percent employer contribution to training funds. This idea was eventually 
droppedd because of employer resistance (Shackleton 1995). 
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occupationall  skills necessary to succeed in the changing United States 
workplace; ; 
aa substantial number of youths in the United States especially disadvantaged 
students,, students of diverse racial, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds, and 
studentss with disabilities, do not complete high school; 
thee workplace in the United States is changing in response to heightened 
internationall  competition and new technologies, and such forces, which are 
ultimatelyy beneficial to the nation, are shrinking the demand for and 
underminingg the earning power of unskilled labor; 

thee United States lacks a comprehensive and coherent system to help its youths 
acquiree the knowledge, skills, abilities, and information about and access to the 
laborr market necessary to make an effective transition from school to career-
orientedd work or to further education and training (School-to-Work Act, 
Sectionn 2). 

Thee School-to-Work Opportunities Act focuses, among others, on the 
promotionn of local partnerships "that are dedicated to linking the worlds of 
schooll  and work among secondary schools and post-secondary educational 
institutions,, private and public employers, labor organizations, government, 
community-basedd organizations, parents, students, State educational agencies, 
locall  educational agencies, and training and human service agencies" (section 3 
off  the Act). Work-based learning is one of the pillars of the School-to-Work 
Opportunitiess Act, requiring the participation of firms. In general, school-to-
workk programs in the United States aim to promote training investments by 
firmss (Bassi and Ludwig 2000). Employers may have several motives to get 
involvedd in work-based learning programs: altruistic (helping communities), 
individuall  (recruiting employees through the program) or collective (developing 
aa more skilled overall labor force) (Bailey 1995). Firms that do not participate 
inn these programs indicate that they need more financial incentives to convince 
themm to join work-based learning partnerships (Bailey and Hughes 1999). 

Reliancee on work-based training in general is significant, with two out of 
everyy three workers learning the necessary work-related skills on the job 
(Carnevale,, Gainer, and Villet 1990). Employers considerably stepped up their 
trainingg efforts, quadrupling training expenditures between 1984 and 1990 to 
approximatelyy $120 billion (Stenberg and Colman 1994). There is evidence that 
muchh of this training has a remedial character: in a 1997 survey 72 percent of 
thee firms reported an increase in the formal training since 1994. Over seventy 
percentt of these firms reported that one of the reasons for this increase was 
thatt new hires did not have necessary skills (National Center for Education 
Statisticss 2000). Despite the dependency on firms for the skill provision of 
workers,, comparative studies of on-the-job training in the United States, Japan, 
andd Germany suggest a relatively low degree of training is provided to U.S. 
workerss (Wever, Berg, and Kochan 1994; Bishop 1996). In a number of high-
skilll  industries, firms make substantial investments in the development and use 
off  worker skills. This holds particularly true for firms with so-called high 
performancee workplaces (Osterman 1994) and firms that are labor market 
monopsonists,, which can afford to provide training without fearing poaching 
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byy competing firms (Crouch, Finegold, and Sako 1999). On average, however, 
mostt firms are discouraged from making the human capital investments.23 In 
ann evaluation of worker training, Pines and Carnevale conclude that 
"[e]mployerss are beginning to see that if they are to remain competitive, they 
mustt assist their potential and current workers to achieve competence in 
workplacee basics and in coping with technological changes". However, they 
conclude,, "[m]uch of the current employer-based training effort lacks 
cohesivenesss and presence and therefore is largely invisible" (Pines and 
Carnevalee 1991, 255). It is therefore not surprising that Levine (1998) signals 
thee rise of high-skill workplaces and the simultaneously existing shortage of 
workerss skilled enough to be employed in these workplaces. 

Crouch,, Finegold, and Sako (1999) see two main causes for 
underinvestmentt in human capital by U.S. firms. First, the relatively high 
degreee of labor turnover constitutes a barrier for employer-provided training 
sincee firms are uncertain about the extent to which training costs can be 
appropriated.. Second, the way U.S. financial markets are structured, with a 
prominentt place for shareholder value, forces firms to focus on meeting short-
termm financial targets. Firms could overcome (part of) the financial barriers by 
poolingg training efforts with other firms. However, many U.S. companies fear 
violationn of anti-trust legislation if they would participate in such training 
consortiaa (Bassi 1990, cited in U.S. Department of Labor 1998). Moreover, 
tradee or industry associations have littl e incentive to organize training for the 
employeess of their members. Other ways to share training costs are developed 
too some extent. Joint programs of unions and management are an important 
avenuee to worker training. In The Bottom Line: Basic Skills in the Workplace the 
Laborr and Education Departments (1988) referred to a number of successful 
trainingg programs, such as the joint management-union training program at 
Fordd Motor Company, as a means to determine and enhance worker skills. 
Withh unions and employers becoming increasingly aware of the need for 
(continuous)) workplace training, joint training programs have become in some 
casess a logical step to shape human resource strategies. The joint general 
trainingg programs may often evolve from apprenticeship programs that are 
jointlyy run by management and unions. General training programs are not as 
structuredd or regulated as apprenticeship programs, are not as confined to 
particularr crafts or trades and cover a wide variety of topics and skill levels. 
Fermann et al. (1991) contend that joint general programs provide training to a 
broadd range of blue-collar workers and workers with low and intermediate 
skills,, usually left out of either unilateral employer-provided training or public 
programs.. Wever, Berg, and Kochan (1994), however, have downplayed the 
importancee of joint agreements on worker training - with overall union density 
att 13 percent and declining - collective agreements may affect only a small 
portionn of the firms and they are often implemented at the level of the single 
firm.firm. Where firms are able to single-handedly develop training programs for 

233 Carnevale (1991) even estimate that less than 15 percent of the Americans receive any formal 
orr informal training on the job, but this is not consistent with survey data from the National 
Householdd Education Survey and the Survey of Employer-Provided Training (see hereafter). 
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non-manageriall  workers they will generally provide their non-managerial 
workerss with narrow, firm-specific skills (Wever, Berg, and Kochan 1994). 

Whilee declining union membership may have eroded the basis of traditional 
unionn training programs, this does not mean that organized labor can no longer 
playy a role in providing worker training. Under the umbrella of 'high road 
strategies'' unions have initiated partnerships with local communities to move 
awayy from low-skill, low-wage jobs unto a high-road track that continuously 
upgradess job quality, skill and earnings. Local communities would benefit from 
suchh partnerships because there is a strong connection between school and 
workk for young people. The idea of partnerships and the role of communities 
hass been much favored by the federal government in its design of training 
programs.. One of the strategic goals of the Department of Education is to 
increasee public awareness of the need for lifelong learning by launching The 
Highh Skills Communities Initiatives: a recognition program that acknowledges 
communitiess for their local capacity-building efforts around adult education 
andd literacy.24 

Dataa obtained from the National Household Education Survey (NHES) and 
thee Survey of Employer-Provided Training (SEPT) provide an insight in the 
sizee of the provision and uptake of employee training. In a comprehensive 
analysiss of both datasets Lerman et al. (1999) conclude that workers who have 
beenn with their current employer for less than two years had both a higher 
incidencee and intensity of training than those who had worked between two 
andd five years. Workers who have been with their employers longer than five 
yearss have a significantly higher incidence and intensity than either of the other 
groups,, although NHES data show that the number of training hours is 
inverselyy related to tenure. This confirms earlier findings by Lillard and Tan 
(1986)) that the likelihood of getting most kinds of training is low in the first 
fivefive years in the labor market, coinciding with the initial job search period. 

Somee evidence can be found in the SEPT for the claim by Bishop (1994) 
thatt employer-provided training is disproportionately provided to more 
advantagedd workers. However, NHES data suggest that the training intensity is 
higherr for young, part-time and less-experienced workers. Data from both 
surveyss confirm the general view that the likelihood of training reception 
increasess with education. With education being a proxy for occupational level, 
itt then comes as no surprise that according to NHES data workers in executive, 
professional,, and technical occupations turned out to be more likely to 
participatee in training to improve their current job skills. 

244 The federal government's desire to embed education and training in local and regional 
partnershipss in order to tap into the resources of community-based organizations was already 
mentionedd in the Educational Partnerships Act of 1988 (Title VI , Chapter 5 of Omnibus Trade 
andd Competitiveness Act of 1988, Public Law 100-418). 
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Thee SEPT 1995 (see Tables 2.4a and 2.4b) shows that nearly 93 percent of all 
firmss with more than 50 employees provided or financed formal training.25 In 
thee SEPT, a 'training activity' is defined as 'any time employees are taught a 
skilll  or provided with information to help them do their jobs better'. Training 
cann be formal or informal. Formal training is planned in advance, and has a 
structuredd format and defined curriculum; informal training is unstructured, 
unplanned,, and easily adapted to situations or individuals. More than 95 
percentt of all employees reported the receipt of informal training26, whereas 
nearlyy 70 percent of all employees indicated that they received formal training 
withinn the 12 months preceding the survey. Characteristics associated with a 
reducedd likelihood of training provision are higher proportions of part-time 
workerss and, interestingly, the presence of a trade union.27 An analysis by 
Knokee and Ishio (1996) of the National Organizations Study identifies an 
importantt positive relationship between training and unions. The probability of 
havingg a formal training program increases with firm size. Small firms (50-99 
employees)) appear to be slighdy less likely to provide formal training. They also 
providee fewer hours of formal training per employee compared to medium-
sizedd (50-499 employees) and large (500 or more) firms. 

Thee presence of contract workers seems to have a positive effect on formal 
trainingg provision. Training expenditures per employee are higher in firms with 
aa relatively large share of contract workers and training incidence is higher as 
well,, although it is unclear to what extent contract workers are included in the 
trainingg programs. A possible explanation for this may be found in the 
literaturee on high-performance workplaces.28 Firms may use contract workers 
too protect the core workers from fluctuations in workload. Training may then 
bee targeted at this low-turnover core workforce. Here, contract workers (or 
leasedd employees or temporary work agency workers) may not receive the 
trainingg but they provide the necessary precondition for training provision to 
otherr workers within the firm (Frazis et al. 1998). 

A tt 95 percent, employees in the mining industry appeared to be the most 
likelyy to receive training, whereas 68 percent in wholesale trade and 49 percent 
inn retail trade reported to have received training. The number of hours spent 
onn formal training in wholesale trade, retail trade, and construction was lower 
thann the average. The percentage of firms indicating that they had provided 
formall  training ranged from 88 percent in durable goods manufacturing to 98 
percentt in wholesale trade. Firms that spent more than the average number of 
hourss on formal training could be found in the transportation, communication, 
andd public utilities industry; in the finance, insurance, and real estate industry; 
andd in the mining industry. 

255 Small firms (with fewer than 50 employees) were dropped from the 1995 survey because only 
699 percent of those firms indicated in the SEPT 1993 that they provide training. 
266 This high percentage might be due to the broad definition of informal training in the SEPT. 
277 For large and medium-sized firms only. 
288 See for instance Osterman (1995). 
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Evidencee from the NHES and the SEPT indicates that the percentage of 
workerss receiving employer-provided formal training is increasing over time at 
ann average of one percent-point per year. This corresponds with key findings 
fromm a 2000 ASTD study on the volume of training expenditures of U.S. firms. 
Spendingg on employer-provided training has continued to grow, though at a 
slowerr pace than in preceding years. Total training expenditures has increased 
fromm 1.8 percent of payroll in 1997 to 2.0 percent in 1998, with so-called 
'trainingg investment leaders' spending 3.6 percent of the wage sum on training 
inn 1998. Similar results can be found in Fra2is et al. (1998) who estimated 
employers'' training expenses at $100 billion, equaling about 2 percent of total 
wages.. On aggregate training expenditures of U.S. firms are substantial, but this 
iss likely to be limited to a relatively small number of firms that target training at 
alreadyy high-skill workers in managerial and specialist occupations. 
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Tablee 2.4a 
Provisionn and uptake of job-related, firm-based training: 
1995. . 

Firmm Size 

50-999 employees 

100-4999 employees 

5000 a employees 

Industry y 

Mining g 

Manufacturing: : 

Durablee goods 

Non-durablee goods 

Construction n 
Transportation,, communication 
andd public utilities 
Wholesalee trade 

Retaill trade 
Finance,, insurance and real 
estate e 
Services s 

Total l 

Tablee 2.4b 
Uptakee of job-related, firm-based 

Age e 

244 years and younger 

255 to 34 years 

355 to 44 years 

455 to 54 years 

555 years and older 

Sex x 

Men n 

Women n 

Racee and origin 

White e 

Black k 

Hispanic c 

Educationall attainment 

Highh school graduate or less 

Somee college 

Bachelor'ss degree or higher 

Total l 

Firmss providing 
formall training 
(percentage) ) 

90.8 8 

94.4 4 

98.1 1 

96.7 7 

88.1 1 

95.2 2 

94.7 7 

96.5 5 

98.4 4 

88.7 7 

95.6 6 

93.5 5 

92.5 5 

firmm and industry characteristics. United States, 

Employeess receiving 
formall training 
(percentage) ) 

61.6 6 

73.0 0 

71.0 0 

94.7 7 

78.3 3 

85.4 4 

71.2 2 

81.4 4 

68.1 1 

48.8 8 

87.4 4 

70.7 7 

69.8 8 

training:: employee characteristics, United States, 
Employeess receiving 
formall training 
(percentage) ) 

63.4 4 

78.5 5 

74.7 7 

64.7 7 

50.7 7 

66.5 5 

73.1 1 

70.4 4 

70.6 6 

73.7 7 

60.1 1 

67.8 8 

89.7 7 

69.8 8 

Percentagee of 
totall hours spent in 
formall training 

20.4 4 

28.1 1 

39.0 0 

47.7 7 

40.8 8 

54.0 0 

24.1 1 

47.1 1 

24.7 7 

11.5 5 

31.4 4 

26.3 3 

30.1 1 

1995. . 
Percentagee of total 
trainingg hours spent 
inn formal training 

11.1 1 

30.0 0 

33.8 8 

30.6 6 

25.1 1 

25.6 6 

35.2 2 

27.9 9 

49.9 9 

30.6 6 

27.8 8 

33.6 6 

30.1 1 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics/SEPT 1995, cited in Frazis et at. (1998). 
Note:Note: Data refer to twelve months' period preceding the survey. 
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Tablee 2.5 
Percentagee of workers who received training at any time while on their current job, 1983 and 1991 

19833 1991 
Alll Employees 35 41 
Age e 
16-199 18 18 
20-244 28 31 
25-344 39 41 
35-444 41 48 
45-544 37 46 
55-644 31 37 
655 and older 19 25 

Sex x 
Men n 
Women n 

Educationall attainment 
Highh school graduate or less 
Somee college 
Collegee graduate 

Occupation n 
Executive,, professional and technical 
Executive,, administrative and managerial 
Professional l 
Technicians s 
Saless and administrative support 
Sales s 
Administrativee support 
Services s 
Farming Farming 
Precisionn production, craft and repair 
Operators,, fabricators, and laborers 
Machinee operators, assemblers and inspectors 
Transportationn and material movers 
Handlers,, equipment cleaners and laborers 

Industry y 
Farming,, forestry and fishing 
Mining g 
Construction n 
Manufacturing g 
Transportation,, communications and public utilities 
Trade e 
Finance,, insurance and real estate 
Services s 
Publicc administration 

35 5 
34 4 

26 6 
41 1 
54 4 

54 4 
47 7 
61 1 
52 2 
32 2 
32 2 
32 2 
23 3 
16 6 
35 5 
19 9 
22 2 
18 8 
14 4 

19 9 
35 5 
24 4 
31 1 
38 8 
24 4 
47 7 
41 1 
58 8 

40 0 
41 1 

29 9 
46 6 
61 1 

60 0 
53 3 
67 7 
59 9 
38 8 
35 5 
40 0 
28 8 
21 1 
38 8 
22 2 
25 5 
25 5 
15 5 

23 3 
45 5 
26 6 
38 8 
46 6 
26 6 
54 4 
47 7 
68 8 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics (1992). How Workers Get Get Their Training: A 1991 Update. 
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Tablee 2.6 
Percentagee of U.S. employees who took one or more courses in 12 months preceding the survey 
too improve their current job skills: employee characteristics, 1991 and 1995 

Alll Employees 
Age e 
16-19 9 
20-24 4 
25-34 4 
35^*4 4 
45-54 4 
55-64 4 
655 and older 

Sex x 
Men n 
Women n 

Racee and origin 
White e 
Black k 
Hispanic c 
Asian/Pacificc Islander 

Educationall attainment 
Lesss than high school graduate 
Highh school graduate 
Vocational/tradee school 
Somee college 
Bachelor'ss degree 
Advancedd degree 

Occupation n 
Executive,, professional and technical 
Executive,, administrative and managerial 
Professional l 
Technicians s 
Saless and administrative support 
Sales s 
Administrativee support 
Services s 
Farming Farming 
Precisionn production, craft and repair 
Operators,, fabricators, and laborers 
Machinee operators, assemblers and inspectors 
Transportationn and material movers 
Handlers,, equipment cleaners, laborers 

Industry y 
Farming,, forestry and fishing 
Mining g 
Construction n 
Manufacturing g 
Transportation,, communications and public utilities 
Trade e 
Finance,, insurance and real estate 
Services s 
Publicc administration 
Source:Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, National 
Householdd Survey, 1991 and 1995 (Adult Education Component). 

1991 1 

30 0 

7 7 
20 0 
30 0 
36 6 
30 0 
28 8 
19 9 

29 9 
30 0 

32 2 
20 0 
23 3 
21 1 

7 7 
19 9 
37 7 
33 3 
47 7 
50 0 

50 0 
47 7 
51 1 
50 0 
24 4 
24 4 
24 4 
18 8 
7 7 
21 1 
19 9 
22 2 
17 7 
15 5 

10 0 
29 9 
19 9 
29 9 
29 9 
18 8 
44 4 
33 3 
47 7 

19< < 
32 2 

11 1 
22 2 
34 4 
38 8 
38 8 
27 7 
13 3 

31 1 
35 5 

35 5 
30 0 
19 9 
27 7 

13 3 
23 3 
36 6 
35 5 
45 5 
50 0 

50 0 
43 3 
55 5 
50 0 
29 9 
25 5 
33 3 
25 5 
14 4 
27 7 
17 7 
18 8 
18 8 
12 2 

17 7 
42 2 
21 1 
27 7 
38 8 
16 6 
44 4 
39 9 
53 3 
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2.33 Conclusio n 

Thee main differences between the Dutch and U.S. skill-creation systems can be 
summarizedd as follows. With respect to skill levels, the United States is typically 
seenn as producing a high-skill equilibrium for innovative white-collar and 
technicall  elites, while at the same time leaving nearly half of the workforce 
withoutt relevant, basic skills. In this sharply divided skill continuum there 
appearss to be no strategy for developing skills for middle-level jobs (Berryman, 
Flaxman,, and Inger 1992). However, in a comparison with the Netherlands, 
andd using the UNESCO ISCED skill standard, skill distribution in the United 
Statess seems to be skewed to the intermediate and higher levels (see Table 2.7). 

Tablee 2.7 
ISCEDD skill levels in the Netherlands and the United States 

ISCEDD Level The Netherlands United States 

0/11 Education preceding the first level (pre-primary) and at the 
firstt level (primary) 

22 Education at the lower secondary level 

3/44 Education at the upper secondary level and at the tertiary 
level,, first stage 

5/66 Education at the tertiary level, first stage, leading to first 
degree,, and at the tertiary level, second stage, leading to a 
post-graduatee degree 

Source:: OECD (2001). Education at a glance 2001. 

Thee widespread use of collective agreements, which nearly all contain training 
stipulations,, is an important feature distinguishing the Dutch training system 
fromm that of the United States, with the notable exception of the U.S. 
constructionn industry. In the Netherlands, 40 percent of all workers are 
coveredd by training funds; in the United States this rate should be estimated at 
aa maximum of 13 percent (which is the union density rate), but is likely to be 
lowerr since some collective agreements exclude workers from training. 

Furthermore,, while in both countries the national government provides 
financiall  incentives (wage subsidies and tax credits) to facilitate worker training, 
thee Dutch government direcdy intervenes in the scale of employer-provided 
trainingg stipulations by extending collective agreements. Contrary to the United 
States,, Dutch employers' and employees' associations are involved in an 
ongoingg social dialogue at both the industry and national levels, in which they 
consultt with each other on training issues and worker employability. The 
centrall  government is an active participant in a number of formal consultation 
processes.. In the United States, the government's involvement is essentially 
limitedd to disadvantaged workers. The federal government has delegated much 
off  the training policies to state and local governments. There is a strong 
reliancee on the willingness of individual firms to provide training, given the 
relativee lack of institutions that enable collectively organized training. Recent 
local-levell  initiatives in the United States point to a potential to successfully 

12%% 5% 

23%% 8% 

42%% 51% 

22%% 35% 
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organizee training through partnerships of private and public sector, 
community-basedd organizations, unions and training institutions. As I discuss 
inn more depth in Chapter 5, these initiatives are particularly visible in high-skill, 
high-growthh industries such as certain segments of the U.S. information 
technologyy industry. These decentralized phenomena seem to be characteristic 
forr the United States. Within the collectively bargained training framework, 
individuall  Dutch firms and workers already have room to negotiate the 
specificss of workers training, but there are signs that (further) emphasis is being 
putt on the individual level with respect to the implementation of worker 
trainingg policies. 

Besidess their marked difference both countries are similar with respect to 
thee increasing training efforts (and expenditures) by employers. The two 
countriess also share the fact that training remains predominantly skill- and 
occupation-biased:: workers already holding high skills are most likely to receive 
training,, and most training is targeted at workers in managerial, executive and 
specialistt occupations in large firms. 

Inn conclusion: the two countries strongly differ in terms of the role of labor 
markett actors in shaping the training arena. In the Netherlands, central 
governmentt and national social partners jointly draft training strategies, which 
aree implemented through collective agreements covering the majority of the 
workforce.. In the United States, the government (at federal, state and county 
levels)) plays a modest role, predominantly targeted at training for 
disadvantagedd groups. Training investments are mainly left to individual firms 
andd workers, with some exceptions in (declining) (parts of) industries where 
trainingg is jointly initiated by unions and firms. In Chapters 4 and 5,1 focus on 
thee implications of the respective training infrastructures for flexible workers in 
thee Dutch and U.S. construction and IT industries. 



33 Flexibl e Employmen t in the Netherland s and in the Unite d 
States s 

TheThe Dutch Flexibility and Security Act runs counter to the essence of temporary agency work. 

Jeromee Caille, 
CEO,, Adecco Group (NRC Handelsblad, June 13, 2003) 

Thee rise of flexible employment, notably external numerical flexibility,  in 
industrializedd countries during the past two decades has been extensively 
documentedd (e.g. Barker and Christensen 1998; Delsen 1995; Felstead and 
Jewsonn 1999; OECD 1993; OECD 1996; Ozaki, 1999; Zeytinoglu 1999.) The 
flipsidee of external numerical employment flexibility is job security. Changes in 
one,, will lead to adjustments in the other, or as Streeck (1988) posits: where 
flexibilit yy is gained, rigidities need to be created. Within and between countries, 
governments,, employers and employees respond differendy to changes in the 
levell  of flexibility or security. In the mid-1980s, European economies faced 
severee unemployment problems, while the U.S. economy had managed to 
createe millions of jobs in the preceding years. The U.S. government strongly 
recommendedd OECD member states whose labor markets were seen as rigid, 
particularr the European countries1, to address the obstacles that impede 
efficientt functioning of their labor markets, such as hiring and firing rules 
governingg job protection. However, many OECD member states continued the 
levell  of employment protection throughout the 1990s. A number of countries 
couldd do so because they loosened restrictions on the use by employers of 
fixed-termfixed-term contracts as well as on the operation of temporary work agencies 
(OECDD 1999). This, however, may cause substitution effects: without limits 
imposedd on the use of these 'alternative' staffing arrangements employers can 
circumventt tight dismissal rules by using temporary workers instead of 
permanentt workers.2 

Sincee flexible arrangements such as temporary work are considered an 
aspectt of labor market flexibility,  the liberalization of the use of fixed-term 
contractss and temporary agency workers is an important indicator that markets 
havee become more flexible. Although such work arrangements point to labor 
markett flexibility , it should be noted that flexible labor markets do not 
necessarily/yW/ft?? these flexible arrangements: as this chapter demonstrates, the 
Unitedd States labor market is highly flexible, mainly because of littl e regulation, 

11 In the 1980s, the inability of European countries to quickly adjust to changing global economic 
conditionss due to labor market rigidity was dubbed 'Eurosclerosis'. In a critical essay on the 
differencess in economic performance between the United States and European OECD-
countriess due to differences in labor market flexibility , Freeman (1986) asserts that U.S. 
employmentt growth in the 1970s and 1980s is associated with higher costs than is commonly 
assumed,, making the change in it its overall well-being not much different from the European 
countries. . 
22 Cf. OECD (1986). 
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butt it does not feature very high levels of flexible staffing as defined in this 
studyy (see also Hyde 2003; Robinson 1999). 

Thee aim of this chapter is to identify the coordination mechanisms that govern 
flexibleflexible employment in the Netherlands and in the United States. I therefore 
discusss the way governments, employers' associations and unions in both 
countriess have responded to the increased use of flexible staffing. I also focus 
onn the role of staffing agencies as main providers of flexible personnel. With 
thiss chapter I try to offer the reader the social-economic and legal framework 
inn which the cases described in Chapters 4 and 5 should be understood. 

3.11 Flexibilit y in the Netherlands : Dealin g wit h Labo r Market Rigiditie s 

Sincee the end of World War II Dutch employment relationships have been 
governedd by legislation protecting workers against dismissal. This worker 
protectionn is the result of a shift in Dutch law away from employer 'freedom' 
too layoff workers; a development that has spanned nine decades since the 
introductionn of dismissal law in the Netherlands in 1909 (Asscher-Vonk and 
Fasee 2000). A fundamental obstacle for the discharge of employees is the fact 
thatt no indefinite employment relationship involving private sector employees 
cann be terminated without the consent of the Minister of Social Affairs and 
Employment,, who in this case is represented by the Central organization for 
workk and income (CWI).3 After hearing representatives of both the employer 
andd the employee(s), CWI assesses the extent to which there is a just cause for 
dismissal.. Employers have found a way to get around this often lengthy and 
costlyy procedure by starting dissolution procedures before court (Heerma van 
Vosss 1992). Section 7:685 of the Civil Code provides an avenue for both 
employerss and employees to request the court to dissolve an employment 
contract.. Although chances are that workers are entitled to receive severance 
payy under this procedure, employers have increasingly used this route since it is 
aa faster way for contract termination. 

Whilee rigidities characterize much of the employment relationship, flexible 
employmentt has been around for many decades in the Netherlands, particularly 
inn eating and drinking places and in retail (Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Employmentt 1986). For-profit agencies providing temporary workers appeared 
onn the Dutch labor market in the 1950s. The 1960s saw an increase in 
temporaryy work agencies, which led the government to introduce legislation 
regulatingg the temporary work industry. Prior to the 1965 Temporary Work 
Agenciess Act (*Wet op het ter beschikking stellen van arbeidskrachten', 
WTBA) ,, job placement and brokering was the exclusive realm of the public 
employmentt service, while activities related to temporary agency work were 
openn to all kinds of intermediaries (Jacobs 1999). The relatively intransparent 
markett for temporary work created room for malafide agencies, which did not 

33 Section 6 of 'Buitengewoon Besluit Arbeidsverhoudingen (BBA) 1945', amended November 
29,, 2001. 
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makee social security contributions and evaded tax measures. These agencies 
featuredd on a wide scale in the construction industry. In response to these 
abuses,, a 1970 amendment to the WTBA prohibited temporary staffing 
activitiess in all industries, unless agencies were licensed by the Ministry of 
Sociall  Affairs and Employment. The distinction between job brokering and 
temporaryy work services remained unchanged. 

Thee rise of temporary agency work and flexible employment in general 
capturedd the attention of public policymakers in the course of the late 1970s, 
earlyy 1980s, when the Dutch economy was in dire straits. The 1981-1983 
Wagnerr Commission (see also Chapter 2) pointed to the mismatch in the labor 
markett of demand and supply as one of the major botdenecks in the 
developmentt of the manufacturing industry. It championed a more flexible 
laborr market "in order for firms to be able to quickly respond to fluctuating 
internationall  market conditions" (Adviescommissie inzake het industriebeleid 
1981,, 23). Furthermore, the Wagner Commission praised the role of temporary 
workk agencies as job brokers, although it mentioned the need for government 
regulationn to enhance the legal position of temporary agency workers. The 
Commission'ss report was quickly followed by a study on temporary agency 
work,, which identified the common reasons for firms to use flexible workers: 
meetingg peaks in demand for goods and services, and temporary replacement 
off  workers on short-term disability (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment 
1983).. More importantly, the study found that, given the economic recession, 
firmsfirms were increasingly likely to replace permanent employees by flexible 
workerss with a more casual employment relationship in order to cope with 
uncertainn conditions. Mass unemployment in the early 1980s had provided 
firmsfirms with a huge reservoir of workers on the external market who could be 
deployedd according to the flexibility needs of employers. A government report 
foundd that a more flexible staffing of personnel could play an important role in 
overcomingg the recession (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment 1986). 
Thee same report stated that (legal) obstacles to facilitate such flexible staffing 
arrangementss should be removed, while at the same time enhancing 
employmentt security of flexible employees. Throughout the 1980s, the Dutch 
governmentt continued its search to strike a balance between flexibility and 
security,, a search characterized by consultation with social partners in the 
Laborr Foundation and with the Social Economic Council.4 Section 3.1.2 
providess a more detailed overview of this process (see below). 

3.1.11 Size and Composition of Flexible Employment in the Netherlands 

Flexiblee staffing arrangements are defined in Dutch labor market statistics as all 
employmentt relationships that either are not permanent, or do not provide 
perspectivess on continuation of the employment relationship, or involve an 
employmentt period exceeding twelve months. This definition, originating from 
Statisticss Netherlands, the Dutch central statistics bureau, does not include 
part-timee employment. With nearly 40 percent of all employment in the 

44 See for instance SER (1991). 
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Netherlandss being part-time, this work arrangement has lost its label of 
'atypicall  employment', although it may not yet be considered a 'standard' 
employmentt arrangement (Visser 1999). Table 3.1 provides an overview of the 
sizee of flexible employment, divided in four staffing arrangements. 

Thee growth of flexible employment in the Netherlands accelerated in the 
earlyy 1990s, with a spectacular increase of temporary work agency work from 
102,0000 (1992) to 223,000 jobs in 1998. Employment growth as a whole during 
thee 1990s is largely attributed to the rise in flexible staffing arrangements 
(Visserr and Hemerijck 1997). In 1997, at the height of its growth, flexible 
employmentt rose 17.4 percent, while overall employment increased with 3.1 
percentt in the same year (Statistics Netherlands 2000a). Flexible employment 
hass become a permanent feature of total employment, notwithstanding its 
slowedd growth at the end of the decade (2.3 percent in 1999). Provisional 
estimatess indicate that in 2002 10.4 percent of all jobs in the Dutch economy 
aree flexible. 

Tablee 3.1 
Volumee of flexible staffing arrangements in tfie Netherlands as share of total employment and in absolute 
numbers,, 1995-2002 

19977 1999 2002 

Perc.. 1,000s Perc. 1,000s Perc. 1,000s 

2.99 164 2.5 153 1.6 101 

3.88 214 3.7 222 2.8 178 

3.55 195 3.4 203 3.3 209 

Source:Source: Statistics Netherlands 
Note:Note: Includes temporary hires (< 12 months) and workers of whom the employment duration is not defined. 

Workerss employed by temporary work agencies are counted as part of Standard 
Businesss Index (SBI) code 745 that includes temporary work agencies (SBI 
74501),, personnel supply services (SBI 74502) and placement agencies (SBI 
74503).. The number of people working in SBI 745 doubled between 1993 and 
19999 (from 159,600 to 344,600). In 2002, 319,000 people were employed in 
SBII  745. Temporary work agency workers contributed most to the numerical 
growthh in the 1990s, with annual growth in temporary agency work in 1995 en 
19966 at roughly 22 percent. Employment in personnel supply services rose 
mostt strongly over the 1993-1999 period (500 percent). The number of 
businessess in SBI 745 rose from 825 in 1993 to 5990 in 2002. 

3.1.1.11 Characteristics of Dutch Flexible Workers 
Onn average the educational background of all workers in a flexible arrangement 
mirrorss that of regular employees regarding the share of workers with 
intermediatee skills: 41 percent of all flexible workers are skilled at the 

On-calll and 
substitute e 
workers s 
Temporaryy work 
agencyy workers 

Otherr flexible 
workers* * 

1995 5 

Perc ..  1,000 s 

2. 66 13 9 

2. 88 14 9 

3. 55 18 9 
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intermediatee level.5 Flexible workers have a stronger likelihood to be more 
oftenn low skilled than regular workers (40 versus 27 percent), while the latter 
aree more likely to hold high skills (29 percent of regular workers and 20 percent 
off  flexible workers). Skill dispersion also varies between the different types of 
flexiblee work, as can be seen in Table 3.2. Temporary hires and temporary 
agencyy workers tend to be low skilled, whereas most on-call workers and 
employeess without a defined employment duration are more likely to be higher 
skilled. . 

Tablee 3.2 
Educationall attainment as percentage of employment arrangement, 1999 

Primaryy and Intermediate and Higher Educationc 

Lowerr Secondary3 Higher Secondaryb 

On-calll and substitute workers 35 43 22 

Temporaryy work agency workers 44 40 18 

Temporaryy hires (< 12 months) 42 37 22 

Employmentt duration not defined 35 

Workerss in Traditional „ 7 

Arrangements s 

Source:Source: Statistics Netherlands 
Notes: Notes: 
a>> Includes pre-vocational education (VBO, 4 years) and junior general secondary education (MAVO, 4 years). 
b)) Includes intermediate vocational education (MBO, 4 years), senior general secondary education (HAVO, 5 years), 

andd pre-university education (vwo, 6 years). 
c)) Includes higher vocational education (HBO, 4 years) and university (4 years). 

Dataa collected by the ABU, the general association of staffing agencies, offer a 
bitt more detailed information on the background characteristics of temporary 
workk agency workers. During the period 1994-1999 both the lowest skilled 
(primaryy education) and highest skilled workers slighdy increased their share in 
totall  temporary work agency employment. Workers with high skills (university 
andd higher vocational education) make up 17 percent of total temporary work 
agencyy employment (up 3 percent point from 1994).6 Thirteen percent of the 
temporaryy work agency workforce consists of lowest skilled workers, an 
increasee of 3 percentage points since the mid-1990s (ABU 2000). 

Theree is a general feeling that many temporary agency work is done by 
students.. In 2002, 37 percent of all temporary agency workers was enrolled in a 
full-timee educational program; in 1995 this was 42 percent (ECORSYS-NEI 
2003).. Nearly 30 percent of all temporary agency workers stated that the agency 
jobb should be combined with school or college. Approximately one in every 
threee temporary agency workers is a student (Colard et al. 2003). 

55 Average data for all flexible employees are not included in Table 2, but can be derived from 
diee table. 
66 Due to a different measurement technique the ABU percentage for the highest skilled differs 
slighdyy from the CBS data (16 percent). 

43 3 

44 4 

22 2 

29 9 
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3.1.1.22 Industry and Occupational Characteristics of Flexible Employment 
Multi-yearr CBS data provide a general insight into the usage of flexible 
employmentt by industries. Industries leading in flexible employment are hotels 
andd restaurants and commercial services, each employing a third of its 
personnell  on a flexible basis. Agriculture and fishing, housekeeping, retail and 
wholesalee trades, health care and cultural and other service delivery each use 10 
too 17 percent flexible staffing arrangements. This data set does not distinguish 
betweenn different types of flexible employment. Panel data collected for the 
1990-19944 period do make this distinction. Key findings of this data set are 
summarizedd in Table 3.3, enabling the assessment of some flexible patterns in 
industries.77 The dominant flexible arrangement in commercial services seems to 
bee on-call work. A significant percentage of all firms in the agricultural industry 
usess on-call workers and employs one in every eight workers on a temporary 
basis,, which is presumably linked to the industry's seasonal work. The most 
remarkablee feature of the table may be the fact that 80 percent of all health care 
organizationss employ on-call workers. 

AA study by the general association of staffing agencies ABU draws a rough 
picturee of the occupational characteristics of temp workers. A quarter of all 
tempp workers are employed as clerical workers and 14 percent occupies a 
(para)medicall  position. The majority of all temps (59 percent) are in skilled and 
unskilledd manual labor, janitorial jobs and in jobs in eating and drinking places 
(ABUU 2000). This is consistent with earlier finding from Dekker and Dorenbos 
(1997)) who, based on 1991 CBS data, found that flexible workers are employed 
inn low skill jobs (for instance in eating and drinking places and as clerical 
workers)) and in high-skill positions (such as academic/scientific teaching and 
researchh jobs and in public administration). While the quality of work in 
flexiblee employment is not necessarily lower than in regular employment, 
Goudswaard,, Kraan, and Dhondt (2000) find that flexible workers, more so 
thann workers in a standard employment arrangement, experience their current 
jobb as having a lower job classification than their previous one. 

Inn a 2003 survey, 58 percent of the temporary agency workers reported to be 
searchingg for a permanent job. Half of this percentage saw agency work as a 
lastt resort (ECORSYS-NEI 2003). The same study shows that of all temporary 
agencyy workers in 2002, 35 percent was breadwinner, compared to 27 percent 
inn 1993. Sixty percent of temporary agency workers stated that without the 
agencyy job they would be without any income. 

Thee mobility opportunities of flexible workers in general, and hence the 
likelihoodd that they wil l find permanent employment, depend on the type of 
flexibleflexible work arrangement (Muffels and Steijn, eds. 1999). Age, gender, and 
workk experience are the most important determinants for the transition from 
flexiblee to regular, standard employment: women and elderly workers in 

77 Because of differences in industry definitions and measurements of flexible staffing 
arrangementss the columns do not make for good comparison. The purpose of the table is 
thereforee limited to presenting the division of each flexible arrangement over the industries. 
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flexibleflexible jobs were less likely to move into permanent employment in the 1991-
19955 period than other flexible workers. The longer a worker is employed in a 
flexibleflexible staffing arrangement, the less likely is he or she to move to a 
permanentt job. Several Dutch studies find that the probability of low-skill 
temporaryy workers finding permanent employment is relatively low 
(ECORSYS-NEII  2002; Muffels and Steijn, eds. 1999). One in every nine 
temporaryy agency workers indicate to prefer a temporary job, probably because 
itt enables them to combine work with tasks in the private domain (e.g. 
housekeeping,, taking care of dependents) (ECORSYS-NEI 2003). 

Tablee 3.3 
Employeess in flexible staffing arrangements by industry, 1990-1994 (annual averages). 

Agriculture e 

Construction n 

Modemm manufacturing 
Traditional l 
manufacturing g 
Transportation,, trades 
andd communication 
Transportationn and 
Communication n 

Trades s 

Financiall Institutions 
Commerciall services 
(incl.. Financial 
institutions) ) 
Hotels,, Food and 
DrinkingDrinking Places 
Publicc Administration 

Healthh Care and Social 
Services s 
Otherr Services 

Educationall Institutions 
Housekeeperss and Other 
Domesticc Personnel 
Total l 

Temporaryy Hires 
(sharee of all 
employees) ) 

13 3 

2 2 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

6 6 

3 3 

8 8 

12 2 

5 5 

On-calll Workers 
(sharee of firms) 

27 7 

6 6 

12 2 

23 3 

22 2 

23 3 

80 0 

34 4 

11 1 

21 1 

Temporaryy Agency 
Workers s 

(sharee of total 
hourss worked) 

5 5 

2 2 

6 6 

8 8 

3 3 

3 3 

8 8 

5 5 

3 3 

4 4 

Alll Flexible 
Workerss a 

(sharee of total 
employment) ) 

17.5" " 

1.4 4 

3.0

4.8 8 

11.5 5 

1.4 4 

30.11 d 

30.0 0 

0.5 5 

10.2 2 

9.6 6 

4.7 7 

13.0 0 

11.0 0 
Source:Source: OSA; Statistics Netherlands. 
Note:Note:"" Data refer to 1999.b Including fishery.c Total manufacturing.d Excluding financial institutions. 

3.1.22 Reject, Reduce, Regulate and Trade-off: Union Responses to Flexibility8 

Againstt the background of increased unemployment in the early-1980s, unions 
searchedd for ways to secure employment for incumbent workers while at the 
samee time acknowledging the need for wage moderation. They introduced a 
proposall  to reduce working hours of employees as a trade-off for the 
employers'' demand to accept a cut in pay. In the 1983-1984 bargaining round, 

88 'Reject', 'reduce', 'regulate', and 'trade-off are borrowed from Visser and Van Rij (1999), who 
introducedd the Dutch equivalents of these notions in order to label union responses. 
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unionss saw their proposal accepted on a collective scale: on average working 
weekss were reduced from 40 to 38 hours (Visser and Hemerijck 1997). 
Althoughh further large-scale reductions in working hours were not realized 
afterr this bargaining round, firms had begun to apply flexible staffing strategies 
inn response to the reduced working hours, which created small vacancies that 
firmsfirms did not want to fill  with permanent employees (Ministry of Social Affairs 
andd Employment 1986). 

Reducedd working hours may not necessarily have been the cause of the 
growthh in flexible staffing arrangements, but they certainly have played an 
importantt role in facilitating this development. The increasing opportunity to 
bee temporarily employed to fill  small vacancies coincided with, and might have 
triggered,, a growing influx of female workers into the labor market during the 
1980s.. This development induced the demand for low-cost, family-oriented 
commerciall  services, mosdy employing female workers (Visser and Hemerijck 
1997).. Temporary agency workers carried out tasks that required littl e 
preparatoryy training: data entry, word processing, clerical work, warehouse 
jobs,, and unskilled manual labor. In some cases temporary agency workers 
weree employed in high-skill positions, such as technical specialists. 

Nott surprisingly, the predicament of workers in temporary employment was 
mainlyy felt by female employees, who were underrepresented in the union 
movementt at that time. In 1985, female organizers within the FNV trade union 
confederationn published a strategy to reverse the growing use of Mcjobs: low-
skill,, low-pay jobs with littl e prospect and no security (FNV 1985).9 The female 
unionn organizers denounced all types of flexible employment. In their view, 
flexibleflexible employment did not contribute to a woman's economic independence. 
Theyy did not go as far as to call for a ban on flexible employment, as they 
fearedd that women in temporary jobs would become unemployed. Therefore, 
thee female union organizers searched for ways to improve the legal position of 
flexibleflexible employees. Their proposals included improvement through collective 
agreementss and through legislative changes, requiring an active role for the 
sociall  partners and the government respectively. Collective agreements would 
limi tt the use of flexible contracts, stimulate human resource management that 
iss aimed at improving the position of flexible workers by offering training 
opportunitiess in order to foster upward mobility or attain permanent 
employment. . 

Followingg the publication of this strategy, unions gradually became aware 
thatt flexible staffing arrangements might not be a 'one-hit wonder' and were 
likelyy to become a permanent feature in the labor market. This required unions 
too get more in touch with workers beyond the traditional scope of union 
organizing.. For a long time the union had been preoccupied with the possible 
consequencess of automation and computerization for work and employment 
off  the traditional union members. Unions had to overcome the resistance to 
whatt they saw as nonstandard worker-categories competing for the same jobs. 
Thee anti-temporary agency work sentiment was rooted in the 1970-1971 

99 The Dutch equivalent for this type of job would translate as 'single-use jobs' 
('wegwerpbanen').. 'Mcjobs' was introduced to a broader audience by Coupland (1991). 
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conflictss between unions and mala fide agencies in the ports and in the 
constructionn and metal industries which employed workers without making the 
requiredd tax and social security contributions, undercutting the unions' position 
inn those industries (Korevaar 2000). In general, the FNV unions were faced 
withh changing their mission. In the words of one of the confederation 
directors:: "I t should be clear that the FNV can no longer be a federation 
exclusivelyy for white male breadwinners aged 35 through 50 in a full-time job. 
Wee have to become a movement for young and elderly workers, female and 
malee workers, breadwinners and non-breadwinners, those employed in a full-
timee and in a part-time job, those workers born here and abroad." 
(Stekelenburgg 1986, 118) 

Thee female union organizers put flexible work center stage and forced the 
FNVV unions to focus its attention on the predicament of flexible workers. The 
womenn identified various means to realize an improvement of the legal 
positionn of these workers. The Labor Foundation and the Social and Economic 
Councill  were seen as the two main avenues to influence the public-policy 
debate.. At the industry level, improvement could be sought through the social 
dialoguee with sectoral employers' associations. Another recommendation 
involvedd the opening-up of the union for individual flexible workers, which 
wouldd involve among other things the provision of member services and legal 
assistancee in individual cases. 

Onee of the views within the FNV unions involved a strategy to make jobs 
off  incumbent workers more attractive through job-enrichment and by 
upgradingg these jobs. The subsequent rise in skill requirements would then 
discouragee employers from tapping into the army of less well-prepared workers 
onn the external market (Stekelenburg 1986). The FNV thus championed 
internall  functional flexibility  as the feasible alternative to external numerical 
flexibility.flexibility.  It saw a need for government intervention through legislation of on-
calll  work, since unions had not been able to control industries where such 
employmentt arrangements were used on a wide scale. 

Parallell  to the debate within the FNV unions, the other main union 
confederation,, the CNV, chose to follow a slightly less intervening strategy. It 
didd not seek a limit on the use of flexible employment contracts, but decided to 
leavee it up to employers and employees at the industry level to find an 
appropriatee way to address the flexibility issue. The CNV unions sought to 
maximizee the use of permanent employment contracts, from which they would 
deviatee only in case industry collective agreements allowed so (Trommel 1987). 

Inn the wake of the internal union discussions, flexible employment 
arrangementss gradually became part of the bargaining process. In the social 
dialoguee employers saw their desire for flexible labor met with the unions' 
demandd for a further reduction of working hours. While these negotiations 
pertainedd to the bargaining processes in various industries, the FNV union 
startedd negotiations with employers in the temporary work industry in 1986 
afterr a ten year suspension. Unions were cautious in negotiating employment 
conditionss for temporary agency workers for fear of creating potential 
competitorss for workers in other industries. Among the various unions there 
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wass not yet a widespread conviction of the need and desirability of flexible 
employmentt in general and temporary agency work in particular (Korevaar 
2000). . 

I nn the early 1990s a recession again hit the Dutch economy, albeit to a lesser 
extentt than in the 1970s and 1980s. Downsizing operations in 1992 and 1993 
spurredd a need among firms for a more flexible organization of work. In the 
19933 Labor Foundation recommendation A New Course regarding the collective 
bargainingg agenda social partners jointly signaled a need for flexible 
employmentt patterns. With the recommendation social partners paved the way 
forr future trade-offs between worker flexibilit y and reduced working hours. 
Whilee central unions were convinced of the need for employment flexibility , 
individuall  union members were divided. The majority of union members 
consideredd an eventual growth in the use of temporary agency workers with 
suspicion.. In particular, union organizers and older male workers were 
concernedd about the increase of temporary (agency) contracts, as they saw this 
developmentt as threatening permanent jobs. Interestingly, while 38 percent of 
unionn members thought that unions should actively oppose the growth of 
temporaryy work, 40 percent wanted unions to negotiate this phenomenon at 
thee bargaining table (Visser and Van Rij 1999). The latter reflects a general 
inclinationn of Dutch workers, and employers alike, to reach consensus over 
delicatee issues, in line with the polder model tradition. 

Byy the mid-1990s unions were ready to settle for liberalization of the market 
forr temporary work agencies, provided that the legal position of agency 
workerss would be secured. In 1995 the Dutch government responded to the 
growingg use of flexible staffing arrangements by issuing a memorandum on 
flexibilityflexibility  and security, setting out the need and desirability to expand 
employmentt flexibilit y while at the same time safeguarding an appropriate level 
off  worker security (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken 1995).10 This memorandum 
wass followed by the 1996 recommendation Flexibility and Security by the Labor 
Foundation.. This recommendation was accompanied by a covenant between 
thee social partners in the temporary work industry. This 'temporary agency 
covenant'' included an agreement to distinguish four stages in the career of an 
agencyy worker, each stage providing the agency worker with more entitlements. 
Thee four stages describe the transformation of a temporary agency worker's 
statuss with increased tenure. Stage 1 of the employment relationship includes 
thee first 26 weeks of temporary work. If the contract between the temporary 
workk agency and the employee is continued after the first 26 weeks, the worker 
wil ll  be employed in stage 2. The same goes for a worker whose contract is 
discontinuedd after stage one but who enters a new contract within one year 
afterr completion of stage one. Stage 3 commences 26 weeks after the beginning 
off  stage two, either in case a stage-two contract is continued or a new contract 
iss agreed upon within one year after having completed stage two. The 
temporaryy agency worker is employed in stage 4 if the pre-existing temporary 

100 See also Van der Heijden (1998) and Wilthagen (1998) for a discussion of the process leading 
too the legislation. 
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contractt is continued or if a new employment agreement is entered within three 
monthss after the last contract. Here, a temporary agency worker must have 
beenn working 1) either with the same client-firm for 18 months, or 2) with 
differentt agencies for 24 months, including spells of non-employment not 
exceedingg three months. With each additional stage a workers gains more 
entidements,, such as pension rights, paid vacation and sick leave (see Table 
3.4).. In stage 3 a worker is offered a contract for at least three months. In stage 
44 he becomes a permanent employee with the agency. While a permanent 
employeee with the agency, a 'stage-4 worker' can still be temporarily assigned 
forr an unlimited time to a client-firm. 

Whereass during stages 1 and 2 the contract of a temporary agency worker 
cann be terminated upon the completion of a project or when the agency is no 
longerr able to offer work, a worker in stage 3 and 4 continues to be employed 
withh the agency - and is paid a salary - even when there are no assignments at 
client-firms. . 

Thee process leading up to the introduction of the flexibility  and security 
legislationn reflects the very core of Dutch corporatism. Or as FNV President 
Johann Stekelenburg stated after the Labor Foundation agreed on the Flexibility 
andd Security recommendation: "This agreement is in line with the Wassenaar 
Agreementt (...) and with [the Foundation's 1993 agreement] A New Course".n 

Inn retrospect, to some the relatively littl e time it took to reach consensus in the 
Laborr Foundation epitomizes the heyday of the polder model (Plessen 2002; 
Storriee 2002). The Labor Foundation's recommendation essentially blueprinted 
thee legislative package enacted in 1998-1999. 

3.1.33 Introducing 'Flexicurity': The 1998-1999 Legislative Changes 

Thee revision of employment law for permanent workers and temporary 
workerss has been induced by two phenomena: the growing number of workers 
inn flexible employment on the one hand and a more deeply rooted desire to 
simplifyy the dual dismissal system on the other hand. 

Thee 1999 Flexibility and Security Act (Wet flexibiliteit en zekerheid') 
mirrorss the attempt of the Dutch government to redistribute employment 
flexibilityflexibility  and security: workers in flexible staffing arrangements (such as 
temporaryy work agency employees, on-call workers and direct temporary hires) 
aree provided with more employment security, while employers face fewer 
obstacless in the dismissal of permanendy employed workers.12 This legislation 
wass preceded in 1998 by the introduction of the WAADI Act13, which 
reformedd manpower allocation by private intermediaries and liberalized the 
temporaryy work industry. The legislative package providing flexibility  for 

111 Press statement, April 3,1996 (FNV archives). 
122 See the November 2000 recommendation by the Commission on the Dual Dismissal System 
('Commissiee ADO'). 
133 WAADI is the acronym for 'Wet allocatie arbeidskrachten door intermediairs' (Act on 
Manpowerr Allocation by Intermediaries). 
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employerss and security for flexible workers has been dubbed 'flexicurity' 
(Wilthagenn 1998). Much of the revised employment law evolved from a 
governmentt search to remove legal barriers that obstruct an efficient operation 
off  the labor markets; a search that started in the early-1980s (Jacobs and 
Plessenn 1992). 

Thee 1998 WAAD I Act liberalized the temporary agency industry: agencies 
weree no longer required to have a license for the temporary placement of 
workerss at a client firm.14 Furthermore, there no longer was a limi t on the 
durationn of a temporary assignment: temporary agency workers can be placed 
indefinitelyy at a client firm's job site. The freeing up of the temporary agency 
markett through the WAAD I Act was paired with the securing of the legal 
positionn of agency workers through the Flexibility and Security Act: the 
relationshipp between an agency and its temporary workers is an employment 
relationship.. With the acknowledgment of the agency as the employer and the 
workerr as its employee the relationship was brought under the governance of 
Civill  Code Titl e 7.10, notably sections 7:690 and 7:691. 

Anotherr important change brought about by the Flexibility and Security Act is 
thee fact that workers on a temporary contract become a permanent worker 
withh an employer if the worker has been employed temporarily for 36 months 
orr if three consecutive temporary employment contracts have expired.15 A 
similarr transformation from temporary to permanent employment evolves 
fromm the 'four-stages model' as included in the temporary agency covenant 
discussedd above. 

Thee four-stages model was incorporated for the first time in the two 
temporaryy agency work collective agreements, covering the 1999-2003 period.16 

Thee two collective agreements for the temporary work industry are named after 
thee acronym of the respective employers' associations with which unions 
concludedd the agreements. The 'ABU collective agreement' covers 280,000 
temporaryy agency workers at 280 large temporary work agencies and totaling 
euroo 4.4 billion in revenue (2002) (represented by the 'Algemene Bond 
Uitzendondernemingen',, or General Association of Staffing Agencies). The 
'NBBUU collective agreement' includes 15,000 temp workers employed at 320 
smalll  and medium-size agencies (united in the 'Nederlandse Bond van 
Bemiddelings-- en Uitzendondernemingen' or Dutch Association of 
Intermediaryy and Staffing Agencies).17 The two collective agreements cover all 

144 Temporary agency legislation only applies when the supply of temporary personnel is the very 
naturee of the supplying firm's line of business. If a firm temporarily provides workers to carry 
outt an assignment under supervision and direction of this firm at the job site of another firm, 
thenn temporary agency legislation is not applicable. 
155 Civil Code section 7:668a. 
166 The relative complexity of the four stages has led some scholars to wonder whether the legal 
positionn of temporary agency workers would not have been sufficiently secured with only the 
legislativee framework, thus without the collective agreement and its four stages (Verhulp 1998). 
177 Data are from die Netherlands Trade Union Confederation (FNV) collective agreement 
database. . 
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temporaryy agency workers employed through members of the ABU and 
NBBUU respectively. 

Thee collective agreements for temporary agency workers are an elaboration 
off  Civil Code section 7:691, which governs expiration and continuation of the 
employmentt relationship between the temporary work agency and its worker. 
Tablee 3.4 recaps an agency worker's entidements as laid down in the collective 
agreements. . 

Tablee 3.4 
Entitlementss of Dutch temporary agency workers. 

Period d 

Employmentt contract 
duration n 

Training g 

Pensionn benefits 

Vacation n 

Short-termm leave 

Sickk leave 

Continuedd pay during 
underemployment t 

Stagee 1 

1s tt 26 weeks 

Forr duration of 
assignment t 

No o 

No o 

Unpaid d 

Unpaid d 

Contractt termination 

Yes,, but exemption 
possible possible 

Stagee 2 

2ndd 26 weeks 

Forr duration of 
assignment t 

Assessment t 

Yes s 

Unpaid d 

Unpaid d 

Contractt termination 

Yes,, but exemption 
possible possible 

Stagee 3 

3rdd 26 weeks 

Att least 3 
months s 

Assessment t 

Yes s 

Paid d 

Paid d 

90%% of wage 

Yes s 

Stagee 4 

Afterr 18/24 
months s 

Indefinite e 

Assessment t 

Yes s 

Paid d 

Paid d 

90%% of wage 

Yes s 

Source:Source: Grapperhaus and Jansen (1999) 

3.1.44 Creating Access to Training for Flexible Workers 

AA striking feature of the four-stages model is a temporary agency worker's right 
too an assessment of his or her training need once the worker has reached stage 
twoo of the employment relationship. This entidement is laid down in Section 
344 of the collective agreement, although the agreement does not provide a 
definitionn of 'assessment'.18 This is crucial since the worker's entidement 
explicidyy pertains to the 'assessment of a training need'; it does not offer the 
workerr a 'training right'. Depending on how temporary work agencies interpret 
thee 'assessment' there may be ways for agencies to get around the desired 
trainingg provision. However, if a training need is assessed, and training 
provisionn is agreed upon, the agency and temp worker confirm this in writing, 
stipulatingg the training goals and content. In order to commit them to offer 
trainingg for their temporary agency workers, temporary work agencies signatory 
too either the ABU or NBBU collective agreement are obliged to spend a fixed 

188 Section numbers referred to in this chapter pertain to the ABU agreement only. The two 
agreementss do not differ on the content of the sections discussed here. 
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percentagee of the total wage sum on worker training.19 The new regulative 
packagee thus creates an avenue to training for temporary agency workers. 
Compliancee with Section 34 is monitored by the Temporary Workers Training 
Foundation,, or SSU ('Stichting Scholing Uitzendkrachten'). If agencies do not 
complyy with the training stipulation, SSU may penalize them up to the amount 
off  euro 11,000. 

Withh the increased likelihood that temporary work agencies wil l have to invest 
inn the skills of the temporary agency workers, agencies may want to appropriate 
thosee training investments. There is, however, a chance that client-firms wil l try 
too poach the workers an agency has invested in. Poaching could be prevented 
byy including a covenant not to join the client-firm during a certain period of 
time.. Nevertheless, the impact of such a covenant on a worker's mobility is 
likelyy to be considered in court, risking rejection by judges. An alternative to 
thee covenant would be to include a clause in the employment contract that 
forcess the temp worker to payback training expenses incurred by the agency. 
Workerss who join a client-firm after having compensated the temporary work 
agencyy for the training investment may be reimbursed by the new employer 
(Grapperhauss 1996; Grapperhaus 2000). Interestingly, client-firms have to 
compensatee temporary work agencies if they want to permanendy hire a 
temporaryy work agency within six months after the start of an assignment. This 
clausee is included in the general terms and conditions for temporary work 
agencyy employment as applied by ABU, the major employers' association in the 
temporaryy work industry. The six-month 'cooling-off period has been 
acknowledgedd in at least one court decision.20 

Untill  1998 non-competition covenants between a temporary work agency 
andd its agency workers were banned under section 93 of the Public 
Employmentt Service Act. Agencies were not allowed to restrict a worker's 
mobility;; workers were free to choose for whom they wanted to work. With the 
introductionn of the WAAD I Act the legislator has removed this ban from the 
Publicc Employment Service Act. Workers remain protected under general 
contractt law against covenants that onerously impede worker mobility, as 
recentt court decisions underscored.21 

Thee government singled out workers in flexible staffing arrangements as one of 
thee groups that have too few incentives to enhance their employability. 
Earlier,, the Labor Foundation had referred to collective agreements as a means 

199 This only applies to temp agencies that signed either one of the collective agreements for 
temporaryy work agency workers. The annual percentages increase from 0.58 percent in 1999 to 
1.022 percent in 2003. 
200 Hof Amsterdam March 8 2001, JAR 2001, 66. In a case prior to the introduction of the 
WAAD II  Act, a clause stipulating a three-month period during which temp workers could not 
joinn the client-firm was deemed void by the court (Rb. Zutphen January 29 1998, JAR 1998, 
65). . 
211 Pres. Rb. Amsterdam December 13 2000, JAR 2000, 17; Ktr. Amsterdam February 2 2001, 
JARJAR 2001, 59. 
222 See Kamerstukken II 1998-1999, 26202 nos. 1-2, p. 27 {SociakNota 1999). 
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throughh which flexible workers should gain access to training. The Foundation 
calledd for the possibility for temporary agency workers to participate in training 
programss sponsored by the industry in which they actually carry out their work 
(STARR 1996b; STAR 1998). 

Ass discussed above a temporary agency worker's conditions and terms of 
employmentt may be governed by the temporary work industry's collective 
agreement.. This is the case if the worker is employed at an agency that is 
boundd by the collective agreement either direcdy (as a member of the signatory 
employers'' association) or indirecdy (after extension of the agreement by the 
Ministerr of Social Affairs and Employment, see Section 1.2.1 of this study). 
Thee temporary agency worker is covered by the client firm's collective 
agreementt if this agreement contains stipulations governing temporary agency 
workerss that are more favorable than the temporary work industry collective 
agreement.. The client firm's collective agreement also applies if there is no 
temporaryy work industry's collective agreement. When neither of the two 
collectivee agreements apply, then the agency worker receives the same wage as 
regularr workers at the client firm ("equal pay for equal work" according to 
WAAD II  Act section 8.1). No additional provisions are then available for the 
temporaryy agency worker. 

Thee situations described above evolve from the WAAD I Act. Social 
partnerss in the temporary work industry have created the possibility for client 
firmsfirms to apply (parts of) their collective agreement to temporary agency 
workers.. In 1991 employers and employees in the temporary work industry 
establishedd an agency ('Stichting Meldingsbureau Uitzendbranche' or SMU) 
throughh which client firm collective agreements could be registered. Once 
registeredd at the SMU the collective agreement of a client firm applies to all 
temporaryy agency workers employed at the client firm's job site. In practice this 
meanss that temporary agency workers can be entided to the same provisions 
(forr instance pension rights, vacation pay and training) as regular workers of a 
clientt firm. The Labor Foundation recommended that if a client firm's 
collectivee agreement applies to an agency worker, then mandatory 
contributionss — to be paid by either the agency or the client firm - through 
whichh worker provisions are financed should be limited to so-called 'good 
cause'' provisions, in particular worker training and development. The 
individuall  (firm and/or worker) on whose behalf contributions are made 
shouldd also be the one(s) reaping the benefits of these contributions (STAR 
2001b). . 

I nn 2003, the Minister of Social Affairs and Employment extended the ABU 
collectivee agreement to all workers and all employers in the temporary work 
industry,, forcing nearly all temporary work agencies to comply with the 
agreement'ss stipulations.23 Among the agencies excluded were members of the 
smallerr employers' association NBBU. While members of the ABU employers' 
associationn are bound by all stipulations of the collective agreement, non-
memberss are exempted from several stipulations; among others the one 
governingg the right of workers to undergo a training-needs assessment. 

233 Staatscourant, no. 136, July 18, 2003. 
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3.1.55 First Experiences with Flexicurity and Implications for Flexible Worker Training 

Thee size of flexible employment has declined in the years following the 
flexicurityy legislation, except for short-term workers (so-called 'temporary 
hires').. While total employment increased between 1998 and 2000 by 4.1 
percent,, the growth in permanent employment was 6 percent, particularly due 
too a growth in permanent part-time jobs. Temporary hires increased with 11.8 
percent.. Temporary agency employment dropped 12 percent and on-call work 
felll  37 percent (NEI 2003). Revenues for the temporary agency work industry 
inn 2002 leveled off at 7.15 billion. Table 3.5 and Figures 3.1 and 3.2 (in 
Appendixx B) illustrate this development using the number of total hours 
workedd by temporary agency workers. 

Thee declining use of temporary agency workers may be (partly) traced back 
too the tight labor market conditions and the introduction of legislation. As a 
directt result of this legislation temporary work agencies are being forced to 
permanentlyy hire certain groups of temporary agency workers. Following the 
introductionn of the legislation in 1999, some evidence was found that 
temporaryy work agencies no longer used the services of agency workers who, 
becausee of their employment history with an agency, might qualify for a 
permanentt position (Bos et al. 2000; De Klaver et al. 2000),24 

Becausee the legislative changes coincided with a tight labor market, it is hard 
too single out the implications of the new legislation in terms of an improved 
protectionn of flexible workers. I t is unclear whether the halted growth of 
flexibleflexible staffing arrangements is a result of the transformation of temporary 
contractss into permanent employment relationships or whether employers' 
demandd for skilled workers in the late 1990s has led them to skip the 
temporaryy hire of personnel all together and offer stable employment 
immediately.255 These two developments combined have affected the scope of 
activitiess of Dutch temporary work agencies. Agencies have included recruiting, 
screening,, testing, and training as well as career counseling in their business 
operations.. The traditional distinction between agencies involved in matching 
jobseekerss and vacancies, and those firms that would deploy permanent 
workerss temporarily at the job site of a client has faded. This latter 
developmentt can be largely contributed to the fact that legislation transforms 
temporaryy employment contracts between an agency and its worker into a 
permanentt contract after being employed for eighteen months at a single client-
firmm or 36 months at multiple job sites. While the share of vacancy matching 
andd job placement in sales of temporary work agencies declined between 1996 
(92.11 percent) and 1999 (79.7 percent), net sales of agencies rose from euro 4.5 
billio nn to nearly euro 6.5 billion during the same period. Sales from recruiting 
andd selecting tripled during 1998-1999, although this still plays a minor role in 

244 According to estimations by the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 
approximatelyy 145,000 temporary contracts have been continued, whereas 72,000 were 
transformedd into permanent contracts since the introduction of the flexibilit y and security 
legislationn in 1999. 
255 Cf. NEI (2003). 
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agencies'' business operations. Deployment of stage 3 and 4 workers (through 
contractt work or personnel leasing) has increased at the cost of stage 1 and 2, 
andd probably yields higher mark-ups for temporary work agencies. 

Tablee 3.5 
Annuall change in hours of temporary agency employment, 1987-2002 (percentage) 

1987 7 

1988 8 

1989 9 

1990 0 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1993 3 

1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

1997 7 

1998 8 

1999 9 

2000 0 

2001 1 

2002 2 

Alll Temporary Agency Workers 

Totall Hours 

3,2 2 

8,4 4 

12,2 2 

6,9 9 

-6,6 6 

-6,1 1 

-10,1 1 

20,2 2 

27,6 6 

21,2 2 

15,1 1 

6,2 2 

3,6 6 

-1,9 9 

-2,5 5 

-5,2 2 

Stagess 1 + 2 

-12,6 6 

-9,5 5 

-6,5 5 

Stagess 3 + 4 

56,2 2 

19 9 

-2,2 2 

Workerss at 100+ Temporary Work Agencies 

Totall Hours 

3,7 7 

9,9 9 

13,4 4 

7,4 4 

-6,9 9 

-6,1 1 

-10,2 2 

19,9 9 

27,7 7 

19,4 4 

14,3 3 

4,3 3 

2 2 

-6 6 

-6,4 4 

-9,9 9 

Stagess 1 + 2 Stages 3 + 4 

-17,33 53,4 

-14,66 16,8 

-12,88 -4 

Source:Source: Statistics Netherlands 

Withinn the new regulatory framework forces temporary work agencies to invest 
inn the skill levels of temporary agency workers, agencies have ways to recoup 
thee expenses by applying payback clauses. Interestingly, the eventual 
permanent-workerr status of a temporary agency worker induces agencies to 
keepp the worker employable, taken into account the agency's financial risk of a 
worker'ss underemployment.26 It would therefore make sense for temporary 
workk agencies to invest in long-term relationships with temporary agency 
workerss in order to retain qualified people. Here, the mutual reinforcers 
'training'' and 'tenure' are entered into the employment relationship of the 
temporaryy agency worker. 

Earlyy studies following the introduction of the flexibilit y and security 
legislationn show that a substantial share of temporary agency workers missed 
outt on their right to undergo a training needs assessment, as 35 percent of 
surveyedd temporary agency workers were not aware of the status of their 
employmentt relationship (Bos et al. 2000). The committee assigned with an 
evaluationn of the effectiveness of the flexibilit y and security legislation 
concludedd that two-third of all temporary work agencies feel that their 
temporaryy workers do not need training. Fifteen percent of all agencies report 
nott having conducted any assessment at all (down from 22 percent in 2000 and 

266 Van Lieshout and Van Liempt (2000) make a similar claim. 
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566 percent in 1999). Of all temporary work agencies 44 percent have conducted 
aa training need assessment with half of their workers. Nearly forty percent of 
thee temporary agency workers underwent a training need assessment. One in 
everyy seven agencies actually follow-up on these assessments and provide 
trainingg to at least half of all workers with an identified need for training. In 
2001,, 19 percent received training, down from 34 percent in 2000 (Van den 
Toren,, Evers and Commissaris 2002). Employers hardly comply with the 
trainingg section of the collective agreement (NEI 2003b). The fact that 
employerss can get away by paying a lump sum without actually following up is 
duee to the failing monitoring body SSU. Several years after its inception, the 
SSUU is still not operating because of a disagreement between the unions and 
thee ABU on the discretionary powers of the SSU. Furthermore, both union 
andd employer representatives interviewed for this study pointed to the weakly 
definedd entitlements in terms of 'training', 'training need' and 'training 
assessment'' in the temporary work collective agreement. The viability of a 
trainingg stipulation in the industry's collective agreement has become a thorny 
issuee in the negotiations between the unions and the ABU. This may underlie 
thee fact that the applicability of this stipulation has not been extended by the 
Ministerr of Social Affairs and Employment. In general, collective agreements 
(otherr than the temporary work industry's collective agreement) containing 
employabilityy policies measures hardly affect flexible workers employed by 
firmsfirms bound by those collective agreements (Hövels et al. 2000). 

I nn the fall of 2003, social partners in the temporary work industry concluded a 
neww collective agreement, effective spring 2004 for a period of five years and 
bindingg only the members of ABU. The new collective agreement differs on a 
numberr of important aspects. The four-stages model is replaced by a system 
thatt distinguishes three stages of temporary agency employment: stage A 
(involvingg 78 weeks of employment with one and the same temporary work 
agency),, stage B (starting after stage A and continuing for a two-year period), 
andd stage C (which begins once stage B has ended). Under the 1999-2003 
collectivee agreement, the contract of an agency worker in stage 1 or 2 could be 
terminatedd when an agency would no longer be able to offer him or her work. 
Stagess 1 and 2 together involved 52 weeks. With the introduction of the 2003-
20099 ABU collective agreement a worker's contract can be terminated when an 
assignmentt at a client-firm ends during the first 78 weeks. This clearly benefits 
thee members of ABU, as it reduces the financial risk of underemployment of 
agencyy workers. 

Inn terms of training, the 2003-2009 collective agreement significandy differs 
fromm its precursor. The SSU, which appears to have existed only on paper, is 
replacedd by a new foundation, the Foundation for Training and Development 
inn the Flexible Work Industry (STOOF, 'Stichting Opleiding en Ontwikkeling 
Flexbranche*).. This foundation is primarily responsible for promoting the 
provisionn of temporary agency worker training. Whether it can effectively 
impactt actual training strategies of agencies remains to be seen. More direct 
interventionn in agency training activities may be expected from the personal 
trainingg budget for temporary agency workers, which is introduced with the 
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neww collective agreement. After 26 weeks of employment with an agency, each 
yearr 1 percent of a temporary agency worker's wage flows into an individual 
trainingg account. Once a worker is in stage B, i.e. after 78 weeks of temporary 
agencyy employment, the money in the training account can be used for training 
thee temporary agency worker. If a worker has not received training (except 
whenn he or she has refused to be trained) during his or her employment with 
thee temporary agency, the money becomes available for the worker at the end 
off  the employment relationship. 

3.22 The Unite d States : Employmen t Flexibilit y Revisite d 

Thee United States' labor market is characterized by a high degree of flexibility , 
predominandyy in terms of loose dismissal protection. This is best exemplified 
byy the employment-at-will doctrine. This rule essentially gives an employer a 
rightt to hire and fire employees at his discretion, and a worker a right to resign 
att any given moment, in the absence of any expressed contractual provision to 
thee contrary.27 As long as the employment duration has not been specified in 
thee employment contract, a contract is considered to be at-will. Employees in 
thee public sector and unionized workers are to a lesser extent affected by the 
at-willl  doctrine. The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 protects federal civil 
servicee employees from wrongful discharge, and many state employees are 
coveredd by similar civil service and constitutional protections (Jacoby 1982). 
Workerss represented by a union negotiate job security in the collective 
agreementt as well as avenues for grievance procedures in case of dismissal 
(Blockk 1992). Typically, legislation regarding at-will employment is drafted at 
thee state level.28 Given the fact that most employment relationships in the 
Unitedd States are at will there is reason to expect workers to be relatively 
insecuree about their employment relationship. In 1995, almost one in every two 
U.S.. workers reported to frequently worry to be laid off, compared to 22 
percentt in 1988. Over the same period, the percentage of workers that was 
confidentt that they could keep their job if they performed well dropped from 
733 percent to 50 percent (Levine 1998). In addition to declining workers' 
perceptionn of job security, the idea has taken root among certain U.S. scholars 
andd policy advisors that employment relations have become increasingly 
flexible,, with job insecurity on the rise.29 Farber (1995; 1997) shows that the 

277 As expressed by the Tennessee Supreme Court in Payne v. Western & Atlantic Railroad (1884): 
"Menn must be left without interference to buy and sell where they please and to discharge or 
retainn employees at will for good cause or for no cause, or even for bad cause, without thereby 
beingg guilty of an unlawful act per se. It is a right which an employee may exercise in the same 
way,, to the same extent, for the same cause or want of cause, as the employer." 
288 See for instance California Labor Code, Section 2922: "An employment, having no specified 
term,, may be terminated at the will of either party on notice to the other. Employment for a 
specifiedd term means an employment for a period greater than one month." 
299 See for instance Barker and Cristensen (1998); Benner (2000); Bridges (1994); Commission on 
thee Future of Worker-Management Relations (1994); Rifkin (1996). 
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incidencee of long-term jobs (ones that last 10 years or more) has declined 
amongg male workers, especially those with less than 12 years of education. This 
iss part of a more general development of worsened labor market opportunities 
forr the low skilled. Overall job security, however, has remained the same, 
showingg no evidence that long-term employment relationships are disappearing 
(Neumarkk 2000). Freeman and Rogers (1999) find that job tenure averages 
fifteenfifteen years, adding that U.S. workers are more mobile than workers in most 
advancedd countries. This is not a feature of the overall labor force, but is 
primarilyy caused by frequent job shifting by new entrants in the labor market, 
ass they search for the right match. Houseman and Polivka (1999) assert that 
workerss in flexible employment experience less job stability than those in 
regularr full-time jobs. The growth in flexible employment might therefore have 
contributedd to small actual declines in aggregate job stability, but to a sense of 
instabilityy and insecurity by many more workers (Herzenberg, Alic , and Wial 
1998).. On the other hand, the use of temporary or other flexible work 
arrangementss enhanced the job-security for a firm's core workers. The use of 
flexible,flexible, insecure employment may thus provide other workers with more 
security. . 

Flexible,, market-mediated staffing arrangements are nothing new in the United 
States,, as Cappelli (1999) shows. Prior to fordist mass-production systems, 
mostt employment relationships were market-based. It was only when United 
Statess got involved in World War I, and wartime production created tight labor 
markets,, that companies begun to create internal labor markets administered by 
personnell  departments and with policies to develop upward worker mobility. 
Whilee (especially large) firms extended the use of internal labor markets, which 
broughtt employment stability for workers, the first temporary work agencies 
weree established. Since World War II temporary agency employment has been 
aa widespread feature in the U.S. labor market. Factors driving the demand for 
temporaryy agency work in the 1950s and 1960s were an increasing tendency to 
contractt specialized functions to outside firms and increasing employment 
costss of help hired direcdy (Moore 1965). The use of flexible, temporary 
staffingg arrangements continued to grow, notably during the 1980s along with 
thee large-scale downsizing by firms (Golden and Appelbaum 1992). Firms 
continuedd their flexible staffing strategies throughout the 1990s, even when the 
laborr market became tighter and most flexible workers preferred a permanent 
jobb instead of a temporary one (Hippie 2001). Katz and Krueger (1999) 
concludee that the growth of the temporary staffing industry possibly has led 
improvedd efficiency of job matching and may therefore (partially) account for 
thee decline in unemployment and wage pressure in the 1990s. 

Thee growing interest of firms for temporary agency workers even under tight 
laborr market conditions has been traced back to an erosion of the at-will 
doctrinee (Abraham 1990; Autor 2000a; Kalleberg 1999; Lips 1998). In the past 
twoo decades, state courts have carved away at the at-will doctrine, weakening 
thee employer's right to dismiss at-will employees. Three categories of 
exceptionss to the doctrine are distinguished. Action for wrongful discharge can 
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bee granted to a worker if 1) the discharge violated public policy, or 2) breached 
ann implied contract of employment arising from a handbook, a policy or some 
otherr representation, or 3) an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing 
(Gouldd 1993; Krueger 1991).*> As of October 2001, 43 states had recognized 
thee public-policy exception, 38 states the implied-contract exception and 11 
statess the covenant of good faith and fair dealing (Muhl 2001).31 

Thee erosion of the employment at-will doctrine in the past two decades is 
exemplifiedd by two court cases in the 1980s which held that 1) an employer's 
indirectt statements about the manner in which termination decisions are made 
cann imply legally binding employment contracts and 2) workers are entitled to 
ongoingg employment even in the absence of written of indirect statements if 
contractuall  rights are implied via the context of the employment relationship 
(e.g.. through longevity of service, a history of promotion or salary increases). 
Thiss 'implied contract exception' has led employers to circumvent the 
suggestionn of an employment contract, most importantly by using temporary 
agencyy workers (Autor 2000a). 

Inn addition to intensified regulation of the labor market, firms use 
temporaryy agency workers to avoid the costs of permanent workers, 
particularlyy the costs involved with benefits such as health care, family leave 
andd retirement benefits. Other costs for a firm evolve from litigation (when a 
layofff  case is brought to court), retraining workers who would otherwise be laid 
off,, and extra screening and background checks (Lee 1996). Another factor 
explainingg the growth in temporary agency work may come from the 
substitutionn of temporary hires by agency workers for cost reasons (selecting, 
screening,, testing and training that temporary work agencies may undertake) 
(Polivkaa 1996a). Search costs may be particularly high when the labor market 
tightenss and firms therefore look at temporary work agencies (Houseman, 
Kalleberg,, and Erickcek 2001). Some empirical support for this possible change 
inn the hiring behavior of firms is provided by Estevao and Lach (1999). 

Edwardd Lenz, president of the American Staffing Association contends that 
ann important reason for firms to rely on temporary agency workers is the lost 
confidencee of employers in the ability of the American education system to 
preparee young people for the workplace (see also Chapter 2). Many firms rely 
onn the recruiting and screening function of temporary work agencies in order 
too attract new personnel. Furthermore, temporary work agencies enable firms 
too observe a worker for a trial period before deciding to permanently hire the 
workerr (Lenz 2000). 

3.2.11 Size and Composition of Flexible Employment in the United States 

Thee definition of 'contingent work' is pivotal in the data collection on flexible 
staffingg arrangements in the United States. The Bureau of Labor Statistics 
(BIS)(BIS) has developed three measures to determine the extent of contingent 

300 Within the states that have adopted these exceptions California has been the most active in 
applyingg them (Gould 1993). 
311 Alaska, California, Idaho, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming had recognized all three exceptions. 
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workk in the United States (Polivka 1996). Estimate 1 includes wage and salary 
workerss who indicated that they expected to work in their current jobs for one 
yearr or less and who had worked for their current employer for one year or 
less.. People working for temporary staffing agencies or contract companies are 
contingentt under Estimate 1 when they expect to work with this organization 
forr one year or less and they have worked for one year or less. Estimate 2 
extendss the measure of contingent work to cover the self-employed and 
independentt contractors who expect to be and have been in these employment 
relationss for one year or less. Under Estimate 2 temp workers and contract 
companyy employees are classified as contingent when they have worked and 
expectt to work for the customers to whom they were assigned for one year or 
less.. Under Estimate 3 the one-year requirement is removed, thereby including 
alll  wage and salary workers who do not expect their jobs to last. 

Temporaryy workers can either be hired directly and offered a contract for a 
fixedd (short-) term, or they are employed through a temporary work agency. 
Thee key difference between Estimates 1 and 2 for workers employed by 
temporaryy work agencies and contract company workers, is with regard to who 
iss considered the 'employer' and tenure (both current and expected) with this 
'employer'.. Estimate 1 considers the temporary work agency as the employer 
forr agency temporaries. Consequently, an individual has to have worked for the 
temporaryy work agency for less than one year and expect to work for this 
agencyy for less than one year to be considered contingent under this Estimate. 
Underr Estimate 2, the place an individual is assigned to work is considered the 
'employer*.. Therefore, an individual who has been assigned to one work site for 
lesss than one year and expects to work at that particular work site for less than 
onee year (regardless of how long the person has been and expects to be with 
thee help supply firm) would be considered contingent under Estimate 2. 

Thee most recent data on flexible employment in the United States stem from 
thee 2001 Current Population Survey (CPS), the fourth supplement to the labor 
forcee survey by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BIS) to include temporary work 
andd other non-standard work staffing arrangements. As can be seen in Table 
3.6,, the proportion of U.S. workers holding a flexible job has remained fairly 
stablee since 1995, when the CPS for the first time covered flexible workers. In 
thee BLS data, independent contractors are all those who are identified as 
independentt contractors, consultants, and freelance workers. In this survey, it 
doess not matter whether workers were identified as wage and salary workers or 
self-employedd in the responses to basic Current Population Survey labor force 
statuss questions. About 12 percent of the independent contractors are wage 
andd salary workers. On-call workers are persons who are called into work only 
whenn they are needed. Temp help agency workers are all those who are paid by 
aa temp help agency, including permanent staff of the agencies. Contract firm 
workerss are those individuals who work for a contract company, and who 
usuallyy work for only one customer, at the customer's worksite. Al l material is 
collectedd by self-identification of the respondents. 
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Tablee 3.6 
Volumee of flexible staffing arrangements in the United States as share of total employment and in absolute 
numbers,, 1995-2001 

1995 5 

Perc. Perc. 

1.7 7 

1.0 0 

6.7 7 

0.5 5 

Mln. . 

2.0 0 

1.2 2 

8.3 3 

0.6 6 

1997 7 

Perc. Perc. 

1.6 6 

1.0 0 

6.7 7 

0.6 6 

Mln. . 

2.0 0 

1.3 3 

8.5 5 

0.8 8 

1999 9 

Perc c 

1.5 5 

0.9 9 

6.3 3 

0.6 6 

Mln. . 

2.0 0 

1.2 2 

8.2 2 

0.8 8 

2001 1 

Perc. . 

1.6 6 

0.9 9 

6.4 4 

0.5 5 

Mln. . 

2.1 1 

1.2 2 

8.6 6 

0.6 6 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Tablee 3.6 does not show the tremendous growth of temporary work agency 
workk prior to 1995, and it also tends to understate the total volume of 
temporaryy work agency employment. The BLS measures temporary work 
agencyy employment in its Current Employment Statistics (CES) survey, via the 
Standardd Industrial Classification (SIC).32 In the SIC, temporary work agency 
employmentt is classified as 'temporary help agencies' under 'help supply 
services'' (SIC 7363), which together with 'placement agencies' (SIC 7361) 
constitutess the major part of 'personnel supply services' (SIC 736). Help supply 
servicess grew from 0.6 percent of the total private economy in 1982 to 2.7 
percentt in 1998. Since temporary services employment dominates the help 
supplyy services, most of the growth in this industry is due to the increase in 
tempp work. Nonfarm employment has increased by 18.4 million jobs since 
1992;; 1.4 million of these jobs were in the help supply services sector (BLS 
1999). . 

Accordingg to data from the American Staffing Association (ASA), which 
usess a slightly different research method, temporary services average daily 
employmentt grew from 165,000 in 1972 to nearly 2.6 million in 2000 (see 
Figuree 3.3 in Appendix B). Since 1972, the temporary help services industry's 
employmentt has grown at an average annual rate of 11 percent, with a peak of 
overr 25 percent growth in 1993 and 1994. In the second half of the 1990s, 
averagee daily employment dipped to approximately 4 percent. The final quarter 
off  the year 2000 showed negative growth (-1.7 percent), marking a shrinkage in 
temporaryy agency employment for the first time in a decade (see also Figure 3.4 
inn Appendix B). 

322 More correctly: the BLS retrieves information about the 'help supply industry' and its parent 
industry,, the 'personnel supply services'. Because temporary help employment dominates both 
industries,, developments in these industries are traced back to the temporary work agencies. 

On-calll and 
substitutee workers 

Temporaryy agency 
workers s 

Independent t 
contractors s 

Contractt firm 
workers s 
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3.2.1.11 Characteristics of Flexible Workers 
Backgroundd characteristics of certain groups of flexible workers indicate that 
thesee workers are less likely to be trained by their employers. Flexible workers 
cann be found at both ends of the education spectrum (see Table 3.7). Among 
temporaryy work agency workers between 16 and 24 years of age there is a 
strikinglyy high percentage that is no longer enrolled in school (more than 77 
percent),, but many of these young workers may decide to go back to school at 
aa later stage. Except for contract firm workers, the majority of young flexible 
workerss who are no longer enrolled have a high school diploma or less. The 
educationall  attainment of young not enrolled temporary work agency workers 
ass well as on-call workers is substantially lower than that of their counterparts 
inn traditional work arrangements. Educational attainment for workers between 
255 and 64 shows a more or less similar picture. Although they have a slightly 
higherr chance of being a college graduate, independent contractors exhibit the 
samee educational background as workers in traditional arrangements. Contract 
firmm workers are most likely to be college graduates and are least likely to be 
foundd without a high school diploma. Both on-call workers and temporary 
workk agency workers are more likely than any other type of worker to be 
withoutt a high school diploma. The likelihood of having a college degree is by 
farr smallest among temporary work agency workers. Thus although both high 
andd low skill workers are represented among flexible employees, temporary 
workk agency and on-call workers tend to be lower skilled, while contract firm 
workerss and independent contractors are more likely to have higher skills. 
Theree is evidence that training is essentially received by already high-skilled 
employeess (Lynch and Black 1995; Mincer 1962). With low-skilled workers 
beingg disproportionately represented among temporary work agency workers 
andd on-call workers, there is reason to expect under-investment in these 
categoriess of flexible employees. 

Inn the 2001 Current Population Survey more than half of all surveyed flexible 
workerss said to have preferred a permanent job instead of a flexible job. Forty 
percentt said they preferred their flexible staffing arrangement. Findings by 
Steinbergg (1998) shed light on the motives for workers to join a temporary 
workk agency. Money (42 percent), training and work experience (32 percent), 
andd the diversity (29 percent) and flexibilit y (28 percent) of temporary agency 
workk were cited as the main reasons for becoming a temporary agency worker. 
Inn 1997, 65 percent of the temporary agency workers had a regular full-time or 
part-timee job prior to their job as an agency worker. Of these workers, 41 
percentt had lost or quitted their job. One in every five temporary agency 
workerss was a student before joining an agency. 
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Tablee 3.7 
Schoo ll  enrollmen t and educationa l attainmen t as percentag e of employmen t arrangement , 1999 

Independen tt  On-cal l Temporar y Contrac t Firm Regula r 
Contractor ss Worker s Agenc y Worker s Worker s 

Worker s s 
Schoo ll  Enrollmen t 

Totall  (16 to 24 years old ; 
thousands ) ) 
Enrolle dd (percentage ) 

Nott  enrolle d 

Lesss than high schoo l 
diplom a a 
Highh schoo l graduates , 
noo colleg e 
Lesss than bachelor' s 
degre e e 
Colleg ee graduate s 

Educationa ll  Attainmen t 

Totall  (25 to 64 years old ; 
thousands ) ) 
Lesss than high schoo l 
diplom a a 
Highh schoo l graduates , 
noo colleg e 
Lesss than a bachelor' s 
degre e e 
Colleg ee graduate s 

328 8 

39.3 39.3 

60.7 7 

10.0 0 

27.9 9 

11.4 4 

11.5 5 

7,359 9 

7.5 5 

29.7 7 

28.5 5 

34.3 34.3 

380 0 

56.4 4 

43.6 6 

13.2 2 

20.2 2 

7.1 1 

3.1 1 

317 7 

22.7 7 

77.3 3 

16.3 3 

31.8 8 

26.2 2 

3.0 0 

1,485 5 

13.4 4 

29.6 6 

29.1 1 

27.9 9 

838 8 

14.6 6 

30.5 5 

33.7 7 

21.2 2 

124 4 

35.8 8 

64.2 2 

10.3 3 

13.9 9 

23.9 9 

16.2 2 

631 1 

6.4 4 

22.7 7 

31.9 9 

38.9 9 

17,901 1 

44.0 0 

56.0 0 

8.9 9 

25.8 8 

13.9 9 

7.4 4 

98,207 7 

9.2 2 

31.4 4 

28.3 3 

31.1 1 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistic s 

3.2.1.22 Industry and Occupational Characteristics 
Thee four types of flexible work arrangements dominate in different 
occupationss (see Table 3.8a). Independent contractors can be found in 
executivee and managerial positions, in precision production and craft jobs, as 
welll  as in professional specialty occupations and sales occupations. Most 
contractt firm workers and on-call workers are employed in professional 
specialtyy jobs and in service occupations. Temporary work agency workers 
predominandyy work in administrative jobs, in operating and fabricating 
positions. . 

Ass for the industries in which flexible workers are employed, the largest 
sharee of each flexible staffing arrangement it is clear that one sector clearly 
standss out: the services industry (see Table 3.8b). 
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Tablee 3.8a 
Employeess in flexible staffing arrangements by occupation, United States, 1999 

Independent t 
Contractors s 

On-call l 
Workers s 

Occupation n 

Temporary y 
Agency y 
Workers s 

Contractt Firm Regular 
Workerss Workers 

Totall (thousands) 8,247 

Executive,, administrative, 20.5% 
andd managerial 
Professionall specialty 18.5% 

Technicianss and related 1.1% 
support t 
Saless occupations 17.3% 

Administrativee support, incl. 3.4% 
Clerical l 
Servicess 8.8% 

Precisionn production, craft, 18.9% 
andd repair 
Operators,, fabricators, and 7.0% 
laborers s 
Farming,, forestry, and 4.4% 
fishing g 

2,032 2 

5.3% % 

24.3% % 

4.1% % 

5.7% % 

8.2% % 

23.5% % 

10.1% % 

16.0% % 

2.9% % 

1,188 8 

4.3% % 

6.8% % 

4.1% % 

1.8% % 

36.1% % 

8.1% % 

8.7% % 

29.2% % 

0.9% % 

769 9 

12.0% % 

28.8% % 

6.7% % 

1.5% % 

3.4% % 

18.8% % 

16.0% % 

10.7% % 

2.2% % 

119,109 9 

14.6% % 

15.5% % 

3.3% % 

12.0% % 

15.0% % 

13.7% % 

10.5% % 

13.6% % 

2.0% % 

Tablee 3.8b 
Employeess in flexible staffing arrangements by industry, United States, 1999 

Independent t 
Contractors s 

On-call l 
Workers s 

Industry y 

Temporary y 
Agency y 
Workers s 

Contractt Firm 
Workers s 

Regular r 
Workers s 

Totall (thousands) 

Agriculture e 

Mining g 

Construction n 

Manufacturing g 

Transportationn and public 
utilities s 
Wholesalee trade 

Retaill trade 

Finance,, insurance, and real 
estate e 
Services s 

Publicc administration 

Nott report or ascertained 

8,247 7 

4.9% % 

0.2% % 

19.9% % 

4.6% % 

5.7% % 

3.5% % 

10.2% % 

8.8% % 

42.1% % 

0.2% % 

--

2,032 2 

2.2% % 

0.4% % 

9.6% % 

4.5% % 

9.5% % 

1.8% % 

14.6% % 

2.7% % 

52.0% % 

2.6% % 

0.1% % 

1,188 8 

0.4% % 

0.1% % 

2.5% % 

29.7% % 

6.1% % 

4.2% % 

3.9% % 

7.0% % 

38.7% % 

--
6.3% % 

769 9 

0.4% % 

2.7% % 

9.0% % 

18.0% % 

14.0% % 

0.8% % 

4.6% % 

8.9% % 

27.1% % 

10.7% % 

3.8% % 

119,109 9 

2.0% % 

0.4% % 

5.1% % 

16.5% % 

7.4% % 

4.0% % 

17.6% % 

6.7% % 

35.2% % 

5.1% % 

--
Source:Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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3.2.22 Facing Flexibility: Declining Union Power and the Growth of Employment 
Flexibility y 

Sincee the early 1980s U.S. unions have been confronted with a steady decline in 
unionn membership. Many union jobs disappeared in the early 1980s. Much of 
thee employment growth in the years following the 1982 recession generated 
jobss outside the union domain, in nonunion industries such as the service 
sector.. This employment growth included a significant increase in the use of 
flexibleflexible staffing arrangements, notably temporary agency workers, as 
mentionedd above. While unions perceived the growing use of flexible staffing 
arrangementss as a management strategy to substitute for permanent jobs, they 
weree not able to curb that growth given their weakened bargaining position 
(Goldenn and Appelbaum 1992). Unions have opposed the introduction of 
flexibleflexible staffing where possible and excluded flexible workers from the 
bargainingg unit. Not surprisingly, union density among flexible workers has 
beenn virtually nonexistent. Interestingly, since the late 1980s there has been 
somewhatt of a rif t between central union policy vis-a-vis flexible staffing 
(notablyy temporary agency work) and local union strategies to bargain over the 
usee of flexible workers, particularly in the service industry (Appelbaum and 
Georgee 1988). Carré, DuRivage, and Till y (1994) describe how (some) unions 
havee gradually let go of the idea that employment flexibility  is a bad thing perse. 
Unionss bargain over flexible work schedules while at the same time securing 
protectionn for workers, and they acknowledge the need for portable worker 
benefitss by offering these benefits themselves. The dominant union view, 
however,, is that flexible employment typically involves insecure low-skill, low-
payy jobs, and runs counter to the union goal to establish a high road for 
workers,, into stable employment. This is not to say that all unions have turned 
theirr backs on temporary and other flexible workers. Legal obstacles to 
efficientlyy representing these workers have obstructed unions in successfully 
organizingg workers employed through labor market intermediaries, such as 
temporaryy work agencies. Since 1973, the National Labor Relations Board had 
consideredd temporary agency workers to be jointly employed by the temporary 
workk agency and the client firm. Without the consent of these two employers a 
temporaryy agency worker could not be represented in collective bargaining. In 
itss August 2000 ruling in the cases of M.B. Sturgis and Jeffboat Division, the 
NLRBB overturned the rule that requires the mutual consent of the joint 
employerss of a temporary agency worker in order to engage in collective 
bargaining.333 The NLRB ruled that in many cases temporary agency workers 
aree in effect the employees of the client firm and not of the temporary work 
agency.. Because of their similar circumstances, temporary agency workers 
shouldd be treated as part of the same bargaining unit as the client firm's 
permanentt employees. Under the decision, unions may petition the NLRB to 

333 331 NLRB no. 173. The ruling followed a failed attempt in the 1990s by the Chairman of the 
NLRBB to reshape the employment relationship between temporary agency workers and client 
firms,firms, in which the control exercised by employers would be indicative of the employee status 
(Gouldd 2000). 
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rulee that temporary agency employees at a unionized work site should be 
includedd in the union bargaining unit. With the ruling there are three possible 
routess for unionization of temporary agency workers: 1) adding agency workers 
too existing bargaining units of regular workers of the client firm; 2) establishing 
aa separate bargaining unit at the client firm of agency workers only; or 3) 
establishingg a bargaining unit at the temporary work agency, comprised of 
agencyy workers only (Mehta and Theodore 2000). The ruling is an important 
movee toward the adjustment of labor law to twenty-first century labor 
practices.. However, doubts remain to what extent unions and temporary 
agencyy workers can actually benefit from the ruling. In order for agency 
workerss to join a bargaining unit at a client firm, the NLRB (through its 
regionall  directors) wil l consider the extent to which temporary agency workers 
sharee workplace characteristics (such as wage, benefits, supervision) with 
regularr workers. Put differendy: is there is a 'community of interest' between 
temporaryy agency workers and permanent client-firm workers? Mehta and 
Theodoree (2000) conclude that temporary agency workers with long-term 
assignmentss (popularly called 'permatemps', see also hereafter) are most likely 
too successfully petition for a bargaining unit given the likelihood that their 
workplacee characteristics are similar to those of regular workers. Short-term 
agencyy workers are least likely to share these characteristics, since pay, benefits 
andd tenure may be different from regular workers. These workers may however 
successfullyy petition for collective bargaining with the temporary work agency, 
ass mentioned under 3) above (Mehta and Theodore 2000). Furthermore, since 
NLRBB members are appointed by the U.S. President there is reason to wonder 
whetherr the NLRB ruling wil l stand under a less worker-friendly 
administration. . 

Soo far, union efforts to address the predicament of flexible workers are 
directedd on the one hand at individual providers and users of these workers 
andd on the other hand at state and federal legislators in order to introduce legal 
provisionss in favor of flexible workers. In line with the absence of a national 
sociall  dialogue, employers' associations are entirely left outside these strategies. 

3.2.33 Legislative Responses (or the Lack Thereof) 

Federall  protections afforded to permanent employees do not always cover 
flexibleflexible workers (Carnevale, Jennings, and Eisenman 1998). Principal U.S. 
employmentt laws such as the Fair Labor Standard Act, Tide VI I of the Civil 
Rightss Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, the Family 
andd Medical Leave Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, and the 
Worker'ss Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act apply different 
definitionss of 'employee', resulting in different groups of workers that are 
coveredd under one law, but not under another. Tax laws also apply different 
definitionss of who is an employee and who is not. The Dunlop Commission, 
whichh studied U.S. labor and employment issues on behalf of the Clinton 
administration,, signaled this discrepancy in the definition of 'employee' and 
concludedd that that various laws provided incentives to create flexible 
relationships,, "not for the sake of the flexibilit y or efficiency but in order to 
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evadee [their] legal obligations." (Commission on the Future of Worker-
Managementt Relations 1995, 61) The Commission saw the increased reliance 
onn flexible employment relationships as both a healthy development and a 
causee for concern. It viewed temporary work as a means for transitions 
betweenn jobs, "affording employers and workers an opportunity to size each 
otherr up before deciding to enter into a more a stable employment 
relationship.""  (ibid, 62) On the other hand, the Commission concluded, flexible 
staffingg arrangements may be used by a firm to save on wages and other 
monetaryy compensation. Flexible workers receive less pay and fewer benefits 
thann permanent workers.34 The Dunlop Commission concluded that the 
expansionn of flexible employment contributed to the growing wage gap among 
U.S.. workers. It recommended a balanced public policy to mediate the 
concernss of flexibility  on the one hand, and economic security on the other. 
Moree specifically, public policy should be aimed at removing the incentives to 
usee flexible workers for illegitimate purposes. The necessary changes in 
employmentt and labor law would involve a modernized, standardized 
definitionn of 'employee' and 'employer' based on the economic reality of today. 
Inn the years following the Dunlop Commission's recommendations several bills 
weree introduced by the federal and state legislators aimed at improving working 
conditionss for flexible workers (see Table 3.9). Most of them, however, have 
nott (yet) been enacted. 

Whereass legislative responses to the rise of temporary agency work and 
otherr flexible staffing arrangements have not been very successful, a major 
breakthroughh in this area has been the 1997 ruling of the Ninth Circuit Court 
off  Appeal in Vizcaino v. Microsoft Corp.35 In this class-action suit, initially filed in 
1992,, the Court of Appeals upheld an earlier ruling by the U.S. District Court 
inn Seattle, Washington, that Microsoft had misclassified common-law 
employeess as 'independent contractors' or 'temporary agency workers', illegally 
excludingg them from employee stock purchasing plans (ESPP). For many 
years,, Microsoft had relied on the widespread use of temporary employees, 
whoo would be working at the company for extended periods, either as a 
contractorr or through an agency. The District Court found that, regarding 
thesee permatemps, the issue was not whether a worker is an employee or an 
independentt contractor, but rather which company is the worker's employer: 
Microsoftt or a temporary work agency. The Court used a five-factor test 
(consideringg recruitment, training, duration of employment, right to assign 
additionall  work, and control over the relationship between worker and agency) 
too decide that Microsoft, and not the temporary agency, employed these 
workers.. As a result of this ruling, Microsoft was forced to allow all the 
formerly-barredd employees, to participate in the ESPP. In 2000, the company 
agreedd on a settlement with its permatemps for an amount of $97 million. 

344 See for instance General Accounting Office (2000). 
355 120 F.3d 1006 (9th Cir. 1997). 
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Tablee 3.9 
Legislativee initiatives aimed at improving the legal position of U.S. flexible workers 
Title e Goal l 
Massachusettss Workplace Equity bill: an Act Regarding 
Workerss in Contingent and Part-time Work (MA Senate 
60;; House 2849) 

Washingtonn State's Employee Benefits Fairness Act of 
20000 (State Senate Bill No. 6323) 

Temporaryy agency worker 'right to know' measures 
(passedd in Rhode Island and South Carolina, and 
proposedd in Washington State) 

Californiaa Senate Bill No. 1968 (passed by State Senate 
butt blocked in the House) 

Housee Bill H.R. 2188 (103rd Congress): Part-Time and 
Temporaryy Worker Protection Act of 1993 

Senatee Bill S. 2504 (103rd Congress): Contingent 
Workforcee Equity Act 

Housee Bill H.R. 3657 (104* Congress): Contingent Work 
Forcee Equity Act of 1996 

Housee Bill H.R. 2298 (106th Congress): Equity for 
Temporaryy Workers Act of 1999 

Housee Bill H.R. 2299 (106th Congress): ERISA 
Clarificationn Act of 1999 

Housee Bill H.R. 4962 and Senate Bill S. 2946 (106th 

Congress):: Employee Benefits Eligibility Act of 2000 

Housee Bill H.R. 2755 (107th Congress): Labor Fairness 
andd Protection Act 

Requiress equal pay and benefits for flexible workers 
whoo do the same work as permanent employees. 

Prohibitss reclassification by companies of 
employeess as 'temporary' or 'contract workers' in 
orderr to deny them benefits. 
Requiree agencies to provide temporary workers with 
jobb descriptions, pay rates and work schedules. 

Wouldd have prohibited employers with 20 or more 
employeess from discriminating against persons 
employedd in part-time or intermittent basis or 
employedd in the home, with respect to the provision 
off benefits, but would have permitted pro-ration of 
thee benefit of part-time employees. 

Allowss certain individuals seeking part-time 
employmentt to be eligible to receive unemployment 
compensation,, to require the Secretary of Labor to 
establishh and carry out an annual survey relating to 
temporaryy workers, and to protect part-time and 
temporaryy workers relating to pension and group 
healthh plans. 

Extendss the protections of federal labor and civil 
rightt laws to part-time, temporary, and leased 
employees,, independent contractors, and other 
contingentt workers, and to ensure equitable 
treatmentt of such workers. 

Providess pay equity and labor protection for 
contingentt workers, and for other purposes. 

Providess certain temporary employees with the 
samee benefits as permanent employees. 

Amendss Title I of the Employee Retirement Income 
Securityy Act (ERISA) of 1974 to ensure proper 
treatmentt of temporary employees under employee 
benefitt plans. 

Amendss Title I of the Employee Retirement Income 
Securityy Act (ERISA) of 1974 to ensure that 
employeess are not improperly disqualified from 
benefitss under pensions plans and welfare plans 
basedd on misclassification of their employee status. 

Requiress day labor service agencies to provide 
noticee of the wage rate expected to be paid by each 
thirdd party employer using their services. Requires 
thee wage rate for such third party employers to equal 
thee rate paid to their permanent employees who 
performm substantially equivalent work, with due 
considerationn given to seniority, experience, skills 
andd qualifications. Prohibits employers from 
reducingg the wage rate of any employee in order to 
complyy with requirements of this Act. 
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3.2.44 The Role of Intermediaries in Flexible Worker Training 

Becausee there are no legal incentives to invest in the skills of flexible workers, 
triggerss for training investment have to originate elsewhere. There is ample 
evidencee that labor market intermediaries, notably temporary work agencies, 
enablee flexible workers to undergo training. Krueger (1993) finds that 62 
percentt of temporary work agencies provide training for the workers they 
place,, mostly training related to computer skills. The agencies pay for training 
inn 96 percent of the cases. Further evidence comes from a 1995 BLS survey on 
wagess and benefits for temporary help service workers. Here, training 
programss include a range of subjects, such as data entry and word processing 
skills,, computer programming, customer service, and communications; 
workplacee rules; and interview and resume development skills. Training is often 
computer-basedd and self-paced, and offered on the premises of the agency 
whenn the temporary agency worker is off from work. Training in one or more 
areass is available to approximately 90 percent of the temp workers. Most 
trainingg programs are voluntary and about 40 percent of the workers are 
selectedd for training by the help agency supply firm or are trained at the request 
off  the client. Although temporary work agencies make training available to 
theirr employees, training is thus not provided to the majority of temporary 
agencyy workers. Clerical and sales personnel generally receive training, but 
temporaryy work agencies hardly train the vast majority of blue-collar and 
servicee employees. 

AA survey by the American Staffing Association (ASA) shows that in 1997 
thee temporary help industry spent $866 million on training temporary 
employees,, up from $335 million spent in 1995. Of this amount $146 million 
wass spent on 'employee orientation' (Steinberg 1998). Consistent with 1995 
BLSS data on employer-provided training discussed earlier, the ASA survey 
evidencess that ninety percent of all temporary work agencies provides free 
trainingg to their agency workers. An estimated 4.8 million temporary workers 
receivedd specific training. While much of the instruction occurred in training 
centers,, classrooms or personal tutorials, the majority of companies also 
suppliedd computer tutorials. Most offered training on data entry and basic 
computerr skills as well as on word processing, spreadsheet and database 
software.. In a survey among 15,000 temporary agency workers, ASA found 
thatt seventy percent of respondents36 reported having gained new skills in 
1997,, up from 66 percent in 1994. Free skills training was received by 46 
percentt of the respondents, both in 1994 and 1997. For those who received 
training,, an average of 34 hours of training per employee was provided in 1997. 
Tablee 3.10 illustrates the widespread emphasis on computer skills for those 
whoo received training. 

Thee response rate to the questionnaire was less than 8 percent. 
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Tablee 3.10 
Typee of skills provided to 
Specificc software 
Wordd processing 
Spreadsheet t 
PC/Computer r 
Windows s 
Dataa entry 

Internet t 
Generall software 
Database e 

Specificc job training 
Machinee operator 
Accounting g 
Forklift t 
Insurancee claims 

Generall office 
Customerr relations 
Phone e 
Faxx machine 
Switchboard d 

Otherr {not specified) 

temporaryy agency workers, 1997 

Source:Source: American Staffing Association (1998a) ) 

[ass share of skills provided) 
27 7 
26 6 
22 2 
15 5 
9 9 

5 5 
4 4 
4 4 

3 3 

8 8 
3 3 
3 3 
1 1 
1 1 

7 7 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 

21 1 

I nn a survey among temporary agency workers Finegold, Levenson, and Van 
Burenn (2002) find mat the free training temporary agencies offer is unlikely to 
bee a major source of skill development for low-skill agency workers. Less than 
halff  of temporary agency workers received free training from the agencies. Of 
alll  temporary agency workers, 23 percent took any training during the previous 
twelvee months. The study found that on average a temporary agency worker 
receivedd 2.7 hours of training during this twelve-month period (compared to 
thee 13.4 hours of formal training received by permanent workers in 1995). 

I nn addition to training offered by for-profit labor market intermediaries 
temporaryy agency workers can participate in government training programs 
offeredd through the Workforce Investment Act (see Chapter 2), which has 
createdd so-called Individual Training Accounts, or vouchers. The decision of 
whoo is eligible is left up to the discretion of local Workforce Investment 
Boards.. Only a small number of adults actually receive training under the WIA , 
comparedd to training provided under the JTPA (National Training and 
Informationn Center 2003). 

3.33 Conclusio n 

Inn both countries, flexible staffing has been a management response to labor 
markett regulation, particularly the (increased) protection of workers against 
dismissal.. The main distinction between employment flexibilit y in the 
Netherlandss and the United States is well recapped by Fahlbeck (1996). Save 
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forr the shrinking unionized segment of the economy, U.S. employers contract 
withh employees who agree to unilateral employer control over the terms and 
conditions.. Employers can then solely decide about the flexibilit y of their 
workforce.. Where the United States can be found on the unilateral end of the 
flexibilit yy spectrum, the Netherlands are considered to have a trilateral system of 
flexibility:flexibility:  the trilateral consultation processes between unions, management 
andd government shaped the legislative agenda to regulate flexible employment. 
Probablyy the most distinctive characteristic of the trilateral system is the active 
rolee of unions in acknowledging the reality of flexible work and the subsequent 
needd to regulate this. In the Netherlands it took unions roughly three decades 
too join employers in acknowledging the reality of flexible staffing practices and 
therebyy becoming a credible negotiating partner when it came to regulating the 
usee of these practices. U.S. unions continue to see flexible employment as a 
threatt to existing permanent union jobs. 

Autorr (2000a) concludes that court efforts to protect workers against unjust 
dismissall  have fostered the growth of (more insecure) temporary agency work. 
Attemptss to regulate the labor market have thus had perverse effects. This may 
justifyy the need for re-regulation, as has been the case in the Netherlands.37 As 
thiss chapter demonstrates, employers respond to legislative changes and 
fluctuatingfluctuating economic conditions that negatively affect a firm's flexibility , i.e. 
increasee its financial risks. Whereas U.S. firms have shifted staffing strategies by 
substitutingg agency workers for temporary hires during the 1990s, Dutch 
employerss have done the reverse. Part of this risk-averse behavior is the 
tendencyy of firms to increasingly externalize human resource operations, such 
ass payroll administration, screening, selecting, and training. For-profit labor 
markett intermediaries such as temporary work agencies pride themselves on 
spendingg substantial amounts on worker training, even when legal and 
regulatoryy incentives are absent, as is the case in the United States. However, 
muchh of this agency-provided training is skill-biased and targeted at 'trainable' 
workers,, similar to training strategies of 'regular' firms. Training that is made 
availablee to many workers is often designed so workers can do the job at a 
client-firm'ss site. The training is not really intended to equip workers with skills 
thatt keep them employable throughout their career. Even when training 
incentivess are provided through legislation and collective agreements (as 
exemplifiedd by the Dutch situation) no guarantee is given that training actually 
reachess the workers in need of skill acquisition. With this preliminary 
conclusionn as the backdrop, I wil l present empirical findings on training for 
flexiblee workers in the construction and information technology industries in 
thee Netherlands and the United States in the following two chapters. 

377 Cf. Jacobs and Plessen (1992). 
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44 Trainin g Flexibl e Worker s in the Constructio n Industr y 

IfIf  Congress or state legislators adopt laws specifying benefits for temporary workers, 

demanddemand for the Company's services may be adversely affected. 

19977 Annual Report, Labor Ready, Inc. 

Inn this chapter I examine and discuss the presence of training arrangements for 
temporaryy workers and others employed in flexible staffing arrangements in the 
Dutchh and American construction industry. I start this chapter with a 
descriptionn of the nature of construction work and with a qualitative and 
quantitativee overview of the construction industry in the Netherlands and in 
thee United States. This is followed by descriptions of the industrial relations in 
thee construction industry in the two countries (section 4.2) and of the size and 
compositionn of flexible employment in the industry (section 4.3). In section 
4.4,, I describe the way training is organized and provided in the construction 
industryy in the Netherlands and in the United States. I subsequendy present 
andd analyze empirical evidence in both countries of training arrangements 
offeredd to construction workers employed in flexible employment relationships 
(sectionn 4.5). Finally, the main findings of this chapter are discussed in section 
4.6. . 

4.11 Work Organizatio n and Employmen t 

Att first sight, employment in the construction industry appears to be temporary 
byy nature: a worker is employed for the duration of a construction project, and 
thee job ends when the project is completed. The industry is characterized by 
short-termm seasonal cycles as well as by long-term conjuncture-related 
fluctuations.fluctuations. Another characteristic of the industry is that, no matter whether a 
projectt is carried out in residential, commercial or heavy construction, almost 
everyy building project involves multiple crafts. The nature of the industry thus 
requiress an organization of the work process that 1) is flexible to meet the 
variabilityvariability in the demand and 2) is able to cope with the variety in the demand for 
constructionn work. The first suggests the existence of a numerically flexible 
organizationn involving a "floating labor force, that is not tied to the fortune of 
anyy specific employer" (Colean and Newcomb 1952, 93); the second calls for 
functionall  flexibility,  requiring a range of different construction specializations. 
Buildingg firms could hire a large number of tradesmen with different 
specializedd skills during peak times and fire them when demand for 
constructionn work drops. This, however, would not be efficient. Instead, 
constructionn firms secure numerical and functional flexibility  by subcontracting 
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thee majority of the work, using specialized construction firms.1 Maisel (1953) 
explainss the use of subcontracting in American residential building as a 
necessaryy step toward efficiency: "[a]s long as houses require many different 
skillss in their assembly, a builder is better off using specialists rather than Jacks-
of-all-trades.. The question is simply whether it is more efficient to hire the 
specialistss himself or to let trade contractors do the jobs" (Maisel 1953, 58). 
Subcontractorss provide a flexible pool of workers to the main contractor, who 
iss commonly known as the 'general contractor'. Depending on the 
characteristicss of a construction project, a general contractor uses 
subcontractorss that specialize in the trades and skills required for the project. 
Givenn transaction costs, the general contractor is likely to continue, for future 
projects,, the relationship with the group of subcontractors he has worked with. 
Followingg the same logic, subcontractors wil l limi t recruiting, screening, hiring 
andd training costs by offering employment security or at least repeat 
assignmentss to (selected) workers. This would imply that the initial notion of 
constructionn employment being temporary — and thus insecure - by nature, 
mightt not be entirely justified. I discuss the implications of subcontracting for 
thee development of flexible employment in section 4.3. 

4.1.11 The Netherlands 

I nn the past two decades employment in the Dutch construction industry has 
beenn marked by a steady decline during the better part of the 1980s (from 
370,0000 in 1981 to 280,000 in 1987), followed by four years of growth, 
interruptedd by a brief spell of shrinkage, and ending the millennium well above 
thee 1981 employment volume. After years of growth in the 1990s, employment 
growthh has come to a stop. In 2002 the vacancy rate in the construction 
industryy dropped to 15 from 33 in the previous year. According to Statistics 
Netherlands,, the number of people employed in the building and construction 
industryy in 2002 was preliminarily estimated at 403,000, or approximately 6 
percentt of total employment in the Netherlands.2 These workers were 
employedd at 69,000 construction firms (AVBB 2003).3 Small establishments 
(withh fewer than 10 workers) comprise 75 percent of all firms in the industry. 

Thee number of workers employed in the construction industry is usually 
brokenn down between so-called 'main operations' (carried out by general 
buildingg contractors) and 'finishing operations' (the realm of specialized 
contractorss employing among others painters and plasterers). 'Main operations' 

11 Lefkoe (1970) contends that the large number of small contractors causes seasonal variability in 
constructionn employment: if specialty trade contractors were not as specialized they could do 
differentt types of work during different times. 
22 As Van der Meer (1998) states, unambiguous data for the Dutch construction industry are 
difficul tt to obtain. Sometimes employee data include unemployed construction workers. This 
partlyy explains why annual data in the tables in this section vary. 
33 More than 39,000 of these construction firms did not employ any workers at all and operated 
ass independent contractors or are self-employed. 
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coverr most construction-site workers and includes 120 different building trades 
occupationss varying from carpenters to bricklayers, from operating engineers 
too drivers, and from laborers to welders. These workers are employed in 
residentiall  and commercial builders (the so-called B&U segment, or 'burgerlijke 
&&  utiliteitsbouw*), and in construction related to soil, road and water 
infrastructuree ('grond-, weg- & waterbouw' in Dutch, or GWW for short). The 
mainn operations further include employees involved in clerical work, sales, 
planningg and marketing operations. These employees, who carry out 
supportingg tasks for the actual construction-site activities, are usually referred 
too as 'UTA' personnel, after its Dutch acronym ('uitvoerend, technisch en 
administratieff  personeel5). According to Statistics Netherlands, 193,000 people 
weree employed in residential and commercial building in 2000, whereas 79,000 
peoplee worked in the soil, road and water infrastructure building (see Tables 
4.11 and 4.2). These numbers include the approximately 50,000 UTA employees. 

Tablee 4.1 

Employmentt distribution in the Dutch building trades, 1993 and 2002 (in thousands) 

1993 3 

Residentiall and commercial (B&U) 111.5 

Soil,, road and water infrastructure (GWW) 85.8 

Otherr building trades 159.3 

Totall 356.6 

Source:Source: Statistics Netherlands 

Tablee 4.2 

Occupationall distribution in the Dutch B&U and GWW segments, 2001 

Carpenters s 

Less-skilledd workers (including e.g. laborers, demolition workers, drivers) 

Masonss and bricklayers 

First-linee supervisors 

Operators s 

Pavingg workers 

Ironworkers s 

Otherr (not specified or unknown) 

Total l 

Source:Source: AVBB (2003). De bouw in cijfers: 1998-2002. 

Thee industry is characterized by high worker volatility. In 1996 one in every ten 
workerss left the industry, a quarter of them younger than 25 years of age 
(Kranenbergg 1999). In the same year the outflow was matched with a 10 
percentt inflow, consisting for roughly 70 percent of workers who had never 
beenn employed in the building trades. The recent employment growth in the 
buildingg industry has been paired with a decrease in the supply of construction 
workers,, notably due to a sharp decline in school leavers with a diploma in pre-

200 2 2 

120. 5 5 

87. 1 1 

195. 3 3 

402. 9 9 

78,70 0 0 

36,33 9 9 

35,68 9 9 

35,67 7 7 

16,71 9 9 

13,32 1 1 

3,66 9 9 

10,30 0 0 

230,42 3 3 
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vocationall  education.4 These school leavers constitute the principal newcomers 
too the trades. Some authors suggests that the decline in labor supply is caused 
byy lacking interest of young people in pursuing an education in building and 
construction,, combined with an increased social appreciation of general 
educationn compared to vocational educational (Snel 2001; Van der Meer 1998). 

Thee declining labor supply has produced a persistent shortage of qualified 
personnel5,, which largely offsets the rise in recent years of overall skill levels in 
thee trades as noted by Van der Meer (1998) (see Table 4.3). Data for 1995 show 
thatt 45 percent of GWW workers and 21 percent of B&U workers are without 
aa high-school diploma (EIB 1997). The shortage of qualified workers is 
probablyy best illustrated by the increase in the share of employers who consider 
aa lack of skilled personnel as a principal constraint of the business operations. 
Inn 1999 67 percent of residential and commercial builders and 64 percent of 
contractorss in sou, road and water infrastructure building saw the limited 
availabilityy of skilled workers as a major bottleneck in the construction work. In 
19955 these percentages were 37 and 42 respectively (Scholman 1999). 

Tablee 4.3 
Distributionn of skill levels in the Dutch building trades, 1995 and 2000 (percentages) 

19955 2000 

Primaryy education 

Juniorr general secondary education 

Pre-vocationall educational 

Seniorr general secondary education and pre-university education 

Intermediatee vocational education 

Higherr vocational education 

University y 

Totall (in thousands) 

12.6 6 

4.5 5 

28.5 5 

1.5 5 

48.0 0 

4.8 8 

--
396 6 

13.4 4 

3.7 7 

26.2 2 

2.2 2 

47.5 5 

5.9 9 

1.1 1 

455 5 

Source:Source: Statistics Netherlands 

Skilll  requirements for Dutch construction workers are affected by changes in 
thee organization of construction work as triggered by the tremendous scarcity 
off  housing in the 1960s. Construction firms felt a need to build more 
efficiendy.. Prefabricated concrete elements for assembly on the job-site and 
concretee pouring in large steel molds were introduced as mass production 
techniques.. These techniques subsequendy reduced the reliance on skilled 
craftsmen,, replacing journeyman carpenters, masons and plasterers by low-
skilledd outsiders. The 1970s and 1980s saw an increased demand for high 
qualityy building, combining craftsmanship and industrial production of 
buildingss and using new resources and flexible tools. However, with many 
experiencedd craftsmen having left the trades, builders tried to remedy the 
shortagee of all-round workers by relying more on specialized subcontractors. 

44 In Dutch: 'VBO' and 'VMBO' levels. 
55 See also New York Times, August 9, 2001. 
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Ass a consequence, residential and commercial building projects nowadays 
involvee an increasing number of subcontractors and specialized tradesmen. The 
developmentt toward subcontracting and specialization has produced several 
predicamentss for construction workers (Korevaar 2000). First, subcontractors 
typicallyy have littl e bargaining power, leading to price competition among them, 
whichh translates in low wages for workers. Second, specialized workers hold a 
smalll  skill set and are confined to a narrow range of activities on the job site; 
upwardd mobility is limited. Section 4.4.2 further discusses the skill needs of and 
thee training provision to workers in the Dutch construction industry. 

4.1.22 The United States 

Thee U.S. construction industry consists of three segments: general building, 
heavyy construction and special trades. General building includes residential and 
commerciall  building as well as industrial building. Heavy construction builders 
operatee in projects that involve building sewers, roads, highways, bridges and 
tunnels,, comparable to the Dutch GWW segment of the industry. Special trade 
contractorss are specialized in only one trade, such as carpentry, painting, 
plumbing,, electrical work or heating. Together approximately 667,000 
constructionn companies in the United States employ 6.7 million workers, with 
anotherr 1.6 million people being self-employed in the trades. Eighty percent of 
alll  establishments employ fewer than ten people. Table 4.4 shows the 
distributionn of employment over the different segments of the building 
industry,, illustrating that the majority of construction employment can be 
foundd in the special trades. 

Ass in the Netherlands, the U.S. construction industry faces a skill-shortage. 
Off  all U.S. industries skill levels and educational attainment are lowest in 
construction,, which is partly due to the high proportion of production workers 
(CPWRR 2002). In a 1999 survey of over 700 general contractors, 86 percent of 
thee respondents indicated that the shortage of trained workers is the area of 
greatestt challenge facing their firm. This figure has increased from 48 percent 
inn a similar survey in 1995.6 Thus the growth of the industry has not been 
sufficientlyy matched by the inflow of new, young workers. The prime cause for 
thiss resembles the Dutch situation, as illustrated by an industry training 
coordinator: : 

"Thee parents of high school students want them to pursue a college career and 
thenn to go work as a doctor or a computer programmer. Parents consider 
manuall  work to be inferior. As a result, we probably miss the bright kids; we 
gett the people who don't do well in academics, the kids who are not on a 
collegee track." (Union apprenticeship coordinator, December 6, 2000) 

66 Statement by the Associated General Contractors of America to the U.S. House of 
Representativess Small Business Committee, February 9, 2000. A 1997 study by the NCCER 
showedd that 92 percent of the surveyed U.S. construction firms reported a shortage of skilled 
workers. . 
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Inn order to face the worker shortage in the construction industry, employers' 
associationss and unions set up a center to recruit military personnel for 
constructionn jobs in 2002. The center intends to recruit 700,000 men and 
womenn from the armed forces over a five-year period, partly matching the 
forecastedd shortage in the construction industry of 1.6 million workers for that 
samee period.7 

Ass mentioned, skill levels in the construction industry lag behind other 
industries,, it is improving gradually: the percentage of workers with post-
secondaryy education increased by 25 percent between 1980 and 2000 (CPWR 
2002). . 

Tablee 4.4 
Employmentt distribution in U.S. building trades by industry segment, 2000 

Industryy segment Employment in thousands Employment as share of total 

22.8 8 

12.3 3 

0.5 5 

10.0 0 

13.5 5 

4.2 2 

9.3 3 

63.7 7 

14.0 0 

3.4 4 

12.9 9 

8.5 5 

4.8 8 

3.8 8 

100.0 0 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Generall building 

Residential l 

Operative e 

Nonresidential l 

Heavyy construction 

Highwayy and street construction 

Otherr heavy construction 

Speciall trades 

Plumbingg and heating 

Paintingg and paper hanging 

Electricall work 

Masonry,, stonework and plastering 

Carpentryy and floor work 

Roofing,, siding and sheet metal work 

Totall industry employment 

1,528 8 

826 6 

31 1 

670 0 

901 1 

280 0 

621 1 

4,269 9 

937 7 

228 8 

866 6 

567 7 

324 4 

253 3 

6,698 8 

77 Section 8115 of the Department of Defense Appropriations Act, 2003 (Public Law 107-248) 
providess for the creation of the Center for Military Recruitment, Assessment and Veterans 
Employment,, which facilitates access by veterans to opportunities for skilled employment in the 
constructionn industry. 
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Tablee 4.5 
Skil ll  level s in the U.S. buildin g trades by unio n status , 2000 

Educationa ll  attainmen t Union worke r Nonunio n worke r Total 

Lesss than high schoo l 

Highh schoo l 

Somee colleg e 

Bachelor' ss  degre e and highe r r 

13 3 

53 3 

30 0 

4 4 

32 2 

45 5 

20 0 

4 4 

25 5 

48 8 

27* * 

--
Source:Source: BLS cited in CPWR (2002). 
Note:Note: * Include s bachelor' s degre e and higher . 

4.1.33 Summary 

Thee Dutch and U.S. construction industries share two important 
characteristics.. First, construction work itself has been increasingly broken 
downn into specialized, narrowly defined tasks suitable for subcontracting. This 
developmentt has been further triggered by changes in the production process 
off  building material. This has led to easy market access for small, specialized 
subcontractorss and an opportunity to employ workers for simple tasks, not 
requiringg broad or high construction skills. A second feature of the industry in 
bothh countries is the fact that employers are faced with growing problems to 
attractt and retain skilled and motivated young workers. 

4.22 Industria l Relation s 

Traditionallyy the construction industry is one of the union strongholds in terms 
off  membership and bargaining power. However, as in other industries (see 
Chapterr 1), union membership has declined in the construction industry over 
thee past four decades. In this section I discuss the role of unions and 
employers'' associations as the key actors in the industrial relations systems of 
thee construction industry in the two countries. This section also preludes on 
thee response of social partners to flexible employment in the construction 
industryy (Section 4.3) and on their role in the provision of construction worker 
trainingg (Section 4.4). 

4.2.11 The Netherlands 

Employeess in the Dutch building industry are represented by two industry 
unionss and one craft union. Although membership of the building trades 
unionss has gradually declined union density in the construction industry is still 
aboutt 40 percent, making the industry one of the principal strongholds for 
organizedd labor in the country. The union affiliated with the FNV ('Federatie 
Nederlandsee Vakbeweging' or Netherlands Trade Union Confederation) is the 
largestt with 114,300 members in the building trades, followed by the building 
tradess union of the CNV ('Christelijk Nationaal Vakverbond' or National 
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Federationn of Christian Trade Unions), which has 38,600 members.8 The two 
industriall  unions organize construction workers from all crafts. The third 
employeee organization is the crafts' union HZC, with 11,500 members mainly 
workingg as crane operators in a variety of industries such as the building 
trades.9 9 

Constructionn firms differ in terms of the field of operation (labor-intensive 
residentiall  and commercial building versus more capital-intensive soil, road and 
waterr infrastructure segment), the firm size and whether they are contractors or 
subcontractors,, general contractors or specialized firms. These differences have 
producedd a network of contractors that has been characterized by some as 
"unstable,, strongly divided and ineffective" (Snel 2001, 65) and as "tight-knit 
andd well-organized" by others (Korevaar 2000, 140). The latest count indicates 
thatt there are about thirty different employers' associations, which mutually 
compete,, disintegrate and regroup (Van der Meer 1998). 

Thee various employers' associations negotiate with the building trades 
unionss on a number of collective agreements in the industry. The agreements 
typicallyy cover one or two-year periods. As many as two dozen collective 
agreementss can be distinguished in the Dutch construction industry. The major 
agreement,, commonly referred to as the 'building trades agreement', includes 
mostt construction-site personnel, employed in residential and commercial 
constructionn as well as in soil, road and water infrastructure building.10 

AA second principal collective agreement in the industry covers 
administrativee personnel and employees in marketing and sales occupations. 
Thesee two agreements are concluded between on the one hand the FNV and 
CNVV unions, the HZC (engineers and crane operators) and the union for 
administrativee personnel 'De Unie', and on the other hand the general 
associationn of construction firms AVB B ('Algemeen Verbond Bouwbedrijven'), 
whichh negotiates on behalf of a group of major contractors' associations that 
togetherr represent approximately 10,000 construction firms. Other notable, 
thoughh smaller, collective agreements are concluded for painters, plasterers, 
stonee masons and related specialized occupations. The FNV and CNV unions 
havee distinct units that are involved in preparing negotiations for these 
specializedd trades. Some of the specialized contractors are affected by the 
stipulationss of the building trades collective agreement mentioned above. The 
associationn of specialized contractors affected by the building trades agreement, 

88 The F NV and the CNV member data pertain to 2001. A t January 1 2002 the FNV 
Confederationn had 1.2 million members from all industries; the CNV Federation had 351,000 
memberss (source: Statistics Netherlands). The two unions differ in terms of their historic 
origins,, representing a phenomenon called 'pillarization' (see also Wilenksy 2001). The FNV 
comprisess the general and catholic labor movement, whereas the CNV traditionally represents 
Christiann workers. 
99 The acronym stands for 'Het Zwarte Corps' or The Black Corps. The crafts' union was named 
afterr the black coveralls worn by the engineers in the 1940s. 
100 When I discuss the building trades collective agreement in this chapter I refer to this 
agreement. . 
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Conga,, is not represented by the AVB B in the bargaining process for the 
agreement,, nor is it signatory party to the agreement.11 

Ass discussed in Chapter 1, Dutch collective bargaining is governed by two 
piecess of legislation. The CAO Act stipulates that all employees of a signatory 
employerr wil l be covered by the collective agreement and the A W Act 
providess the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment with the authority to 
extendd the collective agreement to all non-signatory employers and their 
employees.. Generally most of the provisions of the collective agreements in the 
Dutchh construction industry are extended to all construction firms and their 
employees,, thereby covering approximately 250,000 workers in the 
constructionn industry (see Table 4.5 which covers the main collective 
agreementt in the industry). 

Becausee of its innovative character, the building trades agreement has 
traditionallyy been considered to be one of the crucial agreements in the Dutch 
economyy (Van der Meer 1998). Unions were particularly successful in 
advancingg the worker agenda during the 1985-1995 period, realizing a 36-hour 
workweekk and preventing a rationalization of generous retirement schemes. 
Thee increased pervasiveness of flexible staffing arrangements through 
subcontracting,, and the use of temporary workers and self-employed 
tradesmenn has fragmented the industrial relations system in the Dutch 
constructionn industry. Major construction firms, small establishments and 
subcontractorss have become more sharply divided in terms of their respective 
interestss in the bargaining processes. The AVB B employers' association is 
seekingg less detailed collective agreements, which provide individual 
constructionn firms with the flexibility  to make firm-specific arrangements. 
Somee say this strategy of decentralization and individualization of the terms 
andd conditions of employment has forced the unions to take up a defensive 
rolee of preventing and postponing the erosion of worker rights (Korevaar, 
2000). . 

Inn addition to collective bargaining, unions and construction management 
frequentlyy meet at the central level to discuss general policies and future 
strategies.. This consultation process (known as 'Bouwberaad') between the 
sociall  partners in the construction industry reflects one of the main features of 
thee Dutch concertation model, as embodied by the Labor Foundation (see 
Chapterr 1). 

111 Different sources estimate that approximately 900 firms are member of Conga, employing 
betweenn 10,000 and 14,000 people (Van der Meer 1998, 178). 
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Tablee 4.6 
Principall collective agreements in the Dutch construction industry, 2000-2002 

Agreement t Craftss and occupations Unions s Employers'' associations Employees s 
covered* * 

Building g 
trades s 

UTA A 

Painters s 

Plasterers s 

Naturall stone 

Employeess in residential 
andd commercial building 
(B&U),, and soil, road and 
waterr infrastructure (GWW) 

Administrativee personnel in 
B&UU and GWW segments 

Painters,, finishers and 
glazers s 

Plasterers,, wall and ceiling 
installers,, mosaic and floor 
installers s 

Stonee masons and related 
crafts s 

FNV V 
CNV V 
HZC C 

FNV V 
CNV V 
Dee Unie 

FNV V 
CNV V 

FNV V 
CNV V 

FNV V 
CNV V 

BouwNed,, NVB, NVWB, 
VBKO,, Bolegbo-vok, VAGWW, 
OBN,, vocBETONBOUW, 
AVM,, VNV, Bovatin, HHD, 
NVK,, VOGA, VSB 

BouwNed,, NVB, NVWB, 
BVKO,, Bolegbo-vok, VAGWW, 
OBN,, vocBETONBOUW, 
AVM,, VNV, Bovatin, HHD, 
NVK,, VOGA, VSB 

FOSAG G 

NAVAS S 

ABN N 

130,000 0 
(155,000) ) 

38,000 0 
(47,000) ) 

27,905 5 
(35,000) ) 

12,000 0 
(13,500) ) 

1,480(2,200) ) 

Source:Source: FNV, CNV and Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment. 
Note:Note: * Number of employees covered before extension to non-signatory employers; number of employees 
coveredd after extension between brackets. 

4.2.22 The United States 

Inn the American construction industry employers and workers have searched 
forfor ways to deal with the industry's instability, shaping an industrial relations 
systemm that is different than most industrial relations systems in the United 
States.. During the first half of the twentieth century a system of industrial 
relationss unfolded in the construction industry as contractors, suppliers and 
manufacturerss established strategic alliances through which they attempted to 
preservee their local markets and control prices in order to mitigate the risks of 
cutthroatt competition. In order to enforce compliance with the agreements 
betweenn these alliance partners, contractors sought the help of trade unions. 
Unionss in the construction industry were in control of the majority of the labor 
forcee following years of organizing drives. Nearly every craft in the 
constructionn industry had its own union; sometimes multiple crafts were 
representedd by a single union. Each union operated in its own jurisdiction, 
protectingg the rights of its members against encroachment by (members of) 
otherr unions. Every union was represented at the decentralized level by 
thousandss of local branches, so-called 'locals' and by regional building trades 
councils.. Unions were able to deprive non-complying construction firms of 
theirr manpower. In return for this enforcer's role, a union could demand that 
contractorss signed the union's collective agreement and accepted its work rules. 
Thesee rules enabled unions to control the number of workers employed by a 
contractorr as well as their productivity to the extent that "unnecessary men" 
weree hired and worker performance was intentionally limited (Colean and 
Newcombb 1952, 119). Under this so-called 'closed-shop' system contractors 
weree required to hire only union members, or workers who would join a union 
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ass soon as they were hired by the contractor. Union members who were 
temporaryy without employment registered at the union office's waiting list and 
weree sent out to a job site in the order of their registration. The closed-shop 
systemm thus provided union workers with significant employment security in an 
unstablee industry. 

Buildingg trades unions not only controlled the entrance of workers to the 
industry,, they also limited the number of people entering apprenticeships and 
refusedd potential members. By 1945 over 80 percent of all workers in the 
buildingg industry were covered by collective agreements, with approximately 95 
percentt of these workers employed under closed-shop provisions (Haber and 
Levinsonn 1956). The virtual union domination of the construction industry was 
aa reason for Congress to introduce the Labor Management Relations Act of 
19477 (commonly known as the Taft-Hartley Act). The Taft-Hartley Act 
amendedd the Wagner Act12 by banning closed-shop provisions from all 
collectivee bargaining agreements, giving more room to so-called 'open-shop' or 
nonunionn worksites. Under the Taft-Hartley Act an employer and a union are 
allowedd to conclude a collective agreement only if a union is a representative of 
thee employees and if the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has certified 
thatt a majority of the employees has voted to authori2e the union to conclude a 
collectivee agreement. These requirements are obviously hard to meet by parties 
inn the construction industry, since worksites come and go and the size and 
compositionn of the workforce employed at these sites vary, making it nearly 
impossiblee to organize elections. This issue was addressed by the 1951 
amendmentss of the Taft-Hartley Act, which legalized collective agreements in 
thee construction industry without the common requirement of special 
elections. . 

Unionss maintained their strong position in the construction industry until 
thee late 1960s. But, within a decade's time, both low and high volumes of 
constructionn work opened up the market for nonunion contractors and eroded 
thee position of unions (Bourdon and Levitt 1980). In the mid-1960s the 
demandd for construction work expanded tremendously, creating opportunities 
forr new, nonunion firms to enter the market and for other firms to grow. 
Duringg this low-unemployment period, wages in the union sector of the 
industryy rapidly rose.13 The union wage structure, in which wages develop 
similarlyy within and between trades, produced uniform pay increases among 
unionn workers. This further enabled the entry of small-size firms that were able 
too compete for less than union wages, exactly at a time when the volume of 
residentiall  and commercial building started a nosedive that continued until the 
mid-1970.144 Contractors circumvented high union wages by subcontracting 

122 As discussed in Chapter 1, the Wagner Act introduced procedures for union organization and 
collectivee bargaining. 
133 Annual increases of union wages in the construction industry ranged from 5.2 percent in 1966 
too 11.8 percent in 1971 (Bureau of Labor Statistics). 
144 The unemployment rate rose from 8 percent in 1966 to 18.1 percent in 1975 (Bureau of 
Laborr Statistics). 
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partss of the work to cheaper workers. Because (expensive) unions priced 
themselvess out of the market; union workers lost their union jobs and got hired 
(att lower wages) by open-shop contractors. This new pool of skilled workers 
furtherr contributed to the competitiveness of nonunion firms. Consequendy 
unionss rapidly lost their member-base in the construction industry, giving way 
too nonunion contractors.15 Northrup (1984) notes that since the mid-1970s, 
manyy union contractors in the industrial sector have established or purchased 
open-shopp construction firms and operate them on a dual, 'double-breasted', 
basis.. These double-breasted companies run the open-shop parts separately 
fromm the union shop. Double-breasted companies, or split-shops, further 
exacerbatedd the power of unions. 

A tt the beginning of the twenty-first century, fewer than one in every five 
constructionn workers is a union member, a far cry from the 80 percent in 1945, 
butt still higher than average union membership in the rest of the private sector 
(99 percent). Fifteen (international) unions are affiliated with the Building and 
Constructionn Trades Department (BCTD), a specialized federation within the 
AFL-CI OO (see Table 4.7). In 2000, membership was highest among 
ironworkerss (70 percent), sheet metal workers (41 percent), electrical workers 
(388 percent), and plumbers (31 percent). Roofers had the lowest membership 
rates,, 10 percent (CPWR 2003). Generally, construction work carried out by 
unionn contractors involves large-scale industrial projects in urban areas. Open-
shopp contractors control most of the residential projects and have a strong 
footholdd in rural areas. They are also dominant in smaller, commercial building 
projects.. Highway and heavy construction used to be nearly exclusively union-
terrain,, but gradually open-shop contractors are gaining ground there as well 
(Northrupp 1984). 

155 This development is not limited to the construction industry. U.S. union membership in the 
overalll  private sector drops from 30.8 percent to 20.6 percent over the 1965-1980 period 
(Bureauu of Labor Statistics). 
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Tablee 4.7 
Buildingg trade unions affiliated with the AFL-CIO, 2000 

19,93 8 8 

77,64 3 3 

97,80 0 0 

718,74 2 2 

23,37 1 1 

120 0 

376 6 

241 1 

1,10 0 0 

76 6 

774,69 6 6 

372,52 7 7 

133,00 0 0 

628 8 

200 0 

446 6 

Numberr of affiliated 
Unionn Membership local unions 

Asbestoss Workers (International Association of Heat and Frost 
Insulatorss and Asbestos Workers HFIA) 

Boilermakerss (International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron 
Shipp Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers and Helpers IBB) 

Bricklayerss (International Union of Bricklayers and Allied 
Craftworkerss BAC) 

Electricall Workers (International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workerss IBEW) 

Elevatorr Constructors (International Union of Elevator 
Constructorss IUEC) 

Ironn Workers (International Association of Bridge, Structural, 12_ Q 0 4 2 6 1 

Ornamentall and Reinforcing Iron Workers BSORIW) 

Laborerss (Laborers' International Union of North America 
LIUNA) ) 

Operatingg Engineers (International Union of Operating 
Engineerss IUOE) 

Painterss (International Union of Painters and Allied Trades 
IUPAT) ) 

Plastererss (Operative Plasterers' and Cement Masons' 
Internationall Association of the United States and Canada 39,555 120 
OP&CMIA) ) 
Plumberss (United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices 
off the Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry of the United States 
andd Canada UA) 

Rooferss (United Union of Roofers, Waterproofers and Allied 
Workerss RWAW) 

Sheett Metal Workers (Sheet Metal Workers' International 
Associationn SMW) 

Teamsterss (International Brotherhood of Teamsters IBT) 

Disaffiliatedd since 2001: 

Carpenterss (United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of 5 1 5 g 8 g 1 2 0 Q 

Americaa UBC) \ \ 

Source:Source: C Gifford, ed. (2001); own tabulations. 

Employerss are organized similarly as unions, with local employer groups often 
representedd by regional chapters of national associations. Approximately 
205,0000 residential contractors are affiliated with the National Association of 
Homee Builders (NAHB) through 850 state and local associations. Roughly 
36,0000 commercial and industrial contractors are member of the Associated 
Generall  Contractors (AGC), which has 100 chapters nationwide. Nine national 
associationss of construction specialty contractors are part of the Associated 
Specialtyy Contractors (ASC). The umbrella organization has a combined 
membershipp of more than 25,000 firms. More than eighty chapters connect 
23,0000 contractors and subcontractors to the Associated Builders and 
Contractorss (ABC), a trade association that deals exclusively with nonunion 
contractors. . 

299,13 6 6 

21,27 3 3 

142,50 0 0 

1,400,70 0 0 

411 1 

110 0 

200 0 

275 5 
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Althoughh the influence of U.S. unions has eroded in the past five decades, the 
legacyy of union domination in the industry can still be found in the broad array 
off  joint labor-management bodies for the advancement of industry interests, 
thee settling of disputes, and the promotion and administration of 
apprenticeships.. In this respect the industrial relations in the U.S. construction 
industryy therefore still stands out compared to other major industrial relations 
systemss in the country.16 Union contracts, or collective agreements, are 
typicallyy negotiated between local unions and general and specialty contractors, 
governingg working conditions, wage rates and fringe benefits for specific 
geographicc areas and craft jurisdictions. The agreements usually cover a two to 
threee year period. The process and structure of collective bargaining depends 
onn the craft and the region, with union membership varying across the 
differentt trades and between the various states.17 Although most bargaining 
takess place at the local level, it may also involve statewide and regional 
organizations.. Regional building trades councils and employers' associations 
cann stipulate general provisions related to strike regulations, grievance 
proceduress and inter-union disputes. Furthermore, when very large projects are 
involvedd international unions and contractors may negotiate, resulting in so-
calledd project labor agreements. National agreements are concluded between 
internationall  unions and contractors' associations for projects involving 
multiplee localities and in cases where actors are not represented at the 
decentralizedd level. 

Ann essential part of the collective agreement deals with the recruitment of 
personnel.. Many of the local unions operate hiring halls, a job-referral system 
throughh which union members are matched with job vacancies at union 
contractorss in order of their registration date. Unions adopted the hiring hall 
onn a large scale in the period surrounding the introduction of the Labor-
Managementt Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959 (commonly referred to as 
thee Landrum-Griffin Act).18 The Act amended Section 8(f) of the NLRA in 
orderr to allow pre-hire agreements between the union and the contractor under 
whichh the contractor accepts referrals by the union. In practice this means that 
unionss manage a pool of workers from which union contractors have to recruit 
theirr personnel. 

Open-shopp associations have no tradition of hiring halls. There have been 
severall  initiatives in the 1970s to operate job referral systems.19 Since 1999, the 

'**  Cf. Dunlop (1961). 
177 Overall union membership ranged from 3.7 percent in North Carolina to 26.7 percent in New 
Yorkk in 2001. 
iss See also Ross (1972). 
199 The National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) operated a job clearinghouse from 1971 
too 1976 with financial support from the Department of Labor. The free service was 
discontinuedd when the housing market slowed down and demand for labor dropped. Another 
referrall  service was established in the 1970s by the Association of General Contractors (AGC) 
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Associatedd Builders and Contractors (ABC) operate a referral service called the 
Constructionn Manpower Referral Service (CMRS). The CMRS is a non-profit 
employmentt agency that serves as a clearinghouse for labor in the construction 
trades.. The service is mainly aimed at ABC members in the Golden Gate 
chapterr (Northern California), but non-members use it as well. After its 
introductionn the referral service started operating more autonomously from 
ABC,, both financially and organizationally. According to CMRS management, 
thee referral service acts as the open-shop equivalent of the union hiring hall. 
Contractorss who have to layoff workers for a period of time can refer these 
workerss to the CMRS, which then dispatches these workers to contractors who 
aree in need of workers. Contractors who hire these workers are responsible for 
payroll,, benefits and training. The CMRS describes its role primarily as the 
"choreographerr of the market for construction workers".20 These referral 
systemss are not yet widely in place in the nonunion segment of the industry. 
Thereforee much recruitment remains informal and depends heavily on 
networkss of contractors and workers. Workers are also recruited through 
newspaperr advertisements, the public employment services, temporary work 
agenciess and vocational schools. Because nonunion contractors depend on this 
patchyy system for new skilled workers they may have a significant incentive to 
retainn regular employees. One way to develop ties with their workers is for 
firmsfirms to cross-train workers in order to keep them employable or, for smaller 
contractors,, to work with a small crew of core workers to avoid layoffs in times 
off  low demand (Philips 2003). 

Thee need of nonunion contractors to secure a pool of skilled workers 
coexistss with the self-claimed flexibility  these builders have compared to union 
contractors.211 This flexibility essentially pertains to the lack of union rules that 
governn union agreements and employment contracts of union workers. Such 
ruless might stipulate that skilled workers be assigned to tasks that could be 
donee by semi-skilled workers. Furthermore, union rules generally state that no 
craftsmann can work outside his jurisdiction, which in practice means that 
memberss from different unions cannot deprive each other of employment. In 
theirr study of union and open-shop contractors in eight metropolitan areas, 
Bourdonn and Levitt (1980) find examples in the nonunion segment of 
carpenterss who do ironwork and laborers who work on painting, "when the 
needd arose" (Bourdon and Levitt 1980, 57). It is this flexibility that nonunion 
contractorss claim to give them a competitive edge over unions. 

4.2.33 Summary 

Inn both countries the construction industry is among the better organized 
industriess in terms of union density. The differences between the industrial 

inn the Houston-area, in order to meet the need of its open-shop members for skilled workers. 
Laterr on, open-shop groups elsewhere in Texas copied the system (Northrup 1984). 
200 Personal communication from CMRS Director, May 8, 2001. 
2'' Cf. Northrup (1984). 
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relationss system in the Dutch construction industry and in its American 
counterpartt can be summarized as foUows: 

Tablee 4.8 
Keyy features of industrial relations in Dutch and American construction industries 

Unionn density 

Workerr representation 

Levell of collective bargaining 

Coveragee of collective agreements 

Thee Netherlands 

% % 

Industry-wide e 

National l 

Universal l 

Thee United States 

% % 

Craft-based Craft-based 

Primarilyy local andd regional 

Membership-dependent t 

Tablee 4.8 shows that while terms and conditions are more or less equal for all 
constructionn workers in the Netherlands (different collective agreements do 
existt for a small number of specialized trades), they are likely to differ among 
Americann construction workers depending on their trade, their locality and, 
mostt importandy, whether or not they are union members. 

4.33 Flexibl e Employmen t in the Constructio n Industr y 

Ass described in Section 4.1 the second half of the twentieth century saw the 
introductionn of new construction technologies and processes. This enabled the 
divisionn of jobs into smaller, relatively simple tasks suitable for contracting out 
too specialized construction firms. This development has made market entry 
easier,, not only for construction companies, but also for intermediaries 
specializedd in the temporarily supply of construction workers. The following 
twoo sections focus on the use of various flexible staffing arrangements in the 
Dutchh and U.S. construction industries. 

4.3.11 The Netherlands 

I nn the Netherlands, only a small fraction of all work-site personnel is employed 
onn a flexible basis with a construction firm (see Tables 4.9a and 4.9b).22 This 
includess temporary agency workers, on-call and substitute workers and other 
employeess without a permanent contract at the building firm. In 1999 
approximatelyy one in ten employees had been working for more than twenty 
yearss with the same contractor (slightly higher than the economy-wide average), 
whilee 17.8 percent of the workers are with their contractor for shorter than 
twelvee months, well below the national average of 22.5 percent (Kok 2001). 

Too the extent that employment flexibility  is needed or desired by 
constructionn firms, employers rely on subcontractors, temporary (agency) 

222 A representative of the Dutch national contractors association AVBB stated that "hiring 
tradesmenn only on a project basis is no longer a common practice." (Personal communication, 
Januaryy 23, 2001). Beereboom (1998) finds that 97 percent of all general contractors considers 
itss personnel to be permanendy employed with the firm. 
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workerss and construction firms with redundant personnel which they are 
willin gg to temporarily post at a colleague firm (Beereboom 1998; Bremer 1986). 
Thee use of temporary 'outside' labor is not only determined by technological 
developmentss as discussed earlier, but it is also affected by market changes. 
Followingg the decline in construction work in the early 1980s, Dutch 
constructionn firms shrunk their core workforce, while at the same time 
increasingg the use of temporary workers in order to be flexible (Snel 2001). 

Tablee 4.9a 
Flexiblee employment in the Dutch building trades, 1995-2002 (measured in full-time 
equivalents;; thousands) 

Permanent t 

Flexible e 

Total l 

1995 5 

333.8 8 

0.5 5 

334.3 3 

1996 6 

331.4 4 

2.9 9 

334.3 3 

1997 7 

349.8 8 

2.9 9 

352.7 7 

1998 8 

357.4 4 

3.3 3 

360.7 7 

1999 9 

374.9 9 

2.6 6 

377.5 5 

2000 0 

384.3 3 

2.5 5 

386.8 8 

Tablee 4.9b 
Flexiblee employment in the Dutch building trades, 1995-2002 {measured 
thousands) ) 

Permanent t 

Flexible e 

Total l 

1995 5 

342.8 8 

1.3 3 

344.1 1 

1996 6 

347.8 8 

4.0 0 

351.8 8 

1997 7 

360.0 0 

5.0 0 

365.0 0 

1998 8 

369.3 3 

5.2 2 

374.5 5 

1999 9 

389.3 3 

4.7 7 

394.0 0 

2000 0 

400.4 4 

5.2 2 

405.6 6 

2001 1 

390.4 4 

3.6 6 

394.0 0 

inn jobs; 

2001 1 

405.7 7 

6.8 8 

412.5 5 

2002 2 

381.3 3 

3.4 4 

384.7 7 

2002 2 

397.9 9 

5.0 0 

402.9 9 

Source:Source: Statistics Netherlands 

Temporaryy staffing agencies were barred from the Dutch building and 
constructionn industry from 1970 till  1997. The ban was a response to the 
widespreadd abuse by intermediaries, contractors and subcontractors of 
mediatedd work arrangements in order to evade payment of social insurance 
contributionss during the 1960s.23 Furthermore, social partners in the industry 
fearedd that the presence of staffing agencies would harm training policies and 
destabilizee industrial relations (Bouw- en Houtbond FNV 1992). During the 
prohibition,, trade unions and employers' associations continued to joindy 
exploree the possibilities to reinstate temporary agency work. They 
acknowledgedd that a complete ban on placement agencies in the building trades 
wouldd distort the efficient operation of the labor market. It was not until the 
publicationn of the Memorandum on Flexibility and Security that the return of 
temporaryy agency work in the building trades was made possible.24 After a one-
yearr transition period starting May 1997, during which temporary agency work 

233 With the introduction of the 1982 Act on the Accountability for the Chain of Operations 
(Wett ketenaansprakelijkheid') the main contractor in a construction project is held responsible 
forr compliance of all subcontractors widi the laws on social insurance contributions. 
244 In Dutch: Nota Flexibiliteit en Zekerheid (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid 
1995,33),, see Chapter 3. 
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wass reintroduced on an experimental basis, the ban was lifted in 1998.25 

Temporaryy work agencies have slowly but steadily entered the market since. 
Temporaryy agency work is still marginal in the Dutch building trades, estimated 
att around 1 percent of the total 150,000 construction-site employees in the 
trades,, although recent data are lacking. In 1997, the transition year in which 
thee government allowed experiments with temporary agency work, 3,200 to 
3,6000 temporary agency workers were employed in the construction industry 
(Ritmeijerr 1998). Of these temporary agency workers, 65 percent was new to 
thee trades, while 35 percent of the temporary agency workers was journeyman. 
Tenn percent of all temporary agency workers chose to work voluntarily as a 
temporaryy worker. The new entrants were generally younger and lower 
educated.. This temporary agency worker category worked on short projects: 50 
percentt of the newcomers were employed for shorter than one month. Twenty 
percentt of the journeyman temporary agency workers were employed on 
similarr short assignments. During the experimental year about 2,400 building 
contractorss contacted temporary work agencies for personnel. Half of the 
requestss for temporary agency workers could not be honored by agencies 
essentiallyy due to a lack of skilled personnel. In the year 2000, 17 percent of all 
contractorss used temporary agency workers, compared to 6 percent in 1997. 
Fifteenn percent of the contractors in the residential and commercial sector used 
temporaryy workers, whereas 28 percent of the soil, road and water works sector 
employedd workers from temporary work agencies or other intermediaries 
(Beereboomm 2001). 

Staffingg services in the Dutch construction industry are characterized by 
smalll  agencies that cater to the needs of regional labor markets for construction 
personnel,, although it is common for workers to be employed throughout the 
country.. Several agencies use foreign workers from other EU-member states, 
benefitingg from the free transfer of labor within the European Union. The 
domesticc market is being dominated by one agency, a subsidiary of a major 
generall  Dutch staffing organization. By using all branches of its parent 
company,, the agency has nationwide coverage. 

I nn the tight labor market of the 1990s, temporary work agencies in the 
constructionn industry had difficulties attracting skilled workers, forcing them to 
considerr retraining agency workers that were employed in manufacturing jobs 
(Flexmarkt(Flexmarkt 1998; Visser 1998). Instead of relying on temporary agency workers, 
constructionn firms were more likely to use independent contractors in order to 
meett the temporary need for workers (Beereboom 2001). An HR manager at a 
majorr construction firm confirmed the marginal role that agencies would play 
byy stating that "the temporary work agencies wil l not get the people." (Visser 
1998,12). . 

Ass with many issues in the industry, the collective bargaining agreement 
regulatess the use of temporary agency work in the building trades. A temporary 

255 See for the discussion in the Dutch parliament on this issue: TK 1996-1997, 24543, nos. 6 and 
9,, and TK 1996-1997, 25264, nos. 3-5. 
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agencyy worker is entirely covered by the industry's collective agreement in the 
followingg situations: 

i.i. The worker is enrolled in one of the training programs mentioned in 
sectionn 19.3 of the collective agreement (section 4.1.a); 

ii .. The worker has completed one of the training programs mentioned in 
sectionn 19.3 (section 4.1.a); 

iii .. The worker is 22 years or older and attends a vocational training 
programm not limited to those mentioned in section 19.3 (section 4.1.a); 

iv.. The temporary worker has worked at least twelve months in the 
buildingg trades during the two years preceding his current assignment 
inn the industry (section 4.1.b). 

Inn all other cases, a temporary worker is only covered by those sections of the 
constructionn industry's collective agreement that deal with wages and worker 
compensation.. In other words: temporary workers who are employed in the 
buildingg trades receive similar pay as regular construction workers. The 
remainingg aspects of the temporary employment relationship are governed by 
thee temporary agency workers' collective agreement (section 4.1.c). 

Sectionss 4.1 through 4.6 of the 1999-2000 collective agreement were initially 
nott extended to the entire construction industry, because of opposition of the 
ABUU and NBBU staffing industry associations. ABU and NBBU claimed that 
extensionn of these sections would drive up costs for their members, since they 
wouldd contribute both to the construction industry's training fund and the 
staffingg industry training fund. Late 2001 social partners in the construction 
industryy and the staffing industry, except for NBBU, agreed on extension of 
thee sections. Temporary agency workers with prior work experience in the 
tradess (more than twelve months in the past two years, as mentioned under iv) 
whoo are dispatched to a signatory construction firm have similar rights as 
regularr construction workers employed by this firm. Entitlements of temporary 
workerss without this experience — considered 'newcomers' - are limited to the 
industry'ss wages and additional worker compensation. Temporary agency 
workerss of NBBU members employed at construction firms are not covered by 
sectionn 4 of the collective agreement. Temporary workers who are employed at 
ann agency that voluntarily complies with the collective agreement are entirely 
coveredd by section 4 of the collective agreement. Temporary work agencies 
thatt do not comply with the agreement can employ their workers at non-
signatoryy firms without having their workers covered by the collective 
agreement.. These temporary workers are not entitled to any of the benefits laid 
downn in the collective agreement. 

4.3.22 The United States 

Thee highly cyclical nature of the industry has resulted in a large number of 
marginall  workers moving into and out of the industry as employment 
opportunitiess expand or contract. A large proportion of these workers hold 
minimumm skills that are relevant to their trade and are able to find employment 
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ass journeymen only when there is an extreme shortage of manpower. 
Temporaryy workers may include students or teachers taking summer jobs, and 
otherr employees from outside the construction industry (Foster 1970a; 
Northrupp 1984). Temporary construction workers can be roughly divided into 
temporaryy agency workers and on-call workers. The 2001 Current Population 
Surveyy of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) shows that in the construction 
industryy almost 34,000 people are employed through a temporary agency. In 
addition,, nearly 37,000 workers were assigned to a building firm by so-called 
'contractt firms', which typically employ people at only one customer.26 These 
figuresfigures are based on self-identification of emp/qyee-respondents. Data collected 
fromm firms through the BLS 2000 Occupational Employment Statistics survey, 
indicatee that 122,000 people were employed in the construction industry 
throughh a temporary work agency. This number is still significantly lower than 
dataa provided by the BCTD, which estimates the average number of temporary 
agencyy workers at 250,000, employed by approximately 450 agencies. 

Thee increased importance of temporary work agencies may be best 
illustratedd by the revenue growth for agencies operating in the combined 
industriall  and construction sectors: revenues rose from $4 billion in 1991 to 
$155 billion in 1998, as reported by the American Staffing Association. 
Industriall  and construction jobs comprised 35 percent of all temporary agency 
employmentt in 1998, up from 27 percent in 1991. The Bureau of Labor 
Statisticss expects temporary agency employment in the construction industry to 
groww 61 percent over the period 2000-2010. 

Tablee 4.10 
Examplee of skill requirements for various temporary agency work in the construction industry (used by an agency 
inn New York State) 
Apprenticee Entry level employees, hard working, eager to learn, up to 2 years experience in their trade, good 

forr moving materials and clean-up, minimal skills, mechanically inclined, some tools, must be 
supervised. . 

Helperr 2 to 3 years experience, hard working, good supporting worker for mechanic or journeyman, some 
ablee to cut and measure, basic tools, must be supervised. 

Mechanicc Good experience, minimum 3 to 5 years on the job, able to do basic installation, can measure cut 
andd install, all basic hand tools some power (please specify), works with minimum supervision. 

Journeymann Top level employees, 6 + years experience in their trade, can work independently without constant 
supervision,, some can read and work from plans, all basic hand and power tools. 

Severall  types of for profit labor market intermediaries can be distinguished in 
thee construction industry. Some specialized temporary work agencies operate 
exclusivelyy in the construction industry. These agencies typically have a regional 
focus.. General agencies cover a broad array of industries and occupations and 
includee temporary construction staffing in their scope of activities. They 
conductt their business nationwide. A third category involves nationally 
operatingg day-labor agencies. Generally firms advertise with a broad array of 
skilll  levels (see Table 4.10), but this third agency type focuses on the 
deploymentt of manual labor. There is a number of agencies with branches 
throughoutt the country that specialize in high-skill workers and journeymen. 

266 Temporary work agencies and contract firms are usually grouped together as 'help supply 
firms'firms' (see also Chapter 3). 
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Tablee 4.11 
Mediann hourly wages for temporary agency workers and regular workers in the U.S. construction industry, 1999 

Averagee for Alt Construction Occupations 

First-Linee Supervisors/Managers 

Electricians s 

Constructionn and Building Inspectors 

Plumbers,, Pipefitters and Steamfitters 

Structurall Iron and Steel Workers 

Tilee and Marble Setters 

Carpenters s 

Drywalff and Ceiling Tile Installers 

Operatingg Engineers 

Sheett Metal Workers 

Hazardouss Materials Removal Workers 

Cementt Masons and Concrete Finishers 

Roofers s 

Painters,, Construction and Maintenance 

Paving,, Surfacing, and Tamping Equipment * 1 2 45 
Operators s 

Laborers s 

Brick-,, Block-, and Stone Masons, Tile and 
Marblee Setters Helpers 

Roustabouts,, Oil and Gas 

Fencee Erectors 

Electriciann Helpers 
Pipelayers,, Plumbers, Pipefitters, and 
Steamfitters s 

Carpenterr Helpers 

Painters,, Paperhangers, Plasterers, and 
Stuccoo Masons 
Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1999 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates. Data 
combinedd by author from Personnel Supply Services (SIC 736) and Construction and Extraction Occupations 
(SOCC 47-0000). 
Note:Note: (*) Wage rates calculated by BLS using three years of data: 1997,1998 and 1999. 

Ass Table 4.11 shows, temporary agency workers in the construction industry 
generallyy earn significantly less than their colleagues who are employed by a 
contractor.. The average wage rate for temporary agency workers is affected by the 
largee share of low-pay, low-skill jobs in total temporary agency employment in the 
industry.. For instance, nearly one in every five temporary agency workers in the 
constructionn industry is a laborer. Wages may be further pressed downward 

Regularr Worker 

$14.82 2 

$20.71 1 

$19.13 3 

$18.55 5 

$17.41 1 

$17.19 9 

$17.08 8 

$15.35 5 

$15.34 4 

$15.31 1 

$14.09 9 

$14.05 5 

$13.68 8 

$12.94 4 

$12.86 6 

$12.45 5 

$10.85 5 

$10.61 1 

$10.08 8 

$9.95 5 

$9.89 9 

$9.62 2 

$9.61 1 

$8.95 5 

Worker r 

$8.96 6 

$19.92 2 

$15.40 0 

$19.966 (*) 

$13.822 (*) 

$16.244 O 

$9.57 7 

$10.73 3 

$10.40 0 

$12.311 (*) 

$8.277 O 

$9.744 (*) 

$10.17 7 

$9.422 (*) 

$10.66 6 

$7.911 n 

$7.47 7 

$8.922 O 

$8.900 O 

$10.688 O 

$11.58 8 

$6.222 f ) 

$7.700 (*) 

$6.488 (*) 

Difference e 

-40% % 

-4% % 

-19% % 

+8% % 

-21% % 

-6% % 

-44% % 

-30% % 

-32% % 

-20% % 

-41% % 

-31% % 

-26% % 

-27% % 

-17% % 

-36% % 

-31% % 

-16% % 

-12% % 

+7% % 

+17% % 

-35% % 

-20% % 

-28% % 
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becausee temporary agency workers are usually working at nonunion job-sites.27 

Nonunionn contractors turn to temporary work agencies to cater for their need for 
labor,, in addition to the referral services described above. Typically, nonunion jobs 
tendd to pay less than union workplaces.28 

Inn terms of absolute numbers, on-call workers play a more significant role in 
thee construction industry than temporary agency workers: officially around 
210,0000 people worked on-call in the construction industry in 2001, which may 
alsoo include workers who are employed through a union hiring hall. An 
unidentifiedd number of people work as a day laborer in metropolitan areas.29 

Theyy are hired off street comers and they engage in highly informal 
employment.. Many of the day laborers are low-skilled (undocumented) 
immigrantss from Latin America (Camarota 2001; Theodore and Mehta 2001; 
Valenzuelaa 2000). Although many men are hired for farm labor, a substantial 
numberr work in the construction industry as a laborer. Many of these workers 
doo not speak English well enough to familiarize themselves with basic safety 
proceduress on the job-site, resulting in a relatively high number of occupational 
injuriess among Hispanic laborers (see Table 4.12). 

Tablee 4.12 

Numberr of nonfatal occupational injuries and illnesses involving days away from work, 2000 

Constructionn laborers Construction industry 

Alll 45,444 194,400 

Whitess 23,426 119,100 

Blackss 3,637 9,100 

Hispanicss 9,324 26,600 

Asiann or Pacific Islander 239 1,400 

Americann Indian or Alaskan Native 218 1,100 

Nott reported/ascertained - 37,200 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 

Dayy labor is increasingly being institutionalized: community-based 
organizationss respond to the dire situation of many of these workers and for-
profitt intermediaries see a market niche (Ruckelshaus and Goldstein 2002). 
Theree is a fine line between the for-profit day labor intermediaries and the 
temporaryy work agencies operating in the construction industry, although they 
aree sometimes counted as both working 'on-call' and as a contract firm 

277 According to the AFL-CIO more than 98 percent of temporary agency workers are nonunion 
employeess (see: The Corporate Agenda, http://www.aflcio.org/cse/mod4/mod4_ll.htm). 
288 See, for instance, Buckley (1999); Foster (2001); Schwenk (1996). 
299 The Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights of Los Angeles (CHIRLA) estimates that there 
aree approximately 25,000 people employed as a day laborer in Los Angeles County. Day labor 
employmentt in metropolitan areas such as New York City, Chicago and the San Francisco Bay 
Areaa involves thousands of workers. 

http://www.aflcio.org/cse/mod4/mod4_ll.htm
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employeee (Polivka 1996). In some community-based day labor programs (such 
ass the San Francisco program) workers can set their own wages, earning 
anywheree between $11 and $18 an hour, and they have access to health care. 
Temporaryy work agencies that specialize in low-skill labor on a day-to-day 
basis,, do not consider themselves as being involved in day labor, but see their 
workk as offering 'staffing solutions'. A manager of one such staffing agency 
explainedd how workers on a thirty-day project are considered to be working 
thirtyy separate days and getting paid after each day they have worked. Workers 
typicallyy are paid minimum wage or slightly more, making $7 to $9 per hour. 
Becausee of their short employment spells they are not offered additional 
benefitss by the temporary work agency. 

Dayy labor is increasingly being either organized through or monitored by 
community-basedd organizations, municipalities and (not) for-profit 
intermediaries.300 An example of this is the introduction by San Francisco's 
Departmentt of Public Health of occupational health and safety training to day 
laborerss in cooperation with the San Francisco Day Laborer Program in order 
too reduce the vulnerability of day laborers to occupational injuries. 

Ass the above shows, temporary work agencies and other labor market 
intermediariess in the construction industry come in different flavors, they 
attractt different types of workers, and they differ in the benefits they offer the 
agencyy workers, as illustrated by the various respondents in this study: 

"Everythingg out there is fair game. (...) We try to run a background check on 
alll  our workers, check their skills. But when a client is in a hurry, we send him 
ann available man. So, yes, in those cases it's hit and miss. But see, that's why 
wee got our two hour guarantee: if the client is not satisfied during the first two 
hours,, we'll send him a new man at no extra cost. We don't offer benefits like 
medicall  or vacation pay. We do have popcorn and noodles and free coffee 
heree at the office." (Manager San Francisco agency "A" ) 

"Wee dispatch young people without a lot of skills and older workers who got 
somee working experience. The type of work that our men do requires a strong 
back;; not a lot of brains. Many of our men are just down on their luck. This 
officee is surrounded by five homeless shelters, so you can imagine what kind 
off  worker we find here each morning. We open at 5:30 in the morning. First 
wee place the 'repeat tickets' or 'call backs', men who have worked with the 
contractorr the previous day and are called by the same guy. The second batch 
aree the 'tickets without a name', workers that are new to a client. Here, we go 
withh the 'best match dispatch': we place the men that are best suitable for the 
job.. After all the skilled men are gone, we go down the sign-sheet." (Manager 
Oaklandd agency) 

"Wee check every worker before we register him: work experience, skills, DMV 
record.. We screen them on drugs and alcohol. Our workers need to have all 
thee tools, the skills and the experience to work in the [construction] industry. 

ww Ruckelshaus and Goldstein (2002). 
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Wee want them to be at journeymen level or at least high in apprenticeship. A 
personn without the right skills can still work for us, but he will be doing 
demolitionn and digging, debris clearing, those things. Laborers can move ahead 
towardd jobs that pay better, if they manage to acquire the right skills. We offer 
medicall  [insurance], dental [insurance] and vision. People can get their 401-K 
heree and life insurance. They have all kinds of benefits, even vacation pay." 
(Jobb coordinator San Francisco agency "B") 

Buildingg unions are wary of the rise of temporary agency employment in the 
industry.. They view temporary work agencies as the nonunion equivalent of the 
hiringg hall, replacing the union hiring hall as a preferred resource for workers. 
Thee triangular relationship between a temporary worker, the agency and the 
contractorr is considered by unions as a means to avoid responsibilities and to 
maximizee profits. Unions strongly believe that temporary work agencies have 
helpedd nonunion contractors underbid signatory contractors, especially where 
workerss are involved with hardly any craft-related skills. Other union concerns 
regardingg temporary work agencies pertain to safety issues. Among unions, 
theree is a solid belief that, especially low and non-skilled, temporary workers do 
nott receive the proper safety training. A study by the BCTD finds that Labor 
Ready,, Inc. - one of the major temporary work agencies in the construction — 
hass an injury rate three times higher than the average for the construction 
industry.311 The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) found that day laborers 
aree indeed more vulnerable than workers in standard work arrangements, not 
onlyy in terms of safety, but also their vulnerability for employer practices such 
ass wage deductions for transportation or cashing paychecks. However, GAO 
concludedd that addressing these issues is difficul t "because any resolution 
wouldd involve complicated tradeoffs between the potential benefits to day 
laborerss and the potential costs to employers" (U.S. GAO 2002). 

Unionss try to "rein in"32 temporary agency work in the industry, and the threat 
itt poses to unionized labor33. In 2000, the 'Permanent Voice @ Work' 
campaignn was launched. The campaign serves four goals: 1) educating and 
mobilizingg union members in the construction industry about temporary 
agencyy work, 2) organizing temporary agency workers into the building trades 
unions,, 3) signing up contractors who use temporary agency workers, and 4) 
eliminatingg any unfair advantage held by temporary work agencies and their 
clientss through regulatory, legislative and legal action. The BCTD abandoned 
thee education and mobilization activities because of cost reasons. The 
realizationn of the second and third goals is left to local unions, as they control 
locall  organizing. The BCTD considers itself most successful in realizing the 

311 See http://www.bctd.org/raiseroof/pdfs/AltAnalysis.pdffor an alternative analysis of Labor 
Ready'ss year 2000 performance. 
322 Jeff Grabelsky, organizing director of the Building and Construction Trades Department at 
thee Annual Legislative Conference, April 3-5 2000, Washington, D.C. 
333 According to a survey by the BCTD, 65 percent of local union leaders identified temporary 
workk agencies as a threat. See http://www.buildingtrades.org for an executive summary of the 
BCTDD survey. 

http://www.bctd.org/raiseroof/pdfs/AltAnalysis.pdffor
http://www.buildingtrades.org
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fourthh goal, most notably by targeting legal actions at Labor Ready, which the 
BCTDD sees as "the worst of the worst". The close monitoring of temporary 
agencies'' operations has resulted in several lawsuits all involving agency 
practicess of discounting workers' pay.34 

Thee apparent vulnerability of blue-collar temporary work agencies to corporate 
campaignn tactics also poses an interesting challenge for organized labor in the 
constructionn industry: 

"I ff  Labor Ready were to go out of business today we would have no means to 
takee all its workers into membership. Mass-based organizing of construction 
workerss is a lengthy and cumbersome process." (Strategic director, Building 
andd Construction Trades Department, Washington D.C.). 

AA representative of one of the California Building and Construction Trades 
Councilss confirmed this, stating that: "when temporary workers wil l be 
organized,, the number of members that have to be placed in jobs through 
hiringg halls increases." Increased membership would lead to increased 
competitionn for jobs. Presumably, an active strategy to organize temporary 
workerss therefore implies greater job insecurity for current union workers. 
Attemptss to organize temporary workers have only been modesdy successful. 
Onee reason why is the high mobility of most temporary workers in the 
industry;; many low skill workers are employed on a day-to-day basis, often as a 
laborer.. At the same time, temporary work agencies fiercely try to inhibit 
organizingg attempts by unions.35 

Att the outset of the temporary agency worker campaign, the BCTD 
introducedd a model legislative package for use at the state and the local level. 
Majorr parts of this package have been enacted as laws in Arizona, Florida, 
Georgia,, Illinois, Massachusetts and Texas, according to the BCTD. Legislative 
proposalss at the federal level are seen by the BCTD as "token bills with zero 
chancee of success".36 

344 Class action lawsuits have been filed in California, Georgia and New York State against 
temporaryy agency Labor Ready. The U.S. Department of Labor filed a lawsuit against 
Tradesmenn International for not paying workers who attended mandatory safety training. 
355 An example of anti-union strategies can be found at the website of the American Staffing 
Association,, http://www.staffingtoday.net/memberserv/1100ss/story2.htm. These practices do 
nott go unnoticed, however. The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals found that Labor Ready's 'no-
solicitation,solicitation, no-distribution' rule violated the NLRA. The agency's rule prohibited construction 
workerss from soliciting union support or distributing literature while waiting for assignments in 
thee company's waiting room (NLRB v. Labor Ready, Inc., No. 00-2064, 2001 U.S. App. LEXIS 
11377,, 4th Cir. June 1, 2001). The court upheld the NLRB's order that Labor Ready stop 
restrictingg solicitation and distribution by incumbent workers, stop videotaping workers in the 
waitingg room, reinstate a worker fired for violating the policy, and post a notice describing the 
order. . 
366 Personal communication BCTD director, July 16, 2002. 

http://www.staffingtoday.net/memberserv/1100ss/story2.htm
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4.3.33 Summar y 

Thee growth in the use of flexible, short-term staffing arrangements may be 
explainedd by the increased tendency to break down large construction projects 
intoo smaller assignments, suitable for subcontracting and leading to a 
substantiall  degree of labor division. The shift toward the use of prefabricated 
buildingg components and the subsequent installation of these components by 
subcontractorss on the job-site is seen as one of the prime causes for 
subcontractingg in the second half of the twentieth century. This development 
hass created room for temporary work agencies and other for-profit 
intermediariess to cater to very short-term needs for labor, aimed at the 
completionn of small tasks that require only a narrow set of skills. 

4.44 Worke r Trainin g in the Constructio n Industr y 

Differentt types of construction work require different skill levels. Much work 
involvess skills acquired through years of apprenticeship, craft training and 
experience.. On the other end of the skill spectrum is work done by laborers 
andd helpers, workers with few skills that are relevant to the construction 
industry.. To the extent that construction workers receive training, it is usually 
tiedd to their occupation, especially in the early stage of a worker's career when 
hiss or her craft is defined. The craft-specific training combined with the labor 
markett dynamics that require a worker to be mobile, creates a situation in 
whichh workers find themselves to be part of 'occupational internal labor 
markets'' (Althauser and Kalleberg 1981): construction workers move within 
occupationall  categories within and between construction firms. 

Boschh and Philips (2003) sketch two paths along which the construction 
industryy can develop, involving two different approaches to worker training. 
Onee is a 'high-road' strategy in which training costs are either financed by levy 
systemss arranged by the social partners through collective bargaining or the 
state,, or through government programs or regulation. The second path takes 
thee low-skill route where training costs are shifted to groups with the least 
stabilityy or where training needs are unmet. Bosch and Philips state that the 
pathh chosen depends on "the institutions, regulations, and customs that shape 
howw the problem of 'free riding' is handled" (ibid, 3). They signal that if 
trainingg investments are shifted from employers, unions or the government to 
individuall  construction workers, decisions to investment in training wil l have to 
bee made by those workers that are least likely to invest in training. The 
followingg sections describe the extent to which institutions and actors shape 
thee training landscape for construction workers in the Netherlands and the 
Unitedd States. 
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4.4.11 The Netherlands 

Sectionn 9.7 of the building trades collective agreement stipulates the obligation 
off  employers to enable employees to attend job related training programs. Two 
typess of employee training are distinguished in the collective agreement: section 
133 of the agreement governs vocational education and apprenticeships, whereas 
sectionn 35B deals with craft training. Table 4.13 shows the amount of all training 
coursess taken by Dutch construction workers (in addition to apprenticeships 
andd craft training including other courses as well). 

Tablee 4.13 
Trainingg provided to employees in the Dutch building trades, 1990-1999 

Totall courses taken Per 100 employees (alt firms) Per 100 employees (of firms with courses) 

19900 61,000 19 32 

19933 88,000 31 50 

19999 306,000 98 106 

Source:: Statistics Netherlands 

VocationalVocational education and apprenticeships in the building trades is embedded in the 
Dutchh secondary vocational system. Section 13 of the collective agreement is 
essentiallyy an elaboration of sections 7.2.8 through 7.2.10 of the Adult and 
Vocationall  Education Act of 1996 (Wet Educatie en Beroepsonderwijs', or 
WEBB for short).37 Section 13 focuses on the BBL apprenticeship, described in 
partt 1 of this chapter. The key clause of section 13 stipulates that "[t]he 
employerss and employees shall promote the vocational education and training 
programs,, in particular the apprenticeship programs." Employers are obliged to 
offerr each worker under the age of 27 the opportunity to participate in an 
apprenticeshipp program. A combined 'practice-employment contract' wil l be 
offeredd for the duration of the program. Such a contract combines a regular 
employmentt contract (between apprentice and employer) and a so-called 
'practicee contract'. The latter is a contract between the apprentice, the 
employer,, and the educational institution involved.38 The 'practice contract' 
governss the practical component of the apprenticeship program, such as the 
guidancee and supervision of the apprentice, and the skill standards that have to 
bee met. 

Thee practice-employment contract is co-signed by the tripartite national 
bodyy for training and education in the building trades (LOB, or 'landelijk 
orgaann beroepsonderwijs' in Dutch).39 By co-signing the contract, the LOB 

377 The WEB is discussed in more detail elsewhere in this study. 
388 In addition to the practice contract and the employment contract, the apprentice concludes a 
contractt with the educational institution concerning the classroom component of the 
apprenticeshipp program. 
399 The board of directors includes representatives from employers' associations, trade unions, 
andd educational institutions. Both commercial and residential building (B&U), and soil, water 
andd road construction (GWW) have their own national body for training and education 
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acknowledgess the apprentice's employer as a so-called 'apprenticeship firm': the 
providerr or organizer of the practical component of the vocational training, as 
laidd down in section 7.2.10 of the WEB. Section 7.2.9 of the WEB explicitly 
statess the requirement for accreditation by the national training body, since it is 
thiss body that defines the skill standards and certifies the training programs. 

Thee employer offering the apprenticeship is obliged to provide the 
apprenticee the opportunity to attend classes at a regional education and training 
centerr (ROC)40 during regular working hours on full (apprentice) pay for eight 
hourss maximum per week, for the duration of the training program. Typically 
apprenticess work four days a week on the worksite, attending classes the fifth 
dayy of the working week. Due to this absence from the worksite, and more 
generallyy because apprentices are less experienced than journeymen, their 
productivityy is low compared to the rest of the workforce. Employers are pardy 
compensatedd for this productivity loss by the industry's Education and 
Developmentt Fund41, which provides the employers a subsidy for an 
apprentice'ss wage cost. 

Traditionallyy apprenticeships have been divided between individual 
constructionn firms and regional alliances of construction firms.42 The latter type 
weree been introduced in the 1980s when apprentices at individual construction 
firmsfirms were the first to be laid off due to the economic recession. Single firms 
joinedd their efforts and established alliances through which apprentices were 
hired.. Through these alliances firms pooled their capacity to provide 
apprenticess with the practical component of the program. An apprentice joins 
onee of the alliances on a guaranteed two-year training program. The alliance 
organizess the theoretical component of the program and places the apprentice 
att a member firm that can offer the work experience required for the 
apprenticeship.. If the firm can no longer provide employment the apprentice 
wil ll  move on to another member firm that can. The alliance thus operates as a 
pooll  for labor. 

Al ll  employers in the building trades pay a percentage of total wages in order 
too finance the fund.43 Each year approximately euro 60 million is spent on the 
BBLL apprenticeships in the building trades. Around 10,000 participants enroll 
inn one of the BBL apprenticeships annually. Apprentices participating in BBL 
levell  1, the assistant's training program, are considered to be a trainee, not an 
employee.. Participants in BBL levels 2 and 3 are employees covered by the 
stipulationss of the industry's collective agreement. An employee who wishes to 
continuee with a vocational education program after completing the basic 

(Bouwradiuss and SBW Infra respectively). The painters and plasterers collective agreements 
providee in training through the SVS Training Center. 
400 Building trades education programs are offered at 44 ROCs. 
411 In Dutch: 'Opleidings- en Ontwikkelingsfonds voor de Bouwnijverheid'. 
422 In Dutch: 'samenwerkingsverbanden'. Fifty-six of these alliances operate in the residential and 
commerciall  building sector. In the soil, water and road infrastructure 28 alliances have been 
established. . 
433 The percentage in 2000 was 2.54 percent of the wage sum. 
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vocationall  education program has a right to claim a practice-employment 
contractt with the same employer for the duration of that program.44 

Thee organization, implementation and financing of craft training is laid down in 
sectionn 35B of the collective agreement. Craft training typically involves short-
termm courses. Section 35B pertains to those courses that are related to an 
employee'ss current or future job with a construction firm that is covered by the 
industry'ss collective agreement. In addition, section 35B governs training 
programss that are approved by the bipartite board of the Building Trades 
Trainingg Fund.45 The Training Fund also partly compensates employers for the 
twoo days of paid leave each worker can annually claim to attend training 
programss governed by section 35B.46 Financial support for the Training Fund 
iss drawn from mandatory annual employer contributions, amounting a 
percentagee of the wage sum (0.8 percent in 1999).47 The fund also provides the 
moniess for the training programs. The increased participation in construction 
trainingg programs forced social partners to review the reimbursement of costs 
inn the 1999 collective agreement. Instead of full compensation for training 
costss and leave from work employers received an average amount of 
approximatelyy euro 85 per training day per worker from the fund. The lower 
compensationn immediately led to plummeting numbers of training days: total 
trainingg days dropped from 205,610 in 1998 to 118,071 in 2002. The number 
off  workers participating in a craft-training program declined as well during this 
period:: 65,841 versus 54,002 (AVBB 2003). Especially small and medium sized 
firmsfirms have been affected by the lower compensation. 

Sectionn 35B stipulates that each firm is obliged to implement an education and 
trainingg policy, manifested in an annual training plan that acknowledges the 
trainingg need and desire of its workers. Employees can autonomously file a 
requestt for training in case an employer does not comply with this obligation. 
Moreoverr an employee can file a similar request when he has not qualified for a 
trainingg program over a two-year period. In both instances an employee's 
requestt cannot be denied. Employees wil l be fully compensated by the Training 
Fundd for travel expenses and the cost of leave from the job. The fund wil l 
subsequentlyy reclaim these costs at the non-compliant firm. 

Althoughh the industry's collective agreement stipulates the obligation for firms 
too offer workers access to training some scholars describe the agreements 
concerningg worker training in the building trades as having too littl e impact 

444 Section 13.7 of the collective agreement. 
455 In Dutch: 'Scholingsfonds voor het Bouwbedrijf. 
466 The two days of paid leave are an average number, implying that a construction firm can 
providee all its workers two days of training leave, or half of its personnel four days and so forth. 
477 An employer is exempted from these contributions for workers aged 55 or older with whom 
ann agreement has been reached to reduce the working week to four days (32 hours). These 
workerss shall attend training programs on the spare weekday (section 15b.l of the collective 
agreement).. This clause may negatively affect the actual participation rate of older works. 
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(Tijdenss and Van der Meer 2000). Others go as far as to state that there is no 
reall  training tradition in the Dutch construction industry, since most training is 
triggeredd by OSHA requirements and other government legislation (Hovels et 
al.. 2000). The 2001 collective agreement shows an expansion of the 
employabilityy policy in the trades. Several projects have been announced that 
wil ll  broaden and deepen the skills of workers in order to enhance their inter-
industryy mobility as well as to develop career paths within the building trades. 
Furthermoree funding is made available to finance the certification of job 
experience. . 

Thee industry is not characterized by a high degree of innovation and 
productt improvement. For many construction firms networking with local 
governmentss and efficiency in the building process are more rewarding than 
investingg in research and development (Meijaard 2001). De Grip et al. (1999) 
havee described the Dutch building trades as an industry with relatively littl e 
needd for employability policies, essentially because of the littl e use of high 
technology,, where 'high-technology use' is defined as the intensity of personal 
computerr usage. On the other hand, the same authors assert that workers in 
thee construction trades score relatively high on employability, a finding also 
reportedd by Tijdens and Van der Meer (2000). 

4.4.22 The United States 

AA gamut of apprenticeships and craft training, formal and informal training, 
andd union and nonunion organized training characterize skill acquisition in the 
U.S.. construction industry. Apprenticeship programs have to meet the basic 
standardss laid down by state apprenticeship councils or the Bureau of 
Apprenticeshipp and Training.48 Apprenticeships run from three to five years, 
dependingg on the trade. As the apprentice moves toward journeyman status his 
payy rises. Once an apprenticeship has been completed, a worker can obtain 
furtherr training and experience to acquire journeyman skills. Whereas 
apprenticeshipp programs serve as ports for workers to enter the building and 
constructionn industry, journeyman and craft training programs help these 
workerss to stay employable in the trades. The apprenticeship and training 
programss of the building trades unions are administered by local joint 
apprenticeshipp and training committees, made up of representatives from local 
unionss and employers. Funding is provided through a trust fund, which is 
joindyy administered by employers and employees. The creation and size of the 
trustt fund is the result of collective bargaining. Industry-wide, collectively 

488 The National Apprenticeship Act of 1937 (also known as the Fitzgerald Act) authorizes and 
directss the Secretary of Labor "to formulate and promote the furtherance of labor standards 
necessaryy to safeguard the welfare of apprentices, to extend the application of such standards by 
encouragingg the inclusion thereof in contracts of apprenticeship, to bring together employers 
andd labor for the formulation of programs of apprenticeship, to cooperate with State agencies 
engagedd in the formulation and promotion of standards of apprenticeship, and to cooperate 
withh the Office of Education under the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare."(29 
U.S.C.. 50,, Section 1) 
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organizedd apprenticeships remedy the lack of incentives for an individual 
contractorr to invest in a worker who is likely to work for another employer 
afterr completing the job.49 Union contractors and local unions operate over 
2,0000 training centers across North America through which approximately 
180,0000 apprentices and tens of thousands of journey-level workers receive 
trainingg each year, according to the Building and Construction Trades 
Department. . 

Apprenticeshipp programs are typically associated with union presence; 
however,, such programs also exist in the open-shop system. Northrup (1984) 
contendss that the lack of government support for, and sometimes the 
obstructionn of, recognition of nonunion apprenticeships have slowed the 
introductionn of such programs. Nonunion associations suggest that over the 
yearss there has been a union-bias among government agencies responsible for 
certificationn of apprenticeship programs.50 

Thee Business Roundtable (1982) concluded that there was essentially no 
understandingg on the part of nonunion contractors as to how craft training 
takess place within the construction industry or how it is funded. I t further 
statedd that "only a small percentage of open shop contractors in any area make 
anyy effort to involve themselves or contribute financially toward developments 
andd training of craft manpower." (1982, 20) These findings have been 
confirmedd by the Associated Builders and Contractors (ABC), which stated 
thatt the nonunion contractors' association does not have "proper and 
consistentt training programs to meet the demands for skilled workers among 
theirr contractors" (Applebaum 1999, 17). However, contractors associations 
aree increasingly focusing on providing formalized training. Finkel (1997) 
explainss this development by the awareness among contractors of the 
relationshipp between turnover and worker expectations. Through a network of 
somee 80 local chapters, ABC offers unilaterally administered apprenticeship 
andd craft training to its members. The apprenticeship programs are registered 
withh the Department of Labor and include employer-sponsored classroom 
instructionn and on-the-job training. At the local chapters, 15,000 apprentices 
andd craft workers attend training programs in more than twenty construction 
crafts.. As with the union programs, open-shop apprenticeship programs have 
too meet standards set by the federal and state apprenticeship councils. 

Thee craft training programs organized by ABC are less formal than its 
apprenticeships,, and they are aimed at both the entry-level and more 

499 Cf. Mill s (1972) and Strauss (1965). 
500 This may be illustrated by a statement of a Building Trades Council representative I 
interviewedd for this study that "the Director [of the California Apprenticeship Council] is in bed 
withh us." Eighteen months after this interview the California State Apprenticeship Council was 
toldd by the Department of Labor that it risked decertification when it would discriminate against 
nonunionn training programs. The warning followed allegations that the California 
Apprenticeshipp Council had interpreted a law, which imposes new requirements on 
organizationss seeking to establish apprenticeship programs, to block open-shop organizations 
fromm offering apprenticeship training in areas where union organizations have already 
establishedd apprenticeship programs. 
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experiencedd worker.51 The principal body in the ABC training system is the 
Nationall  Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER), an 
educationall  foundation established to develop standardized construction 
curricula.. Training programs are funded by an NCCER national training service 
agreement,, through which a contractor commits to contribute a share of the 
wagee sum.52 The NCCER is responsible for the content of the training 
programs,, but the individual ABC chapters have complete latitude in the 
managementt of these programs. Another association that unilaterally organizes 
trainingg programs is the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB). The 
association'ss Home Builders Institute (HB1) offers pre-apprenticeship training 
programss for at-risk and adjudicated youth, for adult offenders and for 
homelesss people. It also organizes continuing education programs, providing 
buildingg and remodeling contractors certified courses in management, finance, 
saless and marketing. 

Apprenticeshipp and training programs can thus be found both in the union and 
nonunionn parts of the building trades. In the fiscal year 2001, 230,000 
apprenticess in 7,400 programs were identified by the federally run 
Apprenticeshipp Information Management System (AIMS), which contains 60 
percentt of the data on registered apprentices nationwide. Of these apprentices, 
744 percent were in a construction apprenticeship (CPWR 2002). Historical data 
onn new entrants in apprenticeship programs indicate that at least for the period 
1989-19955 nearly 75 percent of all new apprentices entered union organized 
programss (CPWR 1998). Notwithstanding the traditionally impressive 
apprenticeshipp system in the building trades the industry ranks last in the 
percentagepercentage of employers providing or financing formal job-skill training for workers; 
evenn when the programs administered by the joint apprenticeship and training 
councilss are included (CPWR 1998). 

4.4.33 Summary 

Thee two training systems have a number of features in common. In both 
countries,, worker training is predominandy institutionalized through collective 
agreements.. Workers and employers share training costs at the aggregate level, 
embodiedd in training funds run by joint committees. In the United States trade 
jurisdictionss play an important role in encouraging investment in the specific 
skillss of apprentices. The jurisdictions protect the boundaries that separate 
craftss from each other, thereby securing employment, preventing inter-craft 
mobilityy and defining property rights on trade specific skills (Bourdon and 
Levittt 1980). Contractors within each craft acknowledge the quality of skilled 
workers,, which keeps those workers employable in the trades. This reduces the 
riskk of turnover and increases the likelihood that training costs can be recouped 
withinn the trade jurisdiction. The sharp distinction in the United States between 

511 At the state level, the standards of ABC's programs may be governed by state legislation, such 
ass the California Private Postsecondary and Vocational Education Reform Act. 
522 In 2001 this share amounted to $0.15 per craft-labor hour. 
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unionss and nonunion contractors largely determines the distribution of training 
opportunitiess for workers in the construction industry. The union segment of 
thee construction industry has critical traits of internal labor markets; particularly 
inn the way employment is secured through hiring halls and training and 
apprenticeshipp programs. This may also affect the access to occupational 
trainingg markets for outsiders in the construction industry, such as temporary 
agencyy workers and day laborers, which wil l be discussed in section 4.5. 

Ass mentioned before, collective agreements in the Dutch construction 
industryy are negotiated at the national level for the entire industry and are 
typicallyy extended to all workers and construction firms. Since training costs are 
sharedd collectively by all employers and employees in the industry, the effects of 
poachingg skilled workers can be eliminated. This provides employers with 
incentivess to train newcomers and outsiders who may or may not decide to 
switchh employer or to even leave the construction industry. 

4.55 Trainin g Flexibl e Constructio n Worker s 

Trainingg for flexible construction workers can be provided through a range of 
institutionall  arrangements, some of them similar to the way training 
entidementss are organi2ed for regular workers. Training can be laid down in a 
worker'ss individual employment contract, or agreed upon by union and 
managementt in collective bargaining. Access to training can also be offered 
throughh government intervention (e.g. legislation, targeted policies). Labor 
markett intermediaries can make training available in their role as the (quasi) 
employerr of flexible workers. Training decisions and investments can be left to 
thee individual employee, who is then faced with selecting courses that provide 
thee appropriate skills. Given the relative in-transparency of the training market. 
Inn this section I wil l present empirical evidence for the existence of training 
arrangementss for flexible workers. The findings are based on a series of in-
depthh interviews in both countries with union leaders, employer 
representatives,, training coordinators, and managers and directors of temporary 
workk agencies and other labor market intermediaries. I wil l discuss the 
intervieww results in terms of 1) the actors involved in the training arrangement, 
2)) the legal design of the arrangement, and 3) the causes and reasons driving 
actorss to initiate, organize and/or finance investments in the human capital of 
flexiblee workers in the construction industry. 

4.5.11 The Netherlands 

Theree are three incentives that help facilitate training for flexible construction 
workers:: through regulation (the collective agreement of the construction 
industryy and the collective agreement of the temporary work industry) and 
throughh the market. Three examples of training arrangements for flexible 
workerss are discussed in the boxes below: a major agency, member of the ABU 
employers'' association, a small agency, member of the NBBU association, and 
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aa subsidiary of a major temporary work agency specialized in the leasing of 
constructionn personnel. 

4.5.1.11 The Construction Industry's Collective Agreement 
Thee use of temporary agency workers constitutes an obligation for 
constructionn firms to contribute to the construction industry's training fund 
wheneverr these temporary workers' employment relationships are entirely 
governedd by the construction industry's collective agreement, as discussed 
underr i through iv in section 4.3.2. A construction firm can be exempted from 
thiss obligation if the temporary agency is willin g to contribute to the training 
fundd instead. This should be stipulated in an agreement between the 
constructionn firm and the temporary agency. Temporary agency workers who 
meett either one of the conditions under i through iv qualify for training, have 
similarr training rights as regular construction workers and training is offered 
underr the same conditions. There are no data on the number of temporary 
agencyy workers who are entitled to training financed and provided by unions 
andd management in the construction industry. Given the relatively low overall 
trainingg uptake by construction workers (see Section 4.4.2) we can assume that 
temporaryy agency workers wil l participate at similar (low) rates. Furthermore, 
thee FNV construction union contends that temporary agency workers are most 
likelyy to receive training at major construction firms.53 

4.5.1.22 The Temporary Agency Workers Collective Agreement 
Temporaryy work agencies that are exempted from the construction industry's 
collectivee agreement are bound by the collective agreement for temporary 
agencyy workers, which features its own mandatory training fund. In addition, 
thee 1999 Flexibility and Security Act (see Chapter 3) has created an obligation 
forr temporary work agencies to discuss a worker's training needs after having 
workedd 26 weeks for the agency. Eighteen to 24 months after the beginning of 
thee temporary employment relationship, an agency has to permanently hire a 
temporaryy worker. Clearly this creates an incentive for temporary work 
agenciess to keep workers employable. 

Inn the construction industry, temporary work agencies may qualify to 
becomee an apprenticeship firm as described in Section 4.4.2. In addition to 
generall  requirements for apprenticeship firms set by the construction industry's 
nationall  training and education body, temporary work agencies have to comply 
withh the 1998 WAAD I Act (see Chapter 3) in order to be accredited. 
Furthermore,, temporary work agencies have to be a member of either one of 
thee two principal staffing agency associations (ABU or NBBU). A temporary 
agencyy needs to employ training coordinators for each distinct type of 
apprenticeshipp it provides. These coordinators are responsible for the guidance 
andd supervision of the apprentice on the worksite. The temporary agency and 
thee apprentice sign a practice-employment contract. 

Thee practical component of the apprenticeship program is realized through 
dispatchingg workers to client-firm job-sites. Temporary work agencies can 

533 Personal communication organizer FNV Bouw, February 28, 2003. 
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placee their apprentice temporary workers only at construction firms that have 
beenn accredited as an apprenticeship firm by the construction industry's 
nationall  training body. Classroom training takes place at an ROC regional 
trainingg center. Agencies are responsible for supervising and monitoring an 
apprentice'ss progress. 

Duringg the year when temporary agency work was reintroduced on an 
experimentall  basis, half of the requests for temporary agency workers could 
nott be met by agencies essentially due to a lack of skilled personnel. The small 
numberr of agencies that have started to offer certified training programs to 
theirr workers use this as a unique selling point vis-a-vis their competitors. 
Givenn the gloomy past of temporary work in the trades, bona fide temporary 
workk agencies feel that they have to show their credibility by committing to 
investmentss in the skills of tradesmen. Since 1999 a handful of temporary work 
agenciess have met — or have been willin g to meet — the requirements set by the 
trainingg body for becoming an apprenticeship firm. 

Mostt temporary agency workers in the construction industry are people 
reenteringg the labor market and are often uncertain about the type of work they 
wantt to do. On average they possess skills at the lower or intermediate level. 
Typically,, agencies provide training aimed at acquiring narrow but deep skills, 
forr trades such as carpentry, masonry and tile-setters. 

Thee cases discussed in the three boxes reflect different ways for workers to be 
flexiblyflexibly  employed in the construction industry: as a temporary agency worker 
throughh an agency affiliated with the general association of staffing agencies 
ABUU or the general association of staffing agencies NBBU, or with a personnel 
leasee firm exclusively operating in the construction industry and bound by the 
industry'ss collective agreement. Both ABU and NBBU member agencies 
operatingg in the construction industry pay for the training of inexperienced 
newcomerss in the industry as a result of the training stipulation in both the 
ABUU and NBBU collective agreements. Because the building trades collective 
agreementt has been registered by the SMU (see Chapter 3) the agreement 
appliess to experienced and journeyman temporary agency workers employed by 
ABUU member agencies. As a result, ABU members, usually the major 
temporaryy work agencies, contribute to the building trades training fund. This 
doess not apply to temporary work agencies that are member of the NBBU, 
typicallyy the small and medium-sized agencies, which are bound by the NBBU 
collectivee agreement for the training of journeyman agency worker categories. 

Besidess the fact that the respective collective agreements affect the scope of an 
agency'ss training policy, the mere size of the agencies are also a determinant for the 
provisionn of flexible worker training. Box 4.1 illustrates what a major agency can 
achievee in the sense of a thorough, certified training program for its apprentices 
andd journeymen. It is also clear from this example for temporary work agencies 
thatt training provision and the availability of skilled agency workers are crucial in 
establishingg a credible reputation as a business partner in an industry that has been 
off-limit ss for agencies for nearly three decades. Furthermore this case shows that a 
solidd training program content, reliability as an agency and ample resources are not 
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sufficientt to address structural problems related to a lagging inflow of young, 

skilledd workers. It is also evident that developing and implementing training 

programss for which the participation of construction firms is a prerequisite will not 

resultt in overnight success. 

Thee case in Box 4.2 exemplifies a 'minimum training strategy': training uptake is 

nott actively encouraged by the agency and training provision is limited to what is 

requiredd (worker's safety) and needed (client demand). Financial risks are avoided 

byy dividing the costs between the agency, the worker and the client firm. This 

strategyy seems sufficient to survive in the market segment for low-skill manual 

constructionn work. 

Boxx 4.3 is an example of a labor market intermediary that through its 

affiliationn is disguised as a temporary work agency but in fact operates as a 

subcontractorr without being actually involved in the construction project, aside 

fromm temporarily deploying its permanent personnel. Much of this firm's 

strategyy is aimed at avoiding the domain governed by the Dutch flexicurity 

legislationn (see Chapter 3), given the fact that the workers on a temporary 

contractt are offered contracts for six months or less, enabling the firm to cut 

thesee workers if demand drops. While the firm is not involved in temporary 

agencyy work its strategy may well be triggered by the legislative changes aimed 

att improving the legal position of temporary agency workers. 

Boxx 4.1 
Thee large temporary work agency (ABU-member) 
Thee large agency employs approximately 1,000 temporary construction workers through fifteen branches 
specializedd in temporary building and construction employment. In addition to these specialized branches, 
temporaryy workers employed by the nearly 380 general branches can be referred to the building trades 
agency.. Through its specialized branches the agency offers two-year training programs, which have been 
certifiedd by the tripartite national body for training and education in the building trades, being only one of 
threee temporary work agencies with approved building trades training programs.54 Together with a 
representativee of the agency the temporary worker assesses his training need. The agency has committed 
itselff to initiate at least one training need assessment per worker. At any time during the employment 
relationshipp the temporary worker himself can manifest the desire for an assessment. Whenever a need 
forr training has been determined and discussed by temporary worker and agency representative, 
agreementss are formalized through a training contract. Training may take place during work hours, either 
on-the-jobb or off-the-job, or after work. If training is offered after work hours the temporary worker is 
expectedd to invest his or her own spare time in attending the training. Training costs are discussed and 
laidd down in a separate contract, which may include agreements about payback clauses or specifications 
aboutt a worker's financial contribution. An employee who enters the apprenticeship program is covered by 
thee building trades collective agreement, implying that workers have to be paid the building trades 
wages.555 With the supply of skilled labor decreasing, the agency is confronted with a rising need among 
employerss for qualified personnel. Most of the employees that come to the agency are people reentering 
thee labor market and are often uncertain about the type of work they want to do. On average they possess 
skillss at the lower intermediate level. The agency provides training aimed at acquiring narrow but deep 
skills,, whereas the typical training program in the building trades involves a broad level of basic skills. In 

544 The board of directors includes representatives from employers' associations, trade unions, 
andd educational institutions. 
555 Journeymen temporary workers are also covered by the, compared to the temporary agency 
collectivee agreement, more generous building trades agreement. Temporary workers without 
relevantt work experience or certified skills are covered by the temporary agency workers 
agreement. . 
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additionn to formal training provision, the agency has introduced informal on-the-job learning schemes by 
jointlyy dispatching inexperienced newcomers on the labor market and journeymen. Here, the younger is 
expectedd to learn by working side-by-side with the experienced worker. 
Byy offering education and training programs, the agency tries to reach out to especially younger, hard-to-
gett workers. Financial incentives for program participants are tuition reimbursement and graduation 
bonuses,, all funded by the tripartite training body. Program entrants are offered a 'training-employment 
contract',, reflecting the double status of the participant as both a trainee and an employee, or 'apprentice' 
ass this status is commonly referred to in the building trades. The theoretical component of the training 
programm is organized through the agency but offered by a separate training provider. The practical part of 
thee training, i.e. the acquisition of work experience, is carried out at the worksite of the client-firm. The 
agencyy has in-house experience regarding the training program requirements, and supervises the trainee-
employee'ss activities, achievements, and progress. 
Thee rationale for the agency to organize training programs for temporary workers lies in the idea that the 
tradess benefit mostly from skilled workers. Or as the director of the agency stated: "Trying to dispatch tow 
orr unskilled workers in the trades is guaranteed to fail. In order to survive in the trades, training provision 
iss key. The gloomy past of temporary work in the trades requires that bona fide temporary work agencies 
showw their good intentions by committing to investments in the skills of tradesmen." By offering two-year 
trainingg programs the agency also tries to have the trainee-employee committed to the program, to the 
job,, and to the agency. If a participant decides to leave the agency and thus the program he may be 
forcedd to payback (part of) the training costs. Upon completion of the training program and employment 
contractt a temporary worker may decide to stay with the agency or leave and carry the acquired and 
certifiedd skills to another employer. 
Inn the year 2001, the temporary work operations grew with 50 percent as the agency increased the 
numberr of temporary agency workers to 1,500. Early 2002 approximately 45 temporary agency workers 
weree employed under a combined 'training-employment contract'. The agency intends to double that 
numberr by the end of 2002. A major obstacle in placing workers in apprenticeship programs is the lack of 
firmss where apprentices can acquire work experience. A shortage of skilled workers has been one of the 
otherr problems the agency is running into. This is best illustrated by the deployment of temporary German 
constructionn workers. 
Thee national body for training and education (LOB) has provided the agency a provisional accreditation to 
offerr temporary agency workers access to training programs certified under the BBL. Since its 
accreditationn as a certified provider of BBL training programs, the agency has been searching for the right 
designn to implement its training policy. Originally the agency intended to decentralize training expertise to 
thee local branches. A turnover rate of 33 percent among the agency's permanent workers affected the 
qualityy of the interviews with and referral of temporary agency workers. As a consequence, assessments 
off temporary agency workers aptitude to successfully enter a program were inadequate as was the 
knowledgee on conditions to qualify for training programs. 
Inn 2002, the agency decided to centralize the implementation of its training policy. At the central level, a 
businesss unit consisting of journeymen-mentors has been established. This unit is embedded in a loosely 
knitt network of training institutions (notably regional training center ROCs), the LOB, and the regional 
alliancess of construction firms. Since 2001 the agency is cooperating with four regional alliances. The 
cooperationn is aimed at deployment by the agency of temporary workers at the alliances for a period of 
fourr months, after which workers are hired by the alliances. Although there are no numbers available, the 
cooperationn between agency and alliances has not yet been very fruitful as of early 2002. 
Potentiall trainees and newcomers are first employed as a temporary agency worker, during which they 
gainn work experience and familiarize themselves with the trades. If, after a while, both the temporary 
agencyy worker and the construction firm are willing to commit themselves to continuing the relationship 
thee temporary work agency may decide to offer the worker access to a BBL training program. The potential 
traineess come from one of the 56 contractor alliances and are usually less apt for training in a classroom 
environment. . 

Trainingg costs of the BBL are partly reimbursed by the LOB through an initial subsidy and a compensation 
off the exam costs. As of early 2002 trainees are offered a certified BBL course in carpentering. Other 
certified,, non-BBL courses cover worker safety and hazardous material (so-called VCA certified courses). 
Thesee courses are fully paid for by the agency and are typically offered to temporary agency workers in 
thee third stage of the temporary relationship. 
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Boxx 4.2 
Thee small temporary work agency (NBBU-member) 
Thiss small temporary work agency operating in the eastern part of the country (a short ride from the 
Germann border) started its business in the construction industry in 1998. Initially it focused on the GWW 
sectorr (soil, road and water), particularly on the temporary employment of drivers and machine operators, 
butt soon the agency expanded its activities to include all construction activities requiring 'hands'. It also 
broadenedd its line of business, offering payroll services to client firms as well as recruiting and selection. 
Ass elsewhere in the industry, a shortage of construction workers was felt in 1999, a situation described by 
thee agency as: "Every person willing to work in construction was given a job." (Consultant temporary work 
agency,, March 20, 2003) The labor market tightness forced the agency to start dispatching German 
workers,, who were, given the location of the agency, within its geographical scope. In 2002 the agency 
respondedd to the decline in the demand for construction personnel by cutting back on the staffing of 
Germann workers. 

Inn recruiting and selecting new workers the agency's main criterion is a worker's motivation to work in the 
constructionn industry. The majority of the agency's temporary workers holds low skills and is typically 
employedd at jobs requiring manual labor. These are often the jobs that are done by German workers. 
Workerss with intermediate and high skills are employed at jobs that usually offer more employment 
stabilityy with chances to be hired permanently. When a job at a client firm requires higher skills than held 
byy the incumbent agency worker then the agency will search for a higher-skilled replacement worker. In 
generall client firms rarely ask for certificates or other proof of a worker's experience or skill levels. The 
agency,, however, will check references in order to assess a worker's experience. 
Thee NBBU employer association, of which this agency is a member, has similar entitlements for training 
accesss laid down in its collective agreement as the ABU. The agency sends out a letter to each agency 
workerss qualifying for a training needs assessment. The agency reports that actual training need among 
low-skilll job-site personnel appears to be low: these workers prefer to spend time on the job instead of in 
school.. "If the agency worker feels no need to be trained then our responsibility ends there," the agency 
stated.. In certain situations training is provided in cooperation with a client firm, for instance if an 
inexperiencedd group of workers is temporarily employed. Here training is offered on demand of a client. 
Mostt training is directed at a worker's safety (the so-called VCA certificate). The actual training provision is 
organizedd by an affiliated unit of the agency. Training is financed through the NBBU training fund and by a 
mark-upp to be paid by the client firm. The latter affects the agency's competitiveness, as a result of which 
thee agency champions the view that "training cannot be too costly". If a worker receives training that 
directlyy improves his or her employability then a pay-back clause is included in a worker's employment 
contract:: if a worker leaves the firm prior to the end of the contract he or she has to pay back (part of) the 
trainingg costs. If a client firm wishes to permanently hire an agency worker who has received training, an 
additionall amount is added to the general costs involved with hiring a temporary worker. 

Boxx 4.3 

Thee personnel lease firm 
Thiss personnel lease firm exemplifies the odd one out: it is part of an internationally operating temporary 
workk agency but has specialized itself in permanently employing construction workers for temporary jobs. 
Three-quarterr of the 350 employees actually has a permanent contract. The remaining 90 people have a 
contractt for up to six months. All workers are covered by the building trades collective agreement. For 
manyy workers coverage by this agreement is one of the perks for joining the firm. Ninety percent of all 
employeess is a certified, journeyman carpenter. The need and desirability for worker training is identified 
andd discussed by the agency and its worker. This may lead to placement of a worker in a craft training 
programm or an apprenticeship. Because the firm has long been considered a temporary work agency by 
thee industry's national body for training and education (LOB) accreditation for BBL training programs has 
longg been suspended by the LOB. Since fall 2002 the firm is seen as a subcontractor and allowed to 
organizee BBL apprenticeships by offering training-employment contracts. Apprenticeship candidates are 
offeredd a six-month employment contract that provides the agency with time to assess the candidates' 
aptitude.. Eventually, the training-employment contract is signed between the agency worker, the agency 
andd the training provider. As with the ABU-member agency from Box 4.1, the personnel lease firm 
encounteredd difficulties in finding construction firms where BBL apprentices can acquire work experience. 
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Inn addition to the apprenticeship programs, the firm offers the so-called section 35B courses as laid down 
inn the building trades collective agreement. Because worker training entitlements are part of the building 
tradess collective agreement no pay-back clauses apply to apprenticeship nor craft training. 
Thee firm has weak ties with the temporary work agency, part of the same international concern as the firm, 
thatt specializes in construction personnel. The temporary work agency however, does not offer training at 
alll and functions as an intermediary between an agency worker and the personnel lease firm. The 
principall motive for the firm to offer training programs evolves from the building trades collective 
agreementt and the fact that the firm acknowledges the need for continuous worker training. In the past 
manyy workers left the firm because training was not offered at intermediate and higher levels. Since late 
20022 the number of employees has decreased from 450 as a result of market decline. Or as the 
interviewedd agency representative stated "in times of a market downturn we are the first to feel the bite". 

Inn all three cases regulation through a collective agreement creates a framework for 
firmss to provide worker training, whether or not they are employed as a temporary 
agencyy worker. This is consistent with traditional worker training in the 
constructionn industry. Actual training provision seems to be dictated by the 
demandd from the market and the need for and willingness of a firm to meet that 
demand.. The cases also show, to different extents, how firms address variation in 
workerr demand, from skill shortages to workforce redundancies. In sum: resources 
providee an agency with the time to develop skills, but skill development alone is 
tooo time consuming for an agency to survive in the spot market for labor. 

4.5.22 The United States 

Ass described in section 4.4.3 unions are the traditional providers of apprenticeship 
andd craft training in the U.S. construction industry. However, with respect to 
trainingg for flexible workers such as temporary agency workers and day laborers 
unionss play a passive role in terms of training provision. This stance has evolved 
fromm the defensive strategy of unions vis-a-vis temporary agencies in the 
constructionn industry. The following sections will describe the various training 
alternativess for flexible construction workers. 

4.5.2.11 Union Strategies 
Sectionn 4.3.3 illustrates the general union responses to the growth of temporary 
agencyy work in the construction industry. With respect to the provision of worker 
trainingg unions have not developed a specific strategy. Rather, training programs 
aree part of what unions consider to be their competitive edge: providing 
constructionn firms with skilled workers. High skill levels yield high union wages 
andd benefits, which should attract workers to the unions. As such the strategies to 
organizee temporary agency workers do not differ from those aimed at nonunion 
jobb sites in general. In order for a temporary agency worker to join a union, he or 
shee has to quit the agency job. While sometimes agency workers may be employed 
att a union job site through subcontracting, the general is that a temporary agency 
workerr cannot be a union member. The AFL-CIO's agenda for low-skilled 
temporaryy workers stresses the need for these workers to get access to 'high road' 
employment.. The relatively littl e success in organizing temporary agency workers 
suggestss that few agency workers have obtained access to construction union 
programs. . 
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4.5.2.22 Strategies by For-Profit Labor Market Intermediaries 
Thee results from interviews with representatives of temporary agencies and day 
laborr programs, as well as with nonunion training coordinators provide mixed 
resultss in terms of training enridements for flexible workers. A distinction 
shouldd be made between low-skill and high-skill agency workers. Temporary 
agenciess that specialize in low-skill, low-pay labor are generally reluctant to 
investt in the skills of their workers, besides providing basic safety instruction. 
Suchh instruction may take fifteen to sixty minutes, depending on a worker's 
experiencee or the agency's policy: 

"Basicallyy we teach our men to say 'no' to a contractor if a job is too 
dangerous.. When a new group of workers is sent to a jobsite I join them to see 
iff  they can handle the job, know how to work right. It's not that you grab a 
pickk and start digging." (Manager, Construction staffing firm 'H*) 

I ff  a client-firm wishes to continue its business with the agency either the same 
workerr wil l be sent out or, if the job requires additional skills the contractor can 
hiree a new worker from the agency. For these agencies there is no apparent 
needd to train workers, especially because of the limited range of skills that are 
required.. Training is no prerequisite for these agencies to stay in business. As 
managerss at two agencies phrased it: 

"Wee don't provide training, that's not our niche. Our selling point is the 
straightforwardd supply of manual labor." (Manager, Construction staffing firm 
'D') ) 

"Wee don't train, that's what schools are for." (Manager, Construction staffing 
firmfirm TO 

Agenciess view experience gained through learning-by-doing as a valuable skill, 
althoughh other contractors may have a hard time acknowledging these 
(intangible)) skills: 

"I ff  a worker is trainable, we'll do our best to train him. We'll send an 
experiencedd worker with him who will teach him skills on the job. Ten to 
twentyy percent of the people that stay with the agency are trained like this. We 
believee this is the best way to train someone. Once they got more skills, they 
mayy be hired [permanently] by contractors." (Manager, Construction staffing 
firmfirm 'HO 

Inn the course of 2000 a temporary work agency with about 80 locations across 
thee country, introduced two pilot-projects (in Connecticut and New York 
State)) offering free craft training programs. In order to qualify for participation, 
aa worker was required to have worked a minimum of 1,200 hours with the 
agency.. The training curriculum was set by the ABC, and the acquired skills 
weree registered with the NCCER. Because of the latter, a worker could, upon 
completionn of the program, carry the skills out of state where these would be 
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recognizedd by other employers. The program has been discontinued, according 
too the agency due to financial difficulties. 
Otherr temporary work agencies have developed relationships with local 
trainingg providers or employment development departments and reimburse 
workerss for courses and exams. Typically those agencies focus on intermediate 
andd high-skill temporary employment: 

"Peoplee can improve their skills through community colleges. And we will 
reimbursee them for all costs." (Job coordinator, Construction staffing firm 'E") 

"Wee don't train workers ourselves, but have strong ties with 'help 
organizations'' here, such as the EDD [Employment Development 
Department]]  and the Work Investment Board." (Manager, Construction 
staffingg firm '&) 

Whilee temporary agency workers are almost exclusively dispatched to nonunion 
contractors56,, nonunion contractors' associations such as ABC have not 
designedd a distinct training policy for these workers. Individual contractors are 
thereforee left to decide whether a temporary agency worker needs training and 
whetherr or not the contractor wants to share in the training expenses. Typically 
contractorss are reluctant to invest in the skills of agency workers. Although, as 
onee open-shop training coordinator stated, temporary work agencies could 
recoupp train costs by demanding higher mark-ups for higher skilled workers, 
agenciess often cite cost-efficiency as a reason not to train. 

"I ff  the temp agency is serious about training [a temporary agency worker] I 
cann quickly calculate the costs and show them that they can earn back the 
trainingg costs. Easily. (...) Occasionally a [temporary agency] worker decides to 
gett training, he'll come to the [training] center and pays for the training 
himself.""  (Director, ABC training center, Hayward) 

Cost-efficiencyy is a frequendy offered justification for their failure to invest in 
thee skills of a temporary worker. In addition, temporary agency representatives 
seee training as the responsibility of external training institutions. Some 
temporaryy work agencies appear not be convinced by the idea that training wil l 
enablee them to place higher skilled workers who wil l subsequendy bring a 
higherr markup for the agency. For the short term, the rationale not to train 
theirr workers may be beneficial to temporary work agencies. However, the 
currentt scarcity of qualified tradesmen in parts of the U.S. construction 
industryy should force labor market actors to consider (stepping up) training 
investments.. In the meantime, temporary workers with low or no skills seem to 
bee stuck in short term, low wage work with hardly any access to training 
programs. . 

566 Occasionally, as a result of subcontracting, temporary agency workers are employed at 
unionizedd jobsites. 
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I nn the open-shop segment of the industry, contractors tend to permanendy 
employy high skilled craftsmen, a core of workers that is supplemented when 
necessaryy by a ring of more temporary workers. Nonunion construction 
workerss rely on less well-known open-shop training programs, organized by 
contractorss associations such as the ABC. It is unclear to what extent these 
programss address the training needs of temporary workers, who essentially 
operatee in nonunion construction work. What is clear, though, is that 
temporaryy work agencies that dispatch low-skilled and unskilled workers hardly 
providee any training to these workers. 

4.5.2.33 Strategies by Non-Profit Intermediaries 
AA gamut of community- and faith-based organizations, unions and worker 
advocacyy groups, and other grassroots organizations supporting the cause of 
dayy laborers and other (low-income) flexible workers has mushroomed over 
thee past decade. The National Campaign for Jobs and Income Support, the 
Nationall  Alliance for Fair Employment, and the National Employment Project 
aree three of the most visible organizations providing local organizations with 
legall  resources, policy research and technical assistance. 

Throughh their activities and campaigns organizations try to influence the 
nationall  and state policy agenda in favor of low-income communities, mostly 
aimedd at improving worker rights and working conditions. At the local level 
manyy day laborers who are organized in day labor programs are mainly 
concernedd with housing, clothing, and food. A decent pay, health care and safe 
workingg conditions come second. Skill training is not on the short list of 
priorities.. In many cases undocumented immigrant day laborers need 
protectionn against harassment by the police and neighbors. If these safeguards 
aree built in, instruction on occupational safety and hazard and language courses 
cann be offered. Some programs (such as the one in San Francisco) go as far as 
assistingg workers in entering classes at community colleges in order to acquire 
work-relatedd skills. Local efforts to create access to (public) training programs 
havee been somewhat successful, but often includes all kinds of low-income 
workers,, not necessarily limited to flexible workers. 

4.5.33 Summary 

Staffingg agencies do not necessarily have to train their employees in order to 
makee them all-round workers since they are initially employed to perform a 
particularr task. After completion of that task, a contractor may hire the same 
worker,, or, if this worker is not capable of performing that task, hire a new 
workerr from the temporary agency. In the construction industry agencies may 
choosee to include training provision as one of its strategies to attract and retain 
workers,, particularly when labor is scarce. Not surprisingly, training costs 
appearr to be the major barrier for firms to invest in the skills of flexible 
workers.. Even if costs can be partly recouped (through payback clauses or 
higherr mark-ups) or pooled (through collective agreements) firms are hesitant 
too train. Ample resources, as one of the Dutch cases illustrates, may enable 
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firmsfirms to overcome the financial barriers. Without such preconditions, training, 
iff  provided, may be limited to trainable workers. 

4.66 Discussio n 

Thiss chapter presents us with a range of different outcomes in terms of the 
provisionn of training for flexible construction workers. The main differences 
betweenn the two countries seem to be rooted in the degree to which training in 
thee industry is made available to workers by (one of) the social partners (the 
rolee of associations) and the extent to which temporary agency work is 
legislatedd and/or regulated (the role of the state). 

Givenn the inclusive nature of strategies of the social partners in the Dutch 
constructionn industry, it does not come as a surprise that training is made 
availablee through the industry's collective agreement for several flexible worker 
categories.. There is no clear-cut evidence about the extent to which this 
categoryy of temporary agency workers actually participates in training 
programs.. However, in general, workers at large construction firms are the 
oness that actually participate in the training programs. With three out of four 
firmsfirms employing fewer than 10 workers, the majority of all construction firm 
missess out on training. The FNV union probably makes an educated guess, 
assumingg that mainly large contractors offer training for journeymen employed 
throughh temporary work agencies. 

AA second training avenue for Dutch flexible construction workers follows 
fromm the liberalization of temporary agency work in the construction industry, 
andd the legal and regulatory incentives (i.e. flexicurity legislation and the 
temporaryy work industry's collective agreement). Several major temporary work 
agenciess have introduced industry-approved apprenticeship programs and craft 
trainingg for journeymen in order to keep agency workers employable. Because 
thee training programs were set up under tight labor market conditions, agencies 
hadd difficulties attracting apt workers, a problem that has characterized the 
entiree construction industry over the past decade and that also finds a cause in 
thee declining appeal of construction work for school-leavers. Probably because 
off  the eagerness with which agencies have entered the market for temporary 
constructionn personnel, training strategies have not proven sustainable. 
Screeningg and selecting procedures were revised in order to improve the quality 
off  the inflow just prior to a market decline. As a result, inflow problems may 
havee been addressed, but agencies are now faced with a drop in the demand for 
temporaryy agency workers. 

Inn the U.S. construction industry the unions, being the traditional training 
providerss in the industry, have played a different role than their Dutch 
colleaguess in responding to temporary agency work in the industry. The recent 
growthh of temporary agency work has been a union concern (in terms of wages 
andd working conditions) and subject to union strategies (denouncing agency 
malpracticess and organizing temporary agency workers). Union actions have 
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predominantlyy led to legal changes at the state level, addressing temporary 
agencyy work. In terms of large-scale organizing of temporary agency workers, 
andd with it creating access to worker training, unions have been less successful. 
Unionss have attributed part of this to the fact that agency workers are even 
moree mobile than regular construction workers, making it harder for unions to 
reachh agency workers. This is however not different from temporary agency 
workk in the Netherlands. A second cause for the 'gap' between unions and 
temporaryy agency workers can be traced back to the general dichotomy in the 
U.S.. industrial relations system between union and nonunion employment (see 
Chapterr 1). With nonunion contractors being the major users of temporary 
agencyy workers agency work has become synonymous with nonunion work, 
causingg tension between unions and temporary work agencies. The sharp 
distinctionn within union jobs between the various trades further adds to an 'us-
versus-them'' approach: a craft union serves the interest of its members. This 
likelyy obstructs a successful strategy to address the more macro problem that 
thee growth of temporary agency work poses for U.S. unions. Most temporary 
agencyy workers therefore continue to work outside the reach of unions. 

Trainingg is essentially being left to the discretion of temporary work 
agencies,, their client firms and the agency workers. The agencies that specialize 
inn manual construction labor tend to limi t the training efforts to worker safety 
instruction.. Typically these agencies attract the kind of worker that is primarily 
interestedd in a paycheck at the end of the day. These workers do not generally 
worryy about long-term career perspectives, which suits the minimum training 
strategiess of the temporary work agencies. Agencies that temporarily employ 
intermediatee and high-skill workers to construction firms tend to invest more 
inn the skill levels of their workers. This skill-bias of worker training is a general 
traitt of a firm's investment decision (see also Chapter 2) and temporary work 
agenciess are, in this respect, no different from any other firm. 

A nn institutionalized social dialogue, with outcomes reflected in collective 
agreements,, both in the construction industry and in the temporary agency 
workk industry, can create incentives for employers and agencies to provide 
trainingg for flexible construction workers. However, these (Dutch) 
preconditionss are not a guarantee that actual training takes place, even when 
agenciess can pool training resources and reduce financial risks through the two 
industryy collective agreements. The trainability of workers, the availability of 
firmsfirms that offer work experience (the practical component of apprenticeship 
programs),, and the willingness of firms and agencies to spend time on training 
aree crucial in realizing training programs. Much of this is determined by the 
naturee of (the work in) the industry. Without these preconditions, as is the case 
inn much of the U.S. construction industry, temporary agency workers are cut 
offf  from avenues to union-provided training and have to rely on the willingness 
off  the nonunion contractor or the agency to invest in his or her skills. In this 
studyy I found littl e evidence that points in the direction of large-scale training 
programss for flexible workers initiated either by construction firms or 
temporaryy work agencies. In cases where agencies do offer training, these 
programss are skill-biased, leaving most of the low-skill workers without the 
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meanss to address their predicament. The absence of union involvement in the 
domainn of temporary construction work exacerbates the position of low-skill, 
low-payy agency workers. 
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55 Trainin g Flexibl e Worker s in the Informatio n Technolog y 
Industr y y 

EverybodyEverybody is getting fat. I don't know bow you could not make money. 
Eugenee Lupario, president Silicon Valley Technical Staffing 

(Wind,(Wind, September 2,1999) 

TheThe small tech staffingfirms in the hay Area have been decimated. 
Peterr Yessne, publisher Staffing Industry Report 

(Silicon(Silicon Valley Biqnk, March 8, 2002) 

Thiss chapter is structured similarly as Chapter 4. Section 5.1 describes the 
information-technologyy (IT) industry in terms of the organization of work and 
employment.. This is followed by sections describing and analyzing the 
industriall  relations system in the Dutch and U.S. IT industries (Section 5.2), the 
usee of flexible staffing arrangements (Section 5.3), and training for IT workers 
(Sectionn 5.4). These sections lead up to a presentation in Section 5.5 of 
empiricall  evidence on training arrangements for flexible workers in the IT 
industry.. Section 5.6 concludes this chapter with a discussion of the key 
findings. findings. 

5.11 Work Organizatio n and Employmen t 

Onee of the problems when studying the IT industry is the ambiguity in 
definitionss of the industry.1 In this study I look at those firms that are primarily 
involvedd in manufacturing computer equipment (hardware) or developing 
computerr programs (software) that run on this equipment. I also include firms 
thatt implement or support the implementation of software (service delivery).2 

Manyy firms have broadened their scope of business as they combined software 
andd hardware operations, software implementation and software development 
orr all three IT operations. For instance, consultancy firms have entered the 
industryy by adding software implementation to their core-business and in some 
casess have started to develop their own software programs. 

Thee IT industry changes rapidly, spurred by the high degree of technological 
innovation.. Hardware becomes idle quickly, and software programs upgrades 
comee with every new season. With the growing pervasiveness of software-
basedd processes in our society, the industry's clients and users grow. As the 

11 See also FENIT/Berenschot Informatica (1998). The IT industry is also referred to as the ICT 
industryy (where 'C' stands for 'communication') or the high-tech industry. 
22 This corresponds with the definition by the American Electronics Association of the high-tech 
industry.. Contrary to Castells (1996) I do not include genetic engineering. For statistical 
informationn in this study I rely on definitions of the IT industry used by the statistics agencies in 
thee Nedierlands, the United States and the OECD. 
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needd and demand for information technology increase, the market expands and 
competitorss enter. New firms try to fil l niches; market leaders have to stay 
competitive,, prompting further innovation. Firms compete for their market 
sharee by acquiring competitors or by merging with partner organizations. Some 
firmsfirms that once started out as office equipment companies, evolved into 
producerss of hardware, and have expanded their activities by including 
softwaree development. As a result, software and hardware employment as well 
ass manufacturing and service work have become increasingly intertwined and 
interdependent.. The most striking example of this development within a single 
firmfirm can be found at IBM , which originated as the maker of office (or 
'business')) machines but now is also involved in software development and IT 
servicess delivery, such as implementation of software applications at clients. 

A tt the end of the twentieth century, the IT industry has become highly 
globalized.. International trade of I T goods has grown at double the rate of 
tradee in all goods (OECD 2002). Not only export data reveal the international 
naturee of the industry, also the number of foreign-owned affiliates in a country 
indicatedd that the market for IT goods and services is a global one. For 
instance,, total sales of affiliates of U.S. IT firms operating abroad grew twice as 
fastt as the average for U.S. affiliates in all industries combined over the 1982-
19933 period (OECD 1997d). The significance of U.S.-owned IT firms abroad is 
illustratedd by the fact that assets of U.S. affiliates abroad were ten times those 
off  foreign-owned IT firms between 1982 and 1993 (ibid). Presumably, the 
pervasivenesss of American firms in the global IT industry provides the industry 
withh American traits, given the likelihood that multinational firms wil l bring 
partt of the corporate culture from their 'home country' to their 'host country' 
(Porterr 1990). 

Ass in many other industrialized countries, the IT industries in the Netherlands 
andd the United States showed an unparalleled growth, in terms of productivity, 
revenuess and employment (OECD 1997). The demand for skilled workers 
characterizedd much of the employment growth, leading to observations and 
predictionss of a (future) 'skill shortage' by industry associations and 
governmentt agencies (ITAA 1997; FENIT/Berenschot Informatica 1998; U.S. 
Departmentt of Commerce 1997). Especially in the United States, reports about 
aa shortage of skilled workers were debunked. U.S. GAO (1998) found no 
evidencee for a shortage of skilled IT workers in the United States. Mishel et al. 
(1999)) suggest that as far as there has been a shortage it only had a short-term, 
temporaryy character in a very low unemployment economy. Cappelli (2000) 
assertss that there is no shortage, but that there is merely a demand-side 
problem,, rooted in management practices that induce turnover in high-skill 
professionss and rely too heavily on college degrees. Instead of focusing on 
collegee experience and expanding immigration programs, policies should tackle 
within-fir mm problems, such as recruiting, and measuring and rewarding worker 
performance.. Other scholars conclude that it is simply impossible to 
quantitativelyy assess whether there is a shortage of information technology 
workerss (Freeman and Aspray 1999). 
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Thee debate over skill shortage focuses on those IT jobs that require medium 
andd high skills, suggesting that the IT industry predominantly offers work for 
peoplee holding these skills. As I show in this chapter, much manufacturing 
employmentt requires littl e or no work experience, can be divided up into small 
andd simple tasks, suitable for outsourcing to specialized production facilities. 

5.1.11 The Netherlands 

Thee Dutch IT industry is characterized by a large number of small 
establishments,, but is dominated by a few major, internationally operating 
firms.. In the computer manufacturing segment (classified as SBI 3002) of the 
I TT industry, the number of firms increased from 200 in 1993 to 385 in 2002, 
withh nearly all of the growth realized in computer manufacturing. The number 
off  firms in Dutch computer services (SBI 72) nearly tripled between 1993 
(6,265)) and 2003 (18,025). Two out of three companies employ no workers, 
andd operate as independent contractor. Less than 1 percent of computer 
servicess firms employed more than 100 workers. 

Employmentt growth in the IT industry was slow in the early 1990s, but 
startedd to pick up by 1995, especially in IT services (see Table 5.1). The second 
halff  of the 1990s saw a growth in investments in information technology by 
Dutchh companies economy-wide. Firms not only wanted to jump on the 
Internet-bandwagon,, they also had to address the millennium bug and prepare 
forr the introduction of the euro-currency. These investments boosted revenues 
andd employment at IT firms, particularly those providing IT services. Total 
employmentt in the IT industry increased by 28 percent during the 1995-98 
period,, by far exceeding the growth rate for the same period in the overall 
economyy (8 percent). As mentioned, employment growth was largely realized 
inn the IT services segment (software, implementation, support and 
consultancy),, with employment rising from nearly 39,000 (1993) to 120,000 in 
2001.. The tight labor market for employees in the IT industry in the late-1990s 
iss best illustrated by the vacancy rate: in 1999, there were 81 vacancies on every 
1,0000 jobs in the IT industry, compared to 30 job openings per 1,000 jobs in 
thee private sector as a whole (CBS 1999). The slightly downward shift in the 
educationall  background of IT workers indicates a shortage of high-skill 
workerss and reflects a tendency of firms to recruit students from schools and 
collegess before they can obtain a degree (Table 5.2). 

Tablee 5.1 
Employmentt in the Dutch IT industry, 1993-2001 (in thousands) 

19933 1995 1997 1999 2001 

ITT Manufacturing (SBI 30) 7.3 7.2 7.0 8.3 8.4 

ITT Services (SBI 72) 38.9 47.5 68.7 108.3 120.7 

Telecommunicationn and components (SBI 32) N/A 98.8 115.0* 123.0 138.8 

Source:Source: Statistics Netherlands; OECD (2002). 
Note:'1998 8 
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Tablee 5.2 
Distributionn of skill levels in the Dutch IT industry, 1996 and 2000-2002 

1996s)) 2000"' 2001b) 2001c) 2002c> 

Intermediatee vocational education 11 29 29 22 17 

Higherr vocational education 60 45 48 47 50 

Universityy 28 22 21 23 24 

Source:Source:a)a) Computable (2001a);b) Computable (2002a);c) Automatiseringgids (2002). 

Givenn the potential of the IT industry to generate jobs and the ever increasing 
relevancee of information technology in society the Dutch government sought 
wayss to encourage the introduction of IT start-ups. Many entrepreneurs 
indicatedd that they needed management and organizational support in order to 
actuallyy start-up an IT firm and bring products and services to the market. 
Furthermore,, high risks involved with starting up an IT firm posed substantial 
barrierss for entrepreneurs to obtain capital in order to start up or develop an IT 
company.. Through the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the government 
addressedd the 'unfriendly' climate for Dutch entrepreneurs by introducing a 
rangee of policy measures under an umbrella called the Twinning Concept'. 
Twinning,, a so-called incubator for IT start-ups, comprised three elements: a 
network,, centers and funds. The Twinning Network consisted of experienced 
Dutchh IT executives led by former Compaq vice-president Roel Pieper. The 
Twinningg Centers would accommodate the physical business needs of start-ups 
(e.g.. office space). The Twinning Funds provided Dutch IT entrepreneurs with 
venturee capital to start-up and expand IT businesses.3 Al l in all, from 1998 to 
20022 the Dutch government would invest nearly euro 20 million through 
Twinningg to encourage the start-up of Dutch IT companies. Given the 
restrictionss set by the European Commission on state support individual firms 
couldd receive up to euro 180,000 in government funding. At the height of the 
I TT boom, the Dutch parliament decided that the government should privatize 
Twinning.. Under worsening market conditions the government found no 
potentiall  buyers and decided to support Twinning, provided that it would 
breakk even by the end of 2003. It did not succeed in achieving this goal and the 
governmentt was forced to terminate this initiative. Long considered a 'best 
practice',, Twinning was one of several government subsidies and investment 
measuress that were introduced in the late 1990s to boost innovation in the 
Dutchh IT industry and other technological industries.4 

Thee first years of the new millennium marked a decline in economic growth of 
thee IT industry. The international economic recession and reduced domestic IT 
spending,, partly due to market saturation and the 'millennium push' no longer 
beingg a force, caused IT firms to cut their workforce. Job openings for the 
computerr services segment slightly declined to 77 per 1,000 jobs, whereas the 

33 Kamerstukken II1997-1998, 25518, no. 4. 
44 See Ritsema (2000) for an overview of the measures. 
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overalll  vacancy rate in the Dutch economy was 34.5 Industry growth is mainly 
attributedd to telecommunication companies and computer services firms. 
Particularlyy firms specialized in security software thrive in the post-September 
111 period. Another development dominating the Dutch IT industry in the new 
millenniumm is the outsourcing of work to Asia and Eastern Europe (CBS 2002). 

5.1.22 The United States 

Thee American Electronics Association provides an adequate working definition 
off  the U.S. IT industry, including hardware, software, and services, also used by 
thee Bureau of Labor Statistics (AeA 2003).6 The computer manufacturing 
industryy ('SIC 357' in the old classification system, 'NAICS 334* in the new 
Northh American Industry Classification System) is defined as those 
establishmentss that are primarily engaged in manufacturing electronic 
computers,, peripherals, and storage devices.7 Employment in computer 
manufacturingg has gradually declined over time, as demonstrated in Table 5.3. 
Tabless 5.4 and 5.5 show employment development for the communication 
equipment,, and electronic components and accessories industries, which both 
includee parts of computer manufacturing employment as defined in NAICS 
334. . 

Tablee 5.3 
Employmentt and wages in U.S. computer manufacturing, 1999-2002 

1999 9 

2000 0 

2001 1 

20021) ) 

20022' ' 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Notes: : 
1)) NAICS 334100 (Computer and Peripheral Equipment Manufacturing) is 84.1 percent of SIC 357. 
2)) NAICS 333300 (Commercial and Service Industry Machinery) is 4.6 percent of SIC 357. 

Employment t 

331,230 0 

355,830 0 

318,940 0 

236,750 0 

123,580 0 

Mediann Hourly Wage 

$22.33 3 

$22.27 7 

$24.23 3 

$25.13 3 

$16.71 1 

Meann Annual 

$52,100 0 

$53,360 0 

$56,950 0 

$60,110 0 

$43,410 0 

55 Source: Statistics Netherlands (2001), Webmaga^ine April 2, 2001. Retrieved at: 
http://wwwxbs.rd/pubUcaties/artikelen/algemeen/webrnagazine/artikelen/20011 /0747k.htm 
66 The definition includes several industry segments not used for the definition in the 
Netherlands. . 
77 SIC 357 is further divided in: Electronic Computers (SIC 3571), Computer Storage Devices 
(SICC 3572), Computer Terminals (3575). Computer Peripheral Equipment, not elsewhere 
classifiedd (SIC 3577). Calculating and Accounting Machines, except Electronic Computers (SIC 
3578),, and Office Machines, not elsewhere classified (SIC 3579). NAICS 334 includes: 
Computerr and Peripheral Equipment Manufacturing (3341); Communications Equipment 
Manufacturingg (3342); and Semiconductor and Other Electronic Component Manufacturing 
(3344). . 

http://wwwxbs.rd/pubUcaties/artikelen/algemeen/webrnagazine/artikelen/2001
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Tablee 5.4 
Employmentt and wages in U.S. communications equipment, 1999-2002 

Year r 

1999 9 

2000 0 

2001 1 

20021) ) 

Employment t 

266,330 0 

284,500 0 

242,230 0 

166,410 0 

Median n 

$18.35 5 

$18.05 5 

$19.16 6 

$18.38 8 

Hourlyy Wage Meann Annual Wage 

$46,010 0 

$46,100 0 

$48,420 0 

$48,510 0 
Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Note: : 
111 NAICS 334200 (Communications Equipment Manufacturing) is 85.2 percent of SIC 366. 

Tablee 5.5 
Employmentt and wages in U.S. electronic components and accessories, 1999-2002 

Year r 

1999 9 

2000 0 

2001 1 

20021) ) 

Employment t 

662,170 0 

718,340 0 

584,060 0 

497,110 0 

Mediann Hourly Wage 

$13.67 7 

$14.40 0 

$15.99 9 

$17.05 5 

Meann Ar 

$37,150 0 

$38,750 0 

$42,990 0 

$46,100 0 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Note: : 
1)) NAICS 334400 (Semiconductors and Electronic Components) is 95.6 percent of SIC 367. 

Fromm 1999 to 2002 production occupations made up a fift h to a quarter of 
totall  employment in the computer manufacturing industry. The average annual 
wagee of a production worker in this industry ($28,800) is significantly lower 
thann the two other prominent occupational groups, computer and 
mathematicall  occupations ($76,120) and architecture and engineering 
occupationss ($70,470), and presses down the average wage in this industry. 
Electricall  and electronic equipment assemblers comprise more than half of all 
productionn workers in this industry. Employment in electronic equipment, 
electronicc components, and semiconductors (SIC 367) has remained fairly 
stablee during 1988-1996 (608,600 and 608,900 workers respectively (Luker and 
Lyonss 1997). This industry comprises establishments primarily engaged in 
manufacturingg semiconductors and other components for electronic 
applications.. Examples of products made by these establishments are 
capacitors,, resistors, microprocessors, bare and loaded printed circuit boards, 
electronn tubes, electronic connectors, and computer modems. While Michael 
W.. Hart, then director of personnel relations at National Semiconductor Corp. 
thoughtt in 1983 that "we wil l be changing all our collars to white over the next 
feww years" (Forester 1987), production jobs continue to make up early half of 
alll  employment in the semiconductor industry. Typically production workers, 
suchh as assemblers, earn a median hourly wage of $11 (compared to almost $25 
hourlyy for engineering occupations in the same industry). 

Thee number of jobs in computer services (SIC 737/NAICS 5415) increased 
fromm 106,700 in 1972 to 628,600 in 1987 and 2.2 million in 2000. Employment 
inn computer and data-processing services and selected components grew at 
nearlyy 14 percent yearly over this period (see Table 5.6). This industry 
comprisess establishments primarily engaged in providing expertise in the field 
off  information technologies through one or more of the following activities: (1) 
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writing,, modifying, testing, and supporting software to meet the needs of a 
particularr customer; (2) planning and designing computer systems that integrate 
computerr hardware, software, and communication technologies; (3) on-site 
managementt and operation of clients' computer systems and/or data 
processingg facilities; and (4) other professional and technical computer-related 
advicee and services. Table 5.7 shows recent employment changes. 

Tablee 5.6 
Annuall employment growth in U.S. computer and data-processing services, 1995-2001 (percentages) 

1995-20000 2000-2001 

Computer-programmingg services 

Prepackagedd software 

Computerr integrated systems design 

Dataa processing and preparation 

Informationn retrieval services and computer-related services 

Averagee growth 

15.7 7 

10.5 5 

11.0 0 

4.9 9 

23.4 4 

13.6 6 

1.5 5 

4.5 5 

5.3 3 

5.9 9 

3.4 4 

3.6 6 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics cited in Krantz (2002). 

Tablee 5.7 
Employmentt and wages in U.S. computer services, 1999-2002 

Year r 

1999 9 

2000 0 

2001 1 

200211 1 

2002*' ' 

20023' ' 

20024' ' 

2002"1 1 

20021,;i,:J)*,5) ) 

Employment t 

1,896,070 0 

2,243,030 0 

1,987,460 0 

1,119,150 0 

295,370 0 

244.550 0 

130,640 0 

32,700 0 

1,822,410 0 

Mediann Hourly Wage 

$23.54 4 

$25.00 0 

$26.48 8 

$28.30 0 

$20.03 3 

$30.91 1 

$23.67 7 

$25.14 4 

N/A A 

Meann Annual Wage 

$53,660 0 

$56,960 0 

$59,740 0 

$65,810 0 

$49,130 0 

$69,730 0 

$58,250 0 

$61,330 0 

N/A A 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Notes: Notes: 
1>> NAICS 541500 (Computer Systems Design and Related Services) is 58 percent of SIC 737. 
2)) NAICS 518200 (Data Processing, Hosting and Related Services) is 13.7 percent of SIC 737. 
3)) NAICS 511200 (Software Publishers) is 12.4 percent of SIC 737. 
4)) NAICS 518100 (Internet Providers and Web Search Portals) is 8.5 percent of SIC 737. 
5)) NAICS 516100 (Internet Publishing and Broadcasting) is 1.8 percent of SIC 737. 

Inn order to meet the temporary need of U.S. employers for workers the 
Immigrationn and Nationality Act of 1952 created the so-called H-l nonimmigrant 
category,, enabling employers to temporarily hire foreign workers. The law was 
amendedd by the Immigration Act of 1990, which allowed U.S. employers to hire 
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foreignforeign workers in certain specialty occupations, generally those requiring a 
bachelor'ss degree or its equivalent, under the H-1B visa classification. Foreign 
workerss such as engineers, teachers, computer programmers, medical doctors, and 
physicall  therapists may be employed under this classification. Given the growing 
needd for IT personnel during the second half of the 1990s and the simultaneous 
shortagee of skilled workers in the domestic labor market, U.S. firms increasingly 
soughtt the solution for their staffing needs overseas. The H-1B visa program 
enabledd IT firms to hire high-skill foreign workers for specialty occupations.8 In 
orderr to further accommodate IT firms and other companies in need of skilled 
workers,, the U.S. government decided to increase the annual cap on H-1B visas 
forr fiscal year 1999 from 65,000 to 115,000 under the 1998 American 
Competitivenesss and Workforce Improvement Act. On June 15, 1999, the 
Immigrationn and Naturalization Service announced that the visa cap was reached, 
welll  before the end of the fiscal year in September. Of the maximum 115,000 H-
1BB visas, 79,000 had been approved for IT-related occupations, compared to 6,000 
inn 1992 (GAO 2000b). After a long debate in Congress the yearly limit was raised 
inn 2000, to 195,000 for the years 2001 through 2003, with the passage of the 
Americann Competitiveness in the Twenty-First Century Act. In the year 2000, 60 
percentt of the 115,000 approved H-1B visas were for IT-related occupations and 
theirr share declined with the economic downturn. In 2002, 45 percent of the 
79,1000 approved H-1B beneficiaries was employed in an IT job (GAO 2003). 

Withh littl e doubt, the epicenter of the American, if not that of the world, IT 
industryy can be located at the south tip of the San Francisco Bay Area, in Santa 
Claraa County. Silicon Valley, as this region is more popularly referred to, 
probablyy captures best the impact on the organization of work and on 
employmentt in the IT industry in the past decades. Since Stanford University 
graduatess William Hewlett and David Packard started their electronics firm in a 
garagee in Palo Alt o in the 1930s, the region has become home to many IT 
firms.firms. In 2002, 500 of the 3100 members of the American Electronics 
Association,, one of the industry's main lobby organizations, were located in 
Siliconn Valley. 

Thee federal government, in purchasing electronic components for defense 
andd aerospace purposes, influenced the growth of the U.S. IT industry in the 
1940ss and 1950s, particularly the production of semiconductors (Levin 1982). 
Siliconn Valley was one of the regions were semiconductor manufacturers 
flourished,flourished, sowing the seeds for economic development in an area long known 
forr its agriculture. In the 1980s and 1990s, the region saw the arrival of 
personall  computer makers, software firms, and internet companies. 

Thee high degree of innovation that triggered the rapid growth of Silicon 
Valleyy as the world's leading technology region is attributed to regional features 
(Saxeniann 2000). Nearby Stanford University and the University of California at 

88 For instance, among the top six firms with the most approved H-1B workers during the first 
fivefive months of fiscal year 2000 (October 1999-February 2000) were Motorola, Oracle, Cisco, 
Intel,, and Microsoft, which together employed nearly 3 percent of all 81,000 nonimmigrant 
workerss authorized during that period (INS 2000). 
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Berkeleyy delivered graduates with a shared educational background, enabling 
informall  relationships between firms. The close inter-firm ties were further 
facilitatedd through the spatial proximity of firms in the Valley. Informal 
socializingg after work and information exchange on the job between 
competitorss prompted the diffusion of technological knowledge and labor 
markett information. People developed strong loyalties with people, rather than 
withh companies or industries. As Saxenian (2000) concludes, Silicon Valley was 
characterizedd by inter-firm and inter-industry networks, in which firm 
boundariess had become blurred. 

Thee boom and bust of the IT industry in the United States is probably best 
illustratedd by employment and wage data for the so-called driving industry 
clusterss in Silicon Valley, comprising geographic concentrations of 
interdependentt firms in related industries (joint Venture: Silicon Valley 1998). 
Thee clusters include computers and communications; semiconductors and 
semiconductorr equipment; software; bioscience; defense and aerospace; 
innovationn services; and professional services.9 In 2001, these clusters 
representedd 41 percent of all jobs in Silicon Valley. Tables 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate 
employmentt and wage growth for Silicon Valley's IT clusters during the 
informationn technology boom and bust. 

Tablee 5.8 
Annuall employment changes in Silicon Valley IT industry dusters, 1996-2002 

19955 1996 1997 1998 1999 2001 2002 

Computerss and communications N/A 

Semiconductorss and . „ Q 0 

semiconductorr equipment 

Softwaree +7,215 

Source:Source: Joint Venture's Silicon Valley Index, various years. 

Tablee 5.9 
Averagee annual wage in Silicon Valley IT industry clusters, 1995-2001 

19955 1997 1999 2000 2001 

Computerss and communications $62,500 $73,080 $124,700 $166,100 $117,300 

S n l ^ u T p m e n tt $ 7 4 ' 3 0 0 $ 8 3 ' 6 9 0 * 1 1 7 ' 0 0 0 «160,300 $116,600 

Softwaree $78,400 $90,380 $110,100 $165,200 $112,000 

Source:Source: Joint Venture's Silicon Valley Index, various years. 

Thee number of publicly traded firms in Silicon Valley of which revenues have 
grownn at least 20 percent in (at least) the preceding four years, with a minimum of 

+10,10 0 0 

+9,60 0 0 

N/A A 

+7,50 0 0 

N/A A 

+8,30 0 0 

+6,21 0 0 

+6,71 0 0 

+6,97 0 0 

+17 0 0 

-13,40 0 0 

+12,60 0 0 

+14,00 0 0 

+4,40 0 0 

++ 6,40 0 

-27,00 0 0 

-16,00 0 0 

-15,60 0 0 

99 Innovation services include computer maintenance, repair, leasing and rental, as well as 
engineering,, research and testing, and wholesale trade. Among professional services personnel 
supplyy services and temporary agency work can be found. 
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$11 million, declined from 92 in 1998 to 9 in 2002, the fewest since 1992, Less than 
halff  of these so-called nine gazelle companies in 2002 were in IT.10 

5.1.33 Summary 

Whatt becomes clear from the sections above is the fact that the IT industry is very 
diversee in terms of the economic activity of the firms grouped under this label, 
includingg both manufacturing and service jobs. It is therefore not surprising that 
ITT jobs range from low-skill (e.g. assembly line workers in computer 
manufacturers)) and intermediate-skill (e.g. technical writers) to high-skill (e.g. data 
basee administrators) occupations. IT firms in both countries had difficulties in 
meetingg the demand for skilled IT labor during the 1990s, increasingly relying on 
temporary,, outside workers. 

AA main difference between the two countries is of course that the heart of IT 
innovationn lies in the United States. In the Netherlands, developments in the IT 
industryy follow those in the United States. Whereas entrepreneurship is more a 
givenn in the United States, the Dutch government had to play an active role in 
orderr to remove barriers for start-up companies in the Netherlands. 

5.22 Industria l Relations 11 

Whereass construction is an age-old industry, information technology is relatively 
young,, with major parts of it having originated in the past three decades. Its 
idiosyncrasiess has shaped a terrain that is relatively unfamiliar to unions: an, on 
average,, relatively highly skilled workforce, high worker mobility, management 
strategiess to bring workers into the company on a temporary basis (by using 
contractorss or other flexible workers) or to take work out of the company to 
workerss overseas (outsourcing to workers in India, China and, more recendy, low-
wagee countries in Eastern Europe). In addition to these industry features, a more 
generall  law shaped industrial relations in the IT industry, namely that labor market 
conditionss determine who has the upper hand in negotiating the employment 
contract:: the firm or its employee. The shortage of skilled IT workers in the late 
1990ss provided high-skill workers with the power to individually negotiate the 
mostt favorable contracts. With bargaining power residing in the individual worker, 
thee need for union representation seemed absent for a majority of IT workers. 
Thiss section provides a brief historical context of the industrial relations in the 
Dutchh and U.S. IT industries. This context helps understand the training initiatives 
thatt take place in the IT industry both for regular workers (Section 5.4) as well as 
forr flexible workers in the industry (Section 5.5). 

100 These nine firms were: Affymetrix, Inc., eBay, Inc., Greater Bay Bancorp, Inhale Therapeutic 
Systems,, Liberate Technologies, Net IQ Corp., Sangstat Medical Corp., Verisign, Inc., and 
Viragee Logic Corp. 
111 This section draws on Van Liempt and Van Velzen (2003). 
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5.2.11 The Netherlands 

Workerss in the IT industry are represented by the unions of the federations CNV, 
FNV,, and De Unie. Union density strongly varies among the three IT segments. 
Membershipp for the hardware segment is estimated at 28 percent, whereas 6 
percentt of employees at software and IT services companies is a union member.12 

Thee 'Vereniging ICT Nederland' is the principal lobby organization for IT 
companies.. This organization, which primarily focuses on influencing the agenda 
off  policy makers, represents 300 office equipment companies (united in V-ICT 
Nederland)) and 200 software firms (which are member of FENIT13). 

Inn terms of regulation of industrial relations, the Dutch IT industry is characterized 
byy a sharp distinction between software and hardware companies. For long, 
collectivee bargaining and the use of collective agreements have been limited to the 
hardwaree segment of the IT industry. This has originated from the fact that current 
hardwaree firms have their roots in the office equipment industry, a traditional part 
off  the economy in terms of the industrial relations system. The hardware segment 
iss covered by a collective agreement (usually referred to as the 1CK agreement') 
whereass most software companies do without such an agreement. Hardware firms 
aree represented in the ICK collective bargaining process by 'Werkgeversvereniging 
ICT'. . 

Thee ICK agreement is not extended by the Ministry of Employment and Social 
Affairss to include all hardware firms.14 According to Van Liempt and Van Uffelen 
(2000)) extension of the agreement would affect other industries that operate in 
similarr areas as hardware firms, such as manufacturing (assembly of metal 
components;; micro electronics) and retail (sellers of office supplies). The firms that 
aree bound by the ICK agreement (almost) exclusively employ personnel that sells, 
assembles,, distributes, repairs and/or maintains (part of) hardware.15 The ICK 
agreementt includes the following under 'hardware': 

Hardwaree systems (infrastructure for data processing); 
Officee machines (technology supporting administration and administration 
processes); ; 
Networkk infrastructure (design and implementation of physical 
infrastructuree for data transport); 
Systemm software; 
Documentt services (operational management of client document flows).16 

122 Both figures pertain to 1999 (Computable 2001b). 
133 FENIT members represent 80 percent of all software companies. 
144 According to the FNV database the agreement would cover 11,800 workers (15,600 after 
extension).. The collective agreement was not extended as of January 2002. 
iss Cluster 2, sections 1.1 and 2.1 of the 2000-2001 ICK agreement. 
166 Cluster 2, section 2.2 of the ICK agreement. The agreement excludes retail firms with 50 
percentt or more of their revenues originating from sales of books, maga2ines, CD-I en CD-
ROM,, office equipment, and automated products other than software and hardware services. 
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Inn addition to the hardware segment, collective agreements have been concluded at 
severall  companies in the software and services segments (see Table 5.10). These 
companies,, however, constitute a minority in terms of the number of people 
coveredd by an agreement: in 2001, 23 percent of all employees in software and IT 
servicess were covered by a collective agreement. The current ICK and company 
agreementss cover about 50,000 employees. 

Generally,, management of software and services firms indicates that high-skill 
workers,, who are dominant in this part of the industry, do not need to be 
representedd by unions. According to management, union involvement would 
impedee worker mobility and flexibility . Unions themselves feel that there remains a 
clearr need for their presence in the industry, although they acknowledge that high-
skilll  workers are capable of negotiating many of the terms and conditions of their 
employment.. Often management negotiates with the company's works council, but 
collectivee agreements can only be concluded between management and unions. 
Typically,, collective agreements in the IT industry address issues at headlines in so-
calledd 'framework agreements', leaving room for individual companies to negotiate 
withh individual employees about the specifics of an employment contract. 

Companyy and collective agreements in the Dutch IT industry (2003) 

ICKK collective agreement 

Philipss 'A' 

Philipss 'B' 

Pinkk Roccade 

Atos-Origin n 

Getronics s 

Oce e 

Xerox x 

EDSS International 

Torex-Hiscom m 

Debiss IT Services Benelux 

Bull l 

T-systems s 

Employeess covered 

31,000* * 

20,000 0 

14,000 0 

8,700 0 

9,000 0 

5,600 0 

4,000 0 

2,300 0 

1,540 0 

300 300 

209 9 

200 0 

200 0 

Source:Source: FNV Collective Agreement Database; personal communication FNV organizer; personal 
communicationn organizer De Unie. 
Note:Note: These are all workers employed at firms that are members of "Werkgeversvereniging ICT'. 

Twoo factors underlie an IT firm's decision to conclude a collective agreement 
withh unions (Van Liempt forthcoming). One factor is rooted in the corporate 
culturee and history. Some of the firms using a collective agreement have 
originatedd from computing centers, which were established decades ago under 
conditionss favoring the use collective agreements. Two of these companies are 
Roccadee (later merged with Pink Elephant to become PinkRoccade) and 
Origin,, which was acquired by the French company Atos, but started as a part 
off  consumer electronics firm Philips NV. 
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AA second factor causing firms to conclude a collective agreement is triggered 
byy the growth strategy. Acquisitions of one IT firm by another can sometimes 
onlyy take place on the condition of the acquiring firm promising to use a 
collectivee agreement. It is the acquired firm demanding that a collective 
agreementt is used, securing a high level of terms and conditions of 
employmentt for its personnel. 

5.2.22 The United States 

Withh the rise of employment in the IT industry in the 1970s came union 
attemptss to organize IT workers. In Silicon Valley, traditionally the heart of the 
U.S.. IT industry, the United Electrical Radio and Machine Workers (UE) 
reachedd out to workers in manufacturing jobs at semiconductor companies 
throughh its organizing committees. They were met with fierce resistance by the 
employers.. Intel's co-founder Robert Noyce epitomized the anti-union climate 
inn the industry: "Remaining non-union is an essential for survival for most of 
ourr companies. If we had the work rules that unionized companies have, we'd 
alll  go out of business. This is a very high priority for management here. We 
havee to retain flexibility  in operating our companies. The great hope for our 
nationn is to avoid those deep, deep divisions between workers and 
management,, which can paralyze action" (Rogers and Larsen 1984, 191). The 
Machinists,, the Teamsters and the Stationary Engineers unions, attempted 
severall  times to organize Intel workers. Only once did they manage to get an 
election,, in which they were defeated by a four to one margin (Wolfe 1983). 

Off  all union drives in Silicon Valley since the early 1970s none of them brought 
workerss a union contract. The anti-union stance among employers coupled 
withh union-busting strategies constituted only one of the barriers for unions to 
enterr the IT industry. A substantial number of both high and low-end IT 
positionss is occupied by foreign workers. Both undocumented workers in 
manufacturingg jobs and H-1B visa holders (guest workers) in software 
companiess - for whom being employed is a prerequisite to live in the country -
shunn union involvement for fear of being deported. Unions fight an uphill 
battlee also because of the shortage of skilled workers that characterizes much 
off  the 1990s. Companies apply a wide range of strategies to entice workers to 
joinn a firm and stay with the company, from foosball tables and free bagels on 
Mondayss to signing bonuses and stock options. Employees can ask almost 
everythingg they want, or they wil l leave for another firm, particularly in 
Californiaa where non-competition clauses are prohibited. Being able to vote 
withh their feet, 'dot-com yuppies' and 'Internet cowboys' do not feel a need for 
aa union. 

However,, during these boom times unions managed to tap into the 
discontentt of a group of high-tech have-nots: the temporary workers who are 
employedd on a large scale by firms in the IT industry. In 1998, all eyes were set 
onn the Seattle area where a number of (former) temporary agency workers at 
Microsoftt Corporation organized themselves in order to collectively voice their 
dissatisfactionn with the way Microsoft and temporary work agencies are 
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treatingg agency workers. To secure the organization's flexibility,  6,000 out of 
Microsoft'ss approximately 19,000 Seattle-based workers at that time were 
'contractors':: temporary workers who are on assignment at Microsoft for a 
durationn anywhere between six months and six years. Microsoft does not hire 
thesee 'permatemps' as they are popularly dubbed, but rather sends them to a 
temporaryy work agency through which they are then employed at Microsoft. 
Microsoftt executives stated that using temporary agency workers is fair to these 
workers:: workers do not come in thinking they have permanent jobs only to 
findfind themselves out of work at the end of their project (New York Times 1999). 
A tt Microsoft the temporary agency workers do exacdy the same work as 
regularr Microsoft employees. What separates the agency workers from 
Microsoftt employees is the fact that they miss out on benefits, cannot attend 
companyy events and have to wear orange ID badges, distinguishing them from 
thee blue-badge Microsoft workers. Non-competition clauses prohibit agency 
workerss to apply for jobs at Mcrosoft (Seattle Times 1999). In the light of these 
workingg conditions and in the wake of the decision in Vizcaino v. Microsoft Corp. 
(seee Chapter 3), the aforementioned group of (former) temporary workers 
establishedd WashTech, the Washington Alliance for Technology Workers.17 

WashTech'ss member base slowly but steadily expanded over the months 
followingg its inception, with technology workers from other companies in the 
Seattlee area joining the alliance. Microsoft's chose to ignore the worker 
representationn as it considers the temporary work agencies to be the employers 
off  the workers (Seattle Times 1999). WashTech became an official affiliate of 
Thee Newspaper Guild-Communication Workers of America (TNG-CWA), 
throughh which it received financial support to finance its organizing and 
awarenesss campaigns. By the summer of 1999 WashTech had 250 dues paying 
memberr and 1,400 subscribers to its listserv (Van J aars veld 2000). 

Whilee the legal heat was on Microsoft to find ways to deal with its 
'permatemp'' problem (see hereafter), WashTech expanded its organizing 
activitiess to include all kinds of technology workers in the Seattie area. In 
Novemberr 2000, 400 employees at the customer service department of Internet 
retailerr Amazon.com in Seattle sought union representation through 
WashTech.. Their complaints included job insecurity, mandatory overtime 
shifts,, and erratic work schedules. An Amazon spokeswoman stated that the 
companyy "needs to be flexible in order to innovate on behalf of customers and 
employees.. Unions are not terribly flexible when it comes to making changes 
forr the workforce or customer base" (Computerworld 2001). She added "we just 
don'tt think [having a union] it's going to be in the best interest of our 
company""  (CNET News.com 2001). Two months later, the company announced 
thatt it would close the entire department in spring 2001; the majority of 
workerss were. A similar scenario took place at the San Francisco product-
revieww company etown.com. A workers' request for elections to join the 

177 Another factor contributing to WashTech's formation is the decision by the Washington State 
Departmentt of Labor and Industries to eliminate overtime pay to IT employees who earn more 
thann $27.63. This decision affects high-tech agency workers who on average earn $30 per hour 
(DuRivagee 1999). 

news://News.com
http://etown.com
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Northernn California Media Workers Guild, a CWA affiliate, in January 2001 
wass approved by the NLRB. The company's president dismissed the desire for 
aa union by stating that "unions have a political agenda, we care about our 
employees'' jobs and their well-being." Etown.com shut its business early 2001. 

Whetherr or not the closures of the Ama20n.com department and etown.com 
weree motivated by the imminent arrival of a union at the companies, the 
responsee of employers to 'automate or relocate' (or shut down, for that matter) 
iss nothing new in the IT industry. In a widely publicized union drive, the 
Glaziers,, Architectural Metal and Glassworkers Union attempted to organize 
workerss at Atari in 1982. After the Glaziers claimed to have collected enough 
workerr signatures to organize an election, the company initially responded by 
pamperingg and simultaneously intimidating workers (Hossfeld 1995). Worker 
supportt for the election subsequently eroded. As the union was preparing a 
secondd drive, company management announced that it was relocating its 
productionn to South East Asia. As a consequence, 1,700 people in the Valley 
lostt their jobs. A second, and even more compelling, example can be found in 
thee case of Versatronex, a manufacturer of electrical coils and subcontractor 
forr IBM . In 1992 a UE-supported workers' demand for better working 
conditionss at the plant spilled into a six-week strike. As strikers camped out in 
frontt of one of the company's main customers, some of them go on a hunger 
strike.. In January 1993, after the workers' actions win recognition for a union, 
thee plant is closed (Bacon 1993). 

Inn the few cases where traditional organizing strategies create inroads for 
unionss into the IT industry, they do so through traditional parts of the industry. 
Inn the telecommunications segment of the IT industry unions benefit from 
theirr historically solid member base in landline telephony in organizing workers 
att (divisions of) mobile telephone companies. For nearly half a century, the 
CWAA had a strong tradition of representing blue-collar telecom workers prior 
too the break-up of the AT&T-ru n Bell System in 1984. Following this 
divestituree the CWA was confronted with a workforce scattered over 
numerouss small firms in a deregulated market for telephony. The two-dozen 
regionall  Bell companies (the 'Baby Bells') acquired other firms, merged with 
eachh other, and expanded their activities to include wireless and broadband 
telecommunications.. This development was characterized by an increased use 
off  temporary staffing arrangements and non-union workers in the new 
departmentss of the companies. The union was rapidly losing ground among 
telecomm firms: 65 percent of AT&T' s workforce in 1984 was a union member, 
whereass a decade later union density at the company was 43 percent (DuRivage 
1999).. Although the CWA was able to sustain sizeable representation of 
workerss at companies that provide residential telephone services during the 
secondd half of the 1990s, it failed to reach out to employees in the growing 
'neww economy' segments of telecommunications, such as wireless and 
broadbandd (Batt, Katz and Keefe 1999). However, at the turn of the century, 
thee CWA was able to transform itself into the 'union for the information age', 
ass organizing campaigns at wireless phone companies are successful. In 2001 

http://Etown.com
http://Ama20n.com
http://etown.com
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andd 2002 the CWA and the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
(IBEW)) organized workers at Verizon Wireless, the largest mobile phone 
companyy in the United States and 11,000 workers at Cingular Wireless, the 
second-largestt player in this field. The CWA already represented 72,500 
workerss at Verizon Communications, which was created after Bell Adantic 
acquiredd GTE. However, only 46 of the 32,000 workers at Verizon Wireless 
weree unionized prior to the organizing drive.18 Cingular was formed by a 
mergerr between SBC Communications and BellSouth. Most of the Cingular 
workerss now represented by the CWA are former SBC employees, who had a 
unionn contract prior to the merger with BellSouth. The CWA also has 
bargainingg units at Sprint Wireless and AT& T Wireless. 

A tt the beginning of the twenty-first century the CWA represents more than 
740,0000 information technology and communications workers. The union 
traditionn in the Bell System echoes through today's industrial relations system 
inn the IT industry. The CWA also represents 57,000 workers at AT&T , Lucent 
Technologiess (spunoff from AT& T in 1996), and Avaya Communications 
(spunofff  from Lucent in 2000). 

Thee most recent actions of the union are directed at computer giant IBM. 
Workerss at IBM have formed AUiance@IBM, a CWA affiliate. The Alliance 
doess not have any bargaining power, but has been successful in pressuring IBM 
too improve pension schemes for 65,000 workers {Computerworld\999\ New York 
TimesTimes 2000b). Through its affiliation with CWA AUiance@IBM is currendy 
strivingg to gain bargaining rights with the company. If successful, unions would 
havee a tremendous foot in the door of the IT industry. Freeman and Rogers 
(2002)) have labeled Alliance@IBM the most striking example of open source 
unionism,, a form of unionization that is open to workers who are in favor of a 
union,, but have not (yet) managed to win a union election. 

AA union that is open for all workers everywhere is the Working Partnerships 
Membershipp Association, which has been created under the leadership of the 
AFL-CI OO South Bay Labor Council in San Jose, California. Through Working 
Partnerships,, organized labor is successfully reaching out to low-skill workers 
employedd in Silicon Valley, not only at IT firms. Many of these workers are in 
temporaryy positions doing clerical, light-industrial and manufacturing work. 
Employeess can join Working Partnerships at a $25 fee. This member 
associationn then offers workers access to health care and training, and provides 
additionall  worker benefits. Together with the WashTech initiative Working 
Partnershipss epitomizes union responses to regional dynamics, cutting through 
companiess and occupations and facilitating grassroots organizing. 

5.2.33 Summary 

Americann unions have gained some ground in the IT industry by applying new 
organizingg strategies that focus on workers with common identities, such as 
immigrantt workers and temporary agency workers, and by broadening the 

188 New York Times (2000). Phone Workers Fight for Place in Wireless Era. July 31. Section A, 
pagee 1. 
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scopee of activities to include workers in all segments of the IT industry. Table 
5.111 summarizes the main features of the industrial relations in the IT industry 
inn both countries. 

Tablee 5.11 
Industriall relations in Dutch and U.S. IT industries compared 

Rolee of industry associations 
andd employers' organizations 

Mostt important actors with 
regardd to collective 
bargaining g 

Scopee of collective 
bargaining g 

Unionn strategies 

Unionn density 

Netherlands s Unitedd States 

Predominantlyy a lobby organization. 

Unions,, works councils and the 
nationall employers' association 
(AWVN) ) 

Onee industry collective agreement 
existss in hardware.. 15 collective 
agreementss are concluded at the 
companyy level. 

Presentingg collective agreements as 
modemm flexible institutions (ICK 
collectivee agreement). 

Workerr representation in collective 
bargainingg processes, voicing worker 
concernss {worker advocacy). 

28%% hardware segment 
6%% software and services 
25%% nationally 

Mainn differences compared to No industry-wide negotiations exist, 
dominantt national industrial 
relationss system 

Lobbyy (influencing policy agenda) 

Industryy unions and individual firms 

Companyy level 

Industry-widee approach. 

Fromm worker advocacy to worker 
organization. . 

14%% in IT industry (including telecom) 
8.5%% nationally (private sector) 

Increasingg union presence. Union services 
alsoo open for workers in nonunion firms. 

5.33 Flexibl e Employmen t in the IT Industr y 

5.3.11 The Netherlands 

Thee growth of the IT industry in the second half of the 1990s coincided with, 
andd probably triggered, an increased use of flexible staffing arrangements. The 
needd for flexible workers arose as a result of the hausse in temporary, project-
basedd employment at firms addressing the Y2K-bug and preparing for the 
introductionn of the euro currency. Nearly 60 percent of firms in need of 
additionall  manpower relied on temporary agency workers (EIM 2001). 

Inn addition to the IT services firms that dominated the Dutch market for high-
skilll  IT consultants (such as Origin, Getronics and PinkRoccade), temporary 
workk agencies (e.g. Manpower, Randstad and Brunei), and consultancy and 
accountancyy firms (CMG, Cap Gemini, KPMG and others) entered the market 
forr flexible IT personnel. Leading staffing agencies saw their annual revenues 
fromm temporary IT staffing doubling halfway through the decade {Computable 
1997b).. Part of the cause for the growth of temporary agency work in the 
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Dutchh IT industry at that time was the fact that temporary work agencies were 
ablee to facilitate employment flexibility , worker mobility and chances for 
continuouss learning. Besides the temporary need for additional IT workers the 
industryy also faced a more structural lack of skilled workers due to the labor 
markett tightness. Temporary work agencies and other labor market 
intermediariess served as an information broker for employers looking for 
skilledd workers and for employees looking for the most favorable employment 
conditions.. In order to attract high-skill workers agencies offered a range of 
incentives,, such as company cars, generous compensation schemes, and 
trainingg programs. 

Thee government played a role in creating a temporary IT workforce by actively 
recruitingg specialists for the so-called 'Millennium Platform', which was 
introducedd to repair millennium bugs and prepare firms for the conversion of 
thee Dutch guilder to the euro currency. Thousands of people applied for a 
temporaryy job through the Millennium Platform. A campaign to make 
especiallyy small and medium enterprises aware of the necessity to address the 
millenniumm bug, led to an estimated 5,000 potential job openings. However, 
onlyy 800 vacancies were reported by firms and 40 'millennium workers' could 
bee placed by the Platform. Although initially firms had stated to be in need of 
temporaryy personnel specialized in Y2K-tasks, it turned out that many 
companiess did not (want to) rely on external workers and instead were capable 
off  addressing the issues themselves, something the Millennium Platform, 
includingg the IT employers' association, did not expect to happen. 

Thee staffing agencies were among the first to feel the bite of the slowing growth in 
thee IT industry. They appeared to be more vulnerable than IT employers as they 
directlyy felt the discrepancy between what client firms were asking in terms of skills 
andd what the agencies could offer: a growing number of agency workers would not 
bee assigned to a job. The training programs offered by the agencies insufficiendy 
remediedd the skill deficits of their consultants and other flexible employees 
(Flexmarkt(Flexmarkt 1998). This points at a possible self-selection by the workers employed 
throughh the staffing agency. Consultancy firms specialized in flexible staffing of IT 
consultantss reported that they increased the emphasis on worker employability by 
intensifyingg career development and training programs {Computable 1999a). 

Firstt signs of a slowing demand were also felt for high-skill IT workers 
employedd on a project basis through personnel lease firms. The managing director 
off  the Dutch branch of recruiting firm Elan Computing - later acquired by 
Manpower,, Inc. — underscored this by stating that "[c]ontrary to several months 
ago,, it's much easier to find sufficient C++ specialists" {Computable 1999b). 

Inn the post-Y2K era revenues of several leading staffing agencies from 
deployingg IT personnel reached all-time lows {Automatiseringgids 2001). 
Notwithstandingg the market downturn, a spokesperson for the IT employers' 
associationn FENIT stated "[tjhere still is a shortage of high-skill IT workers. 
Peoplee in the industry who are currendy underemployed are mostly those with 
intermediatee skills, who are less flexible in terms of their aptitude to work at 
differentt types of projects" {Computable 2002b). 
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5.3.22 The United States 

Withh the IT industry rapidly changing in a global market, for firms there is a 
premiumm on flexibility  (Carnoy, Castells, and Benner 1997). According to Hyde 
(2003),, the Silicon Valley labor market and the economic growth the region 
realizedd in the past two decades reflect the heavy use of flexible labor. A range 
off  institutional 'devices' provides ways to hire for specific skills and experience, 
andd to shed this labor when no longer needed. In his compelling study of 
flexibleflexible work and employment in Silicon Valley, Benner (2002) argues that 
temporaryy work agencies in Silicon Valley not only provide IT firms with the 
flexibilityflexibility  to adjust to market volatility, but are also crucial in addressing the 
informationn problem with respect to the quality of work and employment (the 
worker'ss information problem) and the quality of labor (the employer's 
problem).. As labor market intermediaries temporary work agencies are able to 
screenn and select the information that workers and employers need. IT firms 
increasinglyy relied on temporary work agencies and other labor market 
intermediariess for this information, necessary to find qualified personnel in the 
tightt labor market of the late 1990s. 

Thee tremendous growth of the IT industry during the 1990s provided an 
opportunityy for many intermediaries to enter the market for flexible staffing of 
ITT personnel. Following years of corporate downsizing, the demand for skilled 
ITT workers took many firms by surprise, forcing them to rely on temporary 
workers.. For instance, Microsoft employed 6,000 temporary workers and 
Compaqq 8,900 in the late-1990s {Computerworld 1998). In Silicon Valley, 
temporaryy agency employment in manufacturing was 30 percent, compared to 
nearlyy 17 percent in California as a whole. In 1997, the total payroll for 
temporaryy agency workers in Santa Clara County was up nearly 13 percent to 
$4477 million from the previous year.19 A study by the American Staffing 
Associationn found that technical workers comprised 14 percent of the 
temporaryy agency industry's payroll in 1997.20 These workers include computer 
programmerss and computer systems analysts but also designers, editors, and 
illustrators.. A 1997 study by Coopers & Lybrand estimated that nearly half of 
Neww York's employment in the tech industry (particularly 'new media' such as 
webb design) was comprised of temporary agency workers and other flexible 
workerss {Village Voice 1999). 

Nollenn and Axel (1998) describe how Hewlett-Packard used flexible 
workerss in order to protect its core workers. This 'FlexForce', consisting of 
part-timee workers and short-term hires, introduced as a corporate strategy in 
1988,, constituted a ring of temporary workers, making it possible for Hewlett-
Packardd to avoid hiring and firing. FlexForce workers were paid (slightly) 
higherr wages by Hewlett-Packard, but no benefits. Workers in the periphery 
weree not allowed to move into the core workforce. For a while, the FlexForce 

199 Silicon ValleyISan Jose Business Journal(1998). 
200 Source: American Electronics Association website, www.aeanet.org. 

http://www.aeanet.org
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helpedd the company to avoid mass-layoffs. However, in 1994 Hewlett-Packard 
abandonedd the core-ring system and began using temporary agency workers 
instead.. According to Hewlett-Packard, the separation of FlexForce workers 
fromm other employees conflicted with its "'people philosophy' and its culture of 
sharedd values and inclusiveness" (Nollen and Axel 1998, 131). By using 
temporaryy agency workers instead, Hewlett-Packard could also avoid a formal 
employer-employeee relationship with its peripheral workers. 

Thee tight labor market of the late 1990s proved favorable for high-skill IT 
workers,, who were in demand and could be picky in terms of their 
employment.. I t was under these labor market conditions that many IT workers 
decidedd to become a contractor. These contract workers are hired to perform a 
specificc job for a defined period, joining the firm that offers the most favorable 
employmentt conditions. Contractors come in a variety of sorts, depending on 
whetherr they are hired through an intermediary, such as temporary work 
agency,, or as independent contractors. This latter category attracted much 
attentionn as some saw these 'free agents' as the new worker type (Pink 2002). 
Amongg contractors a further distinction can be made based on the definition 
byy the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), which looks at whether an income paid 
too an individual is taxed (i.e. the employer withholds the federal and state tax 
amounts,, as well social security, Medicare and unemployment contributions) or 
nott (the contractor is responsible for filin g the taxes due and is typically called 
'independent').. The first contractor type, who is on the pay-roll of an employer, 
iss referred to as a *W2 contractor'; the second is a so-called '1099 contractor'.21 

Bothh W2 and 1099 contractors can be employed through a staffing agency. 
Manyy IT workers who decided to 'go independent' and to become a contractor 
inn the late 1990s have done so for monetary reasons: some contractors earn as 
muchh as 300 percent more than regular IT professionals in similar jobs (Kunda, 
Barley,, and Evans 2002). Independent contractors need this before-tax income 
too provide for their own benefits, such as pension and health insurance. As I 
showw in Section 5.5.3 contractors also use this income to maintain expertise 
andd to stay employable. Table 5.12 gives an overview of mean annual salaries 
forr the various contractor types in comparison to regular employees in five 
selectedd occupations. 

2ii  'w'2'and '1099' are the IRS forms used for filing income tax for the two different employment 
statuses. . 
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Tablee 5.12 
Meann annual salary for full-time employees and contractors for top 5 job categories in the U.S. IT industry, 2001-
2002 2 

Database e 
administrator r 

Networkk manager 

Softwaree engineer 

Technicall writer 

Systems s 
administrator r 

Meann salary 

Meann experience 
(years) ) 

Permanent t 
workers s 

$84,465 5 

$61,455 5 

$84,990 0 

$67,216 6 

$65,392 2 

$71,477 7 

4.51 1 

All l 
contractors s 

$139,512 2 

$85,198 8 

$116,029 9 

$88,150 0 

$125,959 9 

$116,921 1 

4.92 2 

W22 agency 
contractors s 

$116,360 0 

$81,367 7 

$112,392 2 

$79,228 8 

$110,311 1 

$112,618 8 

4.36 6 

10999 agency 
contractors s 

$135,838 8 

--
$118,401 1 

$126,125 5 

$117,200 0 

$123,940 0 

5.30 0 

Incorporatedd agency 
contractors s 

$135,558 8 

--
$107,518 8 

--
$145,211 1 

$130,900 0 

4.85 5 

Source:Source: Dice, Inc., http://marketing.dice.com/rateresults/index.asp. Retrieval date: August 23, 2002. 
Note:Note: - Fewer than ten respondents. 

Temporaryy agency work in the IT industry is not limited to high-skill 
employment.. Computer manufacturing companies such as Hewlett-Packard 
havee addressed the volatility in the demand for their products by outsourcing 
assemblyy lines to firms specialized in printed circuit boards (PCB). This shift of 
thee actual manufacturing process from original equipment manufacturers 
(OEM)) to electronic manufacturing services (EMS) enables OEM to reduce 
costss of inventory and to focus resources on other parts of their business. This 
outsourcingg of business processes to subcontractors provides OEM also with 
thee necessary flexibility in a volatile market. EMS obtain their flexibility by 
recruitingg temporary assembly line personnel through staffing agencies (Benner 
2002).. The working conditions under which mostly immigrant workers from 
thee Pacific Rim are employed at some of the subcontracting manufacturers in 
Siliconn Valley have been denounced by some, revealing unsafe, low-pay, dead-
endd jobs (Hossfeld 1994; Jayadev 2002; Pimentel 2003). According to the vice-
presidentt of Manpower Inc. in San Jose, Silicon Valley hardware manufacturing 
companiess maintained up to 30 percent of their workforce on a temporary 
basiss during the glory days of the valley (IMDiversity.com 2001). 

Thee recent downturn in the Silicon Valley IT industry has been paired with a 
dropp in the revenues of staffing firms, driving some of them into bankruptcy. 
Latee 2001, TMP Worldwide Inc. — the parent company ofMonster.com - shut 
downn the San Jose office of staffing and executive search company 
Managementt Solutions. San Jose-based Online Staffing, ranked one of the 
fastest-growingg companies by Inc. Magazine in 1999, went bankrupt early 2002. 
Thee market niche for temporary IT employment that many staffing firms 
discoveredd in the course of the 1990s has obviously been vulnerable 

Iff  any company puts all their eggs in one basket or one sector, they are in 
trouble.. But it was hard to resist the golden goose of technology. We have 
gonee from not having enough applicants to fill  job recommendations to the 
totall  opposite. (Representative of a Santa Clara-based staffing agency, cited in 
SiliconSilicon Valley Biynk [2001]) 

http://marketing.dice.com/rateresults/index.asp
http://IMDiversity.com
http://ofMonster.com
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Muchh employment has disappeared in the U.S. IT industry, not only because 
I TT firms have folded but also due to the growing tendency among U.S. firms to 
outsourcee business processes. 

5.3.33 Summary 

Thee various types of flexible employment in the IT industry in both countries 
reveall  the different motives workers may have to engage in a flexible 
employmentt relationship. For high-skill workers in this industry the tight labor 
markett offered an opportunity to roam the market for the most favorable 
workingg conditions, enabling them to change employers and working 
environment,, thus adding variety to their work. For low- and intermediate-skill 
workerss the motives for flexible employment are different, as they are not so 
muchh looking for variety in work environment but for a stepping stone to 
stablee employment, or a paycheck at the minimum. 

5.44 Worke r Trainin g in the IT Industr y 

Whetherr of not there has been a shortage of skills as discussed in Section 5.1, 
theree definitely has been a constant need for qualified workers who do not 
requiree a lot of preparatory training, taking into account on the one hand the 
shortt product lif e and development cycles, and on the other hand the lack of a 
traditionall  training infrastructure. Newly hired workers have to be up-to-speed 
andd ready-to-go. An additional training disincentive is the tight labor market, 
whichh promotes poaching of trained workers by other firms. This cherry 
pickingg is not uncommon in Silicon Valley: California law prohibits the use of 
non-competitionn clauses, enabling workers to freely move about the labor 
market.222 As a result, employers cannot mitigate the risk of skilled workers 
leavingg the company. At the same time, training can be a human resource 
managementt tool to retain employees with the firm in a tight labor market. 
Thiss poses interesting tradeoffs for companies with respect to the training 
investmentt decision. The following sections address these tradeoffs. 

I tt seems that nowhere else in the economy skills become faster obsolete than in 
thee IT industry.23 With software upgrades hitting the shelves approximately 
everyy eighteen months, triggered by an ever-increasing demand for more 
advancedd technological support for business processes, IT workers need to stay 
onn top of developments in the required skills set. Training not only provides 
workerss with the tools to remain employable it also functions as a crucial 
preconditionn for successful matching of labor supply and demand in the 
industry. . 

222 See Gilson (1999); Lester (2001). 
233 See, for instance, Computetworld (2000). 
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5.4.11 The Netherlands 

Thee first formal courses for IT-related occupations originated in the 1960s 
fromm accountancy training programs and became the standard in the industry 
forr skill acquisition, known as AMBI . During the 1970s and 1980s secondary 
educationall  institutions got involved in organizing and providing IT training. 
Coursess were offered at intermediate and higher vocational skill levels, with 
onee program containing a substantial practical component. In addition to these 
programss the government initiate courses to meet the increasing demand for 
formall  IT training. These programs are characterized by their focus on training 
forr high-school graduates and the unemployed (a program known as ISI), 
retrainingg unemployed college graduates (PION), and subsidies for further 
trainingg of incumbent workers (NIIO). These programs receive organizational 
butt no financial support from the IT industry (Aalders 1994). 

I nn the early 1990s unions felt a need to remedy the lack of an institutional, 
industry-basedd framework for employee training. The absence of an industry-
widee collective agreement (see 5.2.2.) was a principal barrier to create a training 
fundd jointly managed by unions and employers' associations. IT employers did 
nott share the unions' concerns with respect to a possible underinvestment in 
workerr training as they contended that "enough training is being provided by 
thee industry" (Aalders 1994, 261). Together with the Examination Institute for 
I TT training (EXIN) and with the association of IT training providers (VOI), 
employerss created a body that concerned with quality insurance of the training 
offeredd to IT workers. According to employers, relatively high turnover of IT 
personnell  would not affect company training-policies, because, "everybody is 
awaree of the need to provide training" (Aalders 1994, 263). 

Thee ICK collective agreement, which covers hardware firms in the 
Netherlands,, deals with worker training provision. Sections 7.1 and 7.2 of the 
ICKK agreement stipulates that individual firms and their works councils 
negotiatee the employer contribution to worker training, both in terms of 
trainingg expenses and training leave. Each worker receives two days of paid 
trainingg leave yearly (7.2.1). Training days from one year cannot be carried to 
thee next year. Course attendance can be made mandatory for workers (7.2.2). 
Trainingg can pertain to a worker's current job with the firm, a worker's future 
positionn (s) within the firm, or a workers' general employ ability. 

Contraryy to collective agreements used in many Dutch industries the ICK 
collectivee agreement does not provide for a training and development fund for 
workerss in the industry. Proposals for the 2001-2002 agreement, however, 
containn stipulations for a bipartite board, which would administrate employer 
contributionss (0.06 percent of the wage sum annually) that can be used for 
trainingg and employability projects in the industry. 

Ass mentioned in Section 5.2.1, several software and IT services firms in the 
Netherlandss have a collective agreement, with training agreements usually 
includedd under the 'employability' section. I wil l discuss three company-specific 
arrangementss evolving from the collective agreements. 
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Thee collective agreement of the Dutch-French firm Atos-Origin, for instance, 
definess 'employability policy' as all joint activities of the firm and the employee 
too develop a worker's 'qualities' that improve the chances of continuous 
employmentt (section 5 of the collective agreement). Each employee is required 
too write an individual training plan, stating all the activities that are necessary to 
enhancee a worker's employability. An essential part of the activities is training, 
varyingg from the acquisition of narrow skills for single-task performance to 
moree general training aimed at increasing skills for solving a wide range of 
problems.. The latter type may require long-term training programs. Employees 
att Atos-Origin pay 50 percent of all training costs up-front. These costs are 
reimbursedd if a training program is successfully completed. Payback clauses 
mayy apply if a worker decides to leave the firm during a training program 
(workerr has to pay back all training costs) or within two years after completing 
aa program (a prorated amount is paid back). 

Lucentt Technologies stresses the joint responsibility of employee and firm 
too enhance worker employability (section 6a of the collective agreement). This 
jointt responsibility requires that both parties contribute in terms of effort, cost 
andd time. Al l training costs are paid by the firm, which explicidy acknowledges 
thatt workers have a right to training. Practically, this means that each worker 
annuallyy has 40 hours of 'company time' available for training. Lucent intends 
too pay extra attention to the training needs for elderly workers and low-skill 
workers. . 

Priorr to its merger with Hewlett-Packard, Compaq, which is covered by the 
ICKK collective agreement, had its own training policy in addition to what was 
laidd down in Section 7 of the collective agreement. Compaq encourages 
primarilyy the job- or task-related development of its workers. In addition, it 
supportss worker development in broader, company-related areas. Training 
costss made in each of the two fields of development are compensated 
differently.. Job- or task-related training costs are fully reimbursed. Training 
takess place during working hours. Proposals for training aimed at a worker's 
personall  development are submitted for approval to the worker's manager. The 
managee decides whether training can take place during working hours and to 
whatt extent costs wil l be reimbursed. In both cases of specific and general 
training,, payback clauses are not applied if a worker leaves the firm. 

Theree are no data available on the extent to which companies that are bound 
byy a collective agreement actually provide training. Given the relatively low 
degreee to which collective agreements are used in the IT industry workers are 
moree dependent on other institutions through which training is organized and 
provided.. Aggregate data on training provision in the industry showed that in 
1999,, 14 percent of the IT firms trained their employees, up from 12 percent in 
thee year before. For the year 2001 predictions were that 14 percent of the firms 
off  all Dutch IT-establishments would enroll personnel in courses, down from 
188 percent in 2000 (Heliview 2000). Most firms that use information and 
communicationn technology (including firms outside the IT industry) enroll 
employeess in system management classes (60 percent), whereas half of the 
firmsfirms train their employees for network administration and 35 percent provides 
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softwaree application development and language programming. Training 
budgetss are highest in the IT industry, with the average budget per firm 
hoveringg around euro 0.9 million in 2000.24 Investments in the IT skills of 
workerss in the IT industry by firms with more than 75 employees were euro 
270,0000 per firm. Especially workers with higher vocational education attend 
ITT training programs {Computable 2001a). On average employees spent a littl e 
overr 6 percent of their time attending training programs.25 

Accordingg to a 2000 survey among 1,600 employees in the IT industry, 80 
percentt indicated to have attended a training program or course in the year 
priorr to the survey, with the likelihood of training being positively related to 
firmfirm size. Employees ranked training opportunities highest among the 
characteristicss of their ideal employer (FNV Bondgenoten/ Computable Magazine 
2000).. Another study found that IT employees ranked 'opportunities for 
personall  development' the number six reason to stay with their current 
employer;; it is ranked the number two reason to switch employers 
(Automatiseringgids(Automatiseringgids 2002b). With market growth starting to slow down at the 
beginningg of the new millennium, firms spend less money on recruiting and 
moree on retaining current employees through internal and external training. 
Employeess not assigned to a project receive training in order to broaden their 
skillss set. Interestingly, one out of five companies has reduced training 
expenditures,, particularly firms with more than one hundred employees 
{Automatiseringgids{Automatiseringgids 2002c). In the course of the year 2002 first reports were 
beingg received indicating a steady decline in training for IT workers across the 
board.. Particularly IT services companies, with a substantial number of 
permanentt employees underemployed, were forced to economize. Training 
budgetss were among the first to be cut. Not surprisingly the reduction in 
trainingg budgets has led to lower worker satisfaction {Automatiseringgids 2002b). 

Unionss consider the lack of an industry-wide collective agreement as a problem 
inn successfully realizing employability policies. The use of payback clauses by 
firmsfirms for incurred training costs should be restricted in the view of the FNV 
union.. Employers united in the FENIT seem to approach the need for 
employeee training and skill upgrading in a short-term manner. When the tight 
laborr market of the late-1990s produced a shortage of skilled personnel, 
employerss were more concerned with meeting immediate customer demands 
insteadd of developing a medium or long-term human resources policy in which 
trainingg has a prominent place. A human resources manager confirmed this 
practice: : 

"Havingg a longer term career plan is difficult. Sometimes the business 
imperativee overtakes the long-term training need. In this industry, 
opportunitiess open up quickly, with chances for quick career progress." (IT 
firmm 'B\ February 6, 2002) 

™™ Source: NIDAP EDM-onderzoek 2001. 
255 Source: Survey Dutch IT Market 2001. 
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Thee typical approach by employers in the IT industry of a worker's training 
needd is also illustrated by a manager at Cap Gemini Ernst & Young: "A t our 
firm,, the employee is the master of his own destiny" {Computable 1997a). A firm 
hass its workers taking prime responsibility when it comes to upgrading their 
skills.. During the second half of the 1990s, substantial investments were made 
byy employers retrain newcomers to the industry. Especially large companies 
suchh as IBM , Microsoft and Sun developed programs geared to quickly equip 
job-seekerss with relevant skills to get started in the industry. 

Ass in other industrialized countries during the latter part of the 1990s, the 
Netherlandss faced a shortage of workers with skills that are relevant in the IT 
industryy and in IT occupations in general.26 Maximum worker shortages have 
beenn estimated to be approximately 18,000 yearly during the 1998-2002 period 
(1998:: 89; 2002: 30).2? The Taskforce IT (1999) cites the following causes 
underlyingg the skill shortage in the industry: 

AA gamut of courses offered by intermediate and higher vocational 
institutionss and by universities resulting in ambiguity about program 
availability; ; 
Thee absence of transparent and coherent skill standards, qualification 
structuress and certification (although standardization and certification of 
trainingg programs have been realized through EXIN); 
Thee lack of training and development funds in major parts of the 
industry:: Social partners in the industry are encouraged to explore the 
possibilitiess to jointly approach (continuous) training in the industry; 
Withinn the industry firms mutually compete for personnel; 
Thee amount of courses offered need to be increased and coordinated 
throughh public and private training providers; 
Thee supply of and demand for IT training should be matched through a 
so-calledd IT Network Academy. 

Policyy measures to address the need for high-skill IT workers in the 
Netherlandss resemble those of many other countries faced with this problem. 
Short-termm solutions involved the reliance on foreign labor. Initially, Dutch 
firmsfirms were recruiting workers from Asia, but faced relatively long bureaucratic 
procedures.. As one of the first companies, the Dutch affiliate of Cisco Systems 
madee arrangements with the Ministry of Economic Affairs in order to speed up 
immigrationn procedures for high-skill foreigners. The FNV union opposed the 
immigrationn of foreign workers and instead suggested to retrain unemployed 
peoplee for a job in the IT industry {Computable 2000a). While reliance on 
foreignn workers has continued in the declining market, firm strategies have 
beenn reversed: instead of bringing foreign workers in, the work has been taken 

266 See AWT (1998) and Task Force IT (1999). 
277 FENIT/Berenschot Informatica (1998). The Advisory Council for Science and Technology 
Policyy recommended remedying structural worker shortages by recruiting workers from outside 
thee European Union, following hiring practices in Silicon Valley (AWT 2001). 
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out.. Outsourcing and off-shoring of Dutch IT jobs to Eastern Europe and 
Asiaa has become a way for firms to be flexible in a volatile market while 
securingg the presence of the required skills. 

Givenn the predictions of an increasing shortage of IT workers in Europe — 1.7 
millio nn in 2003 {Computable 2000b) - long-term strategies are needed, with a 
prominentt role for training and education. At the end of 2002 representatives 
off  Dutch IT firms, gathered at a congress on lifelong learning and IT, 
concludedd that worsened market conditions discouraged companies to invest in 
thee skills of personnel. Increasingly underemployed IT workers were 
consideredd idle capital instead of potential candidates for training that would 
enhancee their employability. Lifelong learning has disappeared from the agenda 
off  many IT firms. One implication of this development for flexible IT workers 
employedd at personnel lease firms might be that firms seek ways to replace 
underemployedd senior workers (with obsolete skills) with young workers 
holdingg relevant skills. Unions report that workers aged forty and over 
experiencee fewer opportunities for training and advancement (Automatiseringgids 
2002a). . 

5.4.22 The United States 

Inn the United States, most training for positions requiring high or intermediate 
skillss takes place at community colleges and institutions for higher education. 
Furtherr learning takes place on the job. Employer-provided training strongly 
dependss on the willingness of firms to invest in workers. Crouch, Finegold, and 
Sakoo (1999) state that Silicon Valley meets the preconditions for skill creation 
throughh local, informal networks. The university environment, strongly 
involvedd in the high-technology network provides ideas for ongoing training, 
knowledgee transfer, and inflow of new high-skill workers. With turnover of IT 
personnell  being a threat to a firm's decision to invest in worker training. As 
Crouch,, Finegold, and Sako conclude, training is most likely to be provided by 
'institutionall  companies': "firms with a strong corporate culture, a reputation as 
ann attractive employer, or leading in their region or nation, emphasize 
recruitmentt at limited points, long-term relations with employees, virtual bar on 
cross-recruitment""  (ibid, 197). 

Formall  training is provided by employers through a company's 'IT academy', 
'ITT college' or 'IT university', or an external (not) for-profit training provider.28 

Skilll  acquisition in the IT industry not necessarily takes the form of training. In his 
monographh of programmers at an IT firm Sacks (1994) stresses the importance of 
on-the-jobb training for these workers. Sacks finds that programmers add layers 
uponn layers to the original software rather than starting over and that due to 
deadlinee pressure there is insufficient time for explanation to co-workers of 
proceduress or purposes of a program. High turnover and worker mobility erodes 
existingg knowledge to old code. In terms of skill development "programmers use 

288 See Meister (1998) for an in-depth description of training institutions of U.S. IT firms. 
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peoplee as models and examples in on the job learning, sometimes referred to as 
'buddyy system'" (Sacks 1994, 116). Saxenian (1996) concludes that the open, 
regionall  labor market of Silicon Valley provides multiple opportunities for 
learning:: learning occurs as individuals move between firms and industries, 
acquiringg new skills and experiences. 

Mostt training of IT workers is aimed at providing them with certificates, which 
reflectt the attainment of so-called vendor-specific skills: Cisco, Microsoft, Novell, 
andd Oracle, are companies that certify the ability of employees to work as systems 
administratorr or computer support employee. Because the shelf life of many 
certifiedd skills is very short and most certificates have a deep but narrow focus, 
somee training providers and certifying organizations have begun develop more 
genericc certificates (Committee on Workforce Needs in Information Technology 
2001). . 

Thee relatively weak organization of U.S. IT employers creates a climate in 
whichh collectively organized employer-provided cannot flourish. The absence 
off  institutions through which the burden of training investments can be shared 
leadss to a situation in which individual companies and employees negotiate 
trainingg provisions. High turnover in the industry reduces employers' 
incentivess to train workers. On the other hand workers may decide to leave a 
fir mm if there are not sufficient training opportunities. Campbell and Brown 
(1999)) suggest that the 'Internet economy' has forced engineers who want to 
keepp up with the new technology to rely upon themselves to get the training 
ratherr than upon their companies, which might be willin g to pay for tuition but 
nott to provide training through the company. 

Whilee training programs may be largely absent at smaller companies, major 
companiess have difficulties as well in training and retraining incumbent 
workers.. For example, IBM experienced significant obstacles in retraining its 
workforcee in order to make the transition from mainframe to client-server 
systemss and later from client-server oriented jobs into web-based positions 
(Committeee on Workforce Needs in Information Technology 2001). There are 
howeverr examples of firms investing in the skills of their employees. Intel, for 
instance,, is known for its major training expenditures. For the implementation 
off  its training programs Intel partners with a community college in the Santa 
Claraa area, which provides the courses at the Intel campus. Other IT firms 
havee developed similar partnerships in Silicon Valley under the umbrella of a 
consortiumm called 'Joint Venture: Silicon Valley'. This consortium is funded by 
firms,firms, regional and federal government, professional associations and unions. 
Itss board is comprised of twenty-five to thirty business, government, 
education,, and community leaders. 

Anotherr example of IT worker training is that of Solectron Corp., a 
providerr of manufacturing services to electronics companies with its 
headquarterss in Milpitas, Silicon Valley. Solectron was faced with a steadily 
growingg need for skilled assembly line workers. I t partnered with a non-profit, 
community-based,, vocational skills training organization and the Silicon Valley 
Privatee Industry Council, which oversaw the implementation of the Job 
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Trainingg Partnership Act (JTPA, see also Chapter 2). The company provided 
start-upp resources and input in development of the curriculum. The training 
costt were entirely borne by the JTPA program, and other government-
sponsoredd programs. Between 1994 and 1996, several dozen people completed 
thee training and were hired in manufacturing jobs at Solectron. Because of the 
training'ss broadness, trainees could also be hired by other IT manufacturing 
firms.firms.29 29 

Partnershipss that resemble more traditional joint labor-management efforts can 
bee found at telecommunication companies, where blue-collar workers 
historicallyy constituted a union powerhouse. At AT&T , Avaya and Lucent, 
CWAA and IBEW have formed a joint labor-management alliance for employee 
growthh and development (known as the 'Alliance'). Funded by these five 
organizations,, the Alliance provides training to members of the two unions and 
employeess of the three companies. Employees qualify for training programs if 
theyy are: 1) a regular full-time employee of AT&T , Lucent or Avaya, or 2) an 
activee or laidoff regular full-time or part-time employee, and 3) represented by 
CWAA or IBEW. Temporary employees are not eligible for Alliance training. 
Wever,, Berg, and Kochan (1994) note that the training supported by the 
Alliancee is characterized by its broadness, which is different from training 
programss organized unilaterally by employers elsewhere in the industry. 

Inn order to meet the demand for a skilled IT workforce legal initiatives have 
includedd a Senate and a House Bill that provide a 100 percent tax credit of IT 
trainingg expenses paid for by an employer.30 Another policy measure has been 
thee introduction of a $1,000 fee paid for each nonimmigrant H-1B visa worker 
hiredd by U.S. employers. A portion of this fee is used by the Department of 
Laborr to fund training projects for American workers that equip them with IT 
skillss and prepare people for high-tech jobs. Between June 1998 and June 2000, 
thee Department spent approximately $43 million on such training projects 
(U.S.. GAO 2002). 

5.4.33 Summary 

Inn both the Dutch and U.S. IT industries training is considered as an incentive 
too retain workers, often as a part of a worker's personal career development 
plan.. However, worker training is skill-biased and firm-size dependent. Large, 

299 In a review of this program, the Department of Labor concluded that for many firms the 
barrierss to establish similar programs were: the fact that occupations for which training is set up 
mustt be in demand; government bureaucracy; lack of available JTPA funding; and the 
reluctancee of firms to make up-front payments and equipment donations (U.S. Department of 
Laborr 1996). Joint Venture: Silicon Valley concluded that the many partnerships between firms 
andd training institutions working to train IT workers in the Valley were "fragmented and 
unsustainable""  (Joint Venture: Silicon Valley 1999). 
300 Technology Education & Training Act of 2001 (TETA). H.R. 1769 Introduced by Rep. Jerry 
Wellerr (R-IL) and Rep. Jim Moran (D-VA) on May 9, 2001 and S. 762 introduced by Senator 
Kentt Conrad (D-MT) on April 24, 2001. 
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internationallyy operating companies have the infrastructure to provide formal 
trainingg to high-skill workers, particularly those with 'hot skills'. Small and 
medium-sizee firms typically do not have the financial or personnel means to 
organizee training. Here, on-the-job training is pivotal in the acquisition of new 
skills. . 

I nn the Netherlands, the increased demand for software and services 
personnell  has led IT companies to hire and quickly retrain college graduates 
withoutt the relevant skills in order to get them up to speed for a job as network 
administrator,, help desk employee or consultant. Non-competition and 
paybackk clauses have been used to limit employee turnover, mitigating the risk 
off  poaching and enabling training firms to recoup costs. In practice, however, 
poachingg firms have been willin g to compensate a newly hired worker if he or 
shee had to payback training costs. In several U.S. states, such as California, 
non-competitionn clauses are prohibited by law, enabling firms to hire workers 
withh relevant skills, without having to invest in training. 

I nn the Netherlands, part the IT workforce is covered by collective 
agreements.. It is through these collective agreements that employer-provided 
trainingg is regulated in the industry. Although these agreements emphasize the 
needd for and relevance of employee training, contract language is general, 
stipulatingg a worker's responsibility to signal his or her need for training and a 
manager'ss consent to provide funding and company time to meet this need. In 
thee U.S., collective agreements have emerged for IT workers at traditional blue-
collar r 

I nn the two countries the reality of training in the IT industry seems to be 
thatt in boom times many firms and their employees are simply too busy with 
neww product releases and software upgrades. When there is ample time for 
trainingg this often implies that business is slow. Under these circumstances, 
trainingg budgets are among the first to be cut. This paradox is likely to affect 
thee investment in human capital of 'regular' workers. As IT employment in 
Siliconn Valley slowly started to pick up in 2003, most available jobs require 
peoplee with university credentials and years of experience, saving employers the 
timetime to train them (Wired News 2003). The following section wil l address the 
trainingg needs of flexible workers and policies targeted at these needs. 

5.55 Trainin g Flexibl e IT Worker s 

5.5.11 The Netherlands 

Ass in many countries, the tremendous expansion of the IT industry has led to a 
shortagee of skilled IT personnel in the Netherlands during the second half of 
thee 1990s. With the number of computer service and manufacturing firms 
moree than doubling between 1993-2000, the growth in the demand for labor 
focusedd at the software segment of the industry. At the high end of the skill 
spectrum,, workers benefited from tight labor market conditions by voluntarily 
optingg to be in a flexible staffing arrangement. Frequent change of working 
environmentt together with high salaries have triggered these so-called 'IT 
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professionals'' to move about the labor market, with transitions between jobs 
beingg facilitated by labor market intermediaries. The shortage of qualified 
personnell  has also created a niche for market intermediaries to place people 
withoutt a technical background in IT jobs. These workers are then being 
trainedd to be up to speed for a specific task, with further skills being acquired 
onn the job. Depending on the depth of the required skills training may be done 
byy a temporary work agency (particularly when skills can be acquired through 
standardized,, computer-based training) or the IT firm using an agency worker. 
AA human resource manager at a hardware company stated: 

"Inn our case, agencies don't provide training. As for us, we cannot not train a 
tempp worker. People have to know the product. When we need extra 
manpowerr for the implementation of a new system, there is obviously a time-
moneyy tradeoff. But if we decide to train [a temporary agency worker], we're 
prettyy much sure that the we're gonna hire that person." (IT firm 'B', February 
6,, 2002) 

Boxess 5.1 and 5.2 below are examples of the training provided by intermediaries 
specializedd in the temporary staffing of high-skill and intermediate-skill IT workers 
respectively. . 

Boxx 5.1 
Thee IT Academy for Temporary Agency Workers: IT staffing firm 'A' 
Throughh its nationwide network of local branches one of the Netherlands' major temporary work 
agenciess offers temporary workers interested in and apt for a job in IT a combined 'training-
employment'' contract for a period of two to three years. A temporary work agency worker is 
typicallyy offered a three-year employment contract, which is governed by the ABU collective 
agreementt for the temporary work agency industry. Training programs are primarily targeted at 
laborr market entrants with lower and intermediate skills, and at career switchers without specific IT 
experiencee or skills. All training starts from scratch. The only skill requirements are proficiency with 
standardd spreadsheet and word-processing programs. These skills are assessed during the first 
intervieww with a candidate. The training programs are organized and coordinated by the agency's 
ITT academy. The college prepares people for help-desk jobs, programming, system and network 
management,, and web design. The agency considers training as an integral part of human 
resourcess management. The training expenses per student amount to € 2,000 per program (in 
2001).. For each program a training contract is concluded between the agency and the worker. A 
paybackk clause is effective in case a worker leaves the program prior to the exam or whenever the 
employmentt contract is terminated within the first twelve months. 
Trainingg is classroom-based and provided by an external training agency. Programs vary in 
durationn from eleven to twenty-two days. During the first nine months of the training-employment 
relationshipp a worker is offered the program that prepares him for junior functions. A worker's need 
forr further training is evaluated every two months. Training programs are usually offered to an 
individuall at nine-month intervals. Follow-up training provides workers with skills for intermediate 
positions.. Senior-level IT functions are not (yet) part of the training scope. Eighty percent of a 
worker'ss new skills are acquired through the IT academy programs. Aside from the training offered 
throughh the college a worker acquires specific knowledge and skills through the client-firm. The 
firmm can either provide additional training or can request the agency to do so. Generally client 
firmss are willing to pay for the extra skill-provision. 
Thee training-employment contract includes a non-competition clause that stipulates payment of a 
'transferr fee' if a client firm wishes to permanently hire the temporary worker prior to the end of the 
three-yearr contract. After three years, however, the temporary work agency worker is free to go. 
Onee of the options is to join the subsidiary of the agency that specializes in leasing high-skilled IT 
personnel.. Here workers are offered a permanent position and are employed as IT specialists at 
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clientt firms. At the IT subsidiary workers receive on average eight paid training days a year. 
Throughh the IT academy agency workers can move from temporary into stable employment, and 
aree also offered the tools to move up on the career ladder for IT workers. 
Thee IT subsidiary has gone through several changes in order to meet the growing demand for 
high-skilll IT personnel. One of the changes involved a renewed focus on training people for the 
mediumm term. A so-called job and development house was introduced to link the assessment of a 
worker'ss performance and the need for skill acquisition. Workers lacking so-called 'hot skills' 
receivee instructor-led, technology-based, self-paced training provided through an IT academy. 
Furthermore,, knowledge is shared between workers through a database. Employees receive 7 to 
100 paid training days yearly. Acquired skills are certified if possible. In a training investment 
agreementt the employee and the agency lay down the entitlements and obligations, such as a 
paybackk clause if a worker leaves the agency before a certain point in time. For a while the 
turnoverr rate was more than 25 percent. Most workers hold intermediate skills and have some 
experiencee as an IT worker. In the tight labor market of the late 1990s these background 
characteristicss were generally sufficient to meet customer needs. With the downturn in the IT 
industryy recruiting and selection criteria have been adjusted to secure a better fit with the demand 
forr high-skill workers. Given the decline in IT employment the agency is able to pick and choose 
fromm a growing reservoir of high-skill IT professionals. 

Boxx 5.2 
Trainingg Flexible IT Professionals: IT staffing firm 'B' 
Onee of the leading intermediaries for flexible high-skill (higher education) IT workers is an agency 
thatt combines a variety of activities: recruitment, placement, personnel leasing, and IT 
consultancy.. The agency epitomizes the development of staffing firms and consultancy firms 
blendd into a hybrid organization that does not resemble a temporary work agency nor a full-on 
consultancyy firm. The various staffing arrangements involve different levels of financial risk for the 
firm.. First, project-based staffing (personnel leasing) are the least risky for the firm. Second, 
staffingg contracts with employees for a six- or twelve-month period require the firm to continue to 
payy the worker, even if he or she is not out on an assignment with a client-firm. The people that 
aree offered these contracts usually hold skills that are somewhat unique to the firm. Here, the firm 
iss willing to take the risk that a worker will not be on assignment, with worker skills mitigating that 
riskk to some extent. 
Bothh 'straightforward' types of flexible staffing are usually applied when the firm wants to fully 
assesss the skill levels of a worker. Generally the firms wants the worker to acquire additional 
skills.. In order to be employed as consultants, who are permanently with the firm, workers need 
too be willing to receive training. Skill types vary, depending on the type of job a worker will carry 
out.. Narrow and deep technical skills are provided for people working for instance as a Cisco 
specialist.. People in IT management positions will need to learn broader, more general skills. 
Skilll provision is almost entirely driven by the demands of client-firms. Occasionally, a worker 
mayy indicate a desire or need to receive training in a field other than what is already offered at 
thee firm. "We search for a solution for our client's problems. Under tight labor market conditions, 
thiss can mean that we will not always find the candidate [i.e. worker] with the right skills. If we 
needd to carry out a 'fuzzy search', we will eventually have to retrain the candidate," the manager 
off the firm stated. Any training that is needed to get a worker up to speed for an assignment at a 
client-firmm is either directly paid for by the client-firm or indirectly, resulting in a higher mark-up. A 
fuzzyy search may lead to a 'soft match', meaning that a worker has some of the required skills, 
butt needs some additional 'repair' training. In this case, the additional training a worker receives 
iss laid down in a training contract. The worker will start the assignment, while learning on-the-job 
andd in his or her own time. Upon completion of the program, usually after six months, the worker 
iss permanently hired by the client-firm. If a worker leaves the staffing firm prior to completing the 
programm (e.g. because he or she is hired by the client-firm) a payback clause is effective. The 
trainingg period, during which the worker is still employed at the staffing firm, offers a client-firm 
thee possibility to screen a worker's potential. 

Muchh of the training is done by external training providers. E-leaming and knowledge sharing are 
thee most important tools for skill acquisition within the firm. An important role is played by 
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consultantss who are permanently employed at the firm, but who may not be on assignment. "We 
considerr these people to be in our 'playground'. If they are not on a job, they are available for 
trainingg provision and knowledge transfer to younger workers; also to those temporarily 
employed." " 

5.5.22 The United States 

Thee training paradox as described in Section 5.4.1 is probably most felt by flexible 
workers.. While many IT firms have relied on temporary agency workers and other 
memberss of the flexible workforce in order to expand, the drawbacks are clear. As 
onee Silicon Valley executive stated: "We found it was very cosdy to train these 
peoplee and recruit them."31 

I nn 1999, Manpower Inc. started to offer free training as part of a strategy to 
attractt and retain temporary agency workers in the IT industry. This 
developmentt reveals a broader trend among staffing agencies in general to 
expandd their services from matching job vacancies and workers to include 
recruiting,, screening, testing, selection, and training, described in Chapter 3. 
Throughh the Manpower website hundreds of courses are offered for free to its 
temporaryy information technology workers, providing them with entry level, 
intermediatee and advanced IT skills. As a market leader Manpower has the 
resourcess to finance up front worker training before recouping the training 
costss by charging higher mark-ups for higher skilled personnel (Albrecht 1998; 
Kaziss 1998). 

Besidess temporary work agencies that operate economy-wide, such as 
Manpower,, other U.S. staffing firms exclusively work in the IT industry. One 
off  the major IT staffing firms in the United States was established by former 
IBMM employees who identified a need for flexible workers in IT. The agency 
tookk its business model on-line, and focused on on-line recruiting and 
placement.. The agency refers to its workers as 'IT consultants', according to an 
agencyy manager because "i f you call them a 'temp worker' you get smacked." 
Nearlyy all of the 'consultants' are W2 contractors. The staffing agency claims to 
bee one of the few firms that provide e-learning, which is considered an extra 
benefitt to attract and retain workers. Every consultant has access to e-learning 
resources.. As long as people are on an assignment as a consultant they can go 
on-linee for free. Up to the late 1990s people did not have time to go on-line 
andd access the training programs. The program takes workers to three levels: 
administrationn (support 1), disaster recovery (support 2) and database 
developmentt (support 3). Reviewing the role of training at the firm, the agency 
managerr concluded: 

"Threee years ago you put IT on your resume and you'd get a job. Today 
peoplee wil l try to make it to the end of the year. Today clients demand skills, 
experience,, and certificates whereas three years ago it was an employee market. 
Noww it's a client market, they hold the upper hand and can demand lower rates 
forr IT consultants. Consultants have littl e time to utilize the programs. There's 

311 Keith Matasci, vice president Silicon Graphics, Inc., Silicon Valley/San Jose Business Journal, June 
1,1998. . 
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soo much on-the-job training. If someone is not packaged as 'e-learning' it will 
nott mean that they don't learn. Many of our consultants are self-taught. The 
certificatee is nice, but die job experience is what gets them to the next 
position.""  (Manager IT staffing firm 'D', September 11 2002) 

AA survey by WashTech finds that temporary agencies differ in the kinds of training 
opportunitiess they provide. Some offer courses or partial tuition assistance after 
contractorss have worked a number of hours with me agency. IT contractors are at 
riskk of missing out on educational and training opportunities because neither the 
agencyy nor the IT companies are investing in them. One of the most important 
issuess raised by the respondents was that of training. Although there is a great need 
forr ongoing training in order to stay employable and move into better (and 
permanent)) jobs, temporary agency workers often lack access to such training. 
Mostt respondents in the survey reported that neither companies nor temp agencies 
providee agency workers with adequate access to classes, research seminars or 
conferences.. The study concludes that without relevant training provision the gap 
betweenn "haves" and "have-nots" in the IT industry will be exacerbated. While the 
organizationall  and historical background have been described in Section 5.4.2, Box 
5.33 focuses on the role of WashTech in providing worker training. Box 5.4 gives a 
detailedd overview of training provision at Working Partnerships, of which 
backgroundd information is also provided in Section 5.4.2. 

Boxx 5.3 
WashTech:: An Alliance for Flexible Technology Workers 
Sincee 1999 one of the goals of WashTech has been to help improve the skills of its members their 
skillss in order to keep pace with technological developments. It has done so by organizing training 
andd classes at reduced costs. The role WashTech could play as a worker alliance in providing 
workerss with the necessary skills is best illustrated by co-founder Mike Blain: "In the future, the 
unionn will be where workers turn for their training, and where employers turn for a highly skilled 
andd well-trained workforce." Given their history of voicing the concern of temporary agency 
workers,, WashTech was convinced that high-tech workers, particularly those weakly attached to 
theirr employers, should not depend on employers to provide training. Through the establishment 
off a partnership with Micro Learning Centers, a Seattle-based technology company, WashTech 
facilitatedd the delivery of Microsoft-certified training programs at 15 to 30 percent discount for 
members.. As a result WashTech members could save up to $1,000 on courses Microsoft Certified 
Professionall (MCP), Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE), Microsoft Certified Solution 
Developerr (MCSD), and Microsoft Certified Database Administrator (MCDBA). The training, 
providedd at three regional training facilities, offered a range of courses, including C++, SQL, PHP, 
Visuall Basic, JavaScript, ASP, XML, PERL, HTML, Flash and Dreamweaver. In 2001 WashTech 
startedd to organize training programs all by itself. In addition to the technical programs WashTech 
alsoo organized career workshops and events where IT workers could network with their 
colleagues. . 

Withh the decline of labor market opportunities for IT workers in Seattle-Tacoma area, the 
organizationn of training became only one the many areas in which WashTech was operating. 
Muchh efforts were put in influencing policy makers and legislators at the state level and in 
Washingtonn D.C. in order to limit the outsourcing of 'American' jobs to Asia. Voicing worker 
concernn and Mobilizing workers and voicing their concern became the most dominant activity of 
WashTech.. In November 2003, 16,000 people were subscribed to the WashTech listserv. During 
thee summer and fall of 2003, approximately 100 workerss joined as a paying member. According to 
WashTechh this growth has been caused by the development among U.S. IT firms to outsource 
businesss processes to Asia and the loss of jobs that accompanied this strategy. Two bargaining 
unitss at small firms were established. WashTech has not been successful in organizing a 
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'significant'' employer, such as HP or IBM. 
Inn the meantime, enrollment in the training programs that WashTech offers has been 
disappointing,, admitted WashTech co-founder Marcus Courtney: "We overestimated our ability to 
buildd a constituency around training. Only two people signed up for the XML and Java classes that 
wee recently offered. Workers wonder why they should come to WashTech for training. Maybe 
throughh online training there is a role for the union, that shows that we're in tune with technology 
andd that helps build credibility. There is a risk of 'disincentivizing' skill acquisition if workers don't 
gett a sense of security." 

Boxx 5.4 
Workingg Partnerships USA: Training for Low- and Intermediate Skilled Temporary Workers 
Earlyy 1999, the labor and community supported nonprofit organization Working Partnerships USA 
(Sann Jose, CA) launched the 'Temporary Worker's Employment Project' (TWEP). The project had 
beenn initiated to address the issues that were tackled in Working Partnerships' 1996 study Shock 
AbsorbersAbsorbers in the Flexible Economy. This study portrayed the extent to which the drive of firms for 
flexibilityy has increased since the early 1980's in Santa Clara County, the heart of Silicon Valley. 
Muchh of the employment growth in the Valley has consisted of less secure temporary jobs, with 
lowerr wages and few benefits, for both high- and low-skilled workers. One of the main concerns of 
Workingg Partnerships is the difficulty of organizing temporary workers under current U.S. labor 
laws.. This is especially problematic for low-skilled workers in low-pay jobs, since high-skilled 
employeess are better able to negotiate the terms and conditions of their labor contracts. 
Furthermore,, the soaring number of temp jobs in the Valley has produced a sharper bifurcation of 
thee labor force, resulting in more inequality between groups of workers, with low-skilled temps 
beingg hit hardest. The TWEP includes Working Partnerships Staffing Services and Working 
Partnershipss Member Association. Staffing Services is Working Partnerships' nonprofit placement 
agencyy that guarantees temp workers a minimum wage of $10, paid holidays and sick pay. 
Throughh the member association, the agency provides workers access to medical benefits as well 
ass a pension plan (the latter is still being developed). The staffing services focuses primarily on 
clericall workers, since it is in this category where most temp workers can be found. In addition, 
clericall workers are mostly employed in low-pay jobs. The member association is open to all kinds 
off workers, who can join for a $25 membership fee. The association functions as a means to bring 
tempp workers in contact with each other during informational meetings. Second, it is a vehicle for 
thee provision of health care benefits and training. Finally, the member association serves as an 
avenuee for the advocacy of temp workers' rights. One of the main operations of the Working 
Partnershipss is the provision of training for temp workers. In the tight Silicon Valley labor market, 
theree is no such a thing as an employer-provided training culture. Employees would use training to 
buildd their resume and further improve their opportunities in the job market. Since an employer 
wouldd simply invest in his competitors' potential employees, it is unlikely that training will be 
provided.. Training does take place outside the individual firm: in joint labor-management initiatives 
(e.g.. apprenticeships in the building and construction industry), through the Community College 
systemm (mostly young people in need of vocational skills), or on an individual basis via nonprofit or 
for-profitt organizations. Also, through the federal job-training program (currently the Job Training 
Partnershipp Act, which will transition to the Workforce Investment Act on June 30, 2000), 
individualss and businesses can have access to vocational training or subsidized on-the-job training 
opportunities.. Against a background of likely underinvestment in temp workers, Working 
Partnershipss has stepped up and provides training to workers who - at the time of training - are 
employedd on a temporarily basis. Contrasting to the self-paced, computer-based instruction 
providedd by traditional temp agencies, training at Working Partnerships is provided by teachers, 
whichh allegedly enhances the progress of students. The training program includes workshops (for 
instance,, on ergonomics and on workplace rights) and formal skills training. The formal skills 
programm offers courses in basic and advanced computer skills, and basic and advanced office 
skillss (see table below for the content of the training courses). At the end of every course 
participantss receive a certificate for completing approximately four units of community-college level 
coursework.. Before members can participate in the training program, they are screened by 
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Workingg Partnerships on their abilities. Members who require additional pre-entry training (i.e. 
beforee entering the Working Partnerships training program) are offered access to a network of 
variouss training providers, where training rates depend on an individual's situation. In addition to 
thee pre-test, members' motivation is screened: members are expected to be committed to the 
program,, attend meetings, and display an active approach during the course. While there are no 
sanctionss for failing to attend all sessions of a course during the certificate program, individuals 
cann be refused admission to future certificate programs if their attendance does not improve. 
Thee basic skills are provided by Mission Community College (Santa Clara, CA) on Saturday 
afternoonss in four to six-hour sessions. Since these courses are exclusively aimed at Working 
Partnershipss members, overhead costs are significant, as a result of which total costs per member 
amountt to $600-700 per class. With respect to the advanced skills, members of Working 
Partnershipss attend the regular courses at Mission Community College, reducing training costs 
substantiallyy to $100-120. Working Partnerships charges a nominal fee to members based on 
abilityy to pay, and pays the community college directly for the services provided. Through their 
Workingg Partnerships membership, temp workers receive discounts on the community college 
courses.. The exact discount depends on a member's personal household and income situation, 
butt varies between 10 to 80 percent, based on the formula devised for payments into the health 
insurancee plan. In order to finance the TWEP, Working Partnerships has received grants from 
privatee organizations totaling over $1 million. In the future, the staffing service's profits should be 
usedd to help underwrite the training operations. Meanwhile, the county of Santa Clara has 
providedd funding for future classes that are specially aimed at welfare recipients. 
Duringg the first full year, approximately 25 low-skilled temp workers have participated in the 
trainingg programs. Most of these students have a high school or equivalent education, or less. The 
mainn goal for the year 2000 is to recruit a a larger variety of workers in the training programs. So far, 
Workingg Partnerships has focused on low-skilled temps. By extending its recruitment scope to 
tempss with high skills, Working Partnerships attempts to include a cross-section of all temp 
workerss employed in Silicon Valley. Furthermore, the organization strives for an increased 
flexibilityy in the supply and organization training programs, offering participants more suitable 
opportunitiess to enter and exit programs. 

Whenn WP provides training they see the people lack essential skills, particularly those that come 
offf welfare and particularly for people in clerical and administrative positions. In addition to a lack 
off basic skills and soft skills, people need on-the-job training. 326 people have come to the training 
programs,, 236 have been placed in a job, half of them in a permanent job. Still a lot of people 
droppedd out of the programs. In order to reduce the drop-out rate a person's skill set is assessed 
beforee entering a training program. If people lack basic skills they are referred to other 
organizationss such as the One Stops (see Chapter 2). Training levels vary from beginning through 
intermediatee to advanced. Training is provided through a community college or, if people feel more 
comfortablee with this, on-line at WP's own training site under supervision of a teaching assistant. 
WPP partners with community colleges in the area to place workers in permanent jobs upon 
completionn of a training program. WP also worked together with the Black Chamber of Commerce 
inn a project to place 26 participants in a permanent job through a five-month training program. 
However,, after these participants completed the program there was not much work in the 
administrativee positions for which they were trained. 

Withh respect to the staffing service WP's goal is to find permanent employment for its workers. 
Roughlyy two out of three workers gets placed in permanent positions at municipal, county, and 
community-basedd organizations. Relatively few people are placed at IT companies: "We are a 
smalll shop. We haven't been able to put a foot in the door at high-tech companies. Many 
companiess have their own staffing service. We are also serving a different type of worker: the $10 
too $11 clerical worker, not the higher paid contractor. A lot of people do not reach a high level of 
training.. We can not market people for higher positions, 'intermediate is as high as it gets'". WP 
offerss benefits, job security, right to organize and equal protection under the law. The health care 
benefitss have proved to be a successful organizing tool for temporary workers. 
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5.5.33 Summary 

Thiss chapter has singled out various examples of training provision for flexible 
workerss in the U.S. IT industry. The most striking example can be found in 
Siliconn Valley where a union-based temporary agency has partnered with a 
communityy college, local unions, municipal agencies and the regional labor 
councill  in order to provide workers with a living wage, benefits, insurance and, 
forr this study most importandy, worker training. While many workers' 
employmentt is direcdy or indirectly related to Silicon Valley's information 
technologyy industry, the generic skills that are provided enable workers to build 
aa career across various industries. This case is only one example of regional 
initiativess advocating workers' rights that have evolved across America, 
particularlyy in industries and occupations with high employment growth. These 
initiativess are characterized by their emphasis on income security, by securing a 
livin gg wage for workers and investment in worker employability. 

5.66 Discussio n 

Att the time of writing, IT industries in most countries are hit hard by what 
appearss to be an economic downturn in many industrialized countries. Firms 
thatt once prospered in a booming industry now are faced with a shrinking 
demandd for products and services. Overvalued stocks, optimistic business 
forecasts,, short-term recruiting and selection strategies, and a general belief that 
thee sky was the limi t for start-up on-line companies, characterized the IT 
industry.. A decade of virtually unlimited growth, often financed with venture 
capital,, ended with the bust of the 'Internet bubble'. The folding of dot-com 
start-upss has had a ripple effect on more established IT firms. Furthermore, 
firmsfirms in other industries dependent on information technology have reduced 
andd postponed investments in IT, responding to increased market uncertainty 
amongg other things caused by receding customer confidence in the wake of the 
terroristt attacks in New York and Washington, D.C. on September 11, 2001. 
Thee difficulties that IT firms in the United States faced at the end of the 1990s 
turnedd into a global shakeout of the IT industry at the beginning of the new 
millennium. . 

Duringg the IT industry's heydays of the 1990s rapid technological change and 
increasedd global competitiveness put a premium on flexibility . A shortage of 
skilledd IT workers encouraged firms to hire 'outside' contractors with the 
necessaryy skills on a project basis and - where non-compete clauses are absent 
-- to poach skilled workers from competitors. These conditions triggered the 
increasedd use of flexible staffing arrangements through temporary agency 
workerss and other employees on flexible employment contracts. Companies 
alsoo recruited temporary workers from overseas. 

Manyy temporary workers are expected to be up-to-speed for the task at hand, 
revealingg a likelihood of IT employers not to further invest in the skills of these 
workers.. As illustrated by the joint training program of Avaya, Lucent and AT& T 
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temporaryy agency workers who work in the IT industry may be excluded from 
trainingg entitlements laid down in collective agreements. However, new and 
reinventedd institutions have been introduced in the late-1990s that offer workers 
(directt or indirect) access to training. Under the tight labor market conditions of 
thee second half of the 1990s several labor market intermediaries provided training 
too some extent. Temporary work agencies offered short-term courses in order to 
quicklyy prepare workers for entry-level and semi-advanced positions in the 
industry.. Personnel lease agencies or contract firms that focused on deploying so-
calledd 'IT professionals' (high-skill workers such as consultants, programmers and 
engineers)) at client firms, would offer workers the opportunity to take up training 
wheneverr these workers were underemployed or 'on the bench' (i.e. not on 
assignmentt at a client firm). In the Netherlands the collective agreement for 
temporaryy agency workers has triggered (particularly large) temporary agencies to 
organizee training programs. In addition, the transformation of temporary jobs into 
permanentt positions — through flexibilit y and security legislation — has further 
encouragedd temporary agencies to invest in the employability of their workers. 
Thiss also holds true for agencies operating in the IT industry. 

Inn the U.S. such institutional arrangements are absent. Instead local member-
basedd organizations have teamed up with regional and national unions in order to 
realizee equal benefits for equal work done by temporary agency workers. Part of 
thee benefits includes access to training. U.S. union initiatives for temporary 
workerss have emerged bottom-up from within the IT industry, whereas Dutch unions 
havee agreed at a central level on provisions for temporary agency workers employed 
inn all industries. The bottom-up strategies initiated in the U.S. IT industry receive 
institutionall  support through more general top-down changes initiated by the 
AFL-CIOO (as part of its 'Union Cities' program, discussed in Chapter 1). 
Furthermore,, the decision by the CWA to include individual workers in nonunion 
enterprisess and workers in flexible staffing arrangements under 'associate 
membership'' is the first response to grassroots organizing in the U.S. IT industry. 

Thus,, while the IT industries in both countries share the fact that for-profit 
laborr market intermediaries have initiated training for flexible IT workers, they 
differr in two respects: 1) the level and scope of union-based training for these 
workers,, and 2) the role of the state with respect to facilitating training for 
flexiblee workers. Besides training initiatives provided through for-profit labor 
markett intermediaries, associations (in both countries) and the state (in the 
Netherlands)) have played a role in facilitating training for flexible IT workers. 
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Thee training arrangements presented in Chapters 4 and 5 are solutions 
producedd by coordination mechanisms that govern the training 'problem' for 
flexibleflexible workers in the Dutch and U.S. construction and IT industries. Using 
thesee same mechanisms, the principal findings of this study can be summarized 
ass shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The differences between the training 
arrangementss in the two countries and within the two countries between 
industriess can be explained using Holüngsworth and Streeck's model of 
governancee regimes (1995), introduced in Chapter 1 of this study. Governance 
regimes,, in this case the governance of the training for flexible workers, usually 
appearr as a mix of coordination mechanisms. As discussed in Chapter 1, the 
compositionn of such a mix depends on national characteristics and industry 
features.. These characteristics are discussed in sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 using the 
findingss of this study. Section 6.1.3 puts the characteristics and arrangements in 
aa comparative perspective, providing an insight in the causes behind cross-
nationall  variation within industries and the sectoral variation within countries. 
Sectionn 6.2 singles out a specific training arrangement, the one provided by 
laborr market intermediaries such as temporary work agencies and member-
basedd organizations. This section takes the training provision by labor market 
intermediariess as a starting point to discuss their potential to offer flexible 
workerss employment security and career development opportunities, thereby 
mimickingg internal labor markets. I will conclude this chapter with a discussion 
off  the policy implications of this study in Section 6.3. This section also looks 
intoo the possibility of actors in the industries studied to learn from good, or at 
leastt promising, practices found in this study. 

6.11 Discussio n of Findings : Governanc e Regime s fo r Trainin g Flexibl e 
Worker s s 

6.1.11 Governance of Training for Flexible Workers in the Netherlands 

Thee state is highly involved in the workings of the Dutch labor market. This is 
manifestedd in a highly regulated labor market, resulting in employee protection 
againstt dismissal, extension of industry collective agreements to non-
representedd employers and employees, and legislation prohibiting the 
discriminationn of workers based on their employment status (i.e. temporary 
versusversus permanent workers). The state has responded to the increase in 
temporaryy (agency) employment on the one hand by loosening the restrictions 
onn the operations of temporary work agencies (most striking example: lifting 
thee ban on agency work in the construction industry) and on the other by 
enhancingg the legal position of agency workers and other flexible workers by 
securingg their employment under certain conditions. Under these conditions 
temporaryy workers may gain a permanent employment status with their 
employer,, giving the latter an increased need to keep workers employable. The 
samee holds true for temporary agency workers. For temporary work agencies, 
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underinvestingg in worker skills may have two consequences: missing out on 
revenuess (because the worker is not employable) while having to continue 
payingg the worker's wage (because the worker is not dispatched to a client-
firm). firm). 

Legislationn prohibits discrimination of temporary hires in the Netherlands, 
regardlesss of the industry in which they work. This would logically mean that 
temporaryy workers direcdy employed at a firm, thus not working through a 
temporaryy agency, should have similar entidements as regular workers. 
However,, a review of collective agreements shows that several Dutch 
industriess do make a distinction between permanent and temporary workers in 
termss of their training entidements (De Wolff 1999). 

Thee long tradition of associations of workers and of employers at national and 
industryy levels, has led to widespread use of collective agreements which are 
typicallyy extended to all entire industries. Dutch worker associations are 
characterizedd by a broad definition of worker interests, including unemployed, 
retiredd and nonstandard workers (e.g. part-time, on-call and temporary agency 
workers).. At the central (or national) level, associations of workers and of 
employerss have strong formal and informal ties, which produce mutual trust 
(illustratedd by low strike rates) and shape conditions under which consensus 
cann be reached relatively easily. This has resulted in a bargaining culture 
characterizedd by the constant and often successful tradeoff of worker interests 
(e.g.. job security; employment creation; worker training; and employability) and 
employerr interests (workforce and production flexibility;  wage moderation). 
Thee close-knit ties between workers' and employers' associations at the 
industryy and national levels have produced joint agreements on regulating 
temporaryy (agency) employment in the Netherlands prior to the introduction 
off  the legislation. The various consultation processes between industrial and 
nationall  social partners perfecdy reflect the spirit of neo-corporatism, popularly 
knownn as the 'polder model': the willingness of employers and employees to 
continuouslyy search for consensus. 

Thee legislation governing the use of flexible workers leaves ample room for 
unionss and employers to negotiate the details on, for instance, worker training. 
Temporaryy agency worker training is funded similar to other industries. 
Contraryy to many industries, universal training entidements are not laid down 
inn the industry's collective agreement. Instead, training is left at the discretion 
off  the individual agency and its worker(s). 

Illustratingg the wide support for (or acceptance of) temporary agency 
employment,, is the fact that many industry collective agreements cover agency 
workers,, providing them with the same wage and other benefits as their 'own' 
workers,, such as in the construction industry, a typical union stronghold. The 
industry'ss collective agreement stipulates that individual construction firms that 
usee temporary agency workers are obliged to provide journeymen agency 
workerss similar access to industry-funded training as regular construction 
workers.. Individual firms make separate training contributions to the industry 
trainingg fund for these temporary agency workers. The handful of collective 
agreementss used by Dutch IT firms and the collective agreement for the Dutch 
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hardwaree industry do not include stipulations for temporary agency workers. 
Thee relatively littl e union influence in this industry is a-typical for the Dutch 
industriall  relations system. 

Tablee 6.1 
Overvieww of coordination mechanisms for training of flexible workers in Dutch construction and IT 
industries,, based on case study outcomes 

State e 

Associations s 

Constructionn industry ITT industry 

Introductionn of flexibility and security legislation; 
Industry-widee extension by government of collective agreement for 

temporaryy agency workers 

Liftingg of ban on temporary agency 
employmentt in construction industry 
hass not led to wide-scale use of 
temporaryy agency workers. 

Centralizedd bargaining between national employers' association and trade 
unionss is blueprint for flexibility and security act; 

Collectivee agreement for temporary agency workers contains training 
stipulations s 

Sociall partners within the construction 
industryy have agreed on training 
entitlementss for certain categories of 
temporaryy agency workers. 

Exceptt for hardware segment, little 
influencee of unions: bargaining is 
discretionn of individual company 
andd employee. No explicit 
arrangementss made for flexible 
workers. . 

Market t 

Firms s 

Informall networks 

For-profitt temporary work agencies 
havee introduced employment-training 
contractss for apprentices and craft 
trainingg for journeymen. 
Alll construction firms are covered by 
trainingg stipulations in collective 
agreement.. Though costs are pooled 
forr the industry training uptake well 
beloww maximum level. 

Commerciall labor market 
intermediariess that operate as the 
flexiblee worker's employer offer 
threee year training programs in 
orderr to attract workers and obtain 
sharee in growing market of IT 
personnel. . 
Especiallyy large IT firms, often with 
headquarterss in U.S., have 
extensivee training facilities. Use of 
temporaryy agency workers as 
recruitmentt tool in tight labor 
market.. Pay back clauses limit risk 
off training investment loss. 

Unsuccessfull partnership between 
government,, public employment 
service,, temporary work agencies, 
trainingg bodies and industry 
associationn to meet demand for 
skilledd workers temporarily needed 
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Underr the legislative and regulatory framework jointly designed by the state and 
associations,associations, jtrms see themselves confronted with several sticks, i.e. obligations, 
andd the occasional carrot to overcome any hesitation to invest in the skills of a 
temporaryy worker. As the cases demonstrate, temporary work agencies invest 
inn the skills of workers as high-skilled workers mean higher profitability, 
particularlyy in the tight labor market of the late 1990s. The temporary work 
industry'ss collective agreement requires annual contributions to the industry's 
trainingg fund, a tool used by many industries in the Netherlands to share the 
trainingg costs and mitigate turnover risks within the industry. In addition, 
individuall  construction firms using temporary agency workers may provide 
trainingg for these workers through the collective agreement of the construction 
industry.. It is not clear to what extent firms actually do this. Training for 
flexiblee workers in the IT industry essentially remains the domain of individual 
firms,, given the relative absence of associations. Under tight labor market 
conditionss temporary work agencies and other intermediaries used training to 
meett the short-term demand for skilled workers. In many cases, this market-
drivenn training has not sufficiendy equipped workers with the skills to remain 
employablee once IT firms started cutting their workforce. 

Thee differences between industries can be partly traced back to the 
idiosyncrasiess of the industries and how these shape the role of associations. 
Thee IT industry in the Netherlands is a-typical compared to other Dutch 
industriess in terms of its industrial relations system. U.S. multinational firms 
dominatee the industry, giving it American traits even outside the United States. 
Forr an important part, this is due to so-called 'home-country' effects (Porter 
1990;; Van Liempt forthcoming). In addition, the industry has created high-skill, 
white-collarr service employment, which attracts employees who are less 
inclinedd to seek union representation than blue-collar workers. Particularly in 
thee tight labor market of the 1990s, many employees in the IT industry had the 
feelingg that they were in the driver's seat in terms of negotiating favorable 
employmentt contracts. This explains the relatively modest role that associations 
playy in the IT industry (union activity is essentially limited to blue-collar 
workers). . 

Whilee the problem of training for flexible workers in the Netherlands 
appearss to have been governed in the neo-corporatist tradition of the 'polder 
model'' (interplay between state and associations, and between associations 
mutually),, the dominant governance regime of state and associations (with the 
statee weighing in more heavily) is not capable of fully tackling the problem 
studiedd here. While both the legislation and the industry's collective agreement 
havee built-in mechanisms that would create access to training for temporary 
agencyy workers, the actual training provision and uptake is lagging its expected 
volumes.. Part of it has to do with the fact that training, as in other industries, is 
skill-biased:: it is targeted at trainable workers, generally those already having 
relativelyy high skills. Temporary work agencies can get away with this because 
trainingg entitlements are vaguely described in the collective agreement for the 
temporaryy work industry. Evaluation studies show that compliance with the 
trainingg stipulation is low. The practice that centrally negotiated agreements 
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betweenn social partners do not reach the level of the individual employer and 
employeee is nothing new (Van Heertum-Lemmen and Wilthagen 1996). Social 
partnerss within the temporary work industry were divided about the role of 
workerr training in the new collective agreement for the period of 2004-2009. In 
thee 1999-2004 collective agreement training entitlements were vaguely defined 
leavingg room for individual actors to bypass the sections dealing with worker 
training.. The fact that the industry's training fund has not been up and running 
sincee its conception on paper several years ago, hints at the difficulties social 
partnerss have in implementing the training policy. 

6.1.22 Governance of Training for Flexible Workers in the United States 

Thee role of American state is characterized by laissez-fair attitude, with (relatively) 
littl ee intervention in the workings of the labor market from the part of the federal 
government,, which has delegated much of the authority to intervene to each of the 
fiftyfifty  individual states. In terms of state legislation targeting flexible workers this has 
ledd to a mixed bag of initiatives among the fifty states, as is the case with most 
laborr market issues in the United States. Government policies that cover flexible 
workerss are typically designed to cover a broad range of disadvantaged workers 
andd unemployed. Federal and state legislation have addressed some of the issues 
thatt temporary workers face such as the joint-employer status of agencies and 
clients,, benefits and pension rights. 

Thee role of associations in governing economic problems is limited to a (shrinking) 
numberr of industries and companies. Unions have an ambivalent view of 
temporaryy agency work, A number of the few company agreements concluded 
betweenn individual IT firms and unions explicitly exclude temporary workers from 
trainingg programs. Unionized construction firms in the United States are not 
allowedd to employ temporary agency workers at all. In the United States, 
constructionn unions operate as an intermediary between a firm and union members 
throughh their hiring halls, which allocates construction workers to jobsites. 
However,, construction unions do not play a role in facilitating training for 
temporaryy workers. Among construction unions insider-outsider thinking is deeply 
rooted.. Both members of other construction trades as well as workers at nonunion 
firmsfirms are considered outsiders. Temporary work agencies are seen as the nonunion 
responsee to the union hiring hall. Unions view the growth of temporary agency 
workk in the construction industry as a threat to the position of unions in the 
industry.. Construction union strategies are predominantly aimed at limiting the 
operationss of temporary work agencies. Associations of nonunion construction 
firmsfirms have no specific policy for temporary agency workers, and leave the training 
decisionn up to the individual contractor. 

Contrastingg in this respect with the construction industry is the IT industry, 
whichh provides two cases of union-based and worker-led initiatives to organize 
workerss and to offer access to training for these workers. In the example of the 
Siliconn Valley initiative a top-down approach to address the needs of temporary 
workerss is initially targeted at blue-collar and clerical workers directly or indirectly 
employedd in the information technology industry. The worker alliance in the 
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Seattlee area, involving predominantly high-skill workers in IT occupations, has 
originatedd from the bottom up. What both initiatives have in common and what 
distinguishess them from the attitude of the construction unions, is their ability to 
lookk across all occupations within an industry. This can largely be attributed to the 
factt that IT unions are industrial unions, while construction unions are craft 
unions.. Furthermore, the Seatde initiative is characterized by a lack of 
dichotomouss thinking: the notion of insiders and outsiders in the decision to 
organizee workers is absent in that all workers can join the initiative regardless of 
theirr employment status. In general, IT unions, which are far less potent than 
constructionn unions, have approached the growth of flexible employment in the 
industryy as an opportunity to expand their member base. Contrary to the strategy 
off  the construction unions, this approach reveals an awareness among unions of 
thee fact that temporary work has become a permanent feature. 

InformalInformal networks, marked by a close cooperation between government agencies, 
educationall  institutions and firms, have played an important role in the 
developmentt of Silicon Valley. In addition, the informal professional networks of 
computerr engineers helped to disseminate technical and market information. The 
spatiall  proximity of key actors has proved to be crucial in facilitating these 
networks.. In a similar way, partnerships have been established in the region that 
involvedd (consortia of) firms, public-private workforce development bodies, 
municipalities,, training institutions and employment agencies. These networks have 
establishedd training programs for disadvantaged workers in general, including 
peoplee on short-term employment contracts. 

Inn the construction industry, community-based initiatives have focused on 
immigrantt workers employed as day laborers. These initiatives have created 
networkss involving municipal departments and community colleges. Unions have 
consideredd these initiatives as conflicting with the interest of union laborer, which 
iss not surprising given the union sensitivity regarding trade jurisdiction. 

FirmsFirms in the IT industry face a dilemma in the provision of training to workers in 
generall  when there is ample money for training, there often is no time; when there 
iss plenty of time (i.e. when business is slow) training budgets are cut. Among high-
skilll  workers in Silicon Valley, skill acquisition occurs through work experience 
gainedd at different employers. Open labor markets such as Silicon Valley, with no 
restrictionss on worker mobility, make firms wary of training investment. Extensive 
trainingg facilities are limited to a small number of major companies that use 
trainingg as an incentive to join the company and as a tool to retain incumbent 
workers.. Temporary (agency) workers are usually expected to be up to speed to do 
thee job when they are employed for a single project, although sometimes boot-
camp-typee training is provided to familiarize workers with the company culture or 
standardd software. Temporary work agencies serving the IT industry typically offer 
standardizedd and generic entry-level training to workers, with the exception of 
high-skilll  workers who may receive more advanced training. 

Thee majority of temporary agency workers in construction are low-skilled and 
workk as laborers. They are usually employed at nonunion jobsites, which in general 
havee fewer training opportunities than the unions. This study found no examples 
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off  training provided by individual nonunion construction firms to temporary 
agencyy workers. Temporary work agencies typically offer safety training or 
instructionn to workers. Access to other (craft) training programs is occasionally 
providedd to medium-skilled workers in cooperation with community colleges or 
locall  government agencies. 

Flexiblee IT workers who do not receive training through an IT firm or agency are 
responsiblee for their own training investments and purchase training through the 
marketmarket The fact that workers are responsible for skill acquisition is not limited to 
temporaryy workers. As I demonstrated in Chapter 5, many high-skill workers have 
investedd in skills that were in demand in the tight labor market of the 1990s. With 
respectt to high-skill temporary workers, there is evidence that some of these 
contractorss manage to move from one project to the next one within a single firm, 
withh most of these transitions proceeding seamlessly. As they more or less craft the 
beginningg of a career path within the company, training becomes a logical and 
oftenn necessary component of the temporary employment relationship, and 
companiess appear to be willin g to pay for the training. 

Flexiblee workers in the U.S. construction industry who do not receive training 
fromm an intermediary have similar options as their counterparts in the IT industry. 
Thee market offers training for construction workers either through commercial 
vendorss (such as nonunion training centers) or non-profit institutions (such as 
communityy colleges). Many workers who end up looking towards the market for 
trainingg are low-skill workers in low-pay jobs, facing substantial financial barriers 
too making a training investment. Given the profile of many low-skill temporary 
constructionn workers they may not be interested in training. They have a short-
termm orientation to work, with the perspective of a paycheck often being the only 
objectivee to work. 

Thee coordination mechanism for training of flexible workers in the two American 
industriess studied here is a mix of firms, market, associations and informal 
networks,, with the latter two providing an alternative for (some) workers who are 
nott included by firms or the market; a 'safety-net' function carried out by the state 
inn other countries. The fact that IT unions (or worker alliances) are not hindered 
byy a long-rooted tradition of trade jurisdiction and essentially are open to all 
occupationss and crafts in the industry plays an important role in an open approach 
too different worker categories, distinguishing these unions from the construction 
unions. . 
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Tablee 6.2 
Overvieww of coordination mechanisms for training of flexible workers in U.S. construction and IT 
industries,, based on case study outcomes 

Constructionn industry ITT industry 

State e NLRBB ruling enables temporary agency workers to enter bargaining unit 
withh agency 

Becausee of decentralized and 
fragmentedd nature of the industry 
governmentt influence limited to local 
andd regional levels. 

Governmentt intervention has 
concentratedd on remedying 
manpowerr problems by facilitating 
largee immigration of skilled 
temporaryy IT workers and by 
developingg curricula for acquisition 
off IT skills. 
Workforcee Investment Act includes 
temporaryy workers but access to 
trainingg is restricted and training 
resourcess have been cut. 

Associations s 

Market t 

Firms s 

Informall networks 

Industryy is union stronghold. 
Workerss are organized along 
occupationall lines (trade 
jurisdiction).. Narrow view of worker 
interest.. Union contracts exclude 
usee of temporary agency workers. 

Employers'' associations of nonunion 
firmss have no special provisions for 
temporaryy agency workers. 

Flexiblee workers occasionally 
purchasee training from vendors if not 
restrainedd financially. 

Temporaryy work agencies 
occasionallyy offer training to medium 
andd high-skill workers. Majority of 
temporaryy workers is low-skilled and 
receivess no training. 

Locall day labor programs run by 
community-basedd organizations in 
partnershipp with educational 
institutionss and municipalities 
providee access to basic training 
programss for day laborers. 

Unilaterall efforts of member-based 
organizationss affiliated with unions 
too provide training for temporary 
agencyy workers, ranging from 
broad,, entry-level to advanced, 
specificc skills. 

Somee union contracts explicitly 
excludee temporary workers from 
benefitss such as training. 

High-skilll contractors acquire skills 
throughh the market from 
commerciall training providers. 

For-profitt temporary work agencies 
offerr skill-biased training to high-
skilll workers. 

Largee firms have ample resources 
forr training but expect temporary 
workerss to be already up-to-speed 
forr the job. 

Partnershipss between (not) for-
profitt training institutions, firms and 
locall government agencies, which 
iss in line with network-type 
coordinationn in Silicon Valley. 
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6.1.33 Explaining Differences between Governance Regimes 

Thee differences between the governance regimes in the Dutch and U.S. 
constructionn and IT industries can be described as territorial variation (i.e. the 
influencee of the nation-state causing differences between countries) and sectoral 
variationvariation (i.e. the differences in the governance of industries within a country). 

Thee differences between the Netherlands and the United States are primarily 
causedd by differences in the level of governance by the state and associations. The 
inclinationn of the Dutch government to regulate the labor market in order to 
protectt weaker groups contrasts with the laissez-faire attitude of the U.S. 
government.. In the Netherlands the fact that the state is the dominant 
coordinationn mechanism receives broad support from associations due to the close 
interplayy between government and the social partners. In the United States, the 
lackk of an institutionalized social dialogue at the central or national level shifts the 
decisionn on how associations could partake in coordinating economic problems to 
thee lower, decentralized level. Particularly in the absence of a governing state, this 
hass the potential of creating a mosaic of governance strategies initiated by 
associationss of diverse compositions. The U.S. cases in this study illustrate the 
unilaterall  attempts of worker-based initiatives to address the training problem for 
flexibleflexible workers. Lacking strong government support for weaker groups in the 
laborr market, workers have an incentive to mobilize, where the binding element is 
thee temporary employment contract. 

Thee role of associations in governing the construction industry has traditionally 
beenn strong in both countries compared to other industries. The unions' 
orientationn towards the interests of their members has remained unaffected, even 
beenn bolstered, among American construction unions in light of the growth of 
temporaryy agency employment, looking at temporary agency workers as a threat to 
unionn employment. This view also dominated Dutch construction unions well into 
thee 1980s. However, associations at the national level had a broader notion of 
workerr interests and saw a need to regulate temporary agency employment. In the 
Netherlands,, the dominant national governance regime thus overrides sectoral 
preferences. . 

6.22 Labo r Market Intermediaries : Mimickin g Interna l Labo r Markets ? 

Thiss study has shown that temporary work agencies and other labor market 
intermediariess play a role in both countries in organizing training for flexible 
workers.. By legislation or labor market conditions temporary work agencies are 
pushedd into or pick up the role as employer. Worker-based alliances constitute 
thee non-profit equivalent of this. These labor market intermediaries may offer 
substitutess for functions that internal labor markets perform, one of the 
functionss being offering access to training and skill development. 

Temporaryy work agencies and personnel lease firms are the most prominent 
intermediariess between workers and firms. Their prominence is essentially due 
too the increased tendency of firms to externalize employment practices that 
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traditionallyy are part of a firm's internal labor market (Kochan and Cappelli 
1984;; Pfeffer and Baron 1988). The shift of these practices away from the firm 
too the market in order to make the supply of labor more flexible has posed new 
challengess for firms. With a more flexible labor force come uncertainties about 
skilll  levels and returns on the investment in skills. As discussed in Chapter 3 
U.S.. firms are typically seeking solutions for general human capital problems 
onn the external market. The externalizatdon of internal labor market features 
suchh as worker training and job security, has led some scholars to conclude that 
thee importance of internal labor markets is diminishing (Cappelli 1995; 
Ostermann 1994). This may hold true in terms of the size and pervasiveness of 
internall  labor markets. The growth of a firm's ring of flexible workers certainly 
reducess the size of a firm's core workers, who compose the internal labor 
market.. On the other hand a smaller group of core workers enables a firm to 
moree efficiently target training and job security strategies, with opportunities to 
intensifyy the operation of the internal labor market. More people involved in a 
flexibleflexible employment relationship would hint at more loose ties between worker 
andd employer. However, in the Netherlands, and to some extent in the United 
Statess following the ruling in M.B. Sturgis, the status of temporary work 
agenciess as an employer has become legally rooted in recent years. Given these 
legall  provisions flexible workers may develop stable ties with the intermediaries 
employingg them, although "the spirit of much of the discussion of contingent 
employmentt and the observations of temporary help firms suggest that these 
jobss are inherently less stable than the work they replace" (Osterman 1994, 
311). . 

Whetherr or not the agency-worker relationship should be considered stable, 
agenciess do provide worker training (Autor 2000b; Krueger 1993). The 
rationalee for training provision by temporary work agencies lies in the fact that 
muchh of this training has a low cost per unit since it is highly standardized and 
computerr based. l i t t l e guidance and tutoring is required. Furthermore, training 
servess as a screening device for full-time positions and this screening may be 
partt of an agency's services paid for by client-firms. A third incentive is the fact 
thatt many agencies receive a fee if a trained temporary worker is hired 
permanentlyy by a client firm. Finally, training is generally provided to easy-to-
trainn workers in occupations that are in high demand and for which agencies 
cann charge high mark-ups. What follows from this is that many agencies 
behavee like 'regular' employers. As such temporary work agencies are risk 
averse,, resulting in relatively littl e training for low-skill temporary agency 
workers.. Therefore, the full potential of temporary work agencies to offer 
featuress of internal labor markets apparently has yet to be realized. This 
appearss to be underscored by several studies of labor market intermediaries in 
thee United States, which have documented the limited role of these 
intermediariess in establishing training programs reflecting long-term 
considerationss for temporary workers (Benner et al. 2001; Carré and Joshi 
1997;; Kazis 1998). A principal exception can be found in the extensive training 
programss offered by major agencies, such as Manpower, Inc., Adecco, Kelly 
andd Randstad. An alternative to the perception that internal labor markets are 
loosingg ground as a result of the increased use of flexible staffing arrangements 
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cann be found in initiatives of large temporary work agencies in the Netherlands. 
Thee new legal and regulatory framework for temporary agency workers 
discussedd in Chapter 3, coincided with tight labor market conditions. Together 
thesee have been conducive for Dutch labor market intermediaries to develop 
initiativess that offer employment security, training opportunities and upward 
mobility,mobility, thereby mimicking traditional functions of internal labor markets. 
Sincee temporary agency workers can also obtain employment security and 
accesss to training when working for various agencies in a row, these workers 
aree part of occupational labor markets.1 In the Netherlands, legislative changes 
havee provided temporary workers with more security. In practice this means 
thatt temporary agency workers are offered a permanent employment contract 
withh the agency under certain conditions. Agencies have an increased stake in 
keepingg workers employable as they have to continue paying these workers 
evenn if they are not on a job. A further incentive for agencies to provide 
workerr training is laid down in the collective agreement of the temporary 
agencyy industry. An agency is obliged to identify the training needs of a 
temporaryy agency worker if the latter is employed with the agency for over 26 
weeks.. If training is needed or desired agencies will receive training monies 
fromm the jointly-managed temporary work industry training fund. 

AA particularly striking case included in this study describes the way a major 
Dutchh staffing corporation has established various subsidiaries specialized in 
flexiblee IT personnel at different IT skill levels. After completing a training 
programm at a subsidiary specialized in entry-level or medium-skill IT jobs, a 
workerr may move upward, becoming employed and receiving further training 
att the subsidiary specialized in higher-skill positions. Taken as a whole the 
corporationn produces what resembles an internal labor market. As this case 
alsoo illustrates, the tight labor market for intermediate and high-skill IT 
personnell  has been an essential precondition for the successful implementation 
off  the training initiatives. The case of this Dutch temporary work agency differs 
fromm Manpower's strategy in the United States in that Manpower does not 
explicitlyy offer employment security. Similar, though less extensive, 
developmentss have been identified for the Dutch construction industry. 
Abolishingg the ban on temporary agency work and the growth in the demand 
forr skilled construction workers have led temporary work agencies to unfold a 
strategyy to quickly establish themselves as a reliable provider of flexible 
workers.. Major temporary agencies have dipped in their financial resources and 
havee used their network of local branches to organize approved apprenticeship 
programss and craft training for journeymen. Responding to changes in the 
legislationn mentioned above, these agencies have combined the programs as 
partt of two- and three-year employment contracts. 

Thee Dutch cases included in this study are examples of more or less 
successfull  training programs for temporary agency workers. Prior to the legal 
andd regulatory changes temporary work agencies already provided some worker 

11 In genera], thus not limited to the Dutch situation, temporary agency workers may enter 
occupationall  labor markets if they work at different workplaces but within a more or less defined 
occupationn (Sengenberger 1992). 
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training,, comparable to what can be found in the United States. Dutch 
temporaryy work agency respondents mentioned the combined presence of 
legislation,, regulation and the demand for skilled personnel as a trigger to step 
upp training provision. Both agencies in the IT industry and in the construction 
agencyy felt the bite of a tight labor market, reporting difficulties in attracting 
aptt and motivated workers. Given that most skilled IT workers had found 
stablee employment, the IT agency offered entry-level training and employment 
inn order to attract workers. In the long run (i.e. at the first signs of a slowing 
economicc growth) the acquired skills meant littl e to a worker's employability. 
Thee construction agency probably experienced even more difficulties attracting 
andd retaining young workers, reflecting overall recruitment problems in 
construction.. The agency spent a good deal of the training program's lifetime 
addressingg mismatches and drop-out rates. After the initial training policy was 
reviewedd and a new strategy was ready for implementation, the agency was 
confrontedd with a drop in the demand for temporary personnel. The eagerness 
withh which agencies have approached the sudden demand for skilled personnel 
revealss a less than thought through strategy, likely motivated by a desire to 
quicklyy reap the benefits of a tight labor market. 

6.33 Polic y Implication s and Conclusio n 

Thee limited role of government regulation in favor of a freely operating market 
andd the lack of an institutionalized national social dialogue sets the United 
Statess apart from the Netherlands. As far as coordination of the problem of 
trainingg for flexible workers is concerned, the role of the state - and to a lesser 
extentt that of associations - determines the governance regime in the 
Netherlands,, allowing some sectoral variation due to industry idiosyncrasies. 
Thiss variation, however, is moderated due to the fact that legislation and self-
regulationn of the temporary work industry cuts across all industries in the 
country,, since they all use temporary agency workers to some extent. This 
causess the two Dutch industries studied here to resemble each other more than 
theyy resemble their counterparts in the United States. In other words: in terms 
off  the provision of training for flexible workers, the Dutch IT industry has 
moree in common with the Dutch construction industry than with the U.S. IT 
industry.. The same holds true for the Dutch construction industry in a 
comparisonn with the U.S. construction industry. 

I tt is tempting to interpret the Dutch cases in this study as good examples of 
thee self-regulation of training for flexible workers. Given the path dependency 
off  institutional configurations it would be impossible to export these examples 
too the American setting. U.S. labor market actors can learn more from the 
domesticc practices that to some degree constitute functional equivalents of the 
Dutchh governance regimes. American construction unions experience 
difficultiess in reaching out to temporary agency workers because they are so 
mobile.. The worker-based initiatives in the IT industry discussed in this study 
havee been relatively successful in organizing flexible workers and using this 
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organizationn to offer training, albeit not without difficulties. Institutional 
differencess (construction craft unions versus IT industrial unions) lead to a 
differentt union orientation vis-a-vis the (potential) member. In addition, the 
factt that IT employees are allowed to continue working for an agency, while 
constructionn unions require members to cut the ties with a temporary work 
agency,, may play a role in union appeal among temporary agency workers. U.S. 
constructionn unions' could start looking at strategies of IT unions to organize 
temporaryy (agency) workers, and not the other way around as Hyde (2003) 
suggests.. This may not lead to converging industrial relations systems in the 
U.S.. and the Netherlands, but could start-off a convergence of union attitudes 
withh respect to flexible work. 

Ass I stated earlier, the examples of training arrangements initiated in the Dutch 
constructionn and IT industries need to be put in the context of the tight labor 
markett conditions. These conditions may obfuscate the effectiveness of 
regulatoryy incentives. Several studies evaluating compliance with the Flexibility 
andd Security Act and the temporary work industry's collective agreement show 
aa discrepancy between the intended training regulation for flexible workers and 
thee actual provision and uptake of training (Colard et al. 2003; Van den Toren, 
Evers,, and Commissaris 2002). Insofar that training is provided, it is typically 
donee by major agencies. The relatively low compliance with the training 
stipulationss as well as the lack of consensus between unions and employers in 
thee temporary work industry regarding the role of the industry's training 
foundationn has eroded the support of social partners to regulate temporary 
agencyy worker training. 

Enforcementt problems are not limited to the temporary work industry. 
Trainingg stipulations in collective agreements in other industries are 
characterizedd by the good intentions of the bargaining parties but often meet 
thee constraints of individual firms and employees. The Labor Foundation's 
20011 recommendation to individualize training budgets and let individual firms 
andd workers decide when and how to spend training money, not only received 
criticismm from social partners at the industry level, but also led workers to 
manifestt their preference for a monetary compensation not necessarily 
earmarkedd for worker training. 

Givenn the low compliance with the training section in the collective 
agreementt for temporary agency workers one can doubt the effectiveness of an 
industryy training funds as a tool to facilitate the training of workers for whom 
careerr paths cut across industries. This holds especially true for temporary 
agencyy workers whose labor market mobility may be higher than that of a 
regularr worker. In order to equip workers with transferable skills they need to 
havee transferable training funds. Temporary agency workers should not 
dependentt on the training provisions of a collective agreement that may cover 
themm at one stage in their professional career but not at another stage. The 
mostt recent collective agreement for the temporary work industry (covering the 
2004-20099 period) provides temporary agency workers with a personal training 
budgett (1 percent of the wage sum), which the worker can use to finance 
trainingg investments, once he or she is employed for 72 weeks at an agency. 
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Thee eligible worker may decide not to use the training money and instead 
receivee the cash amount if he or she leaves the agency. 

Suchh individualized, transferable training monies may be a first step towards 
thee introduction of an individual employee account that can be used at the 
discretionn of a worker - not only to finance transitions between jobs and 
industriess but also providing him or her with income during spells of labor 
markett inactivity. A worker may decide to use these spells for care of 
dependents,, such as children or elderly people, or for unpaid but important 
workk outside the labor market. This idea has been taken as a starting point in 
thee Netherlands to explore policies that would enhance life-course mobility, 
providingg people during spells of labor market inactivity with monetary or 
employabilityy security (Leijnse et al. 2002). This may be the beginning of a 
routee that would lead to a situation where without work there is no insecurity. 



Samenvattin gg (Summar y in Dutch ) 

Hett gebruik van flexibele arbeidscontracten is in de afgelopen twee decennia 
sterkk toegenomen. Deze toename lijk t teruggevoerd te kunnen worden tot de 
groeiendee behoefte van werkgevers het arbeidsvolume van bedrijven snel te 
kunnenn aanpassen aan de schommelende vraag naar goederen en diensten. Met 
namee het gebruik van uitzendkrachten, en in een latere fase van 
detacheringsconstructies,, heeft een vlucht genomen die in de jaren negentig 
substantieell  heeft bijgedragen aan de werkgelegenheidsgroei in Nederland en 
enkelee andere Westerse economieën. 

Inn ongeveer dezelfde periode is door arbeidsmarktactoren en vanuit het 
beleidsveldd en de wetenschap op de nood2aak gewezen de beroepsbevolking 
voortdurendd te blijven scholen. Die noodzaak wordt gevoed door snel 
veranderendee technologieën — meer in het bijzonder het toenemend gebruik 
vann informatie- en communicatietechnologieën door producenten en 
dienstverlenerss - waardoor opgedane vaardigheden snel verouderen. De 
toenamee van het vereiste vaardighedenniveau van werknemers gaat bovendien 
gepaardd met een afname van banen voor lager opgeleide werknemers. Om 
werknemerss duurzaam te kunnen blijven inzetten (men refereert in het 
algemeenn hiernaar als de 'employability' van werknemers) speelt voortdurende 
scholingg derhalve een belangrijke rol. 

Gelett op het bovenstaande doemt de vraag op in hoeverre flexibele 
arbeidskrachtenn scholing verstrekt wordt voor het uitvoeren van huidige en 
toekomstigee werkzaamheden. Scholing lijk t voor deze werknemers met name 
essentieell  omdat zij op de arbeidsmarkt een kwetsbare groep vormen. 
Uitbreidingg van de vaardigheden maakt flexibele arbeidskrachten weerbaar in 
tijdenn van een afnemende vraag naar arbeid. Net als bij 'reguliere' werknemers 
zorgtt scholing voor een bredere inzetbaarheid van flexibele arbeidskrachten. 
Daarnaastt kan een vergroting van de vaardighedenset van flexibele werknemers 
ertoee bijdragen dat zij de transitie kunnen maken naar een permanente 
arbeidsrelatie. . 

Overr  dit onderzoe k 

Inn deze studie wordt scholing voor flexibele arbeidskrachten gezien als een 
'probleem'' dat coördinatie vereist. Conform het theoretisch model van 
Hollingsworth,, Schmitter en Streeck (1994) kunnen voor de coördinatie van dit 
probleemm vijf mechanismen — al dan niet gelijktijdig - ingezet worden: de staat, 
dee markt, bedrijven of hiërarchieën, informele netwerken en associaties. 

Hoewell  scholing zoals gezegd een belangrijke bijdrage kan leveren in het 
vergrotenn van de werkzekerheid van flexibele arbeidskrachten is het 
aannemelijkk dat werkgevers niet geneigd zullen zijn te investeren in de scholing 
vann flexibele arbeidskrachten. Het theoretisch kader voor deze veronderstelling 
biedtt de human capital theorie, zoals begin jaren zestig door Gary Becker 
geïntroduceerd.. Werkgevers zullen alleen investeren in scholing als de 
scholingskostenn kunnen worden terugverdiend. Bij flexibele arbeidskrachten is 
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het,, gelet op het karakter van de arbeidsrelatie, hoogst onzeker of 
scholingsinvesteringenn terugverdiend kunnen worden. Het gelijktijdig bestaan 
vann een groeiende behoefte aan flexibilitei t bij werkgevers en de toenemende 
nadrukk die gelegd wordt op de 'employability' van werknemers wordt in deze 
studiee de 'scholing-flexibiliteit paradox' genoemd. 

Inn dit onderzoek wordt dieper ingegaan op de wijze waarop wordt 
omgegaann met de spanning tussen scholing en flexibele arbeid. Daarbij wordt 
gekekenn naar de mate waarin en de wijze waarop flexibele arbeidskrachten in 
Nederlandd en in de Verenigde Staten geschoold worden. De twee landen 
verschillenn in sterke mate in de institutionele vormgeving van hun 
arbeidsmarkten.. Hierbij moet onder meer, doch niet uitsluitend, gedacht 
wordenn aan baanzekerheid en ontslagbescherming, het gebruik van 
verschillendee vormen van flexibele arbeid, de regulering van flexibele arbeid, 
institutiess voor de scholing van werknemers, collectief overleg tussen sociale 
partners,, het gebruik van collectieve arbeidsovereenkomsten en de algemeen 
verbindverklaringg daarvan als middel om scholingsafspraken te reguleren. 

Inn de twee landen worden bovendien twee bedrijfstakken met elkaar 
vergeleken:: de bouwsector en de ICT-sector. Beide bedrijfstakken staan model 
voorr respectievelijk de 'traditionele' en de 'nieuwe' economie. Bovendien zijn 
zee zowel een afspiegeling van als een uitzondering op de Nederlandse en de 
Amerikaansee stelsels van arbeidsverhoudingen. De bouwsector in Nederland 
enn de ICT-sector in Amerika zijn een voorbeeld van het dominante model in 
beidee landen van arbeidsvoorwaardenvorming en bedrijfstakregulering. De 
Nederlandsee ICT-sector en de Amerikaanse bouwsector vormen een 
uitzonderingg op de nationale modellen. 

Inn de beide landen kenmerkt de bouwsector zich door een relatief sterk 
ontwikkeldd collectief overleg, waarbij dient te worden opgemerkt dat in de 
Amerikaansee bouwsector er een sterke tweedeling loopt tussen het 
georganiseerde,, bij de vakbond aangesloten deel van de werknemers en de 
'ongeorganiseerden'' die werkzaam zijn bij bouwbedrijven die niet samenwerken 
mett vakbonden. In de Amerikaanse bouw vindt, net als elders in de 
Amerikaansee economie, het collectief overleg plaats tussen vakbonden 
enerzijdss en individuele aannemersbedrijven anderzijds; er is geen sprake van 
doorwerkingg van collectieve afspraken naar niet-georganiseerde werknemers of 
naarr bedrijven die niet betrokken zijn geweest bij de onderhandelingen. De 
institutionelee vormgeving van de bouwarbeidsmarkten in Nederland en de 
Verenigdee Staten brengt met zich mee dat in beide landen een relatief sterk 
ontwikkeldd scholingssysteem bestaat voor leerling-werknemers en vakkrachten. 

Dee ICT-sector is in beide landen een relatief ongereguleerde bedrijfstak als 
hett gaat om collectief arbeidsvoorwaardenoverleg. Hierbij zij opgemerkt dat in 
Nederlandd het hardwaresegment een eigen collectieve arbeidsovereenkomst 
heeft.. Bovendien is zowel in Nederland als in de Verenigde Staten sprake van 
collectievee arbeidsvoorwaardenvorming, hoewel dit slechts een minderheid 
betreftt van de ICT-bedrijven. Gelet op het relatief jonge karakter van de ICT-
sectorr en het grotendeels ontbreken van gereguleerde arbeidsverhoudingen is 
err nauwelijks sprake van een ontwikkeld collectief scholingsstelsel. De 
uitzonderingg is wederom het Nederlandse hardware segment, enkele 
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individuelee Nederlandse ICT-bedrijven met een cao en een aantal Amerikaanse 
telecombedrijvenn die collectieve afspraken maken met de Communication 
Workerss of America (CWA). In zowel de Nederlandse als de Amerikaanse 
ICT-sectorr wordt een belangrijk deel van de scholing overgelaten aan de markt: 
werknemerss worden geacht zelf de verantwoordelijkheid te nemen voor het op 
peill  houden van hun kennis en vaardigheden, al dan niet in overleg met de 
werkgever. . 

Inn de ICT-sector spelen arbeidsmarktintermediairs, zoals uitzendbureaus en 
detacheringsbureaus,, een belangrijke rol als het gaat om de flexibele 
personeelsvoorzieningg van bedrijven. Met de toegenomen vraag naar 
werknemerss in de ICT-sector is voor deze intermediairs een marktniche 
ontstaann waarbij het bovendien financieel aantrekkelijk is geworden om 
flexibeleflexibele werknemers te scholen. Net als elders in de economie wordt deze 
scholingg vooral aangeboden aan werknemers die 'schoolbaar' zijn; het gaat dan 
mett name om hoger opgeleide werknemers (het betreft hier met name 
detacheerderss die in de bedrijfstak opereren). Een uitzondering hierop in 
Nederlandd lijk t de casus te zijn van het ICT-college van een grote 
uitzendonderneming,, dat scholingsprogramma's aanbiedt die met name lager 
enn middelbaar opgeleide werknemers moeten klaarstomen voor een baan in de 
ICT-sector.. Een interessant kenmerk hier vormt het gegeven dat de 
uitzendkrachtenn voor twee of drie jaar in dienst treden bij het ICT-college. 

Inn Amerika springen twee cases aan de westkust eruit als het gaat om de 
scholingsvoorzieningg aan flexibele werknemers. In Silicon Valley (Santa Clara 
County,, California) wordt scholing voor lager opgeleiden in de ICT-sector 
verstrektt door een zogenaamde 'member-based' organisatie (Working 
Partnershipss USA) die gelieerd is aan de vakbond (AFL-CIO South Bay Labor 
Council).. De werknemers zijn over het algemeen betrokken bij licht-industriële 
werkzaamhedenn en bij administratieve en ondersteunende taken. In de Seattle-
Tacomaa regio in de staat Washington wordt scholing verstrekt voor middelbaar 
enn hoger opgeleide werknemers in de ICT-sector door een werknemersalliantie 
(WashTech)) die gelieerd is aan de CWA. Uitzendkrachten die in de regio 
werkzaamm zijn bij ICT-bedrijven kunnen als lid van de alliantie tegen 
gereduceerdd tarief trainingen volgen. 

Hoewell  werknemers in de bouwsector van nature een flexibele 
arbeidsovereenkomstt hebben kan er wel degelijk een onderscheid gemaakt 
wordenn tussen vaste en flexibele arbeidskrachten waarbij de laatste groep 
bestaatt uit uitzendkrachten en dagarbeiders. Omdat in de bouw in toenemende 
matee sprake is van arbeidsdeling en onderaanneming ontstaat een niche voor 
uitzendbureauss die gespecialiseerd zijn in kortlopende, overzichtelijke projecten 
diee slechts een beperkt aantal vaardigheden vereisen van de werknemer. 
Uitzendarbeidd in de Nederlandse bouwarbeidsmarkt is sinds enkele jaren 
wettelijkk toegestaan. Bouwuitzendkrachten die worden gezien als nieuwkomers 
inn de sector vallen onder de uitzend-cao, uitzendkrachten die in een 
scholingstrajectt zitten dat goedgekeurd is door het landelijk orgaan 
beroepsonderwijss voor de bouw vallen onder de genereuzere bouw-cao evenals 
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vakkrachtenn die voor een uitzendbureau werken. In Nederland houdt één van 
dee dochters van een grote uitzendorganisatie zich bezig met het uitzenden van 
personeell  in de bouw. Het uitzendbureau in kwestie verzorgt onder bepaalde 
voorwaardenn (het tekenen van arbeidscontracten voor een periode van twee 
jaar)) scholingstrajecten voor uitzendkrachten die bovendien gecertificeerd zijn. 

Inn de Amerikaanse bouwarbeidsmarkt wordt uitzendarbeid voor een groot 
deell  verricht door lager opgeleide en ongeschoolde werknemers. Naast de 
regulieree uitzendbureaus opereren in stedenagglomeraties ook diverse 'day 
labor'' programma's die zich voor een deel bezighouden met 
bouwwerkzaamheden.. Uitzendwerk wordt door Amerikaanse bouwbonden 
mett groot wantrouwen benaderd, bouwuitzendkrachten kunnen in principe dan 
ookk niet werkzaam zijn voor projecten op 'georganiseerde' bouwplaatsen. In de 
Amerikaansee bouwsector lijk t een soort niemandsland te ontstaan voor 
uitzendkrachtenn voor wie geen plaats is in de traditionele 
scholingsprogramma'ss van de vakbonden en bovendien niet onderdeel zijn van 
hett scholingsbeleid van aannemers van wie het personeel niet is aangesloten bij 
eenn vakbond. Veruit de meerderheid van alle uitzendkrachten wordt ingezet 
doorr ongeorganiseerde bouwbedrijven: aannemers van wie het personeel niet is 
aangeslotenn bij een vakbond en die ook verder opereren zonder collectieve 
afsprakenn te maken met bonden. Deze aannemers zijn vaak wel aangesloten bij 
éénn van de bouwwerkgeversorganisaties die over het algemeen fungeren als 
lobbyorganisatie. . 

Amerikaansee bouwuitzendbureaus nemen wat betreft het scholen van 
uitzendkrachtenn een passieve houding aan, een enkele uitzondering daargelaten: 
voorr de uitzendbureaus is het simpelweg een investeringsbeslissing die nadelig 
uitpaktt voor de uitzendkrachten. In de Verenigde Staten zijn met name de lager 
geschooldee bouwuitzendkrachten daarom op zichzelf aangewezen als het gaat 
omm het verwerven van vaardigheden die kunnen bijdragen aan versterking van 
hunn employability. Het ligt voor de hand dat voor deze werknemers financiële 
drempelss bestaan als het gaat om het inkopen van hun eigen scholing. 

Conclusi e e 

Onderr invloed van wet- en regelgeving worden Nederlandse uitzendbureaus 
langss twee wegen geprikkeld om te investeren in de employability van hun 
uitzendkrachten.. In de eerste plaats is in de cao's van de ABU en de NBBU 
afgesprokenn dat werkgevers jaarlijks een percentage van de loonsom afdragen 
aann een scholingsfonds van waaruit scholing voor uitzendkrachten wordt 
gefinancierd.. Uitzendkrachten die langer dan 26 weken in dienst zijn van een 
uitzendbureauu hebben het recht op een scholingsbehoeftegesprek. Vakbonden 
blijkenn echter niet tevreden over de feitelijke scholingsverstrekking door 
uitzendbureauss in Nederland, mede omdat uit de cao niet blijkt wat nu exact 
verstaann wordt onder scholingsbehoeftegesprek. Los van de vraag of elke 
uitzendkrachtt op de hoogte is van de scholingsparagraaf in de cao, regelt de cao 
nietss ten aanzien van sch.oMngpaansprak.en zijn uitzendbureaus in zekere zin vrij 
inn de wijze waarop en aan wie ze de scholingsgelden gaan besteden. Een 

http://sch.oMngpaansprak.en
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interessantee tweede lijn die voortvloeit uit de wetgeving over en regulering van 
flexibeleflexibele arbeidsrelaties is het gegeven dat uitzendkrachten in vaste dienst 
komenn van een uitzendbureau nadat ze een bepaalde periode gewerkt hebben 
voorr dit uitzendbureau. Naast het feit dat in deze situatie een 
doorbetalingsplichtt bestaat voor uitzendbureaus als ze deze werknemers niet 
kunnenn uitzenden, hebben de bureaus ook een strategisch belang om blijvend 
tee investeren in de vaardigheden van deze uitzendkrachten. 

Dee verschillen tussen de twee landen lijken terug te voeren tot de verschillen in 
dee bereidheid van overheden te interveniëren in een partieel falende markt en, 
daarmeee samenhangend, tot de mate waarin wet- en regelgeving is ingevoerd 
mett betrekking tot flexibele arbeidsrelaties (de rol van de 'staat' als 
coördinatiemechanisme).. Werkgevers en werknemers (de 'associaties') kunnen 
middelss een sociale dialoog op centraal niveau hierbij kaderscheppend zijn, 
zoalss het geval is in Nederland waar de Wet flexibiliteit en zekerheid in wezen 
eenn blauwdruk is van een eerdere aanbeveling van de sociale partners. 
Daarnaastt legden sociale partners in de uitzendbranche de basis voor de 
uitzend-caoo middels een uitzendconvenant. 

Inn de Verenigde Staten ontbreken dergelijke wetten en regels rondom 
flexibelee arbeid grotendeels. Het vacuüm wordt voor een deel gevuld door 
collectievee actie in de ICT-sector: werknemerallianties en vakbonden spelen in 
opp de behoefte aan werknemervertegenwoordiging in een snel groeiende, 
grotendeelss ongeorganiseerde sector. De snelle werkgelegenheidsgroei en 
veranderendee eisen aan de vaardigheden van werknemers gekoppeld aan een 
voorlopigg terugkerende baanonzekerheid kenmerken de dynamiek in de sector. 
Daarmeee worden ook de kansen en aanknopingspunten voor vakbonden in 
dezee sector zichtbaar. Dergelijke aanknopingspunten zijn er niet in de 
Amerikaansee bouwsector. Deze starre deelarbeidsmarkt kenmerkt zich door 
eenn polarisatie van werknemer- en werkgeverbelangen, waarbij uitzendwerk 
doorr bonden nadrukkelijk wordt gezien als niet een werknemersbelang. Het feit 
datt uitzendwerk voornamelijk gebruikt wordt door niet-georganiseerde 
aannemerss is alleen maar extra olie op het vuur in de campagne om zoveel 
mogelijkk werknemers te organiseren. Dat in de tussentijd de individuele 
uitzendkrachtt wordt overgelaten aan de grillen van de markt lijk t daaraan 
ondergeschikt. . 

Dee verschillen tussen de sectoren binnen de landen kunnen in belangrijke 
matee worden teruggevoerd tot de specifieke sectorkenmerken, zoals de mate 
waarinn de arbeidsverhoudingen zijn geïnstitutionaliseerd en de dynamiek op de 
deelarbeidsmarkten. . 

Dee belangrijkste conclusies van deze studie kunnen als volgt worden 
samengevat: : 

1.. Waar scholing via de markt wordt aangeboden door intermediairs of 
commerciëlee scholingsinstanties profiteren met name hoogopgeleide 
werknemerss in goedbetalende banen in een relatief dynamische 
deelarbeidsmarktt zoals in de ICT-sector. 
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2.. Waar scholing buiten de markt om tot stand komt zijn vakbonden en 
'membership-based'' organisaties betrokken en richten zich op zowel hoger, 
middelbaarr als lager opgeleiden in de ICT-sector. 

3.. Waar scholing via wet- en regelgeving wordt 'afgedwongen' dan wel 
'gefaciliteerd',, is het aannemelijk dat die in eerste instantie wordt 
aangebodenn door arbeidsmarktintermediairs (uitzendbureaus en 
detacheerders)) aan lager, middelbaar en hoger opgeleiden in beide sectoren. 
Hierbijj  geldt wel dat wanneer 'scholing' niet als een ondubbelzinnig 
werknemersrechtt is vastgelegd er voor arbeidsmarktintermediairs ruimte is 
omm selectief te zijn in het scholingsbeleid en dit beleid met name te richten 
opp hoogopgeleide, kansrijke werknemers. In dat opzicht wijken 
intermediairss niet af van andere commerciële bedrijven. 

Di tt laatste punt indachtig, wordt in de studie een pleidooi gehouden voor het 
instellenn van transferabele scholingsgelden. Flexibele werknemers zijn immers 
mobiell  en bewegen zich niet alleen tussen bedrijven maar ook tussen sectoren. 
Hett ligt voor de hand dat deze werknemers middels transferabele scholing ook 
transferabelee vaardigheden ondergaan die ze op de verschillende werkplekken 
kunnenn aanwenden. Gelet hierop verdient de nieuwe cao voor uitzendkrachten 
(2004-2009)) die voorziet in een transferabel, want persoonsgebonden, 
scholingsbudget,, het om de komende jaren belangstellend gevolgd te worden. 
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Organization n Jobb Title Date Date 

Employers'' associations 

Americann Building Contractors 
Rosslyn,, Virg., USA* 

AVBB B 
thee Hague, the Netherlands 

Americann Staffing Association 
Alexandria,, Virg., USA* 

ABU U 
Badhoevedorp,, the Netherlands 

FENIT, , 
Woerden,, the Netherlands 

VNO-NCW, , 
thee Hague, the Netherlands 

Safetyy director Decemberr 11, 2000 

Secretaryy education affairs January 23,2001 

Directorr June 29, 2001 

Deputyy managing director February 2, 2001 
Februaryy 15, 2002 

Deputyy director January 23, 2001 

Directorr of education affairs January 29, 2001 

Unions s 

BCTCC Alameda County 
Alameda,, Calif., USA 

BCTCC Santa Clara County 
SanSan Jose, Calif., USA 

BCTCC San Francisco 
SanSan Francisco, Calif., USA 

Buildingg and Construction Trades Department 
Washington,, D.C., USA** 

CNVV Dienstenbond 
Hoofddorp,, the Netherlands 

CNVV Dienstenbond 
Amsterdam,, the Netherlands 

FNVV Vakcentrale 
Amsterdam,, the Netherlands 

FNVV Bondgenoten 
Amsterdam,, the Netherlands 

FNVV Bouw 
Woerden,, the Netherlands 

Operatingg Engineers Local 3 
Alameda,, Calif., USA 

Assistantt director 

Deputyy executive officer 

Secretary-treasurer r 

Organizingg Director 

Policyy advisor temporary 
employment t 

Directorr IT industry 

Seniorr policy advisor 

Director r 

Policyy advisor 
Policyy advisor 

Organizingg coordinator 
Apprenticeshipp coordinator 

Decemberr 19, 2000 

Mayy 9, 2001 

Mayy 14, 2001 

Julyy 16, 2002 

Januaryy 17,2001 

Februaryy 11, 2002 

Januaryy 16, 2001 

Januaryy 26, 2001 

Januaryy 30, 2001 
Februaryy 28, 2003 

Octoberr 23, 2000 
Decemberr 6, 2000 
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Trainingg institutions 

Bouwradiuss Groep 
Zoetermeer,, the Netherlands 

Constructionn Craft Center 
Hayward,, Calif., USA 

Director r 

Executivee director 

Januaryy 22, 2001 

Januaryss 2001 

Staffingg agencies and labor market intermediaries 

Temporaryy work agency 'A' 
Oakland,, Calif., USA 

Temporaryy work agency 'B' 
Sann Francisco, Calif., USA 

Temporaryy work agency 'C' 
Oakland,, Calif., USA 

ITT staffing firm 'A' 
Diemen,, the Netherlands 

ITT staffing firm 'B' 
Amsterdam,, the Netherlands 

ITT staffing firm 'C' 
Zeist,, the Netherlands 

ITT staffing firm 'D' 
Sann Francisco, Calif., USA 

Constructionn staffing firm 'A' 
Diemen,, the Netherlands 

Constructionn staffing firm 'B' 
Rotterdam,, the Netherlands 

Constructionn staffing firm 'C' 
Apeldoorn,, the Netherlands 

Constructionn staffing firm 'D' 
Oakland,, Calif., USA 

Constructionn staffing firm 'E' 
Sann Francisco, Calif., USA 

Constructionn staffing firm 'F' 
Sann Francisco, Calif., USA 

Constructionn staffing firm 'G' 
Benicia,, Calif., USA 

Constructionn staffing firm 'H' 
Sann Jose, Calif., USA 

Officee supervisor 

Seniorr staffing specialist 

Employmentt specialist 

Programm manager 
Trainingg coordinator 

Manager r 

Manager Manager 

Manager Manager 

Operationall manager 

Trainingg coordinator 

Manager r 

Branchh manager 

Jobb coordinator 

Officee manager 

Manager r 

Manager r 

Augustt 11, 2000 

Augustt 14, 2000 

Augustt 15, 2000 

Februaryy 8, 2001 
Januaryy 30, 2002 

Junee 21, 2001 

Februaryy 7, 2002 

Septemberr 11, 2002 

Februaryy 2, 2001 
Januaryy 28, 2002 

Februaryy 26, 2003 

Marchh 6, 2003 

Novemberr 7, 2000 

Novemberr 8, 2000 

Decemberr 11, 2000 

Augustt 8, 2002 

Augustt 29,2002 



ABC-GCC Manpower Referral Service 
Napa,, Calif., USA* 

Sann Francisco Day Labor Program 
SanSan Francisco, Calif., USA 

WashTech h 
Seattle,, Wash., USA 

Workingg Partnerships USA 
SanSan Jose, Calif., USA 

Coordinator r 

Programm director 

Co-founder r 

Trainingg manager 
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Mayy 8, 2001 

Septemberr 23, 2002 

Augustt 21, 2000 
Novemberr 11, 2003 

Marchh 9, 2000 
Septemberr 13, 2002 

ITT companies 

ITT firm 'A' 
SanSan Jose, Calif., USA 

ITT firm 'B', American affiliate 
Amsterdam,, the Netherlands 

ITT Firm 'C' 
Utrecht,, the Netherlands 

ITT firm, 'D' 
Amstelveen,, the Netherlands 

ITT firm 'E', American affiliate 
Amersfoort,, the Netherlands 

ITT firm 'F' 
Amsterdam,, the Netherlands 

Managerr IT Learning Group 

HRR manager 

Trainingg program coordinator 

HRR manager 

Educationn manager 

Educationn consultant 

Novemberr 29, 2000 

Februaryy 6, 2002 

Februaryy 11, 2002 

Februaryy 12, 2002 

Februaryy 13, 2002 

Februaryy 15, 2002 

Other r 

Ministryy of Social Affairs and Employment Senior policy advisor 
thee Hague, the Netherlands 

Opportunitiess Industrialization 
CenterCenter West 
Menloo Part, Calif., USA 
PeninsulaWorks s 
Dalyy City, Calif., USA 

Februaryy 7, 2001 

Developmentt associate August 14, 2000 

Employmentt specialist supervisor September 13, 2000 

Viaa telephone 
** Via e-mail 
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Figur ee 3.1 
Full-timee Temporary Agency Jobs in the Netherlands, 1986-2002 
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Figur ee 3.2 
Indexedd Sales Dutch Temporary Work Agencies, 1986-2002 (1995=100) 
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Figur ee 3.3 
Averagee Daily Employment U.S. Temporary Agency Workers, 1990-2002 
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Figur ee 3.4 
Annuall Sales of U.S. Temporary Work Agencies, 1990-2002 
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Stellinge nn behorend e bij het proefschrif t 

Learnin gg on the Fly: 
Worke rr  Trainin g in the Ag e of Employmen t Flexibilit y 

vann Martij n van Velzen 

1.. De slechte naleving door Nederlandse uitzendbureaus van de scholingsparagraaf 
inn de uitzend-cao is een aanwijzing dat collectieve afspraken inadequaat zijn daar 
waarr tegemoet dient te worden gekomen aan de scholingsbehoeften van 
individuelee partijen {ditproefschrift). 

2.2. Zolang het Amerikaanse Congres en het Witte Huis gedomineerd worden door 
dee Republikeinse partij is de kans nihil dat wetgeving geïntroduceerd wordt die 
dee positie van flexibele arbeidskrachten in de Verenigde Staten verbetert {dit 
proefschrift). proefschrift). 

3.. Het feit dat uitzendbureaus weinig verschillen van andere commerciële 
ondernemingenn komt onder meer tot uiting in hun scholingsbeleid {dit 
proefschrift). proefschrift). 

4.. Scholing van flexibele werknemers is een catch-22: om in aanmerking te komen 
voorr een vaste, niet-flexibele aanstelling is scholing essentieel, terwijl scholing bij 
uitstekk verstrekt wordt aan werknemers in vaste dienst {ditproefschrift). 

5.. Het negatieve beeld dat bij Nederlanders bestaat van de Verenigde Staten wordt 
hett best geïllustreerd door het begrip 'Amerikaanse toestanden', dat per definitie 
verwijstt naar een ongunstige en ongewenste sociaal-economische ontwikkeling. 

6.. Als kennis macht is, dan zijn onschuldige kennisquizzen niets minder dan 
machtsspelletjes. . 

7.. Het vooroordeel dat vegetariërs gezondheids freaks zijn, wordt onder andere in 
standd gehouden door het feit dat luchtvaartmaatschappijen hen hardnekkig fruit 
serverenn als nagerecht, terwijl andere passagiers taart of pudding voorgeschoteld 
krijgen. . 

8.. Evenals Adam Smith wordt Johan Cruijff vaker geciteerd dan daadwerkelijk 
gelezen. . 

9.. Het gebruik van een zogenaamde 'Big Mac'-index door the economist als methode 
omm voor diverse landen de kosten van levensonderhoud vast te stellen, vraagt 
omm de introductie van een vegetarisch alternatief in sojavorm. 

10.. Het verzoek door een aio om vrijstelling van onderwijsdeelname is tegenstrijdig 
aann het karakter van dit proefschrift, namelijk dat, gelet op het bestaan van een 
'learningg society', scholing cruciaal is voor de duurzame inzetbaarheid van 
tijdelijke,, flexibele arbeidskrachten. 





Duringg the 1980s and 1990s, firms in many industrialized countries increasingly 
reliedd on a flexible workforce in order to address fluctuating demand for products 
andd services. Coinciding with the growing use of flexible staffing arrangements 
iss the increased emphasis that has been put on the importance of continuous 
workerr training, commonly referred to as lifelong learning policies. Because 
firmss are unlikely to invest in the skills of temporary, flexible workers, a 'trai-
ning-flexibilityy paradox* arises: a growing number of workers may be excluded 
fromm employer-provided lifelong learning strategies, which have increasingly 
becomee essential to keep them employable throughout their working life. 

Thiss study addresses the training-flexibility paradox, and focuses on training 
arrangementss for temporary and other flexible workers. Two countries are com-
paredd in this book: the Netherlands, with one of the highest shares of tempora-
ryy agency workers and known for regulating the use of flexible staffing arrange-
ments,, and the United States, considered as having one of the most flexible 
laborr markets among industrialized countries. In both the Netherlands and the 
Unitedd States, examples of training provisions for flexible workers are studied in 
twoo contrasting industries, the construction industry and the IT industry. The 
studyy concludes that there are large variations between both countries in the 
accesss and provision of training to flexible workers primarily due to institutio-
nall and regulatory factors. 

Martij nn van Velzen holds an MA in Sociology from the University of Groningen. 
Hee was affiliated as a research associate and Ph.D. candidate with the Hugo 
Sinzheimerr Institute (HSI) at the University of Amsterdam from 1996 to 2003. 
Fromm 1999 to 2002, Van Velzen was a visiting scholar at the Institute of 
Industriall Relations (IIR) at the University of California at Berkeley, where he 
carriedd out most of the research for his doctoral thesis. He joined the 
Departmentt of Social Law and Social Policy at Tilburg University in 2004. As a 
postdocc researcher he participates in the 'Flexicurity' research-program, which 
studiess socio-legal arrangements that combine employer flexibility and worker 
security.. Martijn van Velzen lives in the Hague, the Netherlands, with his wife 
andd their daughter. They have no pets. 
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